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L'hypothèse de la dissertation est la suivante: les objectifs à long terme du ministère des Affaires
extérieures du Canada ont influencé les décisions militaires en ce qui concerne la brigade canadienne de
l'OTAN. en Allemagne. D'autres facteurs, comme les limitations financières. les traditions. le moral et
I'eficacité militaire, ainsi que la rivalité entre les services ont aussi joué un rôle et doivent ëtre pris en
!izne de crmpte dms l'mdyse. Nos recherches ficils ont permis de découvrir que
b
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entendue dans un sens large, comprenait le domaine idéologique, la culture et le commerce - et la
protection de l'Europe de l'Ouest formaient la base des objectifs du Canada et ont eu une grande
influence sur les décisions militaires. Tel a été le cas pour celle d'envoyer une brigade en Allemagne.

ainsi que pour la détermination de son statut, de son rôle et de son emplacement.

Isabel Campbell

-

Richard Jones

-

Résumé long
L'hypothèse de la dissertation est la suivante: les objectifs à long terme du ministère des Affaires
extérieures du Canada ont influencé les décisions militaires en ce qui concerne la brigade canadienne de
I'OTAN, en Allemagne. D'autres facteurs, comme les limitations financières, les traditions. le moral et
l'efficacité militaire, ainsi que la rivalité entre les services ont aussi joué un rôle et doivent être prises en
compte dms !'amlyse. Ncs recherches nous ont remis de déccwrir FU=
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dans un sens large, elle comprenait le domaine idéologique. la culture et le commerce - et la protection

de l'Europe de l'Ouest formaient la base des objectifs du Canada et ont eu une grande influence sur les
décisions militaires. Te1 a été le cas pour la décision d'envoyer une brigade en Allemagne. ainsi que pour

la détermination de son statut, de son rôle et de son emplacement.
Notre méthode de recherche a consisté a utiliser. analyser et interpréter les sources primaires. pour
vérifier la valeur de notre hypothèse. Nous avons étudié la correspondance, les rapports et les messages
échangés entre les diplomates, les politiciens et les officiers supérieurs, pour connaître Ieurs motivations.
leurs pensées et leurs différends.
À cause de ses engagements envers I'OTAN, le Canada dut se doter d'une force militaire supérieure en

nombre et améliorer Ies conditions de service de ses soldats, afin d'attirer de nouvelles recrues et de les
garder ensuite dans les rangs de son armée.
Les dossiers du service des relations publiques de la brigade et les rapports de I'ambassade canadienne à
Bonn montrent les rapports qui existaient entre le comportement des soldats canadiens et les objectifs
secondaires et militaires du gouvernement. Les incidents entre tes soldats canadiens et Ies civils
allemands étaient utilisés par les partis politiques allemands contre I'OTAN.
Finalement, il y eut des accords et des désaccords entre les buts à long terme, les autres facteurs en jeu et
les exigences de la réalité. Chaque décision était unique et fondée sur des facteurs qui différaient peu ou
prou selon les circonstances.

Isabel Cmpbell

Richard Jones
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Introduction:
Background and Context:
We, the people of the United Nations, believe in the worth and dignity of the
individual, in the nile of law and justice among nations and in respect for the
pledged word. We are persuaded that men and nations c m by their joint and
sustained efforts live together as good neighbours free from fear and want and
with liberty of thought and worship. We are resolved to Save ounelves and Our
children from the scourge of war which twice in Our time has brought us untold
loss and sorrow. Therefore we unite Our strength to keep the peace.'
The ideals expressed in this quotation summarize well the Canadian vision for world
peace in 1945. Backed by participation in collective security, they fomied a basis for

foreign policy in the decades to corne. Further, John Holmes, the Canadian diplomat,
stressed that one of the lessons learned from the experiences of the 1930s and the
Second World War was the need for serious collective military preparation against
But if a strong military was essential to preserve peace, this
potential aggre~sors.~
lesson was only reluctantly learned as W.L.M. King, the Canadian Prime Minister,
examined defence expenditures after the war and initiated significant cuts to al1 services
in 1946 and 1947?

'Escott Reid, Radical Mandarin. The Memoirs of E S CReid
~ Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1989, p. 199. Here Reid quotes fiom the official Canadian report on the
San Francisco conference where the United Nations charter was being drafted in the
spring of 1945.
'John Hoirnes, The Shaping of Peace. Canada and the Searchfor World Order, 19431957, Volume 2, Toronto: University of Toronto Ress, 1982, p. 5.
'C.P. Stacey, Canada and the Age of Confict, Volume 2, 1921-1948, The Mackensie King
Era, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1981, pp. 396-398.

Reductions in Canadian forces occurred just as tensions were beginning to mount
between the Soviet Union and the westem allies in the early years of the Cold War. The

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) was formed on 4 April 1949 in order to deter
Soviet aggression in western Europe. A defensive organization, it included Belgium,
Canada, Denmark, France, Iceland. Italy. Luxembourg, the Netherlands, Norway.

Portugal, the United Kingdom and the United States as charter members. After the

outbreak of war in Korea in 1950, the Canadian government rapidiy began to expand its
defence programme^.^

NATO enlarged as Greece and Turkey joined it in 1952. The entry of the Federal

Republic of Genany (FRG) into NATO was more difficult. The populations of the
European NATO countries, such as France, Belgium and the Netherlands, had
recently experienced Nazi invasion, occupation. collaboration and resistance. Gennan
rearmament was not easily accepted. The FRG formally became a NATO member in
1955, only ten years after Gerrnany's surrender near the end of the Second World War.

The interplay of diplomacy and military necessity produced no magic formula to

transform these former enemies into allies and the relationship remained somewhat
ambiguous. My thesis will address the place of Germany in Canada's foreign policy and
it will descnbe Canadian efforts to improve the relationship, while assisting with Geman
integration into the western alliance.

'James Eayrs, In Defence of Canada Growing Up Allied. Toronto: University of Toronto
Press, 1980, p. 192.

In 1951, the Canadian government authorized the despatch of 12,000 sewicemen to
Europe; this number included approximately 6.500 Royal Canadian Air Force personnel
and 5,500 A m y personnel. The Canadian Army sent an infantry brigade group to
serve with the British A m y of the Rhine (BAOR) in Northern Gerrnany in late 1951 as a
part of its NATO c~ntribution.~

The legal status of forces located in Gennany was a matter of concern for the Canadian
government and discussions on this issue marked the beginnings of a complicated
relationship with the FRG as Canadian officiais negotiated with the Three Powers
(Britain, France and the United States) in an effort to establish an independent

Canadian policy. In the end, they were successful: Canadian forces did not take on

'

occupation duties in the FRG. The Canadians involved hoped that non-occupation
status would promote West German acceptance of NATO and ease the entry of the

FRG into the alliance. In addition, they wished to improve German-Canadian relations.

However, the decision to send troops, taken in the aftermath of the first Berlin crisis of

5Canada.Privy Council, Order-in-Council, PC 5598, 18 October 195 1. The actual number
of Army officers and men sent by December 195 1 was closer to 5900 which crept up to
6214 by 1956. This number was then reduced.

In this thesis, the term "Gemany"may be taken for West Germany ,and "Germans"to
mean West Germans unless othenvise specified. The term "bngade","bngadegroup" or
"NATO troops" will refer to the various Amy units stationed in Europe which comprised
27 Canadian Infantry Brigade Group (1 95 1 1953), 1 Canadian Infantxy Brigade Group
(1953-1955), 2 Canadian Infantry Brigade Group (1955-1957) and 4 Canadian Infantry
Brigade Group (1957-1968).

-

'The significance of "non-occupation"status will be dealt with in detail in Chapter two.

1948 and in view of actual combat in Korea in 1950, was originally intended as a short
term measure to reinforce European security during a time of high tension. As a

temporary measure it was intended to further the long terni goals of European stability,
independence and integration.' Canadians assumed that the Europeans would take
responsibility for their own defence when they had recovered from the Second World
War. Yet the soldien remained. Some high ranking officers in the Department of
National Defence questioned the necessrty and the role of Canadian troops in Europe,
especially after the adoption of the forward defence and nuclear deterrence strategy in
late j954.'

As the Cold War continued, the rnere presence of Canadian soldiers in Germany
gained psychological significance as a statement of NATO solidarity, though the

numbers were small. During the Berlin Crisis of 1961, the number of Canadian
servicemen in Europe was raised to 14,000 with the A m y receiving an additional 1,106

Lester B. Pearson, Mike. The Memoirs of the Right Honourable Lester B. Pearson,
Volume 2, 1918-193'7,edited by John A. Munro and Alex 1. Inglis, Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1973, pp. 75-6.

'This was particularly the case after 1954 and with the adoption of MC 48. The role of
the brigade changed as NATO's strategy of nuclear deterrence and forward defence,
known as MC 48, gradually filtered d o m to the operational level. MC 48 required a
defence as far east of the Rhine as possible to include most of West Gemany. This
strategy was essential to West German support for NATO. It depended upoo "theadvent
of new weapons [tactical nuclear weapons], plus a Geman contribution."GregoryW.
Pedlow (ed.), NA TO Sîrategy Documents,1949-1969,Brussels: SHAPE,1997, p. 242.
Extract fiom MC 48.

of this number.

'O

The Canadian govemment came under pressure to provide greater

resources to NATO as a result of the gradua1 implernentation of plans for foward

defence in Europe; at the same t h e , continentai defence was a higher national
priority." In February 1964, the Army was authorized to keep 7,000 senricemen in
Europe.I2 This higher number provided the administrative and logistical support
required as a result of NATO's implementation of the defence of Gerrnan territory east

of the Rhine to the intra-Gerrnan border.

The brigade was an important expression of Canada's cornmitment to NATO and to

European security, but even with the slightly larger numbers, its rnilitary significance
declined as the Europeans recovered and became better able to defend themselves in

'Ocanada. Privy Council. Order-in-Council, PC 1961- 1276.22 August 1961. The
Americans increased their forces in Europe by 40,000. Richard L. Kugler. Cornmitment tu
Purpose. How Alliance Partnership Won the Cold War, Santa Monica Calif.: Rand,
1993, p. 138. By contrast, the French and Belgians retained forces in colonial
engagements. The French hoped to reinstall a force of 60,000 men in Germany by 1962,
but Algena continued to take significant resources fkom the European theatre. Of course.
by 1960. the French had aiso adopted nuclear weapons. Frédéric Guelton. "The French
Army During the Second Berlin Crisis (November 1958-August 1961) " in William W.
Epley (ed.), International Cold Wur Military Records and History. Proceedings of the
International Conference, Washington, D.C.:Office of the Secretary of Defense, 1996,
pp. 160-161.

"Jon B. McLin, Canada's Chang@ Definse Policy, 1957-1963. me Problems of a
Midme Power in Alliance, Baltimore, Maryland: The John Hopkins Press, 1967.
[?Directorateof History and Heritage (hereafter DHH), Lindsey/Sutherland Collection,
87/253-II-15.4,The Canadian Defence Budget, Hisiorical Background, p. 3. The
austenty program of June 1962 created by an exchange crisis reduced the overall military
and civilian p e r s o ~ eby
l about 6000 by Mach 1963. This change did not affect the
brigade.

the 1960s. NATO's strategy of deterrence proved effective in avoiding warfare, but it
was not easily accepted by high ranking Canadian army oficers. If the experience of
two world wars and the loss of Canadian lives in these wars had demonstrated that

stability in Central Europe, and especially in Germany, was key to national sec~rity.'~
then the notion that relatively fewsoldiers armed with tactical nuclear weapons might be
enough to deter a Soviet invasion seemed at best deeply troubling .

A continued rnistrust and fear of the German military also seerned evident. The ternis

and conditions under which Germany joined NATO restricted its military activities and

independence. Through NATO, Canada and its allies hoped to contain German military
potential and to benefit from Gemany's military contribution. Even in the early 1960s,
these factors affected consideration of plans for Geman re-unification. Escott Reid,
the Canadian Ambassador in Bonn. raised the possibilities of a military resurgence and
a combined Genan-Soviet partnership as plans for German reunification were being
discussed by Canada and its allies. l4

NATO remained chiefly a military alliance, though Article Two of the NATO Treaty was

13AngelikaElisabeth Sauer, "The Respectable Course. Canada's Department of Extemal
Affairs, The Great Powers, and the 'GermanProblem', 1943-1 947",Doctoral Thesis,
UniveniSi of Waterloo, 1994, p. 3

''National Archives of Canada (hereafter NA), Record Group 25, (hereafter RG 25),
Volume 5406, File 10935-840,pt 6, Message on Policy toward Gemany, fiom Escott
Reid, the Canadian Ambassador in Bonn, to the Department of Extemal Main, 30
March 196 1. This lengthy message was sent to al1 the major Canadian embassies and
delegations.

intended to broaden its scope of activities into other fields. Louis St. Laurent, the

Canadian Prime Minister. Lester B. Pearson, the Secretary of State for Externat Affairs,
and the outspoken Reid pushed hard for inclusion of Article Two in negotiations in
1949.'"t

was eventually included in the Treaty against the strong opposition of Dean

Acheson, the American Secretary of State. A compromise resulted in a vaguely worded
paragraph:

The Parties will contribute toward the further development of peaceful and friendly
international relations by strengthening their free institutions. by bringing about a better
understanding of the principles upon which these institutions are founded, and by
promoting conditions of stability and well-being. They will seek to eliminate conflict in
their international economic policies and will encourage economic collaboration
between any or al1 of thern.16

In the end, Canadian diplomats wavered and were inconsistent in their support of Article
Two.

'' Even if not much was achieved by Article Two, it provided a statement of values

pertinent to Canadian motivation in NATO and it was also an acknowledgement that the
success of the military alliance might be influenced by economic development and

15JamesEayn, Growhg Up Allied Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1980, pp. 1 75189; Escott Reid, Radical Mandarin, nie Memoirs of Escott Reid, Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1989, pp. 221-240: Lester B. Pearson, Mike. 7%eMemoirs of the Right
Honourable Lester B. Pearson, Volume 2. N4I8-Igj 7, pp. 3 7-60.
I6NorthAtlantic Treaty Organization, Facts and Figures. An Alliance for the 1990s
Brussels: NATO Information Service, 1989, p. 376.

.

John Milloy, "Article2 and the Non-Military Development of NATO, 1948-1 957 with
Special Reference to Canada ",Doctoral Thesis, Oxford, Universisr of Oxford, 1994.
l7

cooperation. For the most part, however. Canadian oficials preferred to use other
measures to achieve their goals. including the liberalization of trade through the
General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade (GAlT) and the integration of Gemany into a
European community. G A I T was then associated with international peace and security
as well as prosperity.18

Through GATT, diplomats and others hoped to emphasize common interests and to
reduce tensions among natians as well as to promote Canadian prosperity through
increased trade.lg Greater commerce with the Europeans was intended to offset
increasing dependence upon the Americans. Gemany's potential as a trading partner
was recognized very early on.20If progress in the European market fell short of
expectations, it is still worth considering Canadian efforts and examining how hopes for
improvement in trade influenced Canadian decision-making.

My thesis will examine evidence that the NATO troop contribution was made in light of

these long term foreign policy goals, but it will also establish the extent to which defence
policy and the actual behaviour of the troops supported these goals. The connection

"Hector Mackenzie (ed.), Exrernat .Peiation.s, 1949, Volume 15, Ottawa: Department of
Foreign Mais and International Trade, i 995. See Chapter Vn on International
Economic relations, especidy the material on the implications of European integration.
L9FrankStone, Canada, the Gatt and the hternutional Trade System, 2nd edition,
Montreal: The Institute for Research on Public Policy, 1992, pp. 18-19.

NA, RG 25, Volume 4293, File 10935-B-40, pt. 1, Heeney to Reid, 29 April 1952. See
Chapter 1 for M e r discussion.

'O

here is at times tenuous. In fact, the terrn dissonance used in the title of this thesis is
intended to highlight this difficulty which foms the central thrust of the conclusions. By
examining various areas of military decision-making related to the NATO troop
contribution, this study is designed to allow the influence of foreign policy goals to be
analysed.

To some extent, Canadian oficials recognized that the behaviour of individuals might
refiect upon Canada's reputation and, eventually and curnulatively, their actions might
affect foreign policy goals. When Jules Leger served as the Canadian Ambassador to
NATO in 1959, he observed:

A foreign policy. to be effective, depends to a high degree on the projection of a
favourable image of Canada in the minds of the largest possible number of
people abroad.... But these generalized images are built up from history and
folklore, from propaganda, from fortuitous and often inaccurate news reports and
commentaries, and to an extent ttiat should not be underrated - from personal
contacts...every Canadian who travels abroad helps to create or modify the
image of Canada... the image that a country projects to foreigners is always
generalized and often anthropomorphic, France is cultured, Britain is classconscious. Russia is communist. Austria waltzes, Genany is aggressive,
Belgium is brave and so on...."''
If an individual Canadian could affect Canada's image, certainly, Canadian soldiers,

their families and the civilians serving with them could influence European and

"

NA. MG 32 A 3, Fonds Léger, Volume 14, Discours - le bilinguisme dans la fonction
publique, les relations franco-canadienneset les arts et la culture, 1957-1 977 (dossier 2).
draft. ad,.

especially German opinions about Canadians, their values, and culture for the better or
for the worse. As the Canadian government held long term goals to increase trade with
Europe, to reduce tension among nations, and to encourage the integration of Gemany
into the western alliance, the relationship of the brigade with the local German
communities gains significance beyond the normal practical everyday dealings of a
military with its local cornmunity.

The current literature.
In an article in Diplornatic History, Melvyn P. Leffier argues that national security goes
beyond the defence of territory and includes defending "core values ... organizing
ideology, and free political and economic institutions".

22

This definition of national

security combines elements of social, cultural, and economic history with the more
traditional study of diplornatic and rnilitary history. LeMer's broad definition is used in
this study to highlight the values being promoted in Canadian foreign policy and
ultimately, the extent to which the military was able to exemplify these values.

A thorough examination of the German record and views is well beyond the scope of

this thesis; a team of German historians at the Miiitargeschichtliches Forschungsamt,
with the assistance of various eminent international scholan, are undertaking a
thorough eight-volume examination of the influence of NATO on Gemany. These
volumes will include studies on economic, political, domestic, international and strategic

"Melvyn P.Leffler, "Newapproaches, old interpretations and prospectives re:
configurative",Diplomatie History, Volume 19, No. 2, Spring 1995.

aspects of NATO.23Canada was a rninor player in the German context, as is evident in

historical studies of post war Germany and in public surveys conducted in Gerrnany

during the late 1950s."

Yet closer relations did develop. Though it might seem paradoxical, Canada's motives

for improving relations with Germany developed in part from the experience of the two

"Major Winfned Heinemann, "The German Armed Forces Military History Research
Office: Ongoing Work on Post-World War II Subjects ", in Internarional Cofd War
!blilitury Recordr and History. Proceedings of the international Conference,edited by
William W. Epley, Washington, D.C.:OEce of the Secretary of Defense. 1996. pp. 43 1442.

"Hans Speier, From The Ashes of Disgrace. A Journal fiom Germany, 1945- 1955,
Amherst, University of Massachusetts Press, 1981 in which Speier examines the German
notion of equaiity in defence and the worry that defence might interfere with economic
recovery. Canadians do not receive mention, though the Arnencans are dealt with in
detail. See also Rudolph Walter Leonhardt This Germany. n e Story since the Third
Reich transiated and adapted for the Amencan edition by Catherine Hutter. Greenwich.
Conn.: New York Gnphic Society, ca. 1964. p. 248. Here Leonhardt recounts the results
of a 1959 survey of West Germans. The survey listed nine countries and asked West
Germans to identiQ the countries they preferred to see chosen as close future allies of the
FRG. Leonhardt reported the following results:
1. United States - 8 1 percent
2. England - 49 percent
3. France - 48 percent
4. Japan - 32 percent
5 . Italy - 3 1 percent
6. Russia - 3 1percent
7. Spain - 27 percent
8. Poland - 25 percent
9. Israel - 19 percent
Canada did not even appear as a choice on the survey. Note that almost one-third
of West Gennans supported close association with Russia, though the vast
majority, 8 1 percent chose the United States. Even if the survey reflects a bias on
the part of the questioner, Canadian diplornats also complained that it was
difficult to get good coverage fiom the Geman press. See footnote 6 1, Chapter
one.

world wars. Angelika Sauer, a Canadian historian of German origin, has examined the
question of Canadian policies with respect to Germany during and imrnediately after the
Second World War. Sauer argues that the Canadian government recognized that
Germany was a key element in Canadian national security and that resolution of the
German problem in the post war period was a matter in which Canada had a legitirnate
and abiding interest."

This emphasis in Canadian national security in the immediate post war period sheds
light upon the effect of the experience of warfare upon Canadian attitudes. Sauer
convincingly argues that Gemany's aggressive potential troubled officiais in Ottawa. but
that they saw the Gerrnan problem within its broader European context and did not
generally favour a hard pea~e.~'

Despite its significant role in the Second World War, Canada was hardly a major player
in the planning for peace. During the war and immediately after it, Canadian diplomats
relied heavily upon Great Britain, for the most part, for information on the progress of
the Three Power plans (that is the plans of the Soviet Union, Great Britain and the

United States) with respect to Gerrnany.*' Canadian attempts to support and influence
"Angelika Sauer,"TheRespectable Course. Canada's Department of Extemal Affairs,
The Great Powers, and the 'German Problem' , 1943-1947", p. 3.
''fiid. pp. 383-4.

'%id, p. 15. Note well that the term "ThreePowers" for the most part in this thesis refers
to Britain, France and the United States in the 1950s. It is only in the Second World War
context that the term includes the Soviet Union rather than France.

the British will be apparent in the body of this thesis. The general problems of the British

decline and its impact upon Canada have been the topic of several excellent s t ~ d i e s . ~ ~

Another Canadian historian, Mary Halloran, has addressed the reaction of several
Canadian diplomats to the Three Powers plans with respect to Germany. She agrees
with Sauer's view that they generally favoured a soft peace and felt the dismernbering

of Germany into separate parts was a risky option. 30 Halloran notes that Pierre Dupuy,
a Canadian diplomat, supported plans to divide Germany, severing Prussia from the

rest and offering leniency to those German states who were most amenable to

international CO-operation. Dana Wilgress, a more infiuential diplornat located in
MOSCOW,
also considered that " splitting up Germany into parts... [was] the only really
satisfactory solution of the German problem '?' Yet, Canadian opinions mattered M e .

Halloran demonstrates that the Canadian decision to withdraw forces from occupation
duty irnmediately at the end of the Second World War was not a retum to Prime

29J.L. Granatstein, How Britain 's Weuknessforced Canada into the Arms of the United
States, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1989 ;B.W. Muirhead, n e Failure of the
Anglo-European Option. The Development of Postwar Canadian Trade Policy, Montreai:
McGill-Queens Press, 1 992.
Mary Halloran, "Canadaand the Origins of the Post-War Cornmitment" in Canada and
NATO. U n e q Past. Uncertain Future, edited by Margaret O. MacMillan and David S.
Sorenson, Waterloo, University of Waterloo Press, IWO, pp. 1 - 14.

'O

3iIbid.p. 9 see also: Lawrence Amnsen and Martin Kitchen, The Origim of the Cold War
in Comparative Perspecfive. American, British and Canudian Relations with the Soviet
Union, 194 1-18, London: Macmillan, 1988, pp. 125-6. These pages cover discussion
among the allies on the future division and possible integration of West Germany Uito a
western defensive bloc In 1946,

Minister William Lyon Mackenzie King's 1930s policy of isolationisrn as much as a
rejection of the terms being offered to Canada. The Canadian decision surprised and
displeased the British. King's argument conceming the cost and administrative
difficulties of keeping a small nurnber of soldiers overseas was undoubtly powerful from
the Canadian perspective, but met with little sympathy from the British. This same

argument and reaction arose in the late 1950s with respect to Canada's NATO brigade.

By the late 1950s, the costs included the creation and maintenance of distinctively
Canadian rnilitary comrnunities in Germany.

Halloran's interpretation draws attention to the aims expressed by several diplomats to
convert the Germans into a "democratic peace-loving people". She quotes, for example,
Escott Reid who emphasized the need to nurture liberalisrn and values similar to those
shared by Canadians as a possible solution to the German p r ~ b l e r n .Yet
~ ~ she
concludes that those concemed with post war plans for Gerrnany recognized that the
process of cultural, social and political transformation might be time-consuming and
difficult, if it was possible. lndeed much Canadian commentary on German affairs
written throughout the late 1940s, 1950s and even into the 1960s contains the
underlying assurnption that the Genan national character was flawed and that politics

Pierre Dupuy argued that a decade or two wouid be too little time for the emergence of
"democratic,peace-loving people, reasoning as we do on important matters of justice, and
political and social progress". See Hailoran, "Canadaand the Origins of the Post-War
Cornmitment", pp. 8-9. Reid's comments are from p. 15 of the same article.
j'

in Germany required careful monitoring."

The Arnericans and the British with long term occupation duties in Germany were far
more concerned with these issues. The term de-Nazification was coined to describe the
process by which eminent Nazis would be removed from positions of influence in
German society and democratic and peaceful values would be cultivated among the
Gemans. Yet, several historians have noted that using occupation soldiers to achieve

such cultural change was contradictory as military culture was generally antipathetic
towards the values being espoused by the policy? John Gimbel, in his path breaking
study of the de-Nazification of Marburg, noted that most Gerrnans there thought that the
"little man" was powerless. American soldiers. in their view, were forced to implement
policies whether they agreed with them or not in much the same way many Germans

j3R. A. Spencer, Canada in World Affairs, 19.16-1949, From UN Tu NATO. Volume V.
Toronto: Canadian Institute of International Affairs, 1951; Canada, House o f Commons.
Debates, Ottawa, Queen's Printer, 1949-1964, see especiaily the debate in 1954
conceming German rearmament and membership in NATO;James Iain Gow. "The
Opinions of French Canadians in Quebec on the Problems of War and Peace, 19451960". Doctoral Thesis, University of Laval, 1969, p. 929. Noting that L 2ction
Catholique, Relations, Le Droit, Le Soleil, and L e Petit Journal, stressed the political
importance of the unity of the EEC and recalled the support of the Pope for the movement
which was Christian-Democratic in its inspiration. ;NA, RG 25, Volume 7329. File
10934-F-40, pt. 2.1, Numbered Letters fiom Bonn. Many of these were written by
Charles Ritchie and othen by John Starnes.
l'John Gimbel, A German Community under Americun Occupation Marburg I W j - l 9 Z
Stanford California: Stanford University Press, 1961. Chapter 13 entitled "Paradox"
focuses p r i m d y on this point. See also Noel Annan , ChangingEnemies. The Defeat
and Regeneration of Germany. London: Harper Collins, 1995, for a British analysis of
the experience in that zone.

had obeyed the Nazis. This belief created cynicism about democracy and American
intentions.

Franklin M. Davis. who sewed with the American occupation forces, notes that the
American troop information program initially concentrated upon negative aspects of the
German character. Then in 1947, it was altered to emphasize more positive interaction
between Americans and Germans. American forces and their farnilies were
encouraged to serve as "ambassadors of the American way of life" and it was believed
that the infiux of American families to Germany would accelerate German-American
cooperative efforts. 35

Recent British scholarship examining the Anglo-Gennan relationship reveals similarly

complex motivations at work. Noel Annan, who served as a British intelligence officer
and later with the Allied Control Commission in Gemany, argues that British policy
became in effect a "colonizing" of Germany by occupation. By Aman's criteria, they
were successful as "West Germany became a peace-loving country, locked into the
Western alliance of NATO." 36 He notes that the British were seeking economic
benefits, but were less successful in this endeavour and had grave diffwlties gaining

Franklin M.Davis, Corne as a Conqueror. The United Stases A m y ' s Occupation of
Germany, 194549, New York: Macmillan, 1967,p. 195.

35

36Noelh a n , Changing Enemies. The Defeat and Regeneration of Germany, p. 233.

entry to the European Economic Community on advantageous ternis.''

Saki Dockerill, in her doctoral thesis and in a recent book based partially on it,

examines the economic and military motivations for the re-armament of the Genans
from the British per~pective.~~
The long-ten comrnitment of British soldiers to Geman

defence was the cuirnination of steps taken in the abortive European Defence
Community initiative as the British manoeuvred to keep Americans involved and to
appease French fears. Canada is hardly mentioned in these works, yet because

Canadian diplomats and military officers worked very closely with the British in

Gerrnany, the British context is crucial in understanding the Canadian e~perience.~~

As argued by the political scientist, Joel Sokolsky, Canada has not received much

attention from international scholars for its role in NATO; its role and influence in the
alliance was limited." This thesis will illustrate some of the factors which may have

Ibid., p. 234. Serge Bernier, ReZufions politiques Franco-Britanniques, 19-17- 1988.
Étude du comportement d'une alliance, Sherbrooke: Éditions Naaman, 1984. contains an
anaiysis of French-British relations which explains the difficulties and complications of
the British relationship with respect to Europe.
j7

''Saki Dockenll, Britain S Policyfor West German rearmament. 1950-1955, Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1991.
a more generai study of the close British-Canadian defence relationship see: Peter
Michael Archambault, "The Informal Alliance: Anglo-Canadian Defence Relations,
1945-1960", Doctoral thesis, Calgary: University of Calgary, 1997.

39 For

.'O.Ioel J. Sokolsky, "Le Canada, les États-unis et 1'0tan: l'histoire de deux pilien" in Paul
Létoumeau (directeur), Le Canada et L'Otan après 40 ans, 1949-1989 ,Québec: Centre
québécois de relations internationales, Université Laval, 1992, p. 83.

discouraged Canadians from making a greater military contribution to NATO, building
upon ideas first expressed by David J. Bercuson. Bercuson points out that the high cost
of being a leading member of NATO and the limited influence which Canada was able to
wield in spite of high defence spending in the early 1950s resulted in a decline in
expenditures after 1954.41

Why did Canadians continue to commit forces to Europe at all? Canadian historian Paul
Létourneau, argues that Canadian motivation in NATO was fint of al1 related to
balancing American dominance in Canada. In part, this might be achieved by
establishing closer relations with revived European countries. A strong interest in
economic progress and political stability in Europe was also manifested by those who
pursued Article Two of the NATO Treaty. In view of the Canadian govemment's
continued atternpts to broaden NATO's interests, he concludes that: "Sans doute plus

que pour d'autres nations alliées, dès le début, l'OTAN sera conçue a Ottawa non
seulement comme un renforcement du traité de Bruxelles, mais aussi comme un
support politique, économique et psychologique supplémentaire dans un moment de
grand danger politique pour les démocraties européennes ".'* Stéphane Roussel also
stresses the significance of balancing American influence and of promoting bilateral

'"DavidJ. Bercuson, "Canada,NATO and Rearmament, l%O-I9S4: Why Canada Made a
DiEerence (but not for very long)" in John English and Norman Hiilmer, eds., Muking a
Dzfference? Canada's Foreign Policy in a Changing World Order, Toronto: Lester
Publishing, 1992, pp. 103-124.

4'Paul Létourneau, "Lesmotivations originales du Canada lors de la création de l'OTAN
(1948-1950)" in Le Canada et L 'Oran après 40 anr. 1949-1989 , p. 62.

relations with the Gemans in his work on Canadian motivation in NATO. 43 He, Paul
Létourneau and Roch Legault raise another point which seems often overlooked: "D'une
part, ce vaste pays, peu peuplé, n'a pas les ressources nécessaires pour assurer seul
sa defense. et doit donc s'allier avec des États plus puissants." 44

In spite of these considerations, continental defence became more significant in the mid1950s and the Canadian government began to emphasize it over comrnitments in
Europe. The American author, Jon McLin, argues that NATO tended to ignore
questions of North Amencan defence and that Canada had dificulty developing and
marketing new weapons systems as the cost of defence rose rapidly during the amis

James Eayrs' s work, Growing Up Allied, reveals the complexity of Canadian
motivations in joining and participating in NATO. By including detailed accounts of
disagreements among Canada's politicians, diplomats and military officers, Eayrs
demonstrates the individuality and independence of mind which characterised them and
allowed them to produce useful criticisms of NATO's strategies, policies and plans.

'''Stéphane Roussel, "Amère Amérique.... L'OTAN et l'intérêt national du Canada" in
C m d i a n Defence Qumterly, Volume 22, No 4, March 1993,pp. 35-42.
Stéphane Roussel, Paul Létourneau and Roch Legault, "Le Canada et la sécurité
européenne (1943-1 952): A la recherche de l'équilibre des puissances" in Revue
canadienne de défense, Volume 23, No. 4 and 5, juin, septembre 1994, pp. 23-27.

"Jan B. McLin, Canada S Chunging Definse Policy, 1957- 1963. The Problems of a
Midde Power in Alliance.

Eayrs illustrates the intensity of conflict and how, by allowing it, Canadians were able to
. ~ ~ conflict also suggests that there
contribute more fully to the planning p r o c e ~ sSuch
was no monolithic Canadian viewpoint about NATO and, as a consequence, sometimes
Canadian efforts were not well-coordinated.

John Milloy studied Article Two and the non-military development of NATO in a 1994
doctoral thesis. 47 He demonstrated that Canadians did not consistently purçue and
support Article Two; at times the British and Americans were more enthusiastic about
certain aspects of it. The philosophy behind Article Two is examined further in Chapter
One. This philosophy illustrates some of basic values and ideas which may have

influenced Canadian diplomats who sought more trade with Europe and who
encouraged closer relations with some non-NATO European nations. 48

In terrns of biographical and autobiographical studies, I was able to draw upon J.L.

Granatstein's A Man of Influence, Noman A. Robertson and Canadian Statecraft,
1929-68; Escott's Reid's Radical Mandarin. The Memoirs of Escotf Reid; John English's

46JamesEayls, In Defence of Canada. Growing Up Allied.
"John Milloy, "Article2 and the Non-Military Development of NATO, 1948- 1957";
Joseph Sinasac, "TheThree Wise Men: The Effects of the 1956 Comrnittee of Three on
NATO" in Margaret O.MacMillan and David S. Sorenson, Canada and NATO. Uneas,
Past, Uncertain Future, Waterloo: University of Waterloo Press, 1990, pp. 27-46.
Arthur Andrew, The Rise and Fall of a Middle Power. Canadian diplomacyfiom King
tu Mulroney, Toronto: James Lorimer, 1993, xi. Arthur Andrew served as Head of the
Information Division msponsible for projecting Canada abroad in the mid-1950s. See
also: Bruce Muirhead, The Development of P o s Canadion
~
Trade Policy. The Failure
of the Anglo-European Option, Montreal: McGill-Queen's University Press, 1992.
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two volume, The Life of Lester Pearson, Shadow of Heaven and the Worldly Years; and

David J. Bercuson's Tiue Patriot. The Life of Brooke Claxton, 7898-7960. among others
listed in the bibliography. These works were crucial in evaluating Canada's broader
foreign policy goals and in placing the brigade's contribution in a wider context.

The brigade and its activities have attracted Iittle scholarly attention. Sean Maloney's

War Wifhout BatHes. Canada's NATO Brigade in Germany, a commissioned
operatinna1 hiçtory, is an important source which I drew upon in Chapter three of this
thesis, although I did not always agree with his conclusions. Dr. Maloney's much longer
time frame and operational focus were useful. Given the brigade's vulnerable role on
the broad G e n a n plains, Maloney concludes that the Canadian government should
have supported the brigade's operational requirements and divisional reinforcements at
a much higher level."

Roy Rempel's Counterweights. The Failure of Canada's Geman and European Policy,
79554995 is relevant tao? Rempel argues that Canadian politicians and diplomats

failed to realize the influence that the Canadian military contribution could have had on
bilateral relations with Germany. However, his work ignores the difficulties experienced
in G A l T negotiations with members of the European Economic Community (the EEC),

"Sean Maloney, W m Without Battles. Canada's NATO Brigade in Germany, 1951-1993
Toronto: McGraw-Hill, 1997, p. 188. The differences are deait with in Chapter three.

50RoyRempel, Counrenveighrs. The Failure of Canada S German and European Policy,
1955-1995, Montreai: McGill-Queen' s Press, 1996.

including Germany, in the 1%Os.5' Domestic imperatives affected French, G e n a n and
other European trading neg~tiations.~~
The possibility of European division and a
subsequent weakening of the western alliance were significant considerations in
Canadian diplornatic plans. Bilateral relations with Gemany in Rempel's work are not
placed in the broader framework of Europe, NATO and, ultimately. the apparent Soviet
threat to western security.

The brigade in Germany took part in the deterrence of the Soviets. Its task, as part of
NATO, was to avoid warfare, providing enough force to prevent invasion and no more.

NATO's deterrence strategy was successful; the Soviet Union and communism were
contained and did not spread to western Europe. Conceding this fact, Canadian military
historian John A. English, points out that the plans went untested in actual warfare?
English examines deterrence strategy critically, demonstrating that it did not succeed in
al1 instances during the Cold War. He stresses the utility of conventional forces in such
battles as the Israeli-Arab confiicts, among others. His ideas and the work of Colin
Mclnnes, a British strategic analyst, are useful in evaluating the military role planned for
the brigade during the 1950s and early 1960s. The Canadian brigade, along with most
of the British A m y of the Rhine, could not have held temtory for very long if the Soviets

See Chapter one for details.
%ee for example: Serge Bemier, Relations Politiques Franco-Britanniques (1947-1958).
Étude du Comportement D 'une Alliance. Sherbrooke, Quebec: Naaman, 1984, pp. 172188.
John A. Enplish, Mmhing through Chaos. The Descent of Amies in Theory and
Practice, Westport, Corn.: Praeger, 1996.
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had invaded?

Hypothesis and thesis outline:
The hypothesis in this thesis is that long term foreign policy goals influenced rnilitary

decision-making with respect to the Canadian NATO brigade located in Germany. The
terni military decision-making includes an examination of troop cornportment as

evidence of the success of the decision-making process. This hypothesis does not
preclude consideration of other factors, such as domestic budgetary limitations,
efficiency, morale and inter-service rivalry, in military decision-making. 55 In fact. careful
attention to other factors allows some areas of dissonance between foreign policy and
military decision-making to be demonstrated.

This examination of rnilitary decision-making goes beyond consideration of the strategy

of deterrence with a critical evaluation of operational plans. It includes the development
of personnel policies, the creation and maintenance of Canadian communities in
Gemany and an exploration of the public relations with the local G e n a n communities.
This descent from high policy produces a deeper appreciation of how policy was filtered
by the bureaucracy and how it was actually implemented. In particular. this process will

UColinMches, NATO 's Changing Strategic Agenda. The Conventional Defence of
Central Europe. London: Unwin Hyman, 1990 and Hot War. Cold War. The British
Army 's way in warfare, 1945-95, London: Brassey 's, 1996.
551tis noted that the maintenance of community relations was also a concem for uni6
located in Canada Evidence presented in Chapter five suggests the uniqueness of the

experience in Gerrnany and also its relevance to Canada's foreign policy.

highlight problerns in utilizing the rnilitary as a vehicle for promoting the core values
identified in Canadian foreign policy statements. Decision-making in the A m y and
behaviour in the brigade itself are important aspects of this study.

Although German-Canadian relations are an important theme to be followed, areas
where Gerrnan-Canadian relations were less than smooth or where other factors
predominated, are examined as they illustrated the limits of the hypothesis. Each
chapter addresses a different area and level of decision-making; different factors
became evident in the examination of evidence. As the hypothesis provided a more
powerful explanation of some decisions that others, the incongruity itself became a
conclusion of the thesis. In other words, foreign policy goals were not always evident in
decision-making.

Chapter one of the thesis describes Canada's foreign policy goals in very general ternis.
Taking Leffler's broad definition of national security, this chapter identifies the core
values being promoted in Canada's foreign policy. Article Two is relevant as it provides
a statement of core values and it specifically addresses the connection between core
values and the military alliance."

This chapter also establishes some of Canada's broader economic aims. The

"Milloy's thesis is not challenged here. While the lack of accomplishment is noted, the
ideals expressed in Article Two are nonetheless important to understanding Canadian
motives in NATO.

underlying motivation for promoting the General Agreement on Trade and Tariffs
(GATT) and for encouraging more European-Canadian trade to offset increasing
American dominance in Canada is well known.

This chapter deals with some specific

rneasures taken to improve German-Canadian trade and to increase the Canadian
presence in the FRG.

Chapter one identifies the long t e m foreign policy goals which are a key element in the
hypothesis. If Gerrnan-Canadian relations f o m an important theme to foilow here, the
broader context of NATO and relations with other allies are also significant.

Building upon the framework established in Chapter one, Chapter two will examine the
decision to place the brigade with the British A m y of Rhine and the legal status of the
brigade. The Three Powers (Britain, France and the United States in this post war
context) were still in control of matters of defence and sorne elements of foreign policy in
Germany in 1951. This chapter will focus on the complexities of developing and
implementing independent Canadian policies in these circumstances.

Long term foreign policy goals such as the Canadian government's concem for
encouraging balance within NATO, the more rnundane matters of budgetary lirnits and
communication difficulties among the allies and within the Canadian govemment are
considered and illustrate the combination and complexity of various factors in military
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decision-making.

In Chapter three, NATO's strategy of nuclear deterrence and forward defence and the
subsequent changes in the operational plans for the brigade will be examined. The
focus here is on discussion among high-ranking Canadian Army officers, and others.
who were concerned about changes to plans for the brigade in Germany. The gap
between strategy and operations is the focus of the chapter. An additional thread of
Gerrnan-Canadian relations remains. but the influence of the Three Powers and the
NATO context established in Chapter W Oforrns an important context here. Other

factors, such as the complexity of defence planning with new technologies and the rising
cost of developing weapons systerns, will be at least briefly discussed where the
archival evidence suggests that they also had an influence.

Chapter four contains an analysis of the development of Army personnel policies with
respect to recruitment and the decision to send dependents to Europe. Here the other
factors identified in the statement of the hypothesis will be examined at greater length.
Defence spending on personnel grew, while less of the budget was available for the
purchase of equipment. An evaluation of Army Headquarten' discussions reveals the
importance of inter-service politics in rnilitary decision-making and suggests that certain
traditional A m y values, especially those concerning families, were challenged before

7 964. Here the infiuence of the air force is of interest. Yet German-Canadian relations
and over-al1 foreign policy goals will also be considered for direct and indirect influence
in this area of decision-making which took place for most part in the confines of Ottawa.
26

Chapter five consists of three sections. In the first, the efforts by the Bureau of Current
Affairs to prepare soldiers for service in Gemany will be addressed. Foreign policy
goals, especially the thread of German-Canadian relations, and other factors, such as
the elements of army culture developed in Chapter four. are brought more closely
together here. This section will be followed by an examination of the quality of life for
Canadian soldiers in Gemany and the extent to which they were able to portray Canada
in positive light. The last section will assess the public relations between the brigade and
the communities located in Gennany.

This chapter is drawn in part from information from the Canadian Embassy in Bonn as

diplomats were involved in the analysis of press information about the brigade. The
brigade in Gennany undertook an active public relations campaign, aimed at improving
relations with the Genans and the embassy monitored information and the effect of
troop behaviour upon German opinion. The reality of life in Gemany will be closely
evaluated as far as the evidence allows to produce a critical analysis. By disclosing
specific details about German-Canadian relations, some effects of foreign policy and
miiitary plans on individual lives are revealed and the opposite, the effects of individual
actions on the goals, is also suggested.

The hypothesis of the influence of foreign policy goals on military decision-making
extends from official government plans to individual interactions between soldiers and
civilians. This descent from high policy into the chaos of life allows sorne of the problems
and limitations of using rnilitary means to achieve long terni foreign policy goals to be
27

revealed. If national security means the protection of "core valuesnas well as territory
then it is a task also carried out by individual people who collectively contribute to the
end result. This thesis is an exploration of territory between high policy and the reality of

life in Canadian military communities in Germany.

Sources and Methodology Used:

The methodology consisted of examining a wide variety of primary sources and testing
the validity of the hypothesis, that long t e n foreign policy goals affected military

decision-making, against the information contained in the documents. As the hypothesis
was based upon the role of particular factors in decision-making, letters, memoranda,
minutes and other primary documents were evaluated in an effort to understand the
motives of those involved. The written evidence preserved in archives originating from
high ranking Amy officers, diplomats and politicians was revealing: They were for the
most part a highly articulate and often contentious group of individuals. Many

documents were originally classified top secret, secret or confidential due to the
sensitivity of the information in them; others were marked personal to the recipient. For
the most part, in correspondence at a senior level, views were expressed in a frank and
direct manner. Few of these documents were originally intended for public consumption.

This thesis employs, analyses and interprets documents held at the National Archives of
Canada. mainly from Record Group 24, the records of the Department of National
Defence. and Record Group 25, the records of the Department of Extemal Affairs, with

some other records from Cabinet, the Department of Citizenship and Immigration and

the Department of Industry, Trade and Commerce as well as many rnanuscript papers,

especially those of Escott Reid. L.B. Pearson and Brooke Claxton. The Raymont
Papers, the fonds Allard and Kardex files, especially those emanating from the Chiefs of

Staff Cornmittee. the Chief of the General Staff, and the brigade itself, as well as
Operational Research Army Establishment documents al1 held at the Directorate of
History and Heritage of the Department of National Defence, provided basic evidence
for hiçtorical analysis as well. Footnotes throughout retain the anomalies found in the
originai file. document and message titles so that the exact originals may be located as
standardizing the ternis makes it difficult to distinguish between similar materials
produced on the sarne date.

Some records of the American Army European Command (Record Groups 338 and
496) and records from the Army Chief of Chaplains (Record Group 247) held at the

National Archives in Washington as well as historical reports held at the United States
Amy Centre for Military History in Washington were viewed. These together with some
materials ordered from the Public Record Office in Kew, England, provided useful
background for analysis of Canadian materials and assisted in placing Canadian
difficulties in a comparative context.

No source is without bias. The Canadian Arnly produced much propaganda, such as
news releases which stressed how positively the troops were received in Genany, and
it suppressed negative information about their troops from the Canadian public and even
29

controlled the flow of information within the military hierarchy.

Chapter five of the

thesis will address the quality of information available from the brigade in Gemany in
more detail.

Sean Maloney, the author of War Without Battles. Canada's NATO Brigade in Gemany,
19514993, was generous with records which had been photocopied in the process of

preparing his book. The Brigade hired Dr. Maloney to undertake its history and he and a
team of Canadian soldiers travelled throughout Europe, gathering and photocopying
many relevant German documents which otherwise would have been difficult to obtain.

Erich Reichel, a Geman civilian and the former Public Relations officer for the brigade
in Soest, was responsible for examining every single local and national German

newspaper and ensuring that al1 articles which mentioned the brigade were clipped out.
These articles were translated into English and both the original articles and the
translations were then passed to the Canadian commander of the brigade for his
perusal. Reichel analyzed the clippings, reported every month on the number of positive,
neutral and negative lines about brigade in the form of charts and provided details on

w hich brigade activities produced these results.

His entire collection was photocopied by Maloney's team and was made available to me.

"Sec Chapter five for details.

The effort put into gathering and analyzing German newspapers itself demonstrates the
importance of public relations with the Gemans. Unfortunately, most of the newspaper
stories and rnuch of the information used in Chapter five were purely anecdotal. For
example, some of the news stories and other evidence suggests that alcoholism was a
problern for soldiers, but there were no reliable statistical measures of its frequency. It is
therefore difficult to conclude based on available sources if the problem was
widespread. One unidentified Canadian wrote in hand upon one of the articles, wryly
noting the assumption that Canadian drivers were drunk every time they were involved
in an accident. As a reflection of the German viewpoint, however, these newspaper

clippings were valuable. Not only were there many clippings, but they seemed to contain
a relatively complete range of positive and negative impressions about the brigade.59

Interviews were used to fiil in gaps in the written evidence, to verify information in
documents and to get opinions on controversial points in the written sources. No
standardized oral history rnethodology was used in the course of the research, rather,
each interview was custom-designed to address particular questions about specific
documents or events. I was able to interview an arnbassador, a Chief of the General
Staff and brigade commander, a brigade major, a logistics lieutenant, an annoured
corps lieutenant, an engineering senior nontommissioned officer, and an infantry
private. These individuals represented very different roles and viewpoints and served at

'9t was not postible in Chapter five to cover the range of matenal gathered. Hockey and
sports were actively reported in German newspapers and c o n s t i ~ e da significant cultural
exchange between the two communities which was beyond my scope, but wodd make an
interesting topic for another scholar to develop.

different times.

After more than forty years, mernories become clouded. Some of those interviewed had
a very clear recollection of events and kept personal records which they used to assist

their memories; these records included scrapbooks, letters home, photographs and
cherished rnemorabilia which were examined in the course of the interviews. Archival
records were used to verify factual information and footnotes indicate if information
came from an oral interview.

Though Courts Martial records were examined, it became evident that these files posed
significant methodological p r ~ b l e m sRarely
. ~ ~ did they reveal much about the impact of a
particular offense on relations with Germans, though they tended to support the notion
From a statistical
that alcohol was frequently a factor in the crimes ~ornmitted.~'
viewpoint, they also posed problems. It might seern that units with poor morale and poor
relations with the surrounding community would have a high number of charges.

Robert Tooley, "Appearance or Reaiity? Variations in Infantry Courts Martial: I st
Canadian Infàntry Division, 1940-1945" Canadian Defence Quarterly, Volume 22, Nos 2
and 3, October and December 1992, pp. 33-39,40-47. Tooley concludes in this careful
study of the notable variations in courts martial rates between various infmtry units in
Second World War Courts Martial that " It is doubtful whether the administration of
rnilitary justice was, or is ever likely to be, monolithic, and the numerical variability
between 1 s t Canadian 1nfaat.yDivisionsls[sic] infantry battalions was probably more
apparent than real. ",p. 46.

"See

T%erewas one Court Martial, involving a German-Canadian romance, which was a
marked exception as the file indicated clearly its impact upon the Gemans. The case was
well reported in the G m a n press as it captured the public imagination and there was
even a Geplay written based upon this event.

However, if problems are being addressed in a timely efficient manner, a high number of

charges might result, creating better morale and a good image. A low number of charges
could indicate that problems are not being addressed in units or that the unit simply has
few problems to address. Without other detailed sources. the Courts Martial statistics
alone tell little.

Investigationfiles, which were used under a clause in the Privacy Act which prohibits the
identification of individuals named in them, confirmed suspicions that Courts Martial
cases could be misleading and supplemented the information in them with respect to
relations with the Germans. The investigation files from the early 1950s and discipline
policy files from the early 1960s showed that charges were not consistently made for the
same types of offenses over time, but the sample size was very srnail. Together the
investigation and discipline policy documents give some idea of how offenses against
G e n a n s were viewed. A few investigation cases presented evidence which suggested
prosecution should have been undertaken but was

As German-Canadian relations are the therne of Chapter five and as troop behaviour
was recognized to affect German-Canadian relations and ultimately, though perhapç
indirectly, foreign policy goals, the text includes information on a brief description of
one of the cases in which a major in a Provost Unit, responsible for carrying out an

9 n one case, evidence was verified with a lawyer who indicated that the d e s for
evidence in the 1 950s were followed as children under the age of twelve were not
considered fit to test@. The perspective of the 1990s is very different from that of the
1950s so a strong attempt was made to evaluate the evidence in light of 1950s procedures.

investigation, argued that a charge of rape should have been brought against a soldier.
In his opinion, the failure to charge the soldier with rape would reinforce already
negative opinions about the Canadian soldiers in Geman communities. The information
in the 1960s discipline policy cases suggested that more rigorous prosecution was being
enforced at this time, but investigation files were not available for the period for
verification. The Geman newspaper clippings tend to support the notion that fewer
serious problems were encountered in the 1960s.

Waçtage, the rate at which men leave the arrny, was used as the best, though not a
perfect, indicator of a m y morale. Morale was worth investigating to a degree as it is
associated with discipline and behaviour and thus had an effect upon German-Canadian
relations. As the Canadian A m y relied upon volunteers, the rate at which men left the
service seemed a relatively fair measure. In the early 1950s, many recruits joined for a
very short period of time and may not have intended to remain long in service. This
factor and the speed with which men were recruited probably heightened the wastage
rate from 1951 to 1953. However, as few men re-enlisted, the wastage rate suggests
poor morale as well as competition from private industry. After that, men were recruited
for three or six years,but a high wastage rate persisted until the late 1950s when the
conditions of service had improved.

The defence estimates for each year contain the actual expenditures for the previous

year and sometimes include an analysis of several previous years' expenditures for
categones where expenses changed or were likely to be questioned by the Minister,
34

Cabinet or Parliament. These brief analyses were very useful. In one case, the cost of
having dependents with the Brigade Group was analyzed for 1954 to 1957. The
estimate included moving expenses, the price of chapels, schools, and permanent
married quarters. Analysis and research indicated that these types of facilities
frequently cost more to construct in Canada and that civilian labour was more expensive
in Canada. As the Canadian government approved significant resources for improving
conditions of service in Canada as well as Genany, these financial statistics allowed
other information about the new facilities being provided in Germany to be placed in a
broader and comparative contextB3A m y Council minutes were also carefully and
systematically checked.

The rnethodology included the comparison of viewpoints from a wide range of sources

in order to ensure that the hypothesis was fully tested rather than merely selecting
material which supported the hypothesis. This process increased the complexity of the
thesis but it allowed for a more complete analysis of the historical events involving
Canadian soldiers in Germany. The analysis which follows suggests a complex and, at
times, inconsistent, relationship between Canadian foreign policy goals and rnilitary
decision-making.

It was not possible to prepare complete fiaanciai charts as was done for foreign trade in
Chapter one because the reporting categories for the Department of National Defence are
not consistent from 195 1 to 1964. The estimates were al1 open records so research and
verification is faciiitated. NATO muai reviews and financial reports were not used as
many are still classified and they could not be declassified in their entirety for the tune
period.
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Chapter one: Painting the big picture. Canada's foreign policy goals and how
Germany fit in.

This chapter consists of four separate sections. The first concerns staternents of the
"core valuesn underlying Canada's foreign policies. This section will include discussion
of Article Two. The second section will address general economic policy including
G A T and rnultilateralism and will relate these policies to international peace and

security The third section examines the attempt to increase trade with Europe and the
last section addresses Geman-Canadian bilateral relations. The chapter is intended to
identify Canadian foreign policy goals and the place of Gerrnany within those broader
goals.

Core values and Article two

The underlying principles of Canadian foreign policy were identified by Louis St.
Laurent, the Secretary of State for Extemai Affairs, on 13 January 1947 in the Gray
Lecture, given at the University of Toronto. He first mentioned national unity, followed
by political liberty, noting that " we have consistently sought and found our friends

amongst those of like political traditions. It rneans equally that we have realized that a

threat to the liberty of western Europe, where our political ideas were nurtured, was a
threat to our own way of life"? St. Laurent continued with the nile of law, the values of
a Christian civilization, and the acceptance of international responsibility as the other

fundamental concepts underlying Canada's foreign p o l i ~ y . ~ ~

&L. B. Pearson, M k The Memoirs of the Right Honourable Lester B. Pemson. Volume
2, 1948-1957, pp. 25-6. Pearson quoted St. Laurent's address at the University of Toronto
in his text.

For the Secretary of State for External Affairs, the question of national security was
directly linked to ideology, values and the western way of life. These principles applied
to Canadian actions in the Fint and Second World Wars, as well as to post war policy,
and concerned any threat directed against the liberty of western Europe, and not just
potential actions by Soviet communists. Canadian military actions in Europe were
designed to protect the Canadian way of life?

In his memoirs, L. B. Pearson cited these principles mentioned by St. Laurent as

guidelines he had followed when he became the Secretary of State for External Affairs
in 1948. Pearson added Canadian national interest, the promotion of freer trade, the

recognition of the limitations and imperatives of geography and the need to ensure
Canada's sumival as a state in the face of American dominance as important additional
ideas in the developrnent of long t e n policy. "

Western ideology, grounded in democratic values, and liberal econornic theories, was

associated with freer trade and cooperation among nations as a basis for the pursuit of
peace and security ; these were the concepts evident in the discussions about Article
Two of the NATO TreatyB8That economic cooperation and democratic values were

'j6Canadianforeign policy here supports Melvyn Leffier's definition of national security.
Clearly, "corevalues" were at the heart of the policy being formulated and were being
articdated in these key statements by Canada's leaders.

6 8 J ~ hMilloy,
n
"Article2 and the Non-Military Development of NATO, 1948-1957"

mentianed in the treaty suggests some influence of foreign policy goals in military
decision-making. However, a good many Canadian politicians. diplomats and
bureaucrats felt Article Two was unrealistic in view of international priorities; they

proved correct as it ultimately failed to have much effect.

A good early summaiy of Article Two was provided by K.W. Taylor, the Assistant
Deputy Minister of Finance, in a paper on Canada and the North Atlantic Community to
the Royal Society of Canada in Quebec. Taylor began with a broad historic look at the

concept, capturing much of its romantic appeal:
The Community of the North Atlantic is both quite old and quite new. Its origins
can be dated back to Christopher Columbus and John Cabot, or at least to

1776. A s beginnings can be found in the great transformation of the first
Elizabethan age which shifted the centre of gravity of European power from the
Mediterranean to the Atlantic sea-board.. .

...The recent accession of Greece and Turkey to the North Atlantic Treaty has
extended the boundaries ... beyond the area which

... constitutes the North

Atlantic community. ...lreland, Sweden, Switzerland, and perhaps Spain, are in
fact part of Our communrty, but they are outside NATO. NATO ... represents the
beginnings of an attempt at conscious organization of the North Atlantic
community, but it is not Ït.
The North Atlantic community comprises a closely-knit area the peoples of which
have fundamentally a common heritage, a common view of Me, common
patterns of thought, cornmon interests, and who subscribe to the broad principle

of the primary value and dignity of the individual...Its area is not dissimilar from

that of Western ~hristendom.~~

Taylor captured some of the missionary zeal exhibited by those who pushed for Article
Two and also elucidated the close connection between national security, ideology, and
heritage which was promoted by them. The concept of Western Christendorn had an
idealistic appeal and the tenn was used by others, such as Escott Reid. The notion of
values, especially the primacy and dignity of the individual. tied Article Two to those
fundamental principles of foreign policy laid down by St. Laurent in 1947. From the
philosophical and historical background, Taylor continued on to more practical
economic problems and Canada's relationship with the United States.
The United States as a market for our exports has gone up from less than 40 per

cent to more than 60 per cent, and as source of our imports from the 55-65 per
cent range to 70 per cent or higher...
We could hardly get into a position where the United States was almost Our sole

market and sole supplier and retain indefinitely the substance of our
independence.... The relative power of the United Kingdom is not likely to
recover to a point where it can restore this balance. To the weight of the United
Kingdom must be added the weight of a healthy Westem Europe...We also have

an interest in promoting the North Atlantic community as an alternative to a
discriminatory trading bloc in Westem Europe. ...

NA, E S C OReid
~ Fonds, MG 3 1, E 46, Volume 7, File 14, K.W.Taylor, A Paper to the
Royal Society of Canada, Section 11,3 .lune 1952, No. 52/28, Information Division,
Department of Extenial Affairs, Canada K.W. Taylor was the Assistant Deputy Minister
of the Department of Finance at this t h e . Both Pearson and Reid also used the phase
Western Christendorn and promoted a similar idealistic, philosophicai framework for
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NATO.

Little has yet been done to make progress along the lines of Article 2...we do well
to be suspicious of grandiose schemes and intricate rnultilateral pacts...much
better progress ...can be made through numerous bilateral or small group
arrangements ...70
Taylor's speech was an excellent and even prescient sumrnary of Article Two. The
ontire concept of the North .4!lîntic Cornmunit\/ had a hlstory and 2 phi!oscphy which

were not shared by al1 NATO nations. So while Article Two appealed to the Christian
idealism expressed by sorne, the reality of implementation would be practical and
profitable dealings which were mostly bilateral in nature. Thus economic progress
would be outside the NATO structure, perhaps not among NATO nations and,
ultimately, not associated with Article Two.

Taylor did not mention Gennany, but the German problem was relevant to the pursuit of
Article Two. In a thesis exarnining Article Two, John Milloy addresses the failure of
NATO to develop the non-rnilitary side of the alliance during its early years. According
to Milloy, "many believed that an alliance structure that linked Western Europe and

North America economically and politically, as well as militarily, would provide a stable
framework for German reintegration as well as deal more effectively with Western
economic problems. "" The stable framework was intended to reinforce German
democracy and those elernents of German society which favoured the western alliance.

' John Milloy, "Article2 and the Non-Military Development of NATO, 1948-1957 with
Special Reference to Canada",p. 1

Milloy traces developments on the non-military side, noting that bath the British and the
Americans championed specific aspects of Article Two at various times and that,
though Canadians were associated with it and generally supported it, there were
specific instances in which Canadians actually impeded Article Two negotiations and
other occasions where they had little or no input.

For thoçe Canadians who pushed hard for Article Two, especially L.B. Pearson and
Escott Reid, questions of NATO organization and reçponsibiiities were significant.
NATO, it was hoped, would provide a means for allowing Canadians access to the
European markets at a tirne when Canada was becoming increasingly dependent upon
the American economy. We must ponder the implications of this factor in t e n s of
Canadian motivation for NATO involvement and, in more specific terms, of the rationale
for decisions involving Canadian troops. 72

One of the problems with promoting mechanisms for consultation arnong al1 NATO

nations was that Canadian diplomats and military officers often received better
treatment from their British and American counterparts than those from other smaller
NATO nations.73Information sharing and consultation would be even more pronounced
%ee Chapter Two, for the rationale on the location of the brigade with the Bntish Army

of Rhine in Northem Gemany.
73Sorne documents on information sharing, ABC (American, British and Canadian) plans
are d l classifiecl, but many have been available for years. See DHH document collection

under the headings ABC and ABCA (Amencan, British, Canadian, Australian) for more

in the military sphere where personal connections resulted in infamial consultation.
Military plans involved close intelligence sharing, troops trained and engaged in
exercises together, and some officers were exchanged and served for a time with the
forces of other NATO nations, but especially with the British and Americans. Such
intimacy could hardly be reflected in formai agreements, though there were formal
agreements limited to the American, British and Canadians. Canadians might speak on
behalf of the smaller NATO nations and protest lack of consultation, but they were not
about to trade their position of comparative privilege for one of mere eq~ality.'~

In ternis of dornestic politics, St. Laurent, whose first principle in the formulation of
foreign policy had been national unity, drew attention to the actions of the Soviet State
against Christian authorities, hoping to influence the Quebec Roman Catholic clergy
and Quebec public opinion in favour of NAT O.^^ Canada was the only NATO nation,
other than lceland which had no defence forces, not to irnplernent any f o m of
conscription or even national registration in these early years of NATO's existence.76

details.
"For example see: Peter Archambault, "The Informal Alliance. Anglo-Canadian Defence
Relations, 1945-1960n, Doctoral Thesis, University of Calgary, 1997, pp. 38-9.

'' Norman HiIlmer and J.L. Granaistein, Empire to Umpire. Canada and the World to the
1WOs, Toronto: Copp Clark Longman, 1994, pp. 202-205.

" 73/1223, Raymont Collection, file 1325, Cabinet Conclusions, 25 October 1950. While
noting that the Canadian approach was unique, it is perhaps fitting to add that Iceland's
approach was more at odds. Article Two was unredistic in view of the diveaity of
NATO members. For more on conscription, please see Chapter four where the 1950s
conscription debate is discussed M e r .

There was little domestic opposition to NATO in Canada and few doubts expressed
about the righteousness of its cause. Even if Article Two did not resuR in real economic
cooperation, the ideological aspect of NATO was emphasized in the Canadian

domestic context and it seemed to enhance public acceptance of NATO.'?

A more direct link between Canada's NATO troops and foreign policy was suggested by
Escott Reid, in speeches made at the University of Toronto and at Camp Borden, in

~
November 1951. "Never let your diplomacy outnin your resources", he ~ a r n e d . 'He
went on to discuss the "war for men's minds" and the nature of modern warfare,
pointing out that the North American continent was no longer immune from direct
attacks from the Soviet Union. In this context, sending troops ta Gemany was a f o m of
fornard defence where defence and foreign policy united ~e11.'~Troops in Europe

" Opposition came fiom Le Devoir and the Communist Labor Progressive Party. See J.
1. Gow,"Les Quebecois, la guerre et la paix, 1945-60" Canadian Journal of Pofiticul
Science III, March 1970.
'%A, MG 3 1, E46, Volume 3, Article 62, Talk by Mr. Escon Reid at Camp Borden and
at the Modem History Club of the University of Toronto, 9 November 1951. Escott
Reid's address at Camp Borden was part of a program created by the Bureau of Curent

Affairs in the Department of National Defence. See Chapter five for a more detailed
description of this program and also Christopher L Cran, The Bureau of Current Aflairs,
The Royal Canadian Navy and The Strugglefor Men's Minh, 2950-1957' ,Master of
Arts Thesis, Carleton University, 1996.

T h e notion of f o m d defence will be expanded fuaher in Chapter three, but fiom the
European viewpoint, there was sometimes a concem that Amencans (and Canadians by
extension) used the whole of Europe as a f o m d defensive zone for North America. The
Europeans not surprisingly pushed for forward defence as far east in Europe as possible.
See: André Bea&e, NATO & Europe, London: Faber and Faber, 1967, for the French
viewpoint.

might prevent attack on the North American continent and reinforce what Reid defined

-

as long-terni interests " the promotion of economic strength and social stability".
This was the rhetoric of early Cold War foreign policy. Geography, defence, politics,
econornics and ideology were al1 pillars of foreign policy and inter-related. as Pearson
and St. Laurent had also noted.

Reid went even further in his memoirs and suggested that the Canadian policy for
promoting foreign aid by NATO allies was derived from Article Two. He stated: "Each
ally has undertaken to promote conditions of stability and well-being in the world. Since
there cannot be stability and well-being as long as one-fifth of the men, women and
children of the world live in the most squalid and degrading poverty, this means that
each ally is under an obligation to give aid to poor countries to help them speed up their
economic and social deve~opment."~'

In Reid's view, the Germans were part of "Western Christend~rn."~~
The emphasis
gofiid.,Talk by Escott Reid, p. 16.

"Reid, Radical e mandarin, pp. 387-388. Reid was especially cntical of the Amencans in
this regard.

82Thetenn"Western Christendom", inciuding the whole of Gemany, is a phrase one
h d s used by Escott Reid as well as K.W.Taylor. See NA, MG 3 1, E 46, Escott Reid
Font&, Volume 9, File 28, E. Reid, Western European Integration, 15 January 1959. p. 2;
and James Iain Gow, "The Opinions of French Canadians in Quebec on the Problems of
War and Peace, 1945-1960fl,pp. 357-382. Pope Pius XI had endorsed the NATO
movement in 1948. Gow notes his statements that a just war must be a question of
nwival or of" those things which give Iife its value and significance." These broad
statements were arnbiguous enough to be used by both supporters of the alliance as well
as by neutralists and isolationists who opposed it.

upon spiritual and cultural values tied into that part of the German tradition which
Chancellor Konrad Adenauer was also emphasizing in the Christian Democratic Party

in Germany at this time13The contrast between these values and those of the Nazis
and the Communists could be highlighted, allowing for the inclusion of a wide body of
people and opinions in opposition to totalitarianism.

Though the integration of

Germany into the westem alliance was of paramount importance. various measures
outside of the NATO structure were used to achieve this goal.

Other bodies existed to promote European econornic cooperation. These were noted by
"the Three Wise Men", L.B. Pearson, Gaetano Martino, the ltalian Foreign Minister and

Harvard Lange, the Norwegian Foreign Minister, who wrote a report on non-military
cooperation in NATO which the NATO Council approved in December 1956. The
Organization for European Cooperation and Development (OECD),GATT, the
International Monetary Fund (IMF) and other organizations were highlighted and NATO
members were advised to pursue cooperation through these agencies rather than
dupiicate f~nctions.'~
The OECD was a European body which included the United

Noel h a n , Changing Enemies, pp. 1 7 1- 173. Annan notes that the British were
initially uncornfortable with Adenauer's concem for westiches Christentum und
abendloondische Kultur (western Christianity and culture).

In Germany, in the 1950s, Chancelier Adenauer deliberately tolerated a nurnber of
former Nazis in the German govenunent adopting policies partially to create support for a
liberal democracy from individuals who might otherwise seek to sabotage it. Michaei
Balfour, West Germuny. A Contempormy History, London: Croom Helm, 1982. pp. 188191.

A copy of the text of the Report of the Cornmittee of Three on Non-MiZitary
Cooperation in NATO may be found in North Atlantic Treaty Organization, Facts and
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States and Canada as full members in 1960. Its aim was to encourage economic
growth and expansion to include non-member countries and to promote multilateral
trade. It was also designed ta assist in the coordination of aid to underdeveloped
countries . It acted only in an advisory capacity and included countries which were not
members of

The stumbling blocks to Article Two's implementation seemed insurnountable. The
continued integration of Europe confiicted with the Atlantic vision.87 On the economic
front, non-NATO countries, developing nations, other Commonwealth nations, and even
nations of the Soviet bloc had to be considered.

On the American side, Jack Hickerson. Ted Achilles and George Kennan had shared
and promoted the Atlantic vision? Dean Acheson, the American Secretary of State.
was particularly opposed, and Article Two was only included in the North Atlantic Treaty

Figures, 1989, pp. 384-404.

%chard A. Preston, Canada in World Amis,Volume XI, 1959- 1961, Toronto: Oxford
University Press, 1 965,pp. 2 11-212. Canada and the United States had been associate
members of the Organization for European Economic Cooperation (OEEC).The
reconstituting of the body in 1959 gave it wider membership and broader interests.

'' John Miiloy, "Article2 and the Non-Military Development of NATO,1948- 1957 with
Special Reference to Canada". See also André Beaufre, NATO & Europe.
88Foran American account of these same events sec Don Cook, Forging the Alliance.
The birth of the NATO Treaty and the Dratnatic Tr@ormation of US.Foreign Policy
between 1945 and 1950, New York: Arbor House, 1989, pp. 204-227. The crucial role of
key Amencans in strengthening the NATO treaty and the complexities of Amencan
domestic politics receive attention here.

after exceptional pressure was brought to bear by Canadian diplornat~.~~
In 1949,

Acheson had good reason to emphasize military priorities considering American
domestic politics and his doubts about Soviet intentions in Central Europe. Soviet
nuclear capabilities had developed faster than expected and the continued presence of
Soviet land forces stationed in Central Europe was a real c o n ~ e r nAcheson
.~~
and
others, inciuding Canadian defence minister Brooke Ciaxton in 1950,had already

foreseen the problem with relying too heavily on nuclear weapons, and they hoped that
the provision of additionai conventional forces would be an effective deterrent.g'

A few Canadians questioned the pursuit of Article Two. Dana Wilgress, the High

James Eayrs, In Defince of Canada Growing up Allied; See aiso Escon Reid. Radical
Mandarin, pp. 236-240 and Time of Fear und Hope, Toronto: McClelland and Stewart.
1977.
S9

90MelvynLeffler, A Preponderance of Power. National Security, the Truman
Administration and the Cold War, Standford, Calif.: Standford University Press, 1992;
David S. McLeIlan, Dean Acheson The State Department Years, New York: Dodd,
Mead, & Company, 1976; and Douglas Brinkley, Dean Acheson, The Cofd War Years,
1953-1971, New Haven: Yale University Press, 1992. Note also The Amencans had
supported the Marshall Plan, intended to revive the European economies and which
benefitted Canada as European nations made some off-shore purchases. It was in effect
until 1953. The Amencan Senate was reluctant to accept a broadened NATO mandate
and greater commitments.

9'lbid.See especially: McLellan, Dean Acheson, pp. 339-346. "Acheson held that the
Soviet possession of an atomic capability made it al1 the more imperative that the United
States be able to defence its vital interests in Europe without having to depend upon the
atomic bomb." pp. 344-5. Claxton in May of 1950 wrote "our side [NATO] did not have
enough ground forces to produce concentrations of the Russian troops which would make
good targets for atomic weapom.... " quoted fiom: Eayrs, Growing Up Allied, p. 262.
More on these issues as they specifically affect the Canadian brigade will appear in
Chapter three.

Commissioner for Canada in London and the Canadian deputy to the North Atlantic
Council, wrote to Charles Ritchie, on 30 October 1951. He stated: " As you know, I have
long been mystified as to what exactly was the reason why we sponsored Article 2 of
the Treaty...A have never been able to take seriously the proposal for closer integration

of the North Atlantic co~ntries."~~
He also expressed doubts about European economic
integration and suggested that there were some traces of American imperialisrn in the
approach of those Americans who were in favour of Atlantic integration. As might be
surmised, some Europeans and Soviets shared these viewsSg3

Hume Wrong, in Washington during this time, also expressed skepticisrn: " I can detect

no interest [in Article 2)in the [American] Department of Defense or other Departments
concemed with NATO... Were Canadians Qing to divert attention away from
inadequacies in their rnilitary programme?" he wondered. 94 He worried that the
cumulative effect of Canadian actions in NATO might diminish Canadian influence on
other issues in Washington and suggested caution.95

Thus, Wilgress and Wrong, both of whom were influential, clearly saw difficulties in

%A,

MG 3 1, E46, Volume 7, File 14, Dana Wilgress to Charles Ritchie, 30 October

1951.
93AndréBeaufre, NATO & Europe, pp. 98-100.
%NA,MG 3 1, E46 Volume 7, file 14. H.H. Wrong ,Memorundum enlitled Some thoughts
on Canada, the North Atlantic Cornmuni& and Article 2 of the North Atlantic Treaty, 15
October 1951.

using the military alliance to achieve long terrn foreign policy goals. The ideas
expressed in Article Two were important on the domestic political front; yet it was never
really implemented and military priorities dominated NATO. From the perspective of
the hypothesis, Article Two was an important expression of "core valuesn, but not al1
Canadian diplomats or officiais felt that NATO was the appropriate forum for the
activities associated with it. Thus a divergence between an idealist vision expressed in
Article Two and a more practical short terni view seems evident.

With the outbreak of war in Korea in 1950, irnrnediate military requirements took
unquestioned precedence over long terni goals. This sarne urgency affected the
implernentation of Article Three of the NATO Treaty, concerning rnutual aid among
NATO nations, in 1950. E.W.T. Gill, an External Affairs counsellor to the High
Commissioner in London, wrote to Brooke Claxton suggesting that the mutual aid items
be "typically Canadian, and therefore politically acceptable; .. [made in Canada ] in

small quantities for our armed forces and [where] a larger production nin would effect
econornies for us; ..and if produced would have other collateral advantages such as
assisting to overcome local unernployrnent problems etc...".96 His ideas proved too
optimistic."

%DCER, 1950, Volume 16, pp. 89%9O3. Giil to Claxton, 18 ApriI 1 950.

97GiIlwas hardly alone in his attempts to use NATO for marketing Canadian goods. In
the Department of National Defence, Annual Report, 1950, Ottawa: Department of
National Defence, 195 1, p. 9. It was noted that "inany Ml scde emergency, Canada
would be fighting dong with other fiiendly powers. That principle of specialization
which is so effective in modem industry must be applied....".Unfortunately, for many of

Claxton replied favourably, but emphasized the limits of the defence budget and the
positive advantages to both the United States and Canada of sending British equipment
to NATO countries and replacing it with American equipment for Canadian troops.
Claxton even hoped that the Arnericans would pay for some of thiç equipment in the
interests of continental standardizati~n.~'
These measures certainly enhanced
European readiness, but slowed long term standardization. Muiuai aid, even through
the provision of British equiprnent, helped Canadians create a presence in Europe
which both Gill and Claxton indicated was desirable.

At thiç level, foreign policy goals were considered and efforts were made to achieve

thern through the NATO alliance, though the results fell far short of expectations.

GATT:

Economics and security were closely related but, as Taylor and others observed, they
might be pursued outside of the NATO framework. The philosophy behind GATT, which

promoted international trade through multilateral reductions on tariffs, was that conflicts
among nations might be reduced by these measures. GAlT assisted in the long term
transformation of international relations and was essential to the broader Canadian

the projects atîempted, the high investment required for development combined with
difficulties in marketing in Europe and the States, led to abandonment. The British also
expenenced sirnilar problems. See Jon B. McLin, Cmada's Changing Defense Policy,
1957-1963. The Problems of a Middle Power in Alliance.
98ExfernalAffuirs, 1950, Volume 16, pp. 899-903, Claxton to Gill,27 Apnl 1950.

efforts at the United Nations to maintain world peace." Economic liberalism was

important, but Canadian bureaucrats tempered it with practical considerations of the
effect of GATT policies on the Canadian, British and other econornie~.'~~
As the Cold
War began. the promotion of GATT began to include elements of anti-communism,
and rnay be seen in Iight of cornpethg economic philosophies as well as national self
~nterest.'"

Concentration upon bilateral trade was against the multilateral principles associated
with GATT.''* In theory, international peace and security was linked to the expansion of
multilateral trade arnong al1 nations.lo3 ln practice, anti-cornmunism and opportunism
would sometimes coincide. Moreover. trading with respect to strategic materials

99FrankStone, Canada. the Gatt and the Internutional Trade System, pp. 18- 19.

YJ.L. Gnnatstein, The Ottawa Men The Civil Service Mandarins,1 935- 1957. Toronto:
Oxford University Press, 1982. pp. 139- 143,256-263.
'OIHector Mackenzie, DCER. Volume IS, 1949, Ottawa: Department of Foreign Affairs
and International Trade, 1995, pp. 1054-55. A.F. W. Plumptre, Trude with Rtcssia and
Eastern Europe, 23 April 1949. Plurnptre commented on British memoranda conceming
their trade with Russia and Eastern Empe.
Michael Hart,Fifry Years of Canadian Tradecraf Canada at the GATT, 194 7- 199 7,
Ottawa: Centre for Trade Policy and Law, 1998, pp. 27-28. Hart traces Canada's pursuit
of rnultiIateralism back to the 1930s.
Io'

GATT' was onginally intended to include ail nations. Czechoslovakia was a signatory.
With the change in govemment in Czechoslovakia in 1948, the Amencans asked for and
received Canadian suppoa to exclude Czechoslovakia from GATT concessions. St.
Laurent guessed that this action was intended to exclude satellite counmes of the U.S.S.R
fIom fùture benefits and mmked a change in international political relationships and
future GATT policies. DHH,73/1223, Cabinet Conclusions , 3 1 March 1948. The US
then reversed its policy without informing Canada See: DCER,Volume 14, 1918,
Ottawa: Dept of Foreign AfFairs and International Trade, 1994, p. 890.

required prudence. Supplies which might be used for military purposes were usually
reserved for trade with trusted allies or under agreements which restricted their use.'04
Even non-strategic materials had some security implications. The Soviet Union and its
satellites were potential cornpetitors with respect to wheat and other g o ~ d s . ' ~ ~

The Canadian govemment began applying the agreement on a provisional basis in
1948 and continued to be active in G A l T negotiati~ns.'~
Canada. as a large

geographic entity with a srnall population, and hence a small interna1 market, and with
many raw or serni-processed materials for export, was dependent upon the world
market for economic growth. Multilateralism through the promotion of GATT was
intended to allow Canadians to diversify in the international market.''? GATT was
intended ta promote trade and to protect independence and sovereignty for Canadians
through strong economic growth. It also assisted in the lowering of tariffs between the

United States and Canada. Canada's interest in promoting GATT provides a contextual
background for consideration, especially given the philosophical linkage between

'OJA1uminum and uranium were for exarnple restricted.
'05NA,MG 3 1 E 46, Volume 3 ,Article 80, p. 4. The Soviet Union could become a
serious cornpetitor in Germany for both foodstuffs and industrial raw materials. Aithough
the FRG did not recognize many of the satellite govemments, it d l undertook
commercial relations with them aithough on a limited b a i s during this penod of the.
Consideration of possible Soviet trading policies was a factor in Canadian plans.

'"Mackenzie, DCER,15, 1949. p. 873. Memorandum by A.D.P. Heeney to the Cabinet
to Cabinet, 3 January 1949, approved by Cabinet, 5 January 1949.
'07Michael Hart, Fzfi yems of Canadian Tradecraft. Canada at the GATT, 1947-1997,
pp. 56-9.

security and trade.

The European Option and Geman-Canadian b!laterai relations:
H istorian B. W. Muirhead describes how Canadian officials attempted to overcome

difficulties in British-Canadian trade relation^.'^^ The British government, still using the
sterling area to protect its global interests, had encountered severe dollar shortages
and balance of trade problems. As a result, British trade officials sought to lirnit imports
from Canada, particularly bacon and other agricultural goods. The Canadian
government attempted to cushion the blow to affected sectors of the economy, to
diversify trade, and to develop the European market as an alternative to reliance upon
American and British trade. Muirhead concludes that the European option failed; with
his broad focus, he necessarily overlooks the specifics of CanadianGerman trade.

Canadian-German trade increased steadily, though not nearly enough to offset
increasing American dominance of the Canadian e c o n ~ m y . ' ~ ~
During the 1920s and 1930s. a unified Genany had imported rnany agricultural goods
from Bulgaria, Roumania, Yugoslavia and other South-east European countries in
exchange for manufactured g ~ o d s . ' ' With
~
the division of Germany. these trading

W . Muirhead, The Deveiopment of Postwar Canadian Trade Poiicy. The Failure of
the Anglo-European Option.
losB.

IWSeeAppendix A, Charts 1,2 and 3.
'Io Robert E. Dickinson, Germany. A General and Regional Geography, 2nd edition,
London: Methuen, 196 1, pp. 292-303 and Norman J.G. Pounds, The Economic Pattern of
M o d m Gemcmy ,2nd edition, London: John Murray,1966, pp. 43-60, 125.

patterns were altered and opportunities were created for Canadian products. The FRG
maintained high tariffs on agricultural goods and also reformed its agricultural system.
eventually producing more than unified Germany at its height. German and European
tariffs against agricultural imports continued to restrict the entry of Canadian goods,
although wheat became the largest single Canadian export to Germany by the 1950s.'''

Canadian officiais in Germany were concerned with both security and trade; they
recognized that stability was key factor in creating better economic opportunities for
Canadian goods. A military mission was established in Berlin, well recognized to be a
sensitive location, in January l946."* Lieutenant-General Maurice Pope headed this
mission to the Quadpartite Allied Control Council. Pope's instructions mentioned the
possible economic opportunities created for Canada as German industrial capacity was
curtailed. Pope was also to report on developments in the balance of power and Control
Council policies, de-Nazification, German public opinion, and social and economic
conditions, including the position of churches and religion. Trade was important. but

"The specific products exported to West Gemany in 1953 included wheat (39.5
million), barley (2 1 million) and other agricultural items. Other exports of over 2 million
in that year were: iron and lead ore, cmde asbestos, and synthetic rubber. Significant
manufactured goods included whiskey, newsprint, cigarettes and skates. Imports
encompassed meralworking machinery (2.5 million), cars, scrap copper, cameras, oil well
casings, hand tools, surgical and scientific instruments and other manufachired goods in
small quantities. NA, RG 25, Vol. 6618, File 11271-40pt. 2.1 Mernorandum from B.G.
Barrow?Asst Dir, International Trade Relations Branch, Canada. Department of Trade
and Commerce to N.F.Berlin, Department of Extemal Anairs, conceming statements for
inclusion with Letter of Instruction for Mr. Charles Ritchie, 3 1 May 1954.
"'Donald M. Page, DCER,1946, Volume 16, Ottawa:Department of Extemal Anairs,
1977, pp. 154-159. N.A. Robertson to General Maurice Pope, 29 January 1946.

ideology seemed of interest as well.

Canada signed a Most Favoured Nation Agreement with the Bizonal Government which
controlled West Genany in 1947. A lengthy. point-forrn and informal note was
prepared on this matter, outlining the numerous advantages and disadvantages of this
agreement. The terms were favourable and Canadians might be able to seIl wheat,
linseed oil, beans and barley, wool, and other surplus goods. The German recovery
might be beneficial to Canada and others. The note expressed concern that the
Genans might want strategic goods like alurninum' and that the agreement was not in
spirit of GATT. In addition, it mentioned the possibilities that the United States might not
like the agreement and that other countries in Europe and South America might

establish trade with the Bizonal Government with the effect of leaving Canada outSu3
And so it was with misgivings that the Canadian governrnent concluded the bilateral

negotiation with the Bizonal govemment. '14

The Bizonal government had already signed trade and payment agreements with

'13NA,RG 25, Volume 6543, File 10399-40, pt. 1. Proposal on bilateral trade and
payments agreements with Bizonia, n.d.. The memorandum was very informal and
Iengthy, containing over uiirty items for consideration. * Gemany was forbidden to
produce aluminum at the end of the war. As aluminurn was a strategic good, its
distribution was limiteci,
'I4NA,RG 25, Volume 6543, File 10399-40, pt. 2, Canada Treaty Series, 1948, No. 19.

twenty two countries, including Britain and the United States.'15 The informal note
suggested hostile Canadian public opinion and a reluctance ta trade with the Germans.
In fact, the files conceming trade relations with Germany are filled with letters frorn
Canadian citizens protesting the resurnption of trade with the "Nazis".'16 If the
Canadian government had shown a willingness to dischinate between Germans and
the Nazis, rnany Canadian citizens continued to express distmst and, at least on the
part of some people, there was no distinction between Germans and Nazis.l17

Trade with Germany increased steadily over the years.

11'

Other European and South

America countries also expanded trade with Germany and thus Canada was only one
of many countries which experienced a rise in trade as the German economic miracle
got undennray.'lg

Maurice Pope continued his mission in Bertin as the Four Power (Arnerican. British,
French, and Soviet) control broke down in 1947 and with the invasion of

'I6NA,RG 25, Volume 5437, file 1127140, pt. 4. Various memoranda and letters;
Volume 4293, File 10935-B-40,pt. 1, Various letters.

'" Ibid; Angelika Sauer, " Amatter of Domestic Policy? Canadian Immigration Policy
and the Admission of Gemans, 1 945- 1950 ",Canadian Historical Review, June 1 993,
pp. 226-263. This article covers many of the intricacies of Canadian govemment policies
with respect to the admission of Gemans as immigrants to Canada and describes some of
the attitudes held by officials towards German immigrants.
'I8SeeCharts 13 and 3 in Appendix A.
Il9Pounds, The Economic Pattern of Modern Germuny.

Czechoslovakia in 1948 and the Berlin Airlift in that same year. A consulate in Frankfurt
was set up in 1948. It was responsible for the coordination of immigration tearns, ta

assist if "things got worse", and to promote Canadian trading interests in Western
~ermany.'~'By December 1949, the Allied High Commission was still in control of the
western half of Germany and a Canadian mission opened in Bonn in March 1950.

T.C. Davis replaced Pope in June 1950.Canadians continued to maintain a military
mission in Berlin along with the mission in Bonn. The Canadian presence was symbolic
of a continued cornmitment to stability in this area. For both missions, the provision of
advice and information was clearly a primary duty. The Genans, for their part, sent
representatives to Canada even before they received recognition. Dr. Werner
Dankwort served as the firçt post war German Consul General in Ottawa. He moved to
Ottawa some months before receiving official recognition in September 1950. lnterest in

Canada at this tirne was primarily due to emigration from Germany.t2' The FRG's
acceptance in the international community had not come without a price. The FRG
undertook to settle German economic debts with the western world as a part of its
recognition that Gemany had to take responsibility for the mistakes of the Third Reich.

Mackenzie, DCER, 1948, Volume I J ,Ottawa: Dept of Foreign Affairs and
International Trade, 1994, pp. 2 1-22. Memorandum from L. B. Pearson, Under-Secretary
of State for Extemai AEairs to Secretary of State for Extemal Affairs, 20 May 1948. See
dso: Angelika Sauer, " A matter of Domestic Policy? Canadian Immigration Policy and
the Admission of Germans, 1945- 1950".
'Io

"'Sec Sauer, "Amatter of Dometic Policy?..."

Canadian diplomats and trade officiais continued to push for the FRG ta become a
signatory to GATT as their first preference.lu Canadians let the Most Favoured Nation
Agreement lapse in the 1951 once the FRG became a signatory to GATT. In the words
of L. B. Pearson:

The accession of Western Gerrnany to the General Agreement, if it decides to

participate, wil! be particularly important. It will make possible a broad attack on a
part of the United States tariff which has hitherto rernained untouched because
of the rule that countries negotiate only with "principal supplier" of any item.
Western Gennany has been the principal supplier to the United States of a large
number of items. especially manufactures, on which Canadians would welcorne
reductionç in the United States tariff.'"

That çtatement epitomized much of Canadian multilateralism and motivation;

consideration of American influence and policies was often present in the development
of Canadian positions on issues.

The FRG was gradually becoming integrated into the western community. The
Canadian government issued a proclamation of the Termination of the State of War
which was approved by Cabinet on 27 June and issued on the tenth of July 1951.
following a similar decision by the Three Powers (Britain, France and the United

Mackenzie, DCER, 1949, Volume I j , See Chapter W on International Economic
relations.
I2

'%id., p. 880,quoting a Memorandum from the Secretas, of State for Exremal Affuirs to
Cabinet, 24 October 1949.

S t a t e ~ ) .That
' ~ ~ the Germans were still on probation was evident and the Three Powers

maintained occupation forces in Germany until 1955. The threat of cornmunism in
Europe was very real and German potential formidable.

Germany remained an important element in Canada's security interests, though
Canadians had little input in the plans for its future. In the late surnmer of 1951, R.E.
Collins, Jules Léger and Ross Campbell of the European Division of External Affairs,
prepared a memorandum entitled "Some aspects of Canadian policy in Europe":
The main policy of the West in Europe during the cold war period is...

... the greatest care must be exercised in
formulating interim arrangements for Germany....Up to the present, Canada has
containment [of the Soviet Union].

not been involved in the formulation of Western policy towards Germany, but
with the NATO umbrella already extended to include West Germany and Berlin,
Canada may yet have an opportunity to express its views as a signatory of the
North Atlantic Treaty.
The time has, of course, passed when an ideal solution to the Gemian problem
can be found... In the absence of a substantial improvement in the relations
between Moscow and the Western Powers it is the Genans themselves, both
East and West, who will eventually exert pressure to bring about unification of
their country.
It should therefore be the uitirnate aim of the Western Powers to bring about a
unified, non-Communist Gemany associated as closely as possible with the

Western comrnunity of nations, and in the meantime to proceed with the
Iz4GregDonaghy, DCER, 1951 Volume 17, Ottawa: Department of Foreign Mfairs and
International Trade, 1996, pp. 1693-1695.

integration of the Federal Republic of Germany into Western Europe. To rneet
the challenge posed by the long-ten aim, the Western Powen will have to
concentrate on gaining the respect and confidence of Germany as a whole,
while taking every reasonable opportunrty to keep alive the possibility of ultimate
Four-Power negotiations as a means of general detente.'''
NATO was thus a possible venue for the expression of Canadian opinions on Germany

which Canada had been denied in spite of its active role in the Second World War.'26
Canadians believed in promoting active friendship with the Germans to ensure their
support in the face of the Soviet threat, but the terni "détente" was already being used
in the hope of a long terni peaceful solution in 1951.

Canadian involvement in NATO might ensure that Canadians had a voice in matters of
long term international security. While only partially explicit in the documents, the need
for adequate defence of West Germany to restore economic confidence. supporting
investment, trade, and stability, underlay the decision to send troops to Germany. In
1951, T.C. Davis visited Hamburg, located just 40 kilometres from the lron Curtain, and

an important marketing location which depended upon imports and exports with the

12jNA,MG 3 1, E 46, Volume 7, File 16, Escott Reid fonds, Memorandum entitled: "Sorne
aspects of Canadian policy in Europe", 9 August 195 1.
'16 Canadians had been left out of discussions to resolve the German problem and
objected forcefidly when they were not even consulted about the Potsdam Conference.
Norman Robertson, the Canadian High Commissioner in London and one of Mackenzie
King's advisors during the Second World War had been dismayed by the lack of resdts.
See J.L. Granaistein, A Mun of Influence.Noman A. Robertson and Canadiun Statecraj?,
I929-Ig68,Toronto: Deneau, 198 1, pp. 140-150.

Russian zone.lZ7 He was a guest of Alfred C. Toepher, " one of Gemany's leading
business men... the leading importer of grains." Davis reported on a round table
conference of fifty leading Hamburg businessmen where many questions about trade
with Canada and the possibility of immigration to Canada of Germany's surplus
population were raised. Davis expressed surprise that this particular group of
individuals believed that "successful negotiations can only be entered into [with the
Soviets on possible unification]... with a hope of success when the West is strong in a
military ~ense."'~'

The West Germans were forbidden to a m themselves and many felt threatened by the

presence of Soviet troops along the intra-German border, perhaps patticularly after the
first Berlin Crisis in 1948.12' A sense of stability and well-being might be enhanced

through the presence of Canadian and other NATO troops whose role was to defend

Gerrnan territory from possible invasion.130In this respect, the Canadian contribution,
though srnall, was psychologically significant. The Canadian troops were the first NATO
forces without occupation duties, an important distinction which will be expanded opon

WA,RG 25, Volume 6632, File 10935-B-40, pt. 1, T.C. Davis to the Under-Secretary
of State for Extemai Affhirs, 25 September 195 1.

Donald Abenheim, Re-foging the heron Cross. The Searchfor Tradition in the West
German Armed Forces, Princeton, New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1988, pp. 54,
lZ9

64-65.

130Chapterthree will address the notion of forward defence to include German temtory
east of the Rhine. Even with the line of defence at the Rhine, the presence of NATO
forces no doubt contributed to deterrence.

further in Chapter two.

Tentative efforts for closer bilateral relations were made by both sides. Davis contacted
the Canadian Wheat Board to encourage the promotion of wheat products in Genany

in 1951. Over the years, representatives of the Board visited frequently and
negotiations over the entry of Canadian wheat into the G e n a n and, later, European
markets continued to be a significant activity. Wheat was a primary export to Germany,
but it faced a variety of economic barriers which varied according to the grade of
wheat.'" The Germans and other Europeans rnaintained high tariffs to protect
European agriculture.

Canadian diplomats were hardly blind to econornic opportunity, but the German nation
could not be embraced with open a n s in the face of recent mernories. Davis
suggested that Adenauer be invited to visit Canada in the summer of 1952, at the
same time as a planned visit to the United States. Arnold Heeney, the Acting UnderSecretary of State for External Affairs, wrote to Reid, then the Deputy Under-Secretary,
on 4 April 1952, enthusiastically reporting that " Every day rnakes me realize more and
more that this country [West Germany] is going to be the great economic force on this
continent and from every standpoint we should build up as much good will for Canada

13' NA, RG 25, Volume 5437, File 11271-40, pt. 4. See: Invitation from Escott Reid,
Canadian Ambassador in Bonn to the Geman Feded Minister for Food and Agriculture
re: an arrangement with the Canadian Wheat Board for a three week visit to Canada, 4
Juiy 1960 and additional correspondence between the Department of Trade and
Commerce and the Department of Extemal Affairs on wheat trade in this file.

here as we possibly can."13*

Yet Reid was uncharacteristically hesitant, replying that "1 am not convinced that public
opinion in Canada is quite ready to welcome a visit from the German Chancellor. It
seems probable that the ordinary Canadian citizen who has not followed the rapid
development of Allied policy towards the Federat Republic of Germany would give but a
lukewam welcome to Dr. Adenauer ." Reid spoke to Pearson who felt that perhaps the
matter could be left for the time being?

In the end, Ludwig Erhard, the West Geman

Minister of Economic Affairs and a future G e n a n President, did pay a visit Canada on
16 September 1952, to discuss trading between the Canada and Germany with officiais

of the Department of Trade and Commerce. but there was little publicity about these
meetings.'"

Adenauer visited Ottawa on 17 and 18 April in 1953 and thanked Canada for the
presence of Canadian troops as part of the integrated forces. He and St. Laurent
issued a joint press release on "the struggle for freedom" and emphasized the close
relations between the FRG and Canada on defence, trade and immigration.
At the official level, closer relations had been established and the troops were positively
"'NA, RG 25, Volume 4293, File 10935-B-40, pt. 1, Heeney to Reid, 29 April 1952.

'I3NA,RG 25,Volume 4293, File 10935-B-40, pt. 1, Reid to the Minister, 13 May 1952
and Reid to Heeney, now as Permanent Representative of Canada to the NATO Council,
16 May 1952, Reid, q u o h g Pearson in this second letter.

IUDonald Barry, DCER 18, 1952, Ottawa: External A€fairs and International Trade,
1 990, pp. 1450-1452,

received. But the visit was very low key, with little coverage in the Canadian press. 'j5
In the public forum,the transition of Gemlany into the allied camp had just begun.

As closer relations developed and trade increased, the Canadians opened a consulate
in Hamburg to serve that city, Bremen. Schleswig-Holstein and Lower Saxony in 1956.

Genany was already third behind the United States and the United Kingdom in
accepting Canadian exports and was fourth in imports to Canada.

'" The Canadian

troops by this time were in Soest, part of the Northern Rhineland still served by the
embassy at Bonn. Much of the Canadian training area was to the north in the sarne
area served by the Hamburg consulate and their activities were at times a matter of
some concern to the cons~late.'~~

Both the embassy and the consulate at Hamburg prepared annual reports. noting that
the Americans were more aggressive businessrnen and had managed to increase their

share of the pulp and paper market in the northem area.'38Canadians seemed less
successful. Government policy could create favourable or unfavourable conditions to
some extent and the establishment of consulates was intended to increase trade, but
much would depend upon Canadian and German businessmen, their interests, and

I3'NA, RG 25, Volume 6570, File 10935-840,Pt. 2. Press release, 18 A p d 1953.
I3%ee Charts 2 and 3 in Appendiv 1.

137Chapter
five will address this relationship in more detail.
I3%NA, RG 25, Volume 5437, File 11271-40 pt. 4, Annual Statement on Trade Prospects,
Hamburg, 3 1 October 1960.

activities.

Though the Conservatives under Diefenbaker had emphasized trade with Britain, the
government continued to pursue trade with other European c o u n t f i e ~ .Diefenbaker
'~~
visited Genany in the auturnn of 1958, met with Adenauer, and was enthusiastic about
the meeting.'41 Under the Conservative government, diplomats hoped to achieve

trading advantages in Europe much as they had done under the Liberals. Yet by 1958 it
was becoming clear that plans for the entry of Canadian goods into the EEC were not
coming to fruition.14'

Charles Ritchie, the Canadian Ambassador to Bonn, requested advice from External
Affairs before he visited Konrad Adenauer in spring 1958. The European Economic
Division of External Affairs advised him to raise the following points:
You might refer to the drift away from internationally agreed concepts of
international trade and payments; the growing strains on the GATT and other
institutions in this field; evidence in Europe and elsewhere of increasing

139CostasMelakopides, Pragmatic Idealism. Canadian Foreign Policy, 1945-1995,
Montreai: McGill-Queen's Press, 1998, pp. 52-65, generally notes the lines of continuity
in the Diefenbaker era in his work but says little about Europe or Germany.
140E~
Reid,
~ ~Radical
a
Mandarin The Memoirs of Escott Reid, pp. 301-302.

IJ1Thecomplexities of the issue were reflected in public opinion in Canada See: Gow,
"The Opinions of French Canadians on war and peace", pp. 928-930. Catholic
newspapea tended to support the movement for European unity, especiaily for France
and Gemany, while Liberal newspapers were concemed with the question of Canadian
trade in Europe. Lionel Chevrier spoke in the House of Commons in favour of an Atlantic
Free Trade Area in view of the potential divisions in Europe at this tirne.

protectionism and discrimination; and the general problem of liq~idity.'~~

The memorandum went on to associate GATT with the economic prosperity of the 'Yree
world" and its political strength, describing Soviet attempts to undermine the west. The
European Common Market with its exclusive trading policies was particularly an issue.
Finally. it summed up:

Canada has looked to Germany as a strong and devoted supporter of efforts to
reduce restrictions... We have ...been greatly disappointed by and failed to
understand the reason for, the continued refusal by the German govemment to
bnng its system of import restrictions into accord with its obligations under the
G A l T and the IMF.lU

Canadians had been anxious to promote the development of the EEC as a means of
containing Germany. but they were also concerned about the difficulties Canadian
products encountered in this market. Wheat, timber and fish were al1 important
Canadian exports to Europe which might be affected if the Europeans developed
greater self s~fficiency.'~
While the atmosphere of the early 1950s had been aptimistic,
the late 1950s seemed filled with despondency. Canadian ofFïcials raised the issue of

I4'N~,
RG 25, Volume 7330, File 10935-B-40, P t 3.2, Message from J.E. Hyndman and
W.F. Stone, European EconomÏc Division to the Embassy in Bonn (with information to
NATO Paris). Re: Cal1 on Chancellor Adenauer, 28 March 19%.

l" DCER. 1950, pp. 1623. Memorandum of the Interdepartmental Comminee on
Extemal Trade Policy, 10 Febniary 1950. PCO.RG 2, "Europeanself sufficiency for
such products as wheat, timber and fish.. wodd have painful results here... ".

Canadian agricultural exports to the EEC at virtually every G A l T meeting.14= While
progress was made on specific products at various times. Canadians were reaching a
high point of frustration in their dealings with the Europeans, including the Germans.

Reid replaced Ritchie as the Canadian Ambassador in Bonn in 1958. On 11 December
1958, Reid addressed the Canadian Heads of Missions Meeting in Paris.'46He spoke

of the failed hope that the EEC would become a part of a "Free Trade Area which would
extend over the whole of Western Europe

"."'

His recollection of Canadian policies in

the early 1950s were that differences of opinion were glossed over as "we in Canada
believed in western European integration as a step towards closer unity on a North

Atlantic basis and ultimately on a free worfd ba~is."'~'Reid had been a most ardent
proponent of Article Two and his disillusion with efforts in Europe and with European
policies seemed c~rnplete.'~~

Reid continued :
The sky was now black with those platitudes coming home to roost... Was little

Bruce W. Wilkinson, "GeneralAgreement on Tariffs and Trade" in The Canadian
Encyciopedia, 2" edition, Volume II, Edmonton: Hurtig, 1988, p. 879.
Id5

IJ6Headsof Missions refer to those diplomats who were in charge of the missions in
various countries. These individuds were nearly ail entitled to be called Ambassadors.
'''NA, MG 3 1, E 46, Volume 28, Escott Reid Fonds, Germany Despatches, 1 of 2,
"Western European hegration", 15 January 1959.

'%cott Reid Radical Mandurin, pp. 3 84-3 92.

Europe ( the 6 EEC nations - France, Germany, ltaly and 3 Benelux countries)
going to be inward-looking, protective of special interests and unwilling to make
the adjustments ...necessary in order that it be trade-creaüng and not tradediverting?.. Canadians were now admitting that the notion that a Free Trade area
would weaken protection rnight be reversed into the development of a "so-called
Free Area" which was in itself protectionist and restrictionist. The EEC would
rnerely extend the area of protectionism and discrimination...?
Canadians faced an additional dilemma as the British and other non-EEC European
nations formed the European Free Trade Association (EFTA) . EFTA raised fears about
division in Europe as well as complications in ternis of the conditions for trading
Canadian goods in the European market."'

In 1956, British and French actions in the Suez were perceived in Germany in almost

the same light as Russian actions in Hungary that same ~ e a r . "Geman
~
businessmen
pursued trade with various Arab nations and considered the Middle East as a potential
market for their goods. Canadians in Germany were closely associated with the British

I5"NA, MG 3 1, E 46, Volume 28, Escott Reid Fonds, Germany Despatches, 1 of 2,

"Western European Integration", 15 Ianuary 1959.
Is1 Robert Spencer, "ExtemaiAffairs and Defence" in Canadiun Annual Reviewfor 1960,
edited by John T. Saywell, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1961, pp. 79-80.
By the middle of 1959, British efforts to organize Europe into a free trade area. including
the six conunon market corntries (Germany, France, Italy and the Benelux countries) had
failed. EFTA consisted of the outer seven, including Bntain, Norway, Sweden, Denmark,
Portugal, Switzerland and Austria. EFTA allowed Bntain to retain Commonwealth
preferences which most analysts considered the EEC probably would not have.

lSmA.RG 25, Volume 7330, File 10935-B-40,
pt. 3.1, C.S.A.Ritchie, Annual Report for
Gemany, 1956.

and they had good reason to worry about anti-British feeling and any perception in
Germany that NATO supported the actions of Britain and Fran~e.''~

In spite of the disappointrnents experienced in the 1950s, Canadians established
another consulate in Germany, this tirne in Dusseldorf, in view of the importance of the
Ruhr and in order to prornote further bilateral trade in 1961. Canadian military spending
in the Soest area was important to the local economy and these defence expenditures
were used in negotiations with the German govemment. German investment in

Canada was also a factor as the govemment sought to diversi@foreign investment. In
sectors, like steel and banking, German investment was significant to economic
development, especially at the local l e ~ e l . 'The
~ ~ total estimated Geman foreign
investment in Canada in 1960 was 125 million dollars compared with a total of mostly
American foreign investment of over a half billion dollars.'55

A brief look at the uranium trade illustrates well how the Canadian govemment pursued

'" NA, RG 25, Volume 5437, File 11271-10, pt. 4.

For example: The Canadian Western
Pipe mills at Port Moody, B.C. and Alberta Phoenix Tube and Pipe in Edmonton were
two wholly owned nibsidaries. In addition, Germans had significant investments in
Algoma Steel in Sault Ste. Marie ($53 million in 1960) .Much like Canadian investment
in the Soest area, these figures do not appear large at the national level, but represented a
considerable investment at the local level. The total foreign investment in Canada in 1959
was half a billion dollars, mostly fiom American sources. See: Douglas G. Hartle, "The
National Economy" in John T. Saywell, Canadian Annual Review for 1960, Toronto:
University of Toronto Press, 1961, p. 174.

'"

For a good short summary of the debate over foreign investment in 1960, see:
Douglas G. Hartle, "The National Economy", pp. 173-185.

trade with the FRG to balance dependence upon the Arnericans in the late I ~ ~ O S . ' ~ ~
Uranium as a strategic item was restricted to countries in which the Canadian
govemment had trust and confidence. Uranium was a promising Canadian mining
industry: in 1957. almost 90 percent of Canadian uranium exports went to the United
States with the United Kingdom absorbing virtually al1 the rest. In 1960, the bottom
dropped out of the American market with the cessation of nuclear testing after

September 1958, the slow development of nuclear energy for non-military purposes
and an increase in American domestic uranium produ~tion.'~~
Canadian diplomats and
business persons sought new markets further afield. In July and August 1960, Dr.
Siegfried Baller, the FRGts Minister of Atomic Affairs and Water Recovery, visited
various Canadian nuclear energy plants.'saThe FRG began to import uranium, allowing
for increased diversification and stability at an uncertain time for the Canadian industry.
The existence of this trade and information sharing suggests a higher level of trust and

156RobertBothwell, Eldorado. Canada S National Uranium Company,Toronto:
University of Toronto, 1984, covers the history of this Company until 1960.He describes
in detail the Amencan and British trade, but of course, the trade with the Germans is
outside his time frame.
John D. Harbron, "International Affairs", in Saywell, Canadian Annual Review for
1960,pp. 221-222. In this essay, the seriousness of this dependency is evident.
Unemployment in 1960 expenenced the most senous rise since the depression of the
1930s.The tone of this essay which describes the ominous chronic nse b h g s home the
sense that most adult Canadians at this time experienced the depression fm hand. in fact,
Harbron argued that unemployment, sharper foreign cornpetition and tightenhg world
markets were major crises facing the Diefenbaker government at this time. While this
viewpoint may not have been shared by all Canadiaos, it places trade with the Germans
and with the EEC in perspective.
15'

NA, RG 25, vol. 5406 file 10935-B-40,p t 6, various messages and press releases.

confidence between the two government~.'~~
A bilateral agreement between the FRG
and Canada allowed for inspection to ensure that these materials were used for non-

military purposes, but the Canadian Embassy in Bonn reported that there would be
significant political consequences if Canadians actually decided to implement
inspection. The Genans were sensitive to any suspicions or m i ~ t r u s t . ' ~ ~

Canadian and German officiais continued to build on mutual good will based upon a
growing perception of shared interests. ln 1961, a comprehensive analysis of GermanCanadian relations was prepared by the Department of Extemal Affairs. It indicated that
the principal interests of Canada in Germany arose out of NATO and the defence

cornmitment to West Germany. Germany was the key territory in NATO defence
planning.16' The Canadian government believed that its defence contribution to Geman
territory gave it a legitirnate interest in the FRG and its foreign policy. The analysis
noted that, while Germany had increased its exports to underdeveloped nations, its
foreign aid programme was weak and Canadians joined the American government in
pushing the FRG to increase its aid.lC2

159Bothwell,
Eldorado, p. 432. Bothwell here notes that Bntain was husted to use
uranium for any purpose, but France was informed that it had to guarantee civilian use to
qualim for export. hdia aiso became an importer of Canadian uranium.
NA, RG 25, Volume. 5406, File 10935-B-40, pt. 6.Message fiom Bonn to Extemal,
25 June 1960.
'61NA,RG 25, Volume 5406, File 10935-8-40, pt. 6, "Gemany 1961".
16'NA, RG 23, Volume 5406, File 10935-B-40, pt. 6, "Gemany 1961 " .

The same concerns arose again in a more general context the next year when the Joint

Canada-United States Cornmittee on Trade and Economic Affairs met in January 1962.
The following points were summarized in a Memorandurn prepared by Extemal Affairs:
1. Canada recognizes and appreciates the importance of European integration....

2. Canada shares with the U.S. a concern to ensure that in the interests of a
strong Europe and in the interests of the international trading community these
regional arrangements develop in an outward-looking direction. Canada, like the

U.S., has world trading interests, not only in Europe, but also in other areas,
including the Pacific.
3. Canada and the U.S. both have a direct interest in getting European tariffs

down.
4. Canada and the United States, as agricultural exporting countries have a

common interest in preventing the development of excessive agricultural
protectionism in Europe, both with respect to continental European countries and
Britain.
5. The area of conflict is with respect to the Commonwealth preferences.

Canada attaches major importance to the safeguarding of Commonwealth
interests in relation to Britain's negotiations with the EEC... Further, if it was felt
in Canada that Canadian Iosses in the British market were the result of US.
intewention, this could raise diffÏculties in the Canada4.S. relations generally.
6. Conceming the problern of lessdeveloped countries, as far as tropical

products are concemed, in the past Canada has indicated interest in the world

wide solution proposed by the U.S. (free entry) ....lB3
If Canada and the United States shared many goals, Canadian diplomats seemed to
emphasize their concerns for British interests.

As the European governments belonging to the EEC considered Britain's application for

membership, Canadian diplomats involved in trade issues reflected upon how this
might affect Commonwealth trade and the position of less developed countries. The
EEC had extended preferred treatment to colonial territories of EEC members and

continued preferred treatment when these territories obtained independence, but there
was no guarantee that this policy would be extended to include the Commonwealth.

Even if it did, what of those developing nations which would be left out? Diefenbaker
expressed some of these concerns at the Commonwealth Prime Ministers' Conference

in London in September 1962. At it tumed out, the French President, Charles De
Gaulle, opposed Britain's entry in early 1963.'"

The significance of the American-Canadian discussion on these issues is that officiais
in both countries shared fears about the EEC tariffs with regard to their own trade and

the trade of under-developed nations. Even the United States did not have enough
influence to reduce the European tariffs as desired. On some key issues, American and

1 6 3 NRG
~I
25, Volume 3489, File 3-41, 19624, Joint Canada-United States Cornmittee
on Trade and Economic Affairs, 9 January 1962.
'Woman Hillmer and J.L. Granatstein, Empire to Umpire. Canada and the World tu the
1990s. Toronto: Copp Clark Longman, 1994, pp. 249-25 1.

Canadian officiais together could only hope to influence the opinions and await
decisiuns by others. As the Europeans, especially the Gerrnans, grew more powerful,
able to defend themselves and economically strong, Canada's significance declined.
Even at the height of its influence, diplomat John Holmes noted that in the play among
the various Cold War countries, "Canada's role was bound to be supplementary rather
than decisive".

'"

The ambivalence of the Diefenbaker government. particularly with regard ta access to
nuclear weapons for Canadian forces, had an impact upon German-Canadian

relations.'66 Protest in Canada and West Gemany with respect to the acquisition and
control of nuclear material and especially nuclear weapons tended to focus around a
growing anti-American movement. The Diefenbaker govemment's delay on an
agreement which would allow Canadian forces to be a n e d with American nuclear
weapons was publicly interpreted by at least one Geman anti-nuclear group as support

'?JohnW. Holmes, The Shaping of Peace, p. 15.
I6(jTheCanadian govemment had failed to negotiate an agreement with the American
govemment for access to nuclear weapons for various pieces of equipment purchased
including the Honest John, the Bomarc, the CF 104 Starfighter and other systems. The
NATO stmtegic plan, MC 70, adopted in 1957, called for these weapons to be acquired
and to be nuclear-med. Howard Green, the Secretary of State for Extemal Anairs and
Douglas Harkness, the Minister for National Defence, were at logger-heads with Green
promoting disarmament and Harkness attempting to ennire the Canadian military had the
best possible equipment for their forces and met their NATO commitments. There are
many accounts of these events, see for example: Basil Robinson, Diefenbaker's World A
Populisr in Foreign Afairs, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 198 1. There are also
more details on the Honest John in Chapter three.

for their stance?' The nuclear weapons issue becarne a foremost topic in the election
in 1963 which Diefenbaker lost in part because of his indecision on this matter. The
Liberals under Pearson supported the negotiation of an agreement to fulfil Canada's
NATO cornmitments.

In the interlude after Diefenbaker had been defeated in February 1963, but before
Pearson took office in April 1963, the Embassy in Bonn was faced with a tricky public
relations problem. The German Movement for Nuclear Disarmament planned an Easter
march and demonstration to end in front of the Canadian Embassy in support for what it
declared to be Canadian opposition to nuclear weapons. This movernent comprised
leaders of the Communist Front Party, the German Peace Union as well as pacifists,
neutralists and others with representatives from the areas where Canadian troops were
located. They intended to request that the disamarnent policy of Diefenbaker be
~0ntinued.l~~

There was disagreement on the handling of this demonstration. While it was not legal
for the German police to prevent the demonstration, they were ptepared to stop it from
taking place in front of the embassy if Canadian officials so wished. Norman Robertson,
the Under-Secretary of State for Extemal Affairs, and several other Canadian officials

'%A, RG 25, Volume 5406, File 10935-B-40,pt. 7. A senes of telegrams, messages and
notes went back and forth between Bonn, Ottawa and Vancouver (where Howard Green
was now located) over this issue in March of 1963.

felt that such a heavy handed policy rnight backfire and were inclined to let matters take
their course. John Starnes, the Ambassador in Bonn, worried that inaction would be

interpreted as support for the group and might be detrimental to German-Canadian
relations.

Starnes proposed that the Geman Foreign Office be requested to intervene with the
peace r n ~ v e m e n t . The
' ~ ~ ambassador had no objection to receiving a communication

from the peace demonstrators during normal working hours, but he did not wish to
encourage thern nor to be associated with their ideas in public. Howard Green. the
Secretary of State for External Affairs under Diefenbaker's Conservative government,
was known for his opposition to nuclear weapons and support for disarmament. As he
was still the Minister, he was consulted and he backed Starnes's proposal. The

demonstration apparently took place, but members of the G e n a n movement sent their
communication to the embassy during business hours and did not demonstrate in front
of it as requested. ''O

Protest against NATO's strategy of nuclear deterrence had been evident in Canada as
we11.'~'While the Germans as a whole accepted and supported the strategy of nuclear

'''Gow, "TheOpinions of French Canadians", pp. 1202- 1223. Opinions in the
newspapers in Quebec were split with some resigned to the use of nuclear weapons, but
many questioned a Canadian policy for arming the forces with nuclear weapons and
associated this stance with a colonial mentalité. Aiso noting that for rnany, this question

deterrence and the presence of foreign troops, there was also a smaller portion of the
German population who objected to both.'" The Easter march and dernonstration

illustrates well how Canadian government policy with respect to nuclear weapons was
perceived in Gemany and might be used by various groups to bolster their stand. By
the eariy 1960s,there were significant peace movements in both countries and protests
over the adoption of nuclear weapons.

The Canadian government re-assessed its comrnitment to NATO when the
Parliarnentary Special Cornmittee on Defence met in autumn 1963. Not every one felt
that the Canadian army brigade in Germany was an essential aspect of Canadian
defen~e."~
When the Canadian governrnent originally committed troops to Europe in
1951, the Korean conflict was on and the troop cornmitment refiected the high level of

global tension. Few had foreseen that Germany would remain divided and that the
Cold War would extend over a long period of time. After the FRG began to r e - a n
within the NATO framework, the role of Canadian troops in Germany seemed less a

was not the key issue in the election in 1963. Even in the earlier penod, the Minister for
National Defence, George R. Pearkes, probably received more letters [on the nuclear
issue] fkom citizens and organizations across Canada" than on any other issue. Reginald.
R. Roy, For Most Conrpicuous Bravery. A Biography of MqaJor-General
George R.
Pearkes, V.C.,through Two World Wars, Vancouver, University of Bntish Columbia,
1977, p. 3 3 6.
"

David G. Haglund and Olaf Mager, "uitroduction"and Harmut Pohlman "The
Domestic Impact of Allied Troops in Germany" in David G. Haglund and Olaf Mager's
Homeward Bound? Allied Forces in the New Gemuny, Boulder, Colorado: Westview
Press, 1992.
Ir-

"%ee Chapter three for details.

clear matter of military necessity and more a symbolic reminder of Canadian
commitment to German stabiiity and NATO cohesion. Many of those who testified to
the Special Committee questioned Canada's role in NATO, as will be further described
in Chapter Three.

Information that the Canadian govemment was questioning its NATO commitments
reached the German govemrnent even before the Special Committee convened. The
Geman reaction is worth noting here for various documents suggest that the presence
of Canada's NATO troops in Germany was important enough to the German

government that it could be used as a possible negotiating point by the Canadian
government.

During the visit of the G e n a n Foreign Minister. Dr.Gerhard Schroder. to Canada in
May 1963, Prime Minister L.B. Pearson was wamed that the German government

would seek confirmation that there were " no present plans for withdrawing Canadian
forces from Germany t'.'74 Canadians confimed their cornmitment of forces. However,
they used the occasion for a general discussion of East-West questions (with special
reference to Germany and Berlin), NATO nuclear arrangements, Canadian views of
British entry into the EEC and the Kennedy round of GAlT negotiations, and finally
French attitudes to NATO and Western European integration.

NA, RG 25, Volume 5406,File 10935-B-40,pt. 7, Mernorandun fiom Paul Martin to
the Rime Minister, 16 May 1963 (drafted by D.R Hill).
t74

Both E.M. Drury, the Deputy Minister for the Department of National Defence, and Paul
Martin, the Secretary of State for External Affairs, asked Pearson to raise the question
of German defence procurement in Canada, noting: 'You might wish to do this in
relation to any reference he [Schroder] may make to our forces in Gemany... "."' As
the Gemans had recently increased their conventional forces and made large financial
comrnitments to the rnultilateral nuclear force, the prospects for substantial German
' ~ ~ and
purchases in Canada were less encouraging than six months b e f ~ r e . Drury
Martin noted that Canada had expended almost 40 million dollars of its foreign
exchange to rnaintain her defence forces, including the Royal Canadian Air Force
contingent, in Gemany. They hoped to offset Canadian balance of payments problems
by stirnulating Geman defence purchases in canada.'"

The Gemans took action. In early May 1963, the Canadian government approved the
accreditation of a German military logistics representative in Canada and the
These two measures
establishment of a Geman Military Logistics Office in M0ntrea1.l~~

176John
Starnes who was the Canadian Ambassador to Gemany indicated that the
Americans could always negotiate better deals as they had larger scales of economy and
more troops. There was some frustration on the part of Canadians negotiating on these
issues. Interview with John Starnes, June 1997.
"'NA, RG 25, Volume 5406, File 10935-B-40, pt. 7. Memorandum fiom Paul Martin to
the prime minister, 16 May 1963 with supporthg documents. It was also noted that
Britain and the United States had concluded defence-purchasing agreements with
Gemany .

"WA, RG 24, Volme 2121 1, File CSC, 1533, pt. 1.1, No. 41, Extemal Mairs to the
Embassy of the Federal Republic of Gemiany, 9 May 1963.

were intended to expedite the shipment of defence material purchased in Canada.
Ambassador Starnes remarked that even a modest expenditure for the Gemans would
make a difference to the Canadian government in terms of the difficulties which
Canadians were experiencing with foreign exchange in the early 1960s."~

The transformation of these former enemies into friends had been successful at least at
the political level. Paul Martin noted in 1963 that "Gemany is now in many respects

one of the most important friendly powers. The closeness of our relations has arisen.
first. out of the political and defence relations between Our h o countries within NATO,

and secondly, from Our important trading relationship. In particular, the problem of a
divided Germany and the isolation of West Berlin, surrounded by a hostile communist
regime, have been matters of continuing concern to al1 NATO mernber~."'~~

Economic cooperation and possible advantages in a bilateral economic arrangements
were relevant factors. Not only was the presence of Canadian troops associated with
possible German defence spending in Canada, it was also used as an occasional lever
in other negotiations. During Schroder's visit to Ottawa in mid-May 1963, just prior to a
NATO conference in Ottawa, he and Pearson discussed the nuclear weapons issue.'81
'"fiid.Stames to Ottawa,7 M a y 1963 and 13 May 1963.

I8%A, RG 25, Volume 5406, File 10935-B-40, pt. 7, Mernorandun fiom Paul Martin to
the Prime Minister, 16 May 1963 ( drafted by D.R.Hill).
181Gemany's
membeship in NATO specifîed that Gemany codd not produce nuclear
weapons. Many c o u n ~ e had
s serious womes about allowing the German military access
to nuclear weapons. The Multilateral Force was one method being considered which

Schroder reviewed the Geman govemment's interest in the Multilateral Force, a
proposed NATO mechanism for the control and use of nuclear weapons by NATO
countries. Pearson explained that Canada's pending bilateral agreement with the
United States was not intended to increase the nuclear club, but would provide

While both
Canadian troops with access to existing American nuclear ~tockpiles.'~~
govemrnents were attempting to rnake arrangements for access io nuciear weapons for
their forces, the issue of defence expenditures was raised. Pearson indicated that
defence policy would be reviewed by Parliament; Canadian forces in Europe were
expensive. The brigade group cost as much as two or three Dutch division^.'^^

According to Pearson, even if the Government was strongly motivated to withdraw its
forces, it would not do so in the face of the probable strong objections of other NATO
members. However, he followed this point with a discussion of the disappointing results
so far of the GAlT negotiations in Geneva, indicating that now was the time to move on
the tariff concessions which President Kennedy had won from Congress. Schroder
indicated that the EEC countries hoped to reach a satisfactory compromise frorn the

might allow Geman forces to use nuclear weapons. NATO Ministers were to snidy a
report by the Permanent Council on the Multilateral Force in Ottawa in 1963. North

Atlantic Treaty Organization, Facts and Figures. An Alliance for the 199& pp. 64,67.
[%A, RG 25, Volume 5406, File 10935-8-40, pt. 1.1 , Memorandum to the UnderSecretary of States for Extemal Mairs f h m the European Division, 24 May 1963.

Here there was a hint of some link between the presence of troops in Gemany and a
possible concession in trading negotiations, but for the most part. the trading

relationship and the military contribution were dealt with as separate issues from 1951

io 1964. increased trade with Europe and the NATO miiiiary contribution were intended
to protect Canada's national security, but a careful examination of the evidence reveals
that, even with Canadian promotion of Article Two, the two were hardly intert~ined.''~

The hypothesis stated that foreign policy goals influenced military decision-making. The

analysis here suggests that the military alliance was not the ideal environment for the
pursuit of broader aims and that some Canadian diplomats questioned using NATO in
this manner frorn the beginning. However, Canadians were able to make lirnited
progress by pursuing their broader aims through a varÎety of means while at the sarne

'%id., Memorandum, Jean Fournier to the Under-Secretary, 24 May 1963. A more indepth discussion of the Kennedy Round appears in J.R. Granatstein, A Man of Influence.
Norman A. Robertson and Canadian statecrafi. 1929-1968, Toronto: Deneau. 198 1. See
Chapter twelve. Robertson was mistrated with the lack of progress. However. it was in
May 1963 that Canada received recognition as a special case by GATT - so that acrossthe-board tarifl cuts - which would hurt Canada as an exporter of raw materials and
importer of manufactured goods were not implemented to the distress of some Common
Market and American negotiators. Eventually by 1967, Canadians won significant
trading concessions f?om the Americans. As with most sources on Canadian trade and
GATT,the specifics of Canadian-Gerrnan bilaterai relations are not mentioned. No
document was found to show that Pearson's statement to Schroëder actuaily afEected
GATT negotiations and the timing might be coincidentai.

-

'This divergence, especidy in the face of continued officiai Canadian efforts to increase
trade, suggests that Roy Rempel's arguments do not hold for this time penod.

time participating in NATO. Note well that the decisions to participate in NATO and to
expand trade in Europe came from the notion that Canada's national security depended
upon "the liberty of western Europenas expressed early on by St. Laurent and also
upon a perceived need to balance Amencan influence?

Analysis of the relations between Canada and Germany dernonstrates how, at the

official level, Germany was recognized as a closer ally and as formidable potential
trading partner. The failure to develop greater exchange was not due to a lack of insight
on the part of officiais though the specific steps taken, including the opening of

consulates, to increase the Canadian presence in Gemany suggest the modest nature
~ ~ Stames who served as an ambassador in Bonn in the
of these e n d e a v o ~ r s . ' John

early 1960s expressed the frustration felt by Canadians as Americans and others were
able to draw upon larger resources and close various commercial agreements, such as
those related to defence.''' Other factors, including European domestic considerations,
must also be considered in assessing the relative success of Canada's foreign policy
with respect to Gemany.

At the level of public relations, nuclear weapons posed a problem for both the Canadian

Ig6Seefootnotes 63 and 64.
John Hilliker and Don Barry, Canada 's Department of Erternal Affairs. Coming of
Age, 1946-1968, Volume 2, Mon-:
McGill-Queen's Press, 1995, p. 56. It is here noted
that the Frankfurt office was closed in 195 1, but that opening of the posts was intended to
shift emphasis to commercial activities nonetheless.
1881nterview
with John Stames, July 1997.

and German governments. However, the fear of arming German forces with nuclear
weapons seemed particularly pronounced. In May of 1963, the NATO defence ministers
met in Ottawa and examined the possibility of a NATO multilateral nuclear force. In the
public eye, the Germans were still often associated with the Nazis and the events of the
Second World War were hardly forgoiten. While the NATO Conference was in session,
the Canadian Broadcasting Corporation (CBC) ran a documentary entitled "Balance of
Terrot''. It juxtaposed pictures frorn the Concentration Camp at Bergen-Belsen with
footage of German NATO troops having showers. These sequences were accompanied
by discussion of the German government's policy on nuclear weapons for their NATO

forces. By emphasizing that only two decades before the Germans had threatened the
peace and security of the world and had been responsible for the Holocaust, the
documentary hinted that they were not to be trusted with weapons of mass destruction.

If the German-Canadian relationship improved by the 1960s, the Canadian media still
sometimes portrayed stereotypical images of Germans. The German govemment made
a number of protests about the characteriration of Germans in Canadian newspapers

and on Canadian television, but to no avail, The German Arnbassador to Ottawa found
it dificult to understand why the Canadian govemment did not intervene more actively
in the face of his protests.

''' He was particularly offended by the proliferation of films

produced during the 1950s which characterked villains with Geman accents and al1
i891nGemany, the state controlled television and other media far more directly than the
Canadian government did. Though the CBC received govemment fiinding, the
government did not approve programming and the CBC operated through an independent
board. Canadians held a broader concept of freedom of the press than Germans did.

Gerrnans as Nazis. Worse still, Gordon Donaldson published a piece in the Toronto
Telegram which dealt with former Nazis in the Geman government and received the

$1000.00 Bowater joumalism award for ittga
In a Globe and Mail editorial, another
journalist commented that the division of Germany was all to the good.lgl These
negative comments were noted by the German Embassy in Ottawa and brought to the
attention of the Canadian gavernment.

Canadian views of Germany changed gradually, but, by 1964, relations between the

two governments were, in the optimistic wordç of Peyton Lyon, a Canadian political
scientist and a former officer of the Canadian Embassy in Bonn. "easier than with any
other ally."192The Gemian Chancellor, Ludwig Erhard, and the Geman Foreign
Minister, Gerhard Schroëder, visited Ottawa in May of 1964 for discussion of bilateral
relations and were congratulated by the Speaker of the House of Commons for "the
central role [they]... had played in the 'emergence of a new Germany and the
establishment of a democratic society based upon the dignity of the individual and the

'TVA,
RG 25, Volume 5406, File 10935-B-40,pt. 6, Telegram from Bonn to the
Secretary of State for Extemal Affairs, 9 September 1960, noting this article and others
and the strong negative reaction in Gemany to these Canadian publications.
'911bid.,
Letter No. 662, From Bonn to the Under Secretary of State for Extemal Anairs,
23 August 1963. This matter had been raised by a German official in the Foreign
Ministry who complained about the poor press Germany received in Canada
'"Peyton Lyon, "ExtemalAfTairs and Defence" in Camdian Annual Reviewfir 1964,
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1965, p. 205.

rule of law"' lg3

At the official level and between the governments, relations seemed good. The
perception that Germany had embraced the "core values" which St. Laurent had
identified as underlying Canadian foreign policy in 1947 is evident in the statement
above. By encouraging and actively assisting in the integration of Gemany into the
western alliance, the Canadian govemrnent was strengthening those in Germany who
supported a more dernocratic, Christian ideology. The link between national security
and ideology is manifest in these statements.

In surnmary. the overall goals of the Canadian govemment with respect to Germany

were to support the democratic and Christian elements in Geman society, to assist with
the integration of Germany into European society, to irnprove Canadian trade with
Germany (and the rest of Europe if possible), and to influence the Gerrnans to assist
developing nations. As noted in the late 1950s,European domestic interests and the
significant differences among the countries of Europe in ternis of their economic
policies affected Canada3 ability to rnake progress with the EEC.

Canada's foreign policy with respect to Germany was moderately successful, even if the
amount of trade with Germany could not balance heavy reliance upon the Americans .
Gerrnany went from being a trading partner of very little consequence to Canada in

193CharIotte
S.M. Girard, Canada in W d d Affairs. VoZume VII. 1963-196.5,Toronto:
Canadian Institute of International Mairs,1979,p. 141.

1938 to being one of Canada's closest partners in 1950s and 1960s.lN The
transformation of enemies into friends was dramatic. if incornplete. The persistence of
stereotypical German characters and fears of Nazi resurgence in the Canadian media
in the early 1960s suggests that though many Germans, such as Adenauer himself,
had resisted the Nazis, the FRG had not completely redeemed the German nation in
the Canadian public mind.Ig5

The complexity of Canadian foreign policy goals with respect to Gemany is evident
here. In the next two chapters, the underlying fear of a German military resurgence on

the part of British and French officiais will reappear as a factor of some significance in
Canadian plans. Concern about Germany affected NATO planning and the legal status
of forces in Gemany. The actual decision to send forces must be seen in light of St.

Laurent's statement in 1947 that "a threat to the liberty of western Europe... was a
threat to our way of life." Relations with Germany and specific arrangements for the
troops were thus part of a broader concem for western Europe and for the preservation
of the Canadian way of life.

'"Sec Charts 1 to 3 in Appendix 1. See also NA, RG 25, Volume 661 8, File 1 127140, pt.
2.1, Statement on Canada's trade relations, sent by B.G. Barrow, Assistant Director,
International Trade Relations Branch, to N.F. Berlin, Department of Extemal Affairs, 3 1
May 1954, noting that both Eastern and Western Gemian exports to Canada totalled less
than $10,000 and imports from Canada less than $1 9,000 in 1938.
IgSAlfiedGrosser, "L'Allemagnese réconcilie avec ses résistants" in Historia, no. 6 1 8,
Juin 1998, pp. 80-83.
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Chapter two. The Status of Forces, the Three Powers and British-Canadian
relations. Developing an independent Canadian policy?

In Chapter one, the developing relationship between Canada and Germany was placed
in the broader context of Canada's foreign policy goals. Chapter two will address the
decision ta place the brigade in Germany with the British A m y of the Rhine rather than
with Amencan forces. It will also examine the legal status of the brigade, illustrating

how the Three Powers, Britain, France and the United States, affected Canadian and
Gerrnan bilateral relations.

Domestic considerations, especially the defence budget, limited the options available.
The Canadian A m y used various British facilities and resources in efforts to reduce
costs. Given the small size of the Canadian contribution, Lieutenant-General Guy
Simonds, the Chief of the General Staff (CGS),saw no reason to duplicate British
logistical, administrative and social support functions. This decision and the use of
occupation funds for the construction of facilities in the early 1950s limited Canadian
control over sorne aspects of spending in the communities located in Europe. This
chapter will provide further details on the British-Canadian military relationship in
Germany and set the legal and political context for the next chapter on military planning
for the brigade.

In September 1950, at a NATO meeting, Dean Acheson, the Amencan Secretary of
State, made 1 clear that American willingness to remain in Europe was contingent

upon an agreement to rearm Germany as a matter of ~ r g e n c y .By
' ~ ~19 December, the
Americans, the British and the French agreed in prïnciple to a proposal by René Pleven,
the French Prime Minister, to create a supra-national European A m y for defence which
would include German forces. While this plan for a European Defence Community
(EDC) eventually failed, it was intended to provide a structure to allow for the
.A-

participation of German forces and to prevent a German rnilitary resurgence. "'

Adenauer, the German Chancellor, sought equality for the FRG's defence forces as a

key elernent in the rehabilitation of the soldier and in gradually gaining public
acceptance for reaning among the disillusioned German popu~ation'~~
The phrase

ohne mich [include me out] was coined to express the reluctant attitude of German

men towards rnilitary service at this time. General Dwight D. Eisenhower, NATO's
Supreme Allied Commander Europe (SACEUR), held discusssions with Hans Speidel

and Adolph Heusinger, two former German military officiais, in January 1951. He then
announced that 'Yhere is a real difference between the regular German soldier and

'%MichaelBalfour, West G e m n y . A Contempormy History, London: Croon Helm,
1982, p. 1 77 and David S . McLellan, Dean Acheson. The Stute Department Years, New
York: Dodd, Mead & Company, 1976, p. 329.
'"Saki Dockrill, Britain S Policy for West German Reumament, l9jO-l9i», Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 1994.
T3eatrice Heuser, NATO, Britah and the FRG. Nuçlem strategies md Forcesfor
Europe, 1949-2000, London: Macmillan, 1997, pp. 124-6 and Melvyn P. Leffler, A
Preponderance of Power. National Security, the Truman Administration and the Cold
War, Sanford: S d o r d University Press, 1992, pp. 453-460.

offcer and Hitler and his criminal group... "."' The traditional honour of the German
soldier was an important aspect of German rnilitary culture. Eisenhower's staternent
was intended to assist with the rehabilitation of Geman soldiers and the re-integration
of the FRG into the western alliance.

On 5 February 1951, Brooke Claxton, the Canadian Minister of National Defence.
announced decisions to send a "brigade group ... to provide a strategic reserve" to
Europe and to begin an ambitious defence programme with over five billion dollars
planned to rebuild and re-equip Canadian forces over the next three year~.~O'
These
Canadian decisions were partially in reaction to American, British and French pressure

for more rnilitary support in western Europe. but as pointed out by St. Laurent. in 1950,
in reaction to a speech made by Winston Churchill, the authority for such decisions
rested solely with the Canadian government and Parliament."'

The Occupation Statute was revised in March 1951, restoring the FRG's control of
foreign policy except for certain reserved areas such as that of the forces located in
Germany. The Gemans insisting on taking part in discussion on the EDC on a equal
footing with other European g o v e m r n e n t ~Canadians
.~~~
were aware of these

'99Abenheim,Re-forging the Iron Cross, p. 70.
'"Robert Bothwell and William Kilboum, C.D.Howe. A Biography. Toronto:
McClelland and Stewart, 1979, p. 257.
"'James Eayrs, Growing Up Allied, p. 204.

202MichaelBalfour, Wesf Germany. A Contempormy History, p. 178.

developments and of the requirement for West German military support, although they
and other smaller NATO nations were left out of many Three Power deliberations.

The Canadian government, fully occupied with fighting in Korea and with recniiting and
training its forces, was caught off guard on a number of issues, including the legal
status of their forces, financial arrangements to be made for their support, and their
relationships with other forces and the Geman population. Canadians could not act
independently in any of these matten. Though the NATO Status of Forces Agreement
(which later became known as SOFA) was signed by Canada on 19 June 1951,
Germany was not a member of NATO and the other allied forces in Germany still had

occupation status. 'O3

In July 1951, L.B. Pearson, the Canadian Secretary of State for

Extemal Affairs, briefiy visited Bonn. Pearson publically recommended that Germany be
admitted to "the defence system of the west". Several German newspapers reported
favourably on his announcement and, in addition, they commented enthusiasticaily
upon Canada's defence p r ~ g r a m m eThe
. ~ ~summer of 1951 marked the beginnings of
a promising understanding between Gemany and Canada with respect to defence
matters.

'03North Atlantic Treaty Organization, Facts and Figures. An A l l i m e for the 1990s. p.
39. Please note that ratification of SOFA took much longer and Canadians decided not to
use it for their troops in Germany as it had much less favourable conditions than those for
the occupation forces.
'@'NA,MG 26,N 1, L.B. Pearson Font&, Volume 3, T.C.Davis to Pearson, 20 July 195 1,
with enclosed clippings fiom the Bonner Rmdschazi and Die WeZt with translations.

The Canadian goverment had not at this tirne decided exactly where its brigade group
in Europe was going to be placed. 'O5 General Charles Foulkes. the Canadian

Chainan, Chiefs of Staff, was expected to provide CO-ordinationamong the various
services. though each of the Service Chiefs retained access to the Minister of National
Defence. Foulkes was in favour of locating the brigade in the American zone partially
because in 1945 the Canadian Cabinet had adopted a policy of standardization of
equipment and training with the Americans in support of plans for joint continental
defence. 206 The possibility of this brigade location became known to the British through
a British liaison officer on Eisenhower's staff who worried that the placement of a

Commonwealth contingent under American command would have political implications

Two standard accounts of this decision-making are: James Eayrs, In Defence of
Canada, Growing Up Allied, pp. 212-215 and David J. Bercuson, "The R e m of the
Canadians to Europe: Bntannia Rules the Rhine" in Margaret O. MacMillan and David S.
Sorenson's Canada and NATO. Uneary Past, Uncertain Future, Waterloo: University of
Waterloo Press, 1990, pp. 15-26. My interpretation of the decision to place the troops
with the British is based upon a broad framework which includes the influence of foreign
policy goals upon rnilitary decision-making and questions of govemance. I disagree with
Bercuson's conclusion that this decision should have been made on purely military
grounds. Balance of power within NATO was a legitimate consideration for oEcials of
the Canadian govemment. There were also good rnilitary grounds for the arguments
presented by both Simonds and Foulkes. In addition, while the Canadian govemment
approached Eisenhower and welcomed his recommendation, James Eayrs correctly writes
that the decision to place the brigade with the British was made by the Canadian
govemment. In seeking Eisenhower's recommendation, the govemment did not abrogate
its nght to decide. That said, Bercuson's article is very instructive as he calls attention to
British manoeuvring in NATO and its consequences in the decision-making process in
Canada.
'O5

?06NA,RG 2, Cabinet Conclusions, 19 December 1945.

for the 6ritish.'07 Behind the scenes, various officiais at the British Commonwealth
Relations O f k e and British military officiais met to discuss the question. Approaches
were made to Guy Sirnonds, the Canadian Chief of the General Staff and to Air Marshai
W.A. Curtis, the Canadian Chief of the Air Staff. These were reported to Claxton, noting
that the British were "'most anxious' to tie Canada's forces in Europe to those of the
United Kingdom". 20"urtis

opposed the plans for the Royal Canadian Air Force

(RCAF), but Simonds supported the British stand with respect to the brigade.

Simonds won the battle to place the Canadian brigade with the British Army of the
Rhine. Arnold Heeney, the Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs, who had
observed the decline of British and French influence and the growth of American power
with some uneasiness, expressed his support for Simonds' stance.'09 The British.
Simonds argued, were more sensitive to Canadian interests; he and many in the
diplomatic corps womed about American inexperience and over-reaction in the
international sphere. The choice of serving with the British was intended to enhance
Canadian independence and the military traditions and organization which Canadians
shared with the

David J. Bercuson, "The R e m of the Canadians to Europe: Britannia Rules the
M e " pp. 16-17.

'O7

James Eayrs, In Defence of Canada. Growing up Allied, pp. 212-213. See David J.
Bercuson, "The Retum of the Canadians to Europe. Britannia Rules the Rhine", p. 22.

'O9

"ODavid J. Bercuson, " The Return of the Canadians to Europe. Britannia Rules the
Rhine",pp. 15-26 and DHH,Kardex, (hereafter Kardex) 112.1 (d96), G.G. Simonds to

Foulkes continued to favour the placement of the brigade with American troops in the
southern area of Gemany, where they eventually were situated in 1970.211Though he
raised the issue of administrative convenience and the better American logistical
support. two arguments which would arise again, his rationale went further. American

interna1 strength and prosperity allowed them to dominate in NATO, but Canadians. he
argued, could influence others without any alignment with one NATO power or
an~ther.~'*
If the brigade was going to use the British line of supplies, Foulkes argued, it
He recommended reversing the earlier decision to
should use British eq~iprnent.~'~
adopt American equipment in the event of placement in the British zone.

Eisenhower, in his role as SACEUR, was eventually asked to resolve the question of

Canadian troop location. On 13 September 1951, he recornmended placement with the
British A m y of the Rhine.214The decision. approved by the Canadian Cabinet. was a
the Minister, 16 July 1951, paragraph 16. It is noted here that "Canadian Army
organization is similar to the British Amy...". More about this aspect of the character of
the Canadian A m y will be addressed in Chapter four.

"'For some, particularly Jean Allard, who had served as a divisional commander with the
British Army of the Rhine, placement with the British seemed a continuation of a colonial
relationship. See: Serge Bernier, "L'accession du général Allard au commandement de la
4e Division d'infanterie britannique", La revue Legion, mars/avril 1997, pp. 20-2.
Bernier commented, in reference to the decision to move the brigade south to the
Arnerican zone made in the late 1 9 6 0 ~" ~Le général Allard était assez heureux d'avoir pu
mettre un point final à un des derniers relents du vieux colonialisme militaire anglais visà-vis du Canada,"

xZKardex, 1 12.1(d96)CCOS noies on CGS Paper, 16 July 195 1.

compromise in which allied opinion becarne the deciding factor because the Canadian
military hierarchy remained divided on the issue. Both Foulkes and Sirnonds had
sophisticated ideas about international politics and, though their conclusions were very
different, neither ignored national self-interest. The location issue involved a delicate
balance of power and, as observed in Chapter one, a significant motivation for Sirnonds
and Canadian diplornats was reducing reliance upon the Americans. Foulkes's view
was that the Americans were already very involved in continental defence planning.
Canadians were going to have to depend upon American strength in any case.

In the meantirne, the Americans, especially Acheson and Eisenhower, were becoming

impatient with French reluctance to proceed with German re-amament and, thraughout
the summer of 1951. were pushing for the recruitment of Geman soldiers beginning in
November of that year.'15 Though Acheson claimed that the French Foreign Minister
Robert Schuman agreed to this date, the French Foreign Onice denied it. By
November, Acheson set deadlines for passage of the EDC and the acceptance of
German "contractuals" to end occupation, to restore sovereignty and to open the way
for rearmament.2'6 The issue of German rearmament was closely linked to the end of
occupation and restoration of sovereignty as it eventually came to pass in 1954 and
1955 when the FRG fomally joined NATO.

"5McLellan,Dean Acheson, p. 3 55.

"%id- p. 357. The term "contractuals"was used to refer to new legal and hancial
agreements to establish a basis for Geman payment for the presence of foreign forces to
defend German soiI.

The principle of equality of Germans was a key element in the Canadian plan to convert
them into western allies. in this matter, Canadian policy appeared to be in agreement
with the general tenor of Three Power negotiations with Germany in September 1951.

Relations with the Germans were being transformed quickly, but not as rapidly as some
Amencan and Canadian officiais expected. Pearson, Claxton and others in the
Canadian government were under the impression that the Germans would soon be
reçponçible for at le& part of their defence according to Acheson'ç timetable. *17

On 21 September 1951, M. H. Wershof, the Defence Liaison Officer at External Affairs,

advised that "at present the U.K.-U.S. forces in Germany are occupation forces and
presumably are governed by the Occupation Statute... the Occupation Statute will be
terminated within a few months. and the US.-U.K. forces in Gemany will be given an
entirely new status... ".*" He based his advice to the Legal Division of Extemal Affairs
upon NATO Council statements by Acheson, which implied that a new agreement with
Germany would be undeway on the subject of the status of the forces.

The Canadian brigade was to leave for Germany at the end of October. Both the

"'NA,RG 25, Volume 6632, File 1 138 1-40, pt. 1.2, Various Memorandum.

WA,RG 25, Volume 6632, File 1 138 1-40, pt 1.1 ., Wenhof to the Legal Division, 2 1
September 195 1. Note that David J. Bercuson prepared a short paper entitied "Allies or
Occupiers. The Canadian Forces in Gemany, 195 1-1954'' on this topic for the Canadian
HistoncaI Association, June 1989. In this unpubiished account and in the previously
cited article by Bercuson, at Ieast so far as footnotes reveal, he apparentiy did not consuit
either Pearson's papers or RG 25 and so the British version of the events found in
Dominion Office papers was used to draw conclusions. The British version was
incomplete in many respects.

Canadian Departrnent of National Defence and the British War Office put out press
releases on 18 September, announcing the decisions on the imminent troop departure

and Eisenhower's recommendation to place the troops in the British zone. These facts
were reported in various newspapers but were not communicated internally within the
respective govemments. The first news of this decision thus reached T. C. Davis, the
Canadian Ambassador in Bonn and Sir lvone Kirkpatrick, the British High
Commissioner in Bonn, through an announcement in the London Tirnes.'l9

Davis wrote to Pearson, unhappy that he had not been informed by his own
Department of this decision before it was made public. He worried that the "relationship
with [the] United Kingdom and status of Canadian troops here would be liable to

misconstruction if we were to ignore this occasion particularly as they will be a North
Atlantic Treaty organization [sic] contribution as distinct from occupation troops." zo
Davis. like many others, was under the impression that the occupation was to end very
soon. The British retained a technical legal right to inforrn the Genan authorities about
the Canadian brigade3 arriva1 and location, but Davis strongly recommended that the
Canadian government should directly infom the German govemment. "'

Accordingly, a draft letter from Davis to Adenauer was prepared in Ottawa and was

"WA, RG 25, Volume 6632, File 1 138 1-40, pt. 1.1 ., Davis to Pearson, 2 October 195 1.
Eolbid,Davis to Pearson, 28 September 195 1.

"'fiid,Davis to AD.P. Heeney, 24 September 1951.
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seen and approved by both Pearson and Claxton? This letter indicated that 'Yhe
Brigade Group will form part of the North Atlantic forces... and will be deployed in the
northern part of the Central European Command in association with United Kingdom,
Netherlands and Belgian forces."""t

made no mention of financial arrangements; in

fact, Davis was extremely cautious, and he was well aware that any staternent he made

might be used by the Gemans in negotiations with the Three ~owers."~

On 30 September, before Davis could consult with the British or send his letter, Major-

General C.J. G. Dalton, the Service Relations Officer of the United Kingdom High
Commissioner, passed along a draft of a British letter for the Gennan Chancellor to the
Canadian Embassy and stated that a press release was due to be issued at noon on 2
October, simultaneously in Ottawa, London and by the British A m y of the Rhine,
announcing the decision with respect to the Canadian brigade. Davis immediately
visited Kirkpatrick to express his opinion that he thought "it was cornpletely
inappropriate that a communication to the German Government in which the Canadian

=%id.. Heeney to Peanon, 26 September 1951, stûmped seen L.B. Pearson, 27
September 1951 and Brooke Claxton to L.B. Pearson, 28 September 1951.
"Ibid, Davis to Adenauer, 2 October 1951.
"%id., Davis to Adenauer, 2 October 1951, and Davis to Peanon, 2 October 1951.
Davis' letter to Adenauer was misrepresented by the British. None of the three Canadian
cirafts nor the thal copy sent to Adenauer mentioned financial arrangements. Only the
British letter mentioned the contentious financial arrangements. This situation is exactiy

the opposite to that reported by the British and in the unpublished account presented by
Bercuson in "Allies or Occupiers". This version of events, based upon Bercuson's
account and some archival records, is also quoted in Roy Rempel's Counterweighl, pp.
116-7.

Government was so directly interested should be made through the Government of
another country".

Kirkpatrick claimed to know little of the whole matter, indicating that

it had al1 been arranged by the British Amy. A.D.P. Heeney, the Under-Secretary of

State, wrote to Pearson remarking that the British had not consulted the Canadian
government on the note or the press release and that more consultation would have
been h e l p f ~ l . ~ ~

At Davis' behest, the British letter was altered to include a mention of the requirement

for Canadian Parliarnentary approval for the decision. He also requested that the British
remove staternents on Canadian financial arrangements.

"The final British letter to

the Chancellor opened:

I [Kirkpatrick] mentioned to you last week that His Majesty's Canadian

Governrnent had agreed to sent an A m y Brigade to join the Allied Forces in
Western Gemany, and that General Eisenhower had decided that the Brigade
would be stationed in the British Zone under command of the Commander-inChief, British A m y of the Rhine.

""

The letter also included the sentence that, "the stationing of the Brigade in the British
Zone will not result in any increase to the occupation account during this financial year."
=fiid., Davis to Pearson, 2 October 195 1.

"61bid,Heeney to Pearson, 12 October 195 1.
"'fiid, Davis to Pearson, 2 October 195 1.

"WA, RG 25, Volume 6632, File 1 138 1-40, pt 1.1, Office of the United Kingdom High
Commissioner to Mr. Chanceilor, dated 1 October 195 1 and apparently delivered on 2
October.
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This sentence was the only written communication made to the Gemians on finance

up to this tirne.

While Davis attempted to have the Canadian letter replace the British letter, it was
finally agreed to have both letters preçented to the Chancellor at about the same time.
Menaver was an asiute poiiiician; ne inierpreted the Canadian note, ciescribing the
forces as defence forces not occupation forces, as a signal that occupation forces no
longer existeci and presented it shortly aftenvards to a meeting of the Three Powers.
The Canadian government's decision to pay for the maintenance of its own troops, it

was argued, was further evidence of this change. The Three Powers replied to
Adenauer that this decision was "an act of grace" by the Canadian government which

did not affect occupation status. A few days later, the German government released
information on these notes to the G e n a n press. 230

On 9 October, a representative of the Frankfurter Rundschau visited the Canadian

Embassy and inquired about the status of the Canadian troops. According to the
Rundschau's article published two days later, mernbers of the German Parliament

attached enormous importance to the legal circumstances involving the Canadian
brigade. While various Genan newspapen printed ston'es that the Geman
government was being asked by the Canadian govemment if the brigade could corne,
E9glbid.see also draft by Dalton to Davis, 28 September 195 1.

3 W ~ RG
, 25, Volume 6632, File 1 138 1-40, pt. 1-2, Various messages, Bonn to Ottawa
and Ottawa to Bonn, October 1951.

the Germans were merely infonned. There was nothing in the Canadian note to

suggest otherwise. The decision to locate Canadian troops in Germany still rested with

the Allied High Commi~sion.~'

When this information came out, the SPD opposition in the German Bundestag inquired
if additional maintenance costs would be taken from the occupation budget. Adenauer's
support for allied policies. and especially for the North Atlantic Treaty, came under
attack. Various German political parties and newspapers representing different

viewpoints examined Canadian policies with respect to the brigade carefully and used
the information, or misinformation in some cases, to support or attack the whole
western alliance as well as to further German national inter est^.'^^

General Simonds, Brigadier Moncel and TC. Davis spoke with Kirkpatrick about the
legal status of Canadian troops. Kirkpatrick revealed that the German authorities were

in the process of negotiating contractual arrangements for the occupation forces and
that these very issues, occupation status and financial arrangements, were great bones

"INA, RG 25, Volume 6632, File 1138 1-40, pt. 1-2, Various memos between the
Departments of National Defence and Extemal AfTaUs, including advice from the legal
division of Extemal Affairs, the Iudge Advocate General and the Deputy Minister of
National Defence. The fluid situation in Germany made it difficult for the Canadian
governent to provide advice.

WA,RG 25, Volume 6632, File 1 138 1-40, pt. 1.1, Including analyses of various
German newspapers.

of contention. 233 Several French diplomats in particular and other allies generally

worried that the Canadian example was intemationally embarrassing to them and set a
bad precedent. 234 Essentially, both the British and the French wanted the Germans to
continue to pay for the presence of occupation forces in Gerrnany and were reluctant to

have the Germans re-an. The Genans were simply not yet trusted allies. 235

Kirkpatrick prepared a joint press release which the Canadians refused to sign as it
deliberately obfuscated the non-occupation force status of the Canadian troops, which
was a key element in Canadian policy. On this issue, Canadians were clear and they
held firm. 236 The Canadian government had not adequately consulted its allies on these

issues nor had its allies thought to provide it with background information which might

'33NA,RG 25, Volume 6632, File 11381-40, pt. 1.1. Message 6om T.C. Davis to L.B.
Pearson, 13 October 195 1, pt. 12 ,Message fiom T.C. Davis to L.B.Pearson. 17 October
1951.
="NA, RG 25, Volume 6632, File 11381-40, pt. 1.2 - fiom Alex Ross to Drury, the
Deputy Minister of National Defence, 26 October 1% 1 and pt. 2-3, from Defence
Liaison, to the Under-Secretary of State for Extemal Mairs, 14 October 1952. A year
later, French officiais still womed about independent Canadian actions and the possibility
that Canadian direct negotiation with the Germans might affect them.
235

Heuser, NATO, Britain. France and the FRG. Nuclear sirategies and forces for

Europe. 1949-2000, and LeffIer, Preponderance of Power, pp. 446-462. The French
were not content with proposals for the equality of Germans in a European defence
organization. When the Amencans did not threaten to use nuclear force to rescue
beleajpered French forces at Dien Bien Phu, French discontent grew. These events
contributed to the eventual development of an independent French nuclear force.

26NA, RG 25, Volume 6632, File 11381-40, pt. 1.2, T.C.Davis to L.B. Pearson, 17
October 1951, para 17.

have alleviated the difficulties which c~ntinued.~~'
The crux of the problem was

dissension among the Three Powers and especially differences between the Americans
and Europeans with respect to the timing of Gennan re-annament and integration into

the western alliance.

Difficulties between the allies were further complicated by poor communications
between the Canadian Departments of External Affairs and National Defence.

Heeney apologetically told Davis that:
The interested members of this Department were entirely preoccupied with the
NATO Council meeting during the week commencing September 15th ...[ and]...
The Department did not have advance notice of Mr. Claxton's release of

September 1Bth, or for that matter of the final decision to deploy the brigade in
the U.K. Zone of Germany.

The NATO meeting in Ottawa had begun the task of examining in detail the financial
capacities of each of the NATO nations under the Temporary Council Cornmittee (TCC)
known as the "Twelve Apostles" . The TCC had an inner group as its Executive Council
consisting of Averell Harrirnan of the United States, Sir Edwin Plowden of the United

"'Ibid A senes of confusing telegrams went back and forth between T.C. Davis and
Pearson, the Secretary of State for Extemal Affâirs, during October of 1951. Pearson sent
instructions to Davis based on the mistaken assumption that the High Commission would
soon relinquish its responsibilities for defence. These were received in Bonn on 14
October. TC. Davis had just finished providing Pearson with a telegram stating that the
German Government was "withoutcornpetence and that under any friture arrangements it
would remain debarred fiom dealing with defence forces located within its temtory." and
so he codd not follow the instructions provided.

"'fiid, Heeney to Davis, 15 October 1951.

Kingdom and Jean Monnet of France, who were known as the 7hree Wise Men". 239
This financial exercise was intended to create more equitable burden sharing. The
Minister of Finance, Douglas Abbott. served as the Canadian representative. This group
was just beginning to lay the ground work for arrangements for the sharing of NATO

expenses, including specific matters which would affect the brigade's position. The
Canadian troops were sent to Europe before the details on financial matters were
worked out.

There had been some communication difficulties between the Departrnents of External
Affairs and National Defence d u h g the autumn of 1951, but Heeney and Pearson were

well aware that Ciaxton had communicated with General Simonds on IIOctober
reserving the Canadian governrnent's right to further consideration with respect to the
use of their troops rather than to acquiesce in assuming occupation status and they
agreed with Claxton in principle.

Pearson personally wrote to Davis at the end of October to request that the Occupation
Statute be revised rather than allow the appellation "occupation forces" to be used for
the Canadian brigade even for a few months. He and others still expected that the

x9James Eayrs, Growing (IpAllied, 29 1 -292. Note that this group was the first NATO
group to be called the "Three Wise Men".This tenn was used again for a group including
Pearson in 1957, as noted in Chapter one.
='%A, RG 25, Volume 6632, File 1 138 1-40, pt. 1.1, Heeney to Pearson, 12 October 195 1,

with Mike Pearson handwritten annotations noting that "this is going to be a very trich
business". Pearson and Claxton met together to discuss the matter before the Cabinet
meeting later on.

Occupation Statute would be abolished very shortly, but the terrn "occupation force"
had become a matter of importance . 24 1

In part, the Canadians wished to avoid unpleasant tasks associated with occupation
forces like prison duty at Werl which were bad for military morale and for relations with
the Gerrnanç and, in part, the issue seerned to have become a rnatter of establishing

an independent Canadian policy with respect to Germany. It was noted by Charles

Ritchie that Canadian soldiers would be subject not to German laws, but to those of the
Allied High Commission. 242 It was up to the Three Powen goveming Germany to

approve of the presence of foreign troops on German soil. Although Canadians made
much of not being occupation forces, it was through a clause in the Allied High
Commission Law No. 69 that on 24 December 1951 Canadians were finally given legal
authority to serve, some weeks after the first troops arrived. While the Brigade had no
occupation force duties, it enjoyed the same status as occupation forces with respect to
rights and immunities.

In the midst of these difficulties in early October, Davis had written to Arnold Heeney:

Let me say that there are very few Englishmen over here ... who seem to have

'%id, Pearson to Davis, 30 October 195 1.

"'lbid, Ritchie to Drury, 25 October 195 1.
'')NA, RG 25, Volume 6632, File 11381-40 pt. 2-2, Memorandum from T.C.Davis to the
Secretary of State for Extemal An&, re: Visit to Germany of Canadian Ministers of
Finance and Justice, 4 Feb 1952 and NA, RG 25,Volume 6632 File 1138 1-40,pt. 3-2.

any knowledge of the constitutional changes which have taken place in
Commonwealth relations in recent yearç. To most of them Canada is still a
colony. I think that perhaps this conception rnay be a bit stronger in the army
than elsewhere..... This way of thinking rnay have some repercussions ...
because of the tendencies of British Army personnel, unless a very close
relationship is established between this Mission and the Canadian Brigade

244

As a result, Davis asked that it be made clear that 'This is a Canadian force created and

provided for by Canada". He noted that the RCAF was meticulous in keeping him
advised on various matters, but that the Army had not been so careful. Finally he
summed up that " It is through our Department and through it alone that the official
voice of Canada speaks to the German Govemment. Only in that way can we speak
with a single voice. and I foresee and fear great trouble if the Department of Defence
followed its tendency to 'go it atone'. u245

Heeney followed up on Davis' concems and met with C.M. Drury, the Deputy Minister of
National Defence, and General Simonds to discuss coordination. Simonds was
preparing command instructions for Geoffrey Walsh, the commander of the first brigade
group, and felt that political matters should be contained in a separate document.
Simonds rnentioned the possibility that the brigade might be simply placed at the

'%5id., Davis to Heeney, 2 October 195 1.

'4slbid
1O6

disposal of General Eisenhower; however, this arrangement did not corne to fruition?

Concems about the cornplex diplomatie relationships required lengthy supplementary
instructions to be prepared for the brigadier. These instructions covered the political
situation in Gennany and ensured that the Ambassador in Bonn was involved in al1
matters with political or public relations aspects. 247 Every subsequent brigadier received
a simijar set of instructions and the Ambassador in Bonn remained a key individual with
respect to relations with the Three Powers and the Ger~nans.*~~

The supplernentary instructions addressed the thomy and confusing relations with the

246WhileEisenhower had recornmended the placement of the brigade. approval of the
decision rested with the Canadian government as Davis had insisted be mentioned in the
British announcement on this subject.

'"Ibid., see various memoranda, but especially, W. H. Wenhof to the Under-Secretary,
noting that "something like this was in the directive to C.M.H.Q., London, in the last
war." 3 October 1951 and Heeney's handwritten note on the memorandum suggesting it
was a good short s u m a r y for discussion with Simrnonds [sic] and Dnuy.
'"'This same issue had arisen for troops located in Britain during die Second World War.
See: C.P.Stacey, S k Years of War. The Army in Canada, Britain and the PaciJc,
Ottawa: Nationai Defence Headquarters, 1987,pp. 67,744,212- 215 especially p. 214
which defines the relationship of the High Commissioner for Canada with the Canadian
Military Headquarters. The High Commissioner was the channel for al1 communications
on policy and the Canadian Military Headquarters was directed to keep him advised on
all military matters as required. See also Brereton Greenhous, Stephen J. Harris,William
C. Johnston, and Wi1lia.m G.P.Rawiing, The Oficial History of the Royal Canadian Air
Force, Volume 111.Ottawa, National Defence Headquarters, 1995, pp. 25-27,92-93 similarly noting that on all maof policy communications were to be through the High
Commissioner to or fiom the Department of National Defence in Ottawa. The tension
between the British and the Canadians over control of Canadian forces in fact comprises a
fair amount of the text of both books.

FRG. As just demonstrated, the Three Powers did not agree on the details and the

timing of German rearmament. Canadians continued to operate under the impression
that the occupation would end soon and the following clause was inserted in the
instructions to the brigadier:
At the conclusion of the tripartite meetings in Washington in September 1951,

t h e Foreign Miniçten of t h e United Kingdom. the United States and France
announced that they had agreed to the negotiation of mutually acceptable
arrangements with the Geman Federal Republic which would completely
transfon the existing relationships with Germany. The guiding principle was
described as "integration on the basis of equality within a European community,
itself included in a developing Atlantic community" - a development which would
be "inconsistent with the retention in future of occupation status or of the powen

to interfere in the Federal Republic's domestic affain. "249

The principle of equality for Germans continued to be rnentioned in the supplementary
instructions prepared for the brigadier until well into the 1960s. Yet there was no
question that the brigade's presence in Germany was in itself an intrusion into German
domestic affairs. The supplementary instructions clearly indicated that the brigade's
presence and other Canadian policies were intended to assist in the integration of
Germany into the western alliance. This stance was direct support for Adenauer and
the Christian Democratic Party. By sending troops to Germany,the Canadian
government was strengthening those elernents in Genany most sympathetic to the

RG 25, Volume 6632, File 11381-40, pt. 1.2, "Letterof Guidance",27 October
1951. Note that this particdar clause was still being repeated in May of 1954, see p t 3 .,
Supplementary instructions to Brigadier W.A.B. Anderson.

western alliance and St. Laurent, Pearson, Claxton, other cabinet rninisters and the
bureaucrats certainly knew it. 2M

The Three Powers did not follow through on proposed changes with respect to
Gemany until 1955 and even then the t e n s under which Germany joined NATO could
The FRG did not have a general staff
hardly be considered equal in military rnatter~.~~'
until the end of the Cold War and it was the only military force compelled to operate
only within the NATO frarnework. In addition, Gennany had no Say over the use of
nuclear weapons located on its own territory. Germany's nuclear weapons policy was
in contrast to that of Britain and France, which both developed an independent nuclear

capability denied the

3%e CDU formed the elected govemment of the FRG and so this intrusion may be
perceived as being with the tacit approvai of the Geman people, though the various legal
negotiations on the statu of forces lasted for so long. For statements by politicians. see
various House of Commons Debates on the entry of the FRG into NATO in late 1954 and
early 1955. In particular, the Minister of National Defence, Ralph Campney, made an
address from Parliament Hi11 on 30 January 1955 to be broadcast on the radio. He quoted
Peanon sûying "if Hem Adenauer and the German leaders of today had been in power in
1914 and 1939, we would likely have avoided two world wars." Campney went on
discuss Canada's role in NATO ,associating the troop contribution with closer and more
cooperative relations with the FRG. DHH,72/918, Brooke Claxton's speeches, including
Ralph Campney and George Pearkes.
3L~benheim,Re-Forging the Iron Cross, pp. 165-174- noting the hostility in Germany to
re-marnent and domestic constraints facing Adenauer and Theodor Blank, his Minister
of National Defence. See also: Beatrice Heuser, NATO, Britain, France and the FRG.
Nuclear strategies andforces for Europe, 1919-2000 pp. 12 4 126.
32Hewr, NATO. Britain, France and m e FRG, various sections. Both %ritainand
France sought to balance dependence upon the Americans and this motivation accounted
for much of the investment in an independent nuclear capability.

The issues went well beyond nuclear weapons and addressed potential military

development. Soviet and Western intelligence experts and military scholars studied the
German military experience very closely to see what had made them so successful in
warfare and to incorporate elements of this success into their own militaries. The
Gerrnan staff system, officiai training, doctrine, scientific and technological
developments were areas where the Geman experience was infiuential in contributing
to Soviet and Western military developments during the Cold War. 253 From the military
perspective, including Canada's military, the German forces had epitomized a military
ideal; they were admired and even ernulated, but they would not be allowed to recreate
the system which had earlier threatened Europe.

In early 1952. the terms under which Germany would eventually be integrated into the
western alliance were not obvious to Canadians. to Gemans nor to anyone else.
Canada's Minister of Finance, D.C. Abbott, and its Minister of Justice, Stuart Garçon,
and a group of Canadians, including John Deutsch, Gordon Blair and several mernbers
of Parliament, visited Gemany early in 1952. They emphasized that the French, the
Americans, the British, the Belgians, the Norwegians and the Danes stayed in Gemany

33John A. English Marching through Chaos. The descent ofArmies in Theory and
Practice. The footnotes for both Chapters three and four for example list numerous
Amencan and Soviet studies of German practices.

34Abenheim, Re-jôrging the heron Cross. The Semchfor Tradition in the West German
Amed Forces, pp. 72-73. Abenheim in fact argues that a Geman army recruited in 195 1
rnight not have accepted the iiberal democratic society of post war Gemany and might
have lived outside of the constitutional fiamework of the FRG.While only a few years
are involved, the FRG and liberal democracy were very young in 195 1.

as occupation forces. The Canadians were defenders of the German soi1 and the

German people. These were delicate ~ o r d s . ~By
" now it was evident to everyone that
the Three Powerç controlled the decision-making through the Allied High Commission.

Even so, Canadians made what they could of public relations with the Genans. Abbott
went on to Say that Canadians paid their own way and occupied a favourable
position.256In fact, the Canadian government was responsible for the maintenance and
upkeep of facilities, but the buildings themselves were financed through occupation
funds at no cost to canada.'"

Copies of Abbott's speeches were translated and

distributed to the G e n a n press. As Davis addressed the arriving troops, he expressed
the hope that Canadians might be instrumental in getting West German support for

NATO.258Equality of treatment was an important aspect of this plan.

While Abbott might be mincing his words, statements about the need to build up

friendship and good will were not just for public relations. In private and even secret
correspondence, these were stressed al1 the more. 259 Canadians were attempting to

RG 25, Volume 6632, file 11381-40, pt. 2.2 - Memorandum fiom T.C.Davis to

L.B. Pearson, 4 January 1952.

?-'9Examp1esmay be found in NA, MG 26, N 1, Pearson fonds as well as RG 25, various
N e s cited in this chapter.

establish an independent policy for their brigade which would allow Germans to
distinguish them from occupation forces. but they wished no disadvantage in
cornparison with other forces located in Germany. The Canadian Government fomed
an Ad Hoc InterdepartmentalCommittee on the Status of Canadian Forces in Germany
to examine the issues of the legal status of the forces and the financial arrangements.

Canada's position was difficult as the Convention had been created to meet the
requirements of the Three Powers. If Canada assumed the status of a "Power
Concerned", it would be in the same category as Denmark or Norway, which were fully
dependent upon the Three Powers, while Canada was comrnitted to pay maintenance
costs of forces in German~.~''In essence. Canadians were willing ta pay for some
element of independence.

By 1952. there were a series of agreements, including the "Convention on Relations
Between the Three Powers and the Federal Republic of Germany" with supplementary

conventions on the status of foreign forces, the Gennan financial contribution, and
related r n a t t e r ~ . When,
~ ~ ' in May 1954, the occupation of Germany continued long after
Canadians had thought it would have ended, the supplementary instructions to
Brigadier Anderson prepared by the Department of Externat Afiairs reflected the
Canadian diplomatic stance:

WA,RG 24, Volume 19903, File 5-DNDi12, Report to Ministers by an Ad Hoc
Interdepartmental Committee on the S t a t u of Canadian Forces in Germany, Appendix A
attached to Memorandum for Cabinet Defence Committee, November 1952.
'&'NA,RG 25, Volume 6632, File 1 1381-40, pt. 3, noted in Supplementary Instructions
for W.A.B. Anderson, 2 1 May 1954.

Whatever the technical legal position may be, the important fact is that the
Brigade is not stationed in Germany as an occupation force. At the same time,
Canadian forces stationed in Germany have enjoyed al1 rights and privileges of
the occupation forces and you should be wary of repeating too often that it is not
part of the occupation....
...y our attitude in dealing with the Germans should be based on the fact that
Germany is an important potential ally... It is important that this position be
understood by al1 ranks under your command and particularly by those who may
deal directly with the ~ e r m a n s . ~ ~ ~
Canadians had an independent diplornatic policy with respect to Gemany and they
expected the brigade in Gemany to assist in implementing this policy in terms of
comrnunity relations."'

Later in October 1954, the Convention on the Presence of Foreign Forces in the
Republic of Germany became the legal basis for Canadian forces in Germany as
negotiations continued even after Germany joined NATO.

'"In August of 1959,

Canada signed a supplementary agreement. but Germany was not able to accede to
SOFA until the ratification of the supplementary agreement by the United Kingdom,

Belgiurn and the Netherlands. These countries had still not ratified the agreement in the
summer of 1962, though the terms of the agreement were considered to be necessary

'"Chapter five will address the actuai implementation of this policy at the brigade level.

RG 25, Volume 6632, File 1138 1-40, pt. 3, Supplementary Instructions to
Brigadier R. Rowley, 6 September 1 955.

in view of the fact that Germany was a "forward zone" and forces might be required to

act very quickly in an ernergen~y.~~'

In ternis of the deployment of forces, SACEUR reported directly to the NATO Military
Cornmittee which represented al1 the NATO nations, and not a particular government,
so he had some freedom with respect to the forces under his ~ornmand.~'~
Nonetheless, Canadians made it clear that no part of the brigade group was to be
separated from it without consultation. While both Foulkes and Wilgress thought that
SACEUR rnight have the right to deploy the brigade to West Berlin, for example, the

question of the placement of the troops remained one which the Canadian government
resewed for consultation. The Canadian govemment in Foulkes' s view, "must resewe
the right to be responsible for the general welfare and safe conduct of its troops

generally."267In peacetime, any redeployment of forces was to be in consultation with

265Kardex.1 l2.O46(d 12), Supplementary Instructions to the Commander 4 Canadian
Infantry Brigade Group, 18 July 1962. When more logistical and administrative support
was required with the impiementation of forward defence, Canadian Base Units Europe
was fonned to assist in the provision of support beyond the Canadian Brigade Group and
to liaise with NATO Headquartes, British and other national authorities for the
maintenance of the Brigade Group. The new command instructions issued in June of
1963 indicated that the lcgal agreement had still not been ratified. See NA, RG 25,
Volume 7626, File 11381-40, pt. 4.2, Command Instructions to Commander Canadian
Base Uni6 Europe and Commander 4 Canadian Infântry Brigade Group, 7 June 1963.

'66NorthAdantic Treaty Organization, The North Atlantic Treoty Orgunizution. Facts und
Figures,pp. 337-344.
26WA,RG 25, Volume 6632, File 11381-40, pt. 2.3, Redeployment of Canadian Forces
assigned to SACEUR, position of the Canadian Government, 16 June 1952. The
incident at Koje Island in Korea where Canadian troops had been redeployed to guard
Prisoners of War without consultation with the Canadian government had resulted in a

the appropriate "National Authorities .268
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Canadian policies and attitudes towards Germany and the possible deployment of
troops shifted grad~ally.*~~
On 22 October 1951. as the first Canadian troops were
leaving for Germany, Pearson addressed the Canadian House of Commons: "We
welcome the progress that has been made toward the closer association of Western
Gemany with the free world, both at the political level and in ternis of G e n a n
participation in European defence." Yet he added a cautionary note: "No
encouragement should be given to tendencies in Germany to ... obtaining unconditional
guarantees of security or for assuring that almost any price would be paid for German

assistance in Western defen~e."~'~
These would be words to consider carefully years
later when Canadians were pressured to provide greater resources for forward defence
on the broad German plains."' Canadians were willing to contribute to NATO, but there
were limits to their involvement from the beginning.
series of memos with respect to the Brigade. The Brigade Commanders' instructions
dready contained specific details about maintainhg the principle of the separate entity of
the Canadian forces.

'" See for example, Leigh E. Sarty, "TheLimits of Intemationalism: Canada and the
Soviet Blockade of Berlin, 1948-1 949" in Nearly Neighbours. Canada and the Soviet
Union:from Cold War to Détente and Beyond, edited by J.L. Black and Norman Hillmer,
Kingston, Ont.: Ronaid P. Frye, 1988. Sarty argues that "highhanded actions by allies
loomed larger than the Soviet threat".
"WA, RG 25, Volume 4293, File 10935-B-40, pt. 1, Relations between Canada and
Germany, 30 October 195 1.

"'Sec Chapter three.

Yet St. Laurent, Pearson and Heeney were clearly aware as the Canadian troops were
leaving Canada for Europe that, in an emergency, there might be little time for

consultation with the Canadian Parliament or even the Canadian government in sorne
circumstances. In late October, Heeney prepared a note for St. Laurent indicating: " the
Canadian Unit [brigade group] might have to go into action in a matter of hours on the
authority of the Governmeni or of Generai Eisennower or, conceivably, purely on the
authority of the Commanding Officer as a measure of selfdefence." 272 St. Laurent and
Pearson decided not to discuss the matter with the House of Commons or in the
Cabinet Defence Cornmittee. but to prepare a statement to be used in the House for
answering potential questions. The statement indicated that Article Five of the North
Atlantic Treaty comrnitted Canada to regard an attack upon any member of the treaty
as an attack against them al1 and that in the event of a surprise attack, the forces would

have to react very quickly.

The Canadian govemment supported the Three Power declaration of 22 October 1954
that they would "treat any attack against Berlin from any quarter as an attack on their
forces and themselves" and it also endorsed the NATO declaration of the 16 December
1958, that:

...the member States could not approve a solution of the Berlin question which
jeopardized the right of the three Western powers to remain in Berlin as long as
their responsibillies required it and did not assure freedom of communication

%JA, MG 26,NI,Volume 5, Pearson, LB.,Nominal Files, Pre-1958, Heeney, A.D.P.,
Canada-Extemal Affairs, 1946-57, Heeney to the Prime Minister, 29 October 195 1.

between that city and the free world.
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Although the possibility of an ernergency situation was recognized, the Canadian
govemment reserved the rîght to judge for itseif the casus foedens and how best to
meet an a t - t a ~ k . ~ ~ ~

The Canadian brigade was deemed to be "serving together" with the British forces in
the Northern Army Group rather than "in combination" with them under section 6(4) (a)
of the Visiting Forces (British Commonwealth) Act of 1933, though in an emergency it

might be placed "in combination" with the British.275These legal ternis affected
disciplinary and administrative matters and were similar to conditions established during
the Second World War.276In addition, no limit was placed upon the brigadier's direct

'"NA, RG 25, Volume 3489, File 6-A-GER-1949/, Memorandum to Cabinet. Germany
and Berlin. 1 July 1961. It was also recognized in this document that military rneasures to
demonstrate preparedness and determination to maintain freedom of access to Berlin
might involve Canadian forces in Europe and NORAD.

lbid

-"

"'NA, RG 25, Volume 6632, File 11381-40, pt. 3, Command Instn ons to Brigadi
Rowley, 6 September 1955, para. 12. This clause had implications for military law as
while "serving together", each nation's own law applied to its own forces. In
combination, each nation3 own law aiso applied to its own forces, but the combined
force commander had the authority to convene and confirm the fmdings and sentences of
courts martial.
-

276C.P.
Stacey, SDc Yems of Wm.i%e Army in Canada, Britain and the Pacifc, Ottawa:
Department of National Defence, 1955, pp. 6 7 , 7 4 4 2 12-215 and Brereton Greenhous,
Stephen J. Harris, William C. Johnston and William G.P.M i n g , The OficialHistory
of the Royal Canadian Air Force. Volume Ln, Ottawa: Department of National Defence,
1994, pp. 247,92993.

channel of communication on any matter with the Chief of the General Staff. Copies of
these instructions were provided not only to al1 concerned Canadians, but also to the

War Office and to the Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE). 2n

In 1962, the brigadier was asked to inform the Arnbassador of "any major problems
resulting from your relations with the Commander, Northern A m y Group, or with the

Geman authorities or public" as difficulties with respect to plans for the Canadian
brigade in the late 1950s had come to head.278This was followed by the usual

instructions to ensure that "the officers and men under your comrnand should maintain
the best possible relations with the officers and men of the various allied forces in

Gemany and particularly with those who make up the Northern A m y Group [which was
mostly British]. 279 The relations with British forces were often cooperative, but confiict
and tensions a r ~ s e . ~ "

Though the legal arrangements for the brigade specified that it was to enjoy al1 the
privileges and rights of other forces, contractual agreements and policies varied among

"'Kardex, 1 l2.O6(d 12) Supplementary Instructions to Command Instructions to the
Commander 4 Canadian Infantry Brigade Group, 18 Juiy 1962. See Chapter three for a
discussion of the problems. Brigadier Michael Dare did in fact communkate these
problems to John Stames, but there is some indication that previous brigadiers had been
impeded from discussing plans with the Ambassador or with the CGS.

"

For example, Chapter three illustrates the tension between the British and Canadians
with respect to the brigade's role and the Canadian push for more influence.

the forces stationed in Germany. The most evident difference for Canadian soldiers in
the early years was that their families were not officially accompanying them. Davis

had pointed out that Canadian "wives, for example, will see their British counterparts
very cornfortably housed and looked after white they will find it diff~cultto find a place to

live, and impossible to keep up with occupation society unless they are extremely wellto-do".;ai Through the occupation funds, the British soidiers received family rations,
and other ranks from sergeant and above and al1 officers had free domestic sewice

until 1957 when the British goverment cut back on expenditures as a result of lower
payments from the ~ e r r n a n s . ~The
' ~ Canadians had none of this available to them.

The class system in Europe was far more evident than in Canadian society; British

officers had considerable privilege and better facilities than those available to other
r a n k ~Canadian
. ~ ~ ~ servicemen in Canada had far less differentiation between officers
and other ranks. The British requested that the brigade adopt British scales of housing
in G e r r n a n ~ .Claxton
~~
wrote a very detailed memorandum to Simonds after his visit to

'%'NA.RG 25, Volume 6632. File 1138 1-40, pt. 1.1, Despatch No. 760, Davis to Pearson.
3 October 195 1.

'82PublicRecord Office (hereafter PRO),Cabinet Records, (hereafter CAB) CAB 129/82,
C.P.(56) 157, Forces conditions of seMce in Germany, 27 June 1956.
tenn "men"is also used here to distinguish oficers from men. The generic term
servicemen includes both officers and men,
'WA, RG 24, Volume 19903, Brigadier Pangman to T.C.Davis, 3 1 May 1953 - "The
Americam embarrassed hem [the British] considerabiy by accepting a single standard for
al1 ranks thereby weakening the bargaining argument with the Germans. ...[they] are most
anxious that we keep to their scales of housing."

Germany in April of 1953, noting with much bittemess that the barracks had fifteen men
to a room, according ta the British standard rather than the two or three that he had

requested. He indicated that he had haped for a "Canadian atmosphere" for the troops
in S o e ~ tSirnonds
. ~ ~ ~ had opposed expenditures on these items and evidently much had

been built to the British scale. The British A m y of the Rhine was in charge of
const~ctionand they were using occupation ninds.*"

The British A m y opposed the building of two chapels - one Roman Catholic and one
Protestant - per camp as plans proceeded for the move of the brigade from Hannover
where it was first located in 1951 south to Soest in 1952-1 953. The two chape1 plan
was finally approved in view of the strong religious feelings in Canada on this n~atter."~

While negotiations at the political level were fairly smooth, even items which had been
promised could be difficult to get. Canadian A m y officen had to negotiate with the
British A m y of the Rhine for British approval of items which had already been ordered
by the Canadian Department of National Defence and then they often had to negotiate

further to actually have the items delivered to the camps. Such requisitions as fly

"'Kardex, 112.1(D99)Claxton to Simonds, 30 April 1953.
'%NA, RG 25, Volume 6632,File 1 138 1-40?pt. 3, Notes of the Adenauer visit 9 Apnl
1953,

"%ardex, 1 12.1(d148) From Hq 1 Cdn Inf%deGp to CANARMY (QMG), 26 January
1954. The estimated cost of the 8 chapels was three million deutschmarks. * Note that the
spelling of Hannover is consistent with British and Canadian documents of the tirne and
not the current Noah American speliing "Hanover".

screens for windows became the subject of prolonged and frustrating ~ r a n g l i n gIn
. ~a~ ~
piece of very sharp dealing, the British also handled al1 financial exchanges for
Canadian soldien. Canadian soldiers received 12 Deutschmarks per pound rather than
the preferred rate of 40 Deutschmarks per pound which was available to others.
Canadian soldiers had no legal access to direct exchange and the Canadian officer

who cornplained about this policy was told it was simply not his c o n ~ e r nThis
. ~ ~matter
~
was eventually regulated.

There were many incidents between British and Canadian soldiers over the years.
While friendships and marriages resulted from British and Canadian interactions. there
were also sorne nasty fights which sometimes were reported in local p a p e r ~ . * ~ ~
Relations between the Canadian and the British at the hospital in Iserlohn were strained
for various reasons. Canadian civilians used the hospital, but were charged for the use
and sometimes did not make payments. British civilians received treatment without
payment. Canadian rations were better, creating a morale problem for the British in
hospital so al1 patients received the British rations.29'The British beef was too fat, the

"%id. The British continued to insist that fly screens were not justified and that
screening couid be carried out graduaily. The Canadians particularly emphasized the need
for these for messes and medical facilities. There was quite a bit of correspondence on
this issue.

'"Kardex, 1 12.1@97)Mernorandum for Mr. Davis from A.J. A. (?) 22 January 1952.
%A, RG 25, Volume 6632, File 1 138 140,pt. 3, C.M. Drury to R.A. MacKay, the
Acting Under-Secretary of State for Extemal Affairs, 21 June 1955.
IglNA,RG 24, Volume 19912, DNDfArmy 16-1, Volume 1, Goldsmith to Alex Ross, 10
January 1955.

potatoes too small, and the bread too çtale. The hospital remained an unhappy place
in the nineteen sixties with much quarrelling among the British and Canadian staff.zg2

In 1963, three troopen of the Fort Garry Hone, a unit which was stationed in Iserlohn,
were beaten up by an organized group of British soldiers. One was very badly i n j ~ r e d . ~ ' ~
While the British and Canadians took precautions with more patrolling of pubs to avoid
further violence, there was a serious fight between the units in the local pub several
nightç later with more hospitalization of soldiers. The local press did not play up the

"incidents" between the British and Canadian soldiers and the military police patrols of
both were stepped up agaimZg4
Violence continued. One young lieutenant serving with

the Garrys during this time indicated that the quality of life for the single soldier was

bleak. The Garrys were in a urban setting unlike the other Canadian camps which were

located in more rural areas. In a British gan-ison town, like Iserlohn, the atmosphere
was one of gang warfare. Pubs were within walking distance and there were few other
options available to soldiers without cars when they wished to seek relaxation when off19'NA, RG 24, Volume 10971, fiom Kardex 260~4.009senes transfer, (d36), Canadians
complained that the British nursing staff blamed them whenever articles went missing
regardless of evidence. When the Canadian govemment approved a new Canadian flag
and requested that it be flownat Iserlohn, the British officer in charge of the hospital
replied that he did not think the flag should be flown as a symbol of mutual cooperation
until mutual cooperation existed. Colonel Kerr, Commander officer to CO BMH Iserlohn,
in reply to the British mernorandun of 8 March 1965.
293NA,
RG 24, Volume 22460, CBUE 1690-1, Volume 2, Major F.E. Caza to Canadian
Army, 1 1 May 1963.

'wlûid,Various messages fiom CAN ARMY to 4 CIBG and 4CIBG to CAN ARMY, 11,
13, 14,M a y 1963.

This evidence of difficulties between the British and the Canadians provides some
context for the analysis of German-Canadian problems which had a greater impact
upon public relations than these skirrnishes. Canada and Britain were extrernely close
allies in these years and Canadian soldiers had served with British soldiers before.
Chapter five will continue with analysis of the quality of life for Canadian soldiers and
their families, but here it is important to note the existence of problems for individual
soldiers because of diplornatic. legal and financial arrangements made at a high level.
Arrangements at the highest levels filtered down and profoundly affected the life of

each serving soldier and officer and each dependent as well.

By 1964. the Briiish received about one-third of the total cost of maintaining the brigade

from the Canadian government as they continued to supply many of the items required
for the brigade. These were useful Canadian dollars for the British govemment which
had experienced severe exchange difficulties in the late 1940s and 1950s and again in
1964.296British imperial defence commitments and financial difficulties affected their

'9sInterviewwith Major Robert Caldwell (retd.), 3 1 March 1999.

2961n1964, the British imposed a 15 percent emergency surcharge on imports due to an
exchange crisis. They exempted many Canadian agricultural imports, but other sectors
were affected. See Donald Forster, "TheNational Economy" in CanadianAnnual Review
for 1964, edited by John Saywell, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1965.

ability to meet NATO military commitments and some conflict was l i k e l ~ . The
~ ~ ?British

government was also aware by the late 1950s that the British Army requests for various
privileges in Germany led other NATO nations to question British arguments about
financial p r ~ b l e r n sSimilarly,
. ~ ~ ~ the relatively high standard of living in Canada meant
that many other NATO nations, including Britain and Germany, felt the Canadians
could do more. NATO members tended to discount continental defence
expenditure~.~~~

The actual decision to locate the Canadian brigade with the British Army of the Rhine
was clearly influenced by the need to balance Amencan dominance. but this factor had
not been decisive. The Canadian government's consultation with Eisenhower resulted
in a recommendation

It was the Canadian Parliament which approved the

decision to place Canadian troops in the British zone. Canada's policy with respect to

"'Michaei Chichester and John Wilkinson, The Uncertain Ally. British Defence Policy,
1960-1990 ,Aldershot, Hampshire: Gower, 1982, pp. 3 -7.
29gPR0,CAB I29/82, C.P. (56) 157, Forces conditions of service in Germany, 27 June
1956.

'*James Eayrs, In Defence of Canada. Growing Up Allied, pp. 273-3 18.
300SeeKardex 112.1(d96)fiom DEFENSOR to Secretary, Canadian Joint Staff,
Washington, D.C.,For Taber fiom CGS, "GeneralEisenhower has recommended the
positioning of 27 Canadian Infantry Brigade Group in the Northem Sector of Central
Europe in association with British cma [comma] Netherlands and Belgian land forces...
This recommendation was based primarily on the requirements of the military situation
which cails for a strengthening of the position on the northern flank of the Ruhr" .Note
that the term recommendation used here varies with the interpretation put fonvard by
Bercuson in "The Retum of the Canadians to Europe: Britannia Rules the Rhine" and
supports the interpretation origindy made by James Eayrs in Growing up Allied

the legal status of the brigade dernonstrates well how foreign policy goals were
influential in military decision-making. The refusai to take on occupation duties related
as much to maintaining an independent Canadian stance as it did to improving

Canadian-Geman relations. 60th factors were important and German and Canadian
officials used the stance to maximum public relations advantage.

The Three Powerç and NATO officially promoted the eventual re-armament of G e n a n y

and its integration into the western alliance. T.C. Davis and other officials hoped that
Canada's refusal to take on occupation duties or status might allow Canada to be more
instrumental in Gemany's integration. The inclusion of lengthy supplementary
instructions, including specific directions on the behaviour of troops towards Germans,

was recognition that beyond the military role of defending territory, Canadian troops
might affect German public opinion even if the numbers of troops were small. But from
the beginning, it was apparent that the Three Powers, with far larger numbers of troops
and with the continuation of the occupation status, held the authority, regulated the
timing of change and made the decisions.

In summary, Canada had to operate within the legal international framework which
existed in Europe. It could not pursue a bilaterai agreement with the FRG with respect
to troops in Gemany. Yet, the brigade achieved a non-occupation status and it still
enjoyed al1 the rights and privileges of the occupation forces so a measure of
independence was established within the framework. The brigadier was to keep open
lines of communication with the Ambassador in Bonn and the Chief of the General
125

Staff. Apart from the maintenance of good public relations in Gemany, these measures
were also intended to ensure that the Canadian govemment remained well informed on

plans for the brigade.

In Chapter t h e , the eiiactiveness of these measures will De examined. Thz Canadian
government had carefully guarded what sovereignty it could over its forces; however,
there were still formidable problems facing high ranking Canadian army officers
concerned with plans for the brigade. "' The decision to locate the brigade with the
British and to use the British logistics system had consequences for Canadian planning
and independence. Chapter three will focus upon the dichotomy between strategy and

military operations.

GeoEey Ashcrofk, Military Logistics Systems in NA TO: The Goal of Integrut ion. Part
I, Economic Aspects, Adelphi Papers, No. 62, London: The I n s t i ~ efor Strategic Studies.
1969. In this anaiysis which seems in part a reply to the Canadian decision to relocate
south and use the Amencan logistical system, Ashcrofi notes that the British acted as a
supplier and the Canadians as a customer. The initial set up meant that even in the 1960s,
Canadians contracted for Gemm labour through the British line and that Canadians did
not shop around to buy different support hmctions so that Canadians accepted some
charges that might have been bettered elsewhere. p. 26.
'O'

Chapter three. Shades of Hong Kong: The dichotomy of strategy and operations.

As dernonstrated in Chapters one and two, the Canadian govemment was seeking to

expand markets in Europe and particular effort had been made in Genany. The
promotion of stable economic conditions and the integration of Genany into a western
European infrastructure were key elements in Canadian plans. These economic goals
together with nuclear detenence and a declining threat assessment provided a rationale
for military policies and decisions.

While the focus of this chapter is the tension between strategy at highest level and
planning at the tactical level, the complexity of Canadian motivations and the difficulty
of fomulating clear military objectives in the face of international changes beyond
national control are factors which impeded the resolution of certain problems. The
problems included unrealistic tactics, inadequate logistical and combat support, as well
as lack of manpower and equipment. The difficulties were certainly recognized at the

time. There was no consensus on the role of the brigade or even on a long term
cornmitment of troops to Germany among high ranking Canadian army officers. This
was a time for fertile consideration of alternatives. Individual officers did not hold fixed
or unchanging viewpoints, but rather dernonstrated Ruidity and growth as they moved
from one post to another and became familiar with new demands and the implications
of growing German power and declining British influence in NATO.

In 1951, when Canadian NATO troops were first stationed in Genany, many analysts
felt there was some possibility of a Soviet invasion of Europe in the next decade or so,
but few predicted an attack before 1954. Given the existence of NATO and the

demonstration of strong resolution it had made in sending additional forces to defend
Europe, most British and American analysts hoped that the Soviet Union could be
contained without ~ a r f a r e . ~Yet
' ~ General Dwight Eisenhower, the first Supreme Allied
Commander Europe (SACEUR), and his deputy, Field-Marshal Bernard Law
Montgomey, noted that NATO had far too few troops to hope to defend Europe in the
early 1950s. 'O3 Conventional military strength rernained a foremost concern for NATO
planners. Simonds, the Canadian CGS,actually expected imminent Soviet invasion in
Europe during these early yeardm

The Canadian govemment performed its own analyses and made its own decisions. but

302MelvynLemer, Preponderance of Power. National Security, the Tmrnan
Administration and the Cold War,p. 51 1.

303S
tephen E. Ambrose, Eisenhower. Soidier, GeneraZ of the Army, President-Elect, 18901952, New York: Simon and Schuster, 1983, pp. 505-51 0 and Nigel Hamilton, Mony.
the Field-Morshaf, 1911-1976, London: Harnish Hamilton, 1986, pp. 790-835.

'"Kardex, 41OB27.Ol6(dl) Extmcts of CGS A m i y Council meetings re friuis & emplt
[formations and employment] of Cdn Bde Gp [Canadian Brigade Group] in Europe
1950/55, CGS coderence no.133,17 December 1951.

it relied heavily upon foreign intelligence and planning in this pro ces^.^^^ The Korean
confiict heightened the sense of urgency. Before men were sent overseas, Claxton set
clear defence priorities. He believed that the Soviet Union was deliberately involving the
western nations in Asia and that it was essential to recognize that Europe was the heart
of the west.

306

L.B. Pearson, the Secretary of State for Extemal Affairs, agreed. The

choice of troops for Europe, even while the Korean Conflict was on-going, reflected this
priority. While fighting in Korea was not intense or expected to result in high casualties.
the Adjutant General, W.H.S. Macklin, recommended that units in Korea be left at less

than full strength in order to provide strong support in Europe. Consideration was given
to sending less than fully trained troops to Korea in order to ensure that the brigade in

Europe had adequate

Korea was a si des ho^."^ This priority was in keeping

with the close friendship with western Europe which St. Laurent identified as a

fundamental underlying principle of Canadian foreign policy.

M5 Such dependence

was clearly articulated by both Liberal and Conservative
administrations in defence annual reports. See: Canada. Department of National Defence.

Report on ~Va~arional
Defence 1957, (under Ralph Carnpney, the Liberai Minister of
National Defence), Ottawa, Dept. of National Defence, 1957, pp.5-7 for an excellent
summary of the situation. See also: Canada Department of National Defence, Defince
1959, (under G.R. Pearkes, the Conservative Minister of National Defence), Ottawa:
Dept. of National Defence, 1959, pp. 5-8.
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James Eayrs, In Defince of Canada. Growing up Allied. pp. 206-7.

Io7Kardexfile, 1 1 2.1 .O03(d34), Manpower and manpower ceiling. Memo fiom Macklin to
CGS Simonds, 20 May 1952.
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DHH,73/1223.,.file 434, Rayrnont collection, British global strategy file. Defence

Policy and Global sîrategy, report by the United Kingdom Chiefs of Staff, 9 July 1952.
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By 1953, the British global strategy plan noted that "open aggression by the Chinese
against the United Nations' forces in Korea made world war seern much more

imminent." The British plan concluded that Korea was "an area of srnall strategic
A. D. P. Heeney, the Head of the Canadian Delegation to the NATO
Council and the OEEC, commenting upon the British plan, argued that " except for ... an
almost catastrophic contingency. a threat outside the NATO area is likely to be met by
the larger NATO countries and a more probable implication for Canada would be, in
such a case, an increase in her cornmitrnents within the NATO area to the extent that
the larger countries were reducing their own commitrnents in that area."

''O

As it tumed

out, by the late 1950s, the governments of France, Belgium, and Britain were

preoccupied with colonial problems and they were unable to meet their NATO
commitrnents: under these circumstances, Canada did come under pressure to
increase its military commitment to Germany.

Before the Federal Republic of Germany (FRG) became a member of NATO in 1955,
i)

NATO's emergency plans for the brigade were for a fighting withdrawal from the Weser
river to the Rhine. A difficult operation with a likelihood of high casualties. such plans
left most of West Genany in the hands of ovenrvhelming Soviet force^.^" It seemed

"ODHH, 73/1223, N e 434, British Global Strategy, Memorandum fkom A.D.P.Heeney to
the Under Secretary of State for Extemal Anairs, 24 Febniary 1953.

Hamilton, Nigel Monty. ïïze FieId-Marshal. lWM976, London: Hamish Hamilton,
1986 ; Interview with G . Walsh, June 1997,RG 24, Volumes 18256-18259, War Diaries
for 27 Brigade, 195 1 to 1953. Please note the war diaries began in June in Canada when
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likely that NATO forces could only hold the Rhine for a short tirne. If NATO relied on
purely conventional forces. these forces would probably have to withdraw quickly from
Eur ~ p et 2. Energy
~
would then be concentrated upon a counter-offensive.

Almost from the moment of Hiroshima, nuclear deterrence theory had been articulated
by such diçtinguished strategists as Bernard Brodie.

While not officially adopted by

NATO until 1954, eiements of it were evident in NATO's plans from the beginning?

The mere existence of the bomb created a significant deterrent. Yet, by 1951, two years
afler the first Soviet bomb was tested, the presence of occupation forces in Europe and

the American bomb, were not enough. Conventional NATO forces in Europe were

intended to send a clear message to Moscow. It is perhaps obvious that the
cornmitment of even small numbers of foreign forces intended for the defence of
western Europe would create a greater sense of security arnong the West Germans,
who were after al1 not amed for battle in these early days and among Western

the units were fonning and training.
Nigel Hamilton, Monty. The Field-Marshal. N W l 9 7 6 , pp. 806, 8 14 ,824-8.
Geoffrey Ashcroft, Military Logistics Systems Ni NATO: The Goal of Integraiion. Part i,
Economic Aspects, Adelphi Papes, No. 62, London: The Institute for Strategic Studies,
1969. These plans may have homfied Montgomery, the Deputy Supreme Commander,
yet his own analysis of the weakness of NATO troops revealed the difficulty of defending
Europe without the G e m s .
I l 3 Bernard Brodie (ed.), Absolute Weupon. Aiomic Power and World M e r , New York:
Harcourt, Brace, 1946.

I4Gregory W. Pedlow, NATO Strategy Documents, 1949-1969, Brussels: SHAPE, 1 999,
xi-xiii.

Europeans who were still recovering from the Second World War?

The creation of a

military shield in Europe was intended to encourage economic growth and to allow
integration in Western Europe to proceed with some confidence in a stable future.
Claxton summed up the limitations of the tactical nuclear weapans which the Americans
were considering for use to prevent the Soviets t o m crossing the Rhine.
At thiç tirne, very little weight seemed to be attached to the atomic bomb as a

means of stopping [the Russians]. Probably this was the right concept because
Our side did not have enough ground forces to produce concentrations of the
Russian troops which would make good targets for atomic weapons ... it was
unlikely that any country, still less al1 the countries, would be able to produce the
ground and air force necessary to slow up a Russian advance seriously without
atomic weapons. But I did find that it would be possible to build up strength to
hold on long enough to bnng atomic weapons into full play. 61'
The psychological significance of providing Canadian men on the ground overrode

recognition that greater military value might be had by provision of equipment to other
forces already located there. 317 Conventional forces existed to buy time and restore

"sDonald Abenheim. Re-foging the Iron Cross. The Searchfor Tradition in the West
German Armed Forces. This excellent work includes discussion of the secret defence
planning undertaken under Adenauer before the army was formed. In addition, West
Germany had some border patrols. Still, it could not be considered armed in any
conventional sense. Melvyn Leffler, A Preponderance of Power, pp. 462-3.
'I6NA, MG 32 B5, Brooke Claxton Fonck, unpublished rnemoirs, 1256-7, Claxton was
writing about the period around 1950, just after the fïrst ideas about tactical nuclear
weapons arose in 1949, and when tactical thinking about these weapons was in its
infancy.

Canada. Department of National Defence, Canada 's Defence Programme, 1951-2.
Ottawa: Department of National Defence, 195 1, p. 14.

European confidence; nuclear weapons remained the ultimate sanction. This plan
marked the beginnings of a game of bluff with the Soviets.

NATO staff created an emergency defence plan, but they concentrated upon medium
Initially, NATO
term defence plans intended to be implemented in the rnid-1950~.~'~

countrks ccxrnitted to oxtremely high conventional force goals: the Lisbon force gm!s,
adopted in February 1952, provided for 50 divisions for NATO and by 1954, a total of
96 NATO divisions after ninety days of rnobili~ation.~'~
These numbers were gradually

revised downwards as the threat assessrnent declined and as NATO formally adopted a

strategy of nuclear deterrence in view of the actual forces available. 320 The role of
Canadian troops became more comparable to a garrison role, though they trained for
battle.321

"'lbid. See Melvyn Leffler. Preponderance of Power. iktional Security, the Tnrman
Adm»lismtion and the Cold War. p. 499. "From the outset, George Kennan and Charles
Bohlen believed that the Soviet Union was fundamentally weak and would not engage in
premeditated aggression. Notwithstanding Soviet Russia's huge comparative rnilitary
superiority over other Eurasian countries, either defeated or weakened by World War II,
the men in the Kremlin were purported to have an enomous respect for America's
superior war-making capabilities as well as its atomic monopoly." More extensive
discussion of General Guy Simonds's expectation of imminent warfare is found in
Chapter four of this thesis. See also Pedlow, NATO Strategy Documents, l9Wl969. xiv.

''Worth Atlantic Treaty Organization, Facts and Figures, pp. 4 1.2 15-6. These goals
were for 50 divisions, 4,000 aircraft and strong naval forces by the end of 1952, with
growing numbers available in 1953 and 1954.

3"The term garrison has various military meanings. In this context, it hplies a semipermanent locaie for the troops with a supportkg structure and families. The troops were
not intended to defend the gamson, but rather temtory located close by. It was a symbol

The military historian, John A. English, asserts that "within five years of its formation,
NATO had become hopelessly dependent on nuclear weapons".

322

The use of tactical

nuclear weapons allowed al1 NATO nations to lower the numbers of conventional forces
they had initially intended to çupply to

During the early 1960s, the NATO

strategy of fornard defence gradually filtered down to the operational level for the

British A m y of t h e Rhine, including the Canadian brigade. British cutbacks, cornbined
with the adoption of tactical nuclear weapons and the gradua1 irnplementation of
fornard defence, resulting in a highly unrealistic operational role for nearly al1 troops on
the broad German plains.324

Canadian officers with Second World War experience were far from happy with these
plans. To a certain extent, any analysis of military plans and operations is likely to
reveal some distance between the military ideal and the operational reality; one may
expect to find that military commanders will complain about lack of equipment and
manpower in the normal course of events. From 1951 to 1964, Generals Guy Simonds,
of Canadian military presence abroad and a place where Canadian Iifestyle and values
might be reproduced amidst a population which had different values and culture. The use
of garrison in this context does not imply second class troops.
'"John A. English, Marching Through Chaos. The Descent ofArmies in Theory and
Practice, p. 131.
3"PedIow, NATO Strategy documents, 1949-1969, xvü-xviii. In MC 48, one finds the
fim mention of "forces in being equipped with an integrated atomic capability".
324ColinMcInnes rnakes the same argument in two works, Hot Ww , Cold Wm.fie
British Amy's W q in Wurjûre, 19.15-95, London: Brassey's, 1996 and NATO's
Changing Strategic Agenda The Conventional Defeence of Central Europe , London:
Unwin Hyman, 1990.

Howard Graham, S.F.(Finn) Clark, and Geoffrey Walsh served as Chiefs of the
General Staff. 325 Ail these men had served in the Second World War and the transition
from war fighting to deterrence was particularly difficult for them. In this respect. these
officers mirrored their British and American NATO counterparts and the transition for
rnany was perhaps i n ~ o r n p l e t e .Knowing
~~~
the results of poor preparation, they did not

oxi!y a c c ~ p plans
t
Sased upon detorrence which were inadquate fer actual battle.

It was this dichotomy between NATO's strategy and operational plans which caused
the most serious problems for Canadian a m y planning. The underlying diplornatic

motivation to make friends with Germans was an important consideration throughout
and it certainly affected NATO strategy at the highest level. As a motivating factor. it
was rarely directly articulated in documents. Canadian army officers concentrated upon
the complexities of the changing nuclear battlefield. In the NATO context of the mid-

1950s,forward defence meant any defence beyond the Rhine. 327 In essence the whole
notion of fonrvard defence came out of a need to include Germans in the defence of

j3 Dominick Graham, The Price of Command A Biogmphy of General Guy Simondr.
Toronto: Stoddard, 1993; Howard Graham, Citizen and Suldier. The Memoirs of
Lieutenant-General Howard Graham, Toronto: McCIelland and Stewart. 1987; and
DHH, Biographical Files, S.F. Clark and Geofiey Walsh.

'%teven Metz., Eisenhower as Strategist. The coherent use ofmilitarypower in war and
peace, Carlisle Barracks, Penn.: U.S.A m y War College, February 1993. pp. 43-74.

plans for the later tirne penod have not been released, but it is well known that
the FRG continued to push for forward defence M e r to the east.
327NATO

Europe and under the NATO ~ r n b r e l l aNaturally,
.~~~
other western Eurapeans
promoted the idea of defending Europe as far east as possible.32g

In the search for increased Canadian influence and rationalkation of defence spending,
Canada's role in the Northern Amy Group under British command was seriously
questionad. A varizty d options, including wfthdrawal of troops, was cmtenplakd.
While Canada's membership in NATO was not an issue, there were doubts about
whether the presence of a single brigade group with plans for reinforcement for the
remainder of a division in the event of war, was the best option. There was no magic
moment when the troop contribution became a long term cornmitment; rather decisionmakers within the Canadian Army and elsewhere in the govemment struggled with daily

decisions and problems in the face of an uncertain future. The international framework
was crucial in decision-making. Well aware of the problems and considering rnany

options, those responsible concluded that the consequences of withdrawal outweighed
the costs of continued participation.

Plans for the Canadian brigade depended upon corps level plans produced by the
British and approved by SACEUR. SACEUR in turn received overall direction from

328R.J.Waiker, "TheGerman strategy of forward defence: Has anything changed?",
Canadian Defence Quarteriy, Volume 22, No. 6,July 1993, p.24.
329hdréBeaufie, NATO & Europe, translated fiom the French by Joseph Green and R.H.
B q , London: Faber and Faber, 1966, p. 48 and Eayrs, Growing Up Allied, p. 205.

NATO's Military ~omrnittee.'~~
As pointed out by Colin Mclnnes. a British analyst. there
was a shift away from defence towards deterrence. The plans were increasingly

unrealistic from the military perspective. Moreover there was little military CO-operation
on the ground. The British lacked a coherent army group plan and viewed the defence
of Germany as a "series of small tactical-level engagementsuJ3'ln part, this approach
was justified by aiiowing for flexibility under unpredictable and chaotic conditions of

battle. Several senior officers in the Canadian military, and, indeed, many in the British
Army, were far from content. The brigade trained for combat. yet the military plans and
their own commanders' comments show that in actual battle they would have simply
been slaughtered as would most of the British infantry.

Although NATO plans were not accepted without question, dissension among the allies
was a thorny problem for the govemment to address in public as an image of solidarity

was an important element in deterrence. From the beginning, secrecy in military
planning was essential and justifiable. However, evidence also suggests that secrecy
and loyalty within the military structure were used to avoid public debate of more
controversial decisions.

In 1952. George Pearkes, who had served as a Second World War general and was

the Conservative defence critic in the House of Commons. raised the issue of armoured
-.

p
.

-

330NAT0,7%e North Atlantic Treaw ûrganization Facts and Figures, pp. 337-343.
f31ColinMcuuies, Hot Wor. Cold War. p. 54
137

support for the brigade. He wondered if an armoured brigade would have been more
appropriate than an infantry brigade.332In a telling rnernorandum to Claxton, Simonds
conceded the point that Pearkes had raised, but indicated that the real problem related
to NATO's strategy. 333 The answer provided in Parliament merely indicated that
Canadians were fulfilling the infantry role which the British and SACEUR had assigned

io iiiem. The iaci ihat Pearkes had identified a weakness in NATO's pians for the
Canadian brigade was not acknowledged. Nor was it mentioned that the West Germans
had rejected an infantry brigade group concept intended to allow them to participate in
the European Defence Comrnunity in 1950 as they insisted on divisions as the smallest

effective unit.'" The Germans recognized what some Canadians would corne to regret.
A brigade group did not allow for much in the way of independence or even influence.

With the entry of the FRG into the alliance in 1954. NATO's Military Cornmittee formally
adopted a document entitled MC 48, which outlined the requirement for fomvard

j3'

Canada. Parliament. House of Comrnons. Debates, 14 Aprii 1953. pages 3 8 16-3 8 19.

One of the curious aspects of this t h e was the relatively poor Uiformation available to
Canadians about the role of their troops in Europe. In contrast, the German population
was well informed. The situation was so bizarre that, while working as an archivia, I had
occasion to declassi@ translated copies of Der Spiegel which had been sent to the
Chairman, Chiefs of Staff fiom the brigade as TOP SECRET. Even now, many
documents remain classified and it is difficult to provide a complete critical analysis of
the operational pians.

333Kardex,112.1 (d97) - file partially declassified. Also interview with Geofiey Walsh,
June 1997.
33%3ki Dockerill, Britain S Policyfor West Gennm r e m m e n t . 1950-1955, p. 61.

defence to include German territ~ry.'~'While adopted at the strategic level, actual
operational plans to implement this strategy only gradually came into effect over the
next decade. In time the FRG was able to boost NATO's conventional forces. As the

Germans increased their forces and defence expenditure, they also reduced and then
refused to pay for the presence of foreign troops on their territory. Sirnultaneously, the
British tut defence expenditures and reduced the size of their conventionai forces.

While there is much British scholarship about the 1957 and 1958 British White Papers,
the effect of reduced occupation payments from Gerrnany is scarcely rnenti~ned."~
The Germans had been paying for a large portion of the expenses for British forces in

West Germany up until this time. While Canadians as NATO forces had been largely
paying their own way, they had relied upon the Briiish corps for combat and logistical

support and the Germans to provide facilities. The combined introduction of foward
defence and the reduction of British conventional forces placed an enormous strain

There were a senes of MC (Military Cornmittee) documents reflecting strategic
changes. NATO has now released MC 48, MC 14/1, MC 14/2 ,MC 14/3 and MC 70 of
which 1 hold copies and which are available to d l memben of the public. These
documents gave general strategic guidance and were used to set more specific military
goals and plans. However, they should be used with caution - for it is clear fiorn my
research that their guidelines were rarely actually implemented, though SACEUR did use
their statements to attempt to force various national govenunents to contribute more
resources to NATO.
335
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British accountS of this time penod certainly focus on the hi& cost of imperiai

defence, the anti-coloniaiism of Amencan policy and the decision to focus upon nuclear
rather than conventional forces. Suez is pinpointed as the watershed of British influence
and the various fiscal diff~cultiesof maintaining the Sterling area receive due attention in
its decline. See Bill Jackson and Dwin Bramall's The Chiefi. The Story of the United
Kingdom Chiefi of Staff, London: Brassey's, 1992 ;and Nigel Hamilton's Mon& The
Field-Mwshal, 1934-19 76.

upon resources assigned to support the brigade.

Duncan Sandys, the British Minister of Defence, produced white papers in 1957 and
1958 which introduced the gradua1 elimination of national service and other cuts without

reducing ~omrnitrnents.~~'
Initially, the British planned to reduce the British Army of

Rhine by 26,000 men. Tnis figure was cnangeci io a reduction of about 13,500 men in
the wake of acrimonious discussions which followed the first announcements. The
British Service Chiefs opposed many of the proposed ~hanges.~''The British
government decided to continue to develop an independent nuclear capability which
reduced its ability to support conventional warfare.

At the diplomatic level, Canadians were concerned about the dramatic decline in the

relative power of Britain and rance."' The reduction of payments from the FRG was
one of the issues at stake. As the Gemans paid for less, Canadian diplomats, involved
in an a d hoc committee to resolve the issue. expressed the hope that the Germans
might be persuaded to pay for most of the local costs of five British brigades in
Gemany. They also pressured the Americans to renounce their daim for support cost,

in view of the "grave political and miiitary consequences this [British cuts] implies for

.
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Jackson and Bramall, The Chiefs, Chapter 10.

D m ,73/1223, file 224. Paper prepared by Arnold Smith,"Sornereflections on the
"crisis"in NATO" November-December 1957.

NATO"."'

Even with these actions. British weakness would plague Canadian planning.

The British emphasis upon nuclear deterrence was in line with the NATO strategy for
the use of nuclear weapons as a sword and limited conventional forces as a shield. In

May 1957, nuclear weapons became a principal element in the detenent with the
adoption of MC 1412 and, by December 1957, SACEUR. Generai Aifrea Grueniher,
decided to establish stockpiles of nuclear weapons in Europe and intermediate range
ballistic missiles were placed at his disposal."'

It was apparent by this time that, although the West Genans strengthened NATO

forces, they would not be able to provide the numbers of troops they had initially
promised."' The FRG had seven divisions available for NATO by1960 rather than
twelve divisions ready by 1958 and the period of conscription was shortened from
eighteen months to twelve. The Belgians were responsible for an area on the right Rank
of the Canadians, but there were doubts about whether the Belgians would be able to
arrive in time to fight? The Northem A m y Area Group (NORTHAG), where the
'%IA, MG 3 1 E 6 Douglas LePan fonds, Volume 5, file 57, Surnmary Reports, 1958,No.
21,31 March 1958.

DHH, 73/1223, uncatalogued, NATO working papers, 13-3 .n-12,NATO,April 1967,
p. 2.
jaSaki Dockerill, "Bntain'sTroop Reductions in West Germany",The Journal of
Sira~egicStudies, Volume 20, No. 3, September 1997,pp. 54-55.
343NA,RG 25,Volume 7626,File 1 1381-40, pt. 4.2, Stames to Robertson; DHH, 84/ 126,
File 16, Galloway to Allard; John A. English, Mmhing rivough Chaos,p. 16 1.The
Netherlands and Belgians corps were "widelyseen as penetrations about to happen"

Canadians were located, was weak.

In the midst of NATO's strategic changes during the mid-1950s, General Charles
Foulkes, the Canadian Chairman, Chiefs of Staff, like some of his counterparts in other
NATO nations, questioned the need for Canadian troops stationed in Germany at all.
As discusçed in Chapter two, the chatnan was expected ta provide CO-ordination
among the various services, but each of the Service Chiefs retained access to the
Minister of National Defence. There were inevitable service fivalries especially as the
Royal Canadian Air Force grew in size and influence both at home and in NATO. 344

The brigade in Europe provided the Canadian Army with a potential fighting role which
was motivating for the professional soldier. By 1959. it was the only part of the army
~ ~brigade was eliminated, the army would be
equipped to war s c a ~ e s .If~the
the threat to North America
dramatically reduced in signifieance. After the mid-1950~~
was believed to be more serious and the army was responsible for a national survival
role. Under Pearkes, who became the Conservative Minister of National Defence in
according to English.

'*The British became aware of the resentment of senior Canadian army officers towards
the Royal Canadian Air Force's relatively better representation in NATO in the Iate
1950s. PRO, DEFE 1 YlO4, Notes on Conversation with Lieutenant-General CIark, Chief
of General Staff, Canadian Army, F. W. Festing, 14 June 1960.

''' Canada. Dept. of National Defence, White Paper on Defince, 1959, p.9. The summary
notes that the Army's role in national nwival affiected it. Troops in Canada were
equipped only to training scales, leaving just the brigade in Europe equipped to war
scdes. The Air Division, however, converted from an air defence role to a strike and
recomaissance role and was to be re-equipped with the CF-104.

1957, the reserves were expected to concentrate upon national survival. This role was
deeply resented in many quarters and it was wideiy blamed as many soldiers left the
reserves in the late 1 9 5 0 s . ~Several
~~
senior A m y officers began to press for a more
active and infiuential army role within NATO, though this was clearly at odds with the
priorities for continental defence set by the governrnent. Some of the conflict between
Foulkes and various Chiefs of the General Staff may be attributed to service rivalry as
well as to differences of tradition and temperament.

In June 1955, the Department of National Defence prepared a reassessment of
Canada's defence policy for the period 1955-1960. It pointed out what various ofkials
would continue to Say from time to time for the next decade and a half. Maintaining a
brigade overseas was expensive; the supply line inadequate; it was highly questionable
whether the remaining 2/3 of a division which Canada had committed to NATO in the
event of war would be able to get into operations in the firçt period of a world war; and
any heavy equipment stored on the continent was vulnerable. As it now seemed the
Germans might defend themselves, Canadians hoped to contribute to the defence of
Europe in a more efficient and economical fashiomM7

Not only was the threat of imminent invasion in Europe reduced, but the North

346StephenJ. Harris, "The Post-War Amy in Canada and NATO" in John Marteinson's
We stand on G u d An IZluînored History of the Canadiun Amy, Montreai: Ovale,
1992, pp. 393-6.

%'DHH, 73/1223, Raymont Collection, uncatalogued files, Canada's Commitments to
NATO, 13-3-N-5, Volume 1.

American continent was believed to be more vulnerable as the Russians developed
their nuclear arsenal.Y8 Air defence in Canada became a key element in priorities and

took a significant portion of the overall defence budget. While never a foremost
concern, planning for civil defence and the çurvival of the population during nuclear
warfare took a higher profile under the Conservative government.

In 1957, with the Gemians now actively involved in European defence, a brief was

prepared for discussion with Senator Theodore F. Green, the Chairman of the United
States Senate Foreign Relations Cornmittee. It suggested that Canadians increase
their rote in the defence of North America and decrease their commitments in Europe.
NATO, it was observed, emphasized European defence at the expense of the whole of

its territories. Its headquarters and administration were far too heavy for the size of
amies. The 33 million dollars in recurring costs to keep the brigade in Europe was tao
high. Canadian soldiers, it was argued, should now be defending Canada?'

Canadian diplomats had long argued that Canada's srnaIl population and vast territory
to defend should be considered in the various NATO burden-sharing formulas

Isabel Campbell, "Canada, Sovereignty, Moral Superionty and The Cold War" ,
Pupers of a Confrence on the CuZd War,Office of the Secretary of Defence,
Washington, D.C., 1996 and DHH, 73/1223, Ruynzont Collection, File 1106, declassified.
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M9DHH,73/1223, Raymont co/lection, uncatalogued documents. Canada's contribution to
NATO, 13-3 .N-5, "Brieffor discussion with Senator Green.... ",9 October 1957.

d e v i ~ e d . ~What
' ~ emerged was a conundrum. The questions were many. Why were
Canadians to die on German soi1 defending Germans if Canada itself was in some
danger? What were the benefits to Canada? Canadians hoped to reap direct economic
benefits in ternis of European trade. but by the late 1950s, Canadian diplomats were
thoroughly disillusioned with the EEC and its high tariffs. Well infomed Canadians
might question the nign expenditure of Canadian doiiars to keep a brigade group in
Europe when the Europeans did not seem to be making many concessions to
Canada?'

There was no acrimonious debate in Canada and very little public knowledge of the
problems facing the army until the Parliamentary Special Cornmittee on Defence met in
1963 and the matter was resolved with the 1964 Canadian White Paperon defence.

However, in the late 1950s, social democrats in both Canada and the FRG considered
the possible withdrawal of Canadian troops from Gemany. M.J. Coldwell, the federal
leader of the Cooperative Commonwealth Federation, visited Soest in midaeptember
1956. His visit coincided with announcements in the local German press about the

possible withdrawal of Canadian troops if the situation in Europe remained "relaxedn.
This stance was low key and the Canadian public was barely aware of the issue. In the

'%A,

RG 25, Accession 90-91/008,Volume 58, File 50030 A-H-40,pt. 3,

Mernorandun on possible burden sharing formulas,28 February 1952.

David Jay Bercuson " Making a difference, Not very much and not for very long" in
John English and Noman Hilimer, Making a differeence?Canada's Foreign Policy in a
Changing World Order, Toronto: Lester Publishing, 1992.

FRG itself, the presence of troops was more contro~ersial.~~~

With a decreasing threat in Europe and a stronger concern for the security of Canadian
territory, it seemed obvious that the Conservative governrnent would not increase
manpower or resources dedicated to the brigade in Europe. M a t seemed logical in
Canada was not so evident to those serving in Europe. in 1957, NATO adopted
controversial MC 70 requirements in an attempt to get various NATO nations ta provide

more resources to NATO. NATO officiais and senior Canadian ofkials in Europe used
the MC 70 goals to pressure the Canadian government. MC 70 became contentious; it

was never approved by the Canadian Parliament and the Canadian Chiefs of Staff

objected strenuously to some of its content."'

Foulkes argued with General Lauris

Norstad. SACEUR, that as a planning document, MC 70 was not binding upon the
Canadian governrnent. Although Canada was politically committed to NATO, the
possible withdrawal of Canadians troops still came up from time to tirne, as Charles
Foulkes and George Pearkes threatened it again in 1960 when Norstad proved too
demanding in pressing for fulfilment of MC 70 req~irements.~"

Foulkes objected forcefully to the idea that Canadians should have to provide any more

This matter will be discussed in detail in Chapter five.

jS2

jS3DHH,7311223, Strategic guidance, 4 Iuly 1957, see also 73/1223, File 224, Minimum
force studies, partially declassified.

DHH,73/1223, file 225, file partially released, MC 70. The purely Canadian
documents have been declassified. NATO has also released MC70,
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troops to Europe. Pearkes also indicated that the cost of maintaining troops so far away
from Canada did not seem to be the best method of supporting NATO or of spending
the Canadian defence dollar as Norstad pressed Canadians to supply more support
.~~~
defence officiais had good reason
troops in the face of British w i t h d r a ~ a l sCanadian
to be disillusioned with NATO, and especially with the British, by the early 1960s.

Standardization of equipment proceeded with difficulty and the Canadians suppliecl
Second World War British equipment through NATO mutual aid. 3" A high threat
assessrnent and the need to have operational troops in Europe amed immediately had
worked against the adoption of American equipment as the NATO standard. In the eariy
1950s, as progress on the long term goal of NATO standardization was just beginning,

Canadians hoped to specialize in the development and production of some NATO
eq~iprnent.~~'
The British encouraged this h ~ p e . ~ ' '

The Heller, an anti-tank gun, and the Bobcat, an armoured personnel carrier, were
attempts to develop Canadian products for marketing to other NATO nations. 359 By the

j" Simonds had been under the impression that this equipment would be replaced by new
purchases. It was not.

"7Canada. Department of National Defence, Annual Report, 1950, Ottawa: King's
Printer. 195 1, p. 9.

"'Peter Archambault, "The informai alliance",pp. 156-160.

3591bid,
pp. 3 12-3 18. Also interview with John Stames, June 1997.

-

late 1950s and early 1960s, the high cost of development. industrial scales of
production, international cornpetition and marketing problems plagued Canadian
projects and little progress was made. The British bought a Swedish weapon in
preference to the Heller. The Bobcat, designed to improve the mobility of the brigade in
Europe, was abandoned in the face of cost overruns and the lack of substantive
purchases by the Americans, the British or other NATO partners.

In this respect. placing the brigade with the British had not paid off and NATO
membership had not provided the equipment sales that Canadian suppliers might have
liked. The British had no obligation to buy Canadian equipment as a result of the
brigade's presence with the British A m y of the Rhine. Major General George Kitching.
the Chairman. Canadian Joint Staff in London, England, concluded that, by 1961, the
Europeans were buying almost exclusively from each other. In his view, Canadians
could not make progress in the British market because of exchange problems and the
British tendency to develop their own equipment and markets.3m Kitching, a former
British officer who had been well disposed towards the British Army, finally came to the
conclusion that Canadians would do better developing a closer relationship with the
~rnericans.~~'

The goal of increasing trade with the Europeans to diminish dependence upon the

36>

D m I 73/1223 file 449, UK defence policy, 1959-1962, Kitching to Miller, 18 June

1962.

Americans clearly motivated Canadian rnilitary otficials and efforts were made to use
the NATO connection for the marketing of Canadian rnilitary products. They did not
succeed because of market conditions beyond Canadian cantrol. In addition,
technological change was rapid and the investment required for the development of
new weapons limited possibilities for srnaller countries. The Pace of change affected
other areas of miiitary pianning as weli.

NATO's strategy was formulated at a high level. Operational doctrine, such as existed,
was an atternpt to create reasonable principles based upon the strategy? Doctrine

forms a body of thought about the nature of operations, partially based upon the
analysis of past battles and partially upon ideas about future warfare considering new
technologies and ideas. Gradually, NATO created bodies for the developrnent of
doctrine, but there was little in the way of coordination in the 1950s so that the
continental Europeans did not follow or approve of British do~trine."~

366SeeDHH,73/772, Canadian Army Combat Development Guide, Ottawa: Army
Headquarten, 1 June 1961. There was a close relationship between American. British
and Canadian doctrine and the beginnings of NATO doctrine.

j6'The German W s t e r of Defence, Franz-Josef Strauss, noted during his visit to Canada
in 1959 that doctrinal difference between the British and the Europeam precluded
Gennan consideration of purchase of the Bobcat. The Germans preferred tanks. see: NA,
RG 25, Volume 4294, File 10935-B-40,p t 4, The Canadian Ambassador in Bonn to the
Secretary of State for Extemai Affâirs, 23 October 1959 no. 781. By the early 1960s,
Operational Research A m y Establishment studies would indicate that tanks would hold
ground longer under conditions of nuclear warfare. The Bobcat was intended to provide
mobility to the infantry force, but then, even the British did not purchase it as had been
htended.

The Canadian Army created the Gold -Rush Cornmittee in 1954 to investigate the

nature of future war. The cornmittee's report called for a brigade group organization,
full-mechanization of the combat arms, close integration of nuclear firepower. organic
army aviation and widely dispersed tactical deployrnents. These ideas culminated in a
Canadian publication, The Canadian lnfantry Brigade Group in Battle, and the
esta~jisnmentof a Directorate of Cornbat Developrnent in eariy 1958,responsible for
the study of combat development. 368 Canadian officers responsible for combat
development met with the British and the Americans and, later in the early 1960s, with
NATO groups. Those responsible for Canadian doctrine had no access to the British

nuclear fire plan for the brigade and, in the late 1950s. the brigade's commander was
apparently forbidden from revealing British plans to the Canadian Chief of the General
Staff. 369 There was strong disagreement between the Canadians and British on the
operational role of the brigade, at least in so far as the Canadians were informed about

British plans.

In 1958, Lieutenant-Colonel Strome Galloway. one of the officers at the Directorate of
Combat Development. reported to Major-General Jean Victor Allard, the Vice Chief of

368DHH,
73/772, Canadiun Army Combat Development Guide,1961. Annex A. This
annex describes NATO,ABC (Amencan, British, Canadian) planning and the separate
American, British and Canadian organization for doctrinal development. While coordination had begun, practice remained problematic in the 1980s. See John A. English,
Murching ïlrough Chaos, pp. 160-16 1.

TVA,
RG 25, Volume 7626, File 1 138 140, pt. 4.2. Starnes to Robertson, 20 December
1962. Please note the entire memorandum is discussed later in this paper and is
reproduced in Appendix B of the thesis.

the General Staff, on the plans for the current operational role of the brigade. Galloway
had been infiuential in the development of Canadian doctrine and was largely

responsible for a pamphlet on the use of the corps on the nuclear battlefield.

He

noted that white the British plan for the brigade included dispersion for nuclear warfare,

there was little mobility and he recommended the acquisition of armoured personnel
carriers and light aircraft or helicopters. Noting that he had not been given access to
British plans for other troops, he concluded that " 1 feel there will be NO battle worth
conternplating under present conditions.... at the moment it [the brigade group's tactical
position] violates nearly al1 our tacticai be/iefsl7'

No one was quite sure what the use of tactical nuclear weapons would do to the

battlefield. The Canadian Bobcat was intended to allow for mobility for infantry, but the
Canadian A m y Operational Research Establishment studies concluded that the Bobcat
would provide very tittle protection to troops under nuclear fire. Tanks, such as the
Centurion, which was used by the British and Canadian troops, provided superior
protection. Even if the brigade's role was iimited to holding ground until nuclear
weapons could be used, tanks would allow soldien to stay alive for a longer period,

370GeorgeKitching, Mud and Green Fields. The memoirs of General George Kitchkg,
Langley, B.C.: Battieline Books, 1986, p. 298. This pamphlet was circulated to General
Hans Speidel, the Gexman commander of the NATO land forces, Central Region and
other German generais. It srressed battlefield mobility, dispersion, the use of helicopters,
amphibious tanks and armoured personnel carriers.

"IDHH, 84/126, Fonck Allurd File 16, "Report on 4 CIBG Operational Role"by A.S.A.
Galloway, 12 November 1958. Galloway's emphasis. The entire document is reproduced
in Appendix B of this thesis.

though the tanks made attractive targets for Soviet anti-tank w e a p o n ~ ? ~ ~

Other officers in the British, French and Geman amies were also critical of British
plans. Some criticism was even published in the BMsh Amy Review which had
restricted circulation, but was widely read by British servicemen. An analysis of Soviet
and British tactics published in the Bnt~shArmy Review of September 1958 revealed

even ifthere were "considerable doubtnabout the Soviet High Command's ability
to develop ground operations according to the tactical attack doctrine they held,
changes to the British Amy of the Rhine were required. "1s the bulk of our defending

force to be infantry moving on its feet and in soft-skinned transport, relying on the
spade for immunity from the effects of the missile?" asked I'Heretique - who remained
unidentified other than that the author's regiment was neither cavalry nor the Royal
Tank Regiment.373

Another article on British tactics in nuclear war was portrayed as "the views of a foreign

ri ter".^^^ It similarly stressed the requirement for mobility and amour. The author
questioned whether the British regimental system had not acted against the highest
standard of cooperation between tanks and infantry, asking "Why let your infantry be

'"DHH, 8 11262, Canadian Amy Operational Research Establishment, Semi-annual
progress report, 1959-196 1. Survivd times were important for holding ground.

jnl'Heretique, "SovietTactics",The British Army Review, No. 7, September 1958, pp.
55-60.
j"

There was a hint in a quotation that the writer might be Gennan.

decimated ?"375ln 1959. The A m y League in Britain published a work entitled, The
British Amy in the Nuclear Age. It contended that there was no evidence that tactical

nuclear weapons favoured defence and stated that the British formations in Europe
were of extremely inferior quality3"

George Kitching argued that the "British pay oniy lip service to the accepted NATO
doctrine that forces in Europe must be ready to fight without warning

The British

defence cuts affected the Canadian brigade as the level of support which the
Canadians had expected from the Corps level was not available. This reduced support

-

and the gradua1 implernentation of foward strategy placed the Canadian brigade in a

vulnerable position on the Weser, where natural obstacles provided almost no c ~ v e r . ~ ~ ~
Sorne changes to the brigade were made. In 1957, Pearkes increased the arrnoured
squadron to an amoured regiment and added an independent reconnaissance
squadron, though the infantry brigade group was not replaced with an amoured
brigade as he had earlier suggested. The brigade was still not mobile nor was

j7'AIfred Klinkrade, "BritishTactics in Nuclear War or "donot stray into Hoopoeland" .
n e British Army Review, No. 7 . September 1958, pp. 60-64.

'"DHH, 73/1223, File 449, File partially declassified. It contains a complete copy of the
Army League. nie British Army in the NucZear Age as well as Canadian anaiysis of it.
3nLbid.,Kitching to Air Marshal Miller, C h h a n , Chiefs of Staff, 18 June 1962.

Galloway's memorandum appears in appendk A of this thesis. In June of 1 997,
Galloway confirmed his views on this subject in an i n t e ~ e wwith the author.
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adequately armed, but it was a powerfui unit in terms of fighting ~ a p a b i l i t y . ~ ~ ~

The emphasis upon nuclear deterrence and the lack of a coherent corps doctrine

resulted in weakness in the British A m y of the Rhine. NATO as whole lacked such a
doctrine and it was not evident that Canadians would be better off e l s e ~ h e r eAt
. ~the
~~
highest levels in the Canadian Army. a battle raged over whether one shouid cut forces
in Germany, move them south, build them in the north, develop a mobile striking force,

or settle for the status quo. This debate reflected changes within NATO as the
possibility of border incursions was considered, with rising tension in Berlin, and the
beginnings of discussions on flexible response. From 1958 until 1963, various roles
were considered both because of Canadian dissatisfaction with British plans and,
because General Hans Speidel, the Commander of Land Forces in Central Gemany,

made several proposals for the use of the Canadians under his command or in another
r~le.~~'

Speidel's proposals were attractive given the British cuts and the tendency of Canadian
379From1958 to early 1963, the British planned to place artificiai obstacles to force the
Soviets to concentrate and present worthwhile targets for tactical nuclear weapons.
However, the covering forces under this plan accepted some penetration, allowing the
enemy to bypass and then cal1 down nuclear fie. It was this role as a covering force
which caused concem for the brigade. See Maioney, War Without Battles. Canada S
iVATO Brigade in Germany, 1951-1993, pp. 137-139 and DHH. 73/1223, uncatalogued
Raymont papers, NATO-working Papen, 13-3-N-12.
'10

OcInnes, pp. 11-14.

381Sean
Maloney, W m Without Battles. Canadas NATO Brigade in Gemany, 19511993, pp. 119-150.

Army officers occupying positions overseas to fight for a better role for the brigade with
more resources and influence. Within Canada itself, the position was less clear and
Charles Foulkes was particularly difficult to pin down. Those in Canada, with the
exception of S.F. Clark, the Chief of the General Staff, 1958- 1961, were inclined to reevaluate the European commitment from time to time with a view to possible reductions

or withdrawal. This was true even of Geoffrey Walsh, a protegé of Simonds, who held
the positions of Quarter-Master General of the Canadian A m y in Canada from 1955 to
1959 and Chief of the General Staff from 1962 to 1964.382Still, most high ranking A m y
officers in Canada and Europe were willing to cansider options which might increase
Canada's influence and improve the role of the brigade from an operational
perspective. There were two sirnultaneous and opposite pulls. The questioning of the

brigade's role was accompanied and counterbalanced by the active pursuit of more
influence in NATO.

While threatening to withdraw, Canadians negotiated for the appointment of a
Canadian general at Northern Army Headquarten. In these pre-unification days, a
brigadier was not regarded as a general, but just below that level. Canadians were
hoping to get a Canadian general (at the major-general or lieutenant-general level)
appointed. Major-General George Kitching. on the Canadian Joint Staff in London,
corresponded with the Chief of the General Staff, S.F. Clark, with regard to the lack of
Canadian infiuence at Northem Army Group Headquarten." I told him [British General

jEWalsh was also Vice Chief of the Defence Staff fiom 1964 to 1966.He was responsible
for revision of supply and logistics and the concept of the service battalion.

Sir Alfred Dudley Ward - the commander of the British Army of the Rhine] we required
one of the senior positions presently occupied by a British officer and that we required
the position fairly s 0 0 n . " ~ ~ ~

The British, whose own prestige had slipped so dramatically. were reluctant ta give any
more influence to Canadians. General Allard visited General Jean Valluy in
Fontainebleau (SHAPE) to discuss a senior Canadian position there in May 1959.3a4In
JUIY1959, Kitchhg went directly to Generals Norstad and Schuyler, both Americans, at
the Supreme Headquarters Allied Powers Europe (SHAPE) in an effort to pressure

Dudley Ward. Pearkes was going to raise the issue with his British counterpart,
Duncan Sandys. All this was "unofkial" negotiating as Canadian policy was not to ask
for positions, but to accept those offered. Such delicacy was hardly successful.
Canadians were, with the greatest reluctance, offered a Canadian brigadier's position
with General Valluy provided that the individual was not shown on any Table of
Organization and was extra to the establi~hment.~'~
At the same time, consideration
was given to a possible Canadian position in the central region of NATO, which was
under German command, just south of the British Army of the Rhine and possibly

3s3Kardex,1 12.1.O03 (d 1 8) CGS personai correspondence to cornmanden, CCOS, MND
etc. for the period Jui 57 to Dec 63, ref. equipment development (Bobcat) ,rocket range...
correspondence between Clark and Kitching.
)Vbid. Message fiom Kitching to CGS,22 April 1959. Please note that General Allard
was in fact the o d y Canadian ever to hold a divisionai command in NATO.

3851bid,
Kitching to Clark, 22 July 1959.

As Canadians sought more influence, they were asked to provide more support and to
raise the manpower ceiling for NATO forces beyond the 12,000 mark (including 6500
Air force personnel) approved by Parliament on 18 October 1951 when the threat
assessrnent had been high and the Europeans relatively ~ e a k . Recognition
'~~
of the
vulnerability of the operational role of the brigade in the late 7950s was highly
motivating, especially at the Chief of the General Staff level. Lieutenant-General Clark
attempted to provide better support, particularly for crucial signals personnel as various
exercises revealed weaknesses. The conflict between continental defence and NATO

was apparent because the A m y had just recently taken on new signals responsibilities
in the Canadian north with Alert and in the provision of emergency communications as
a part of suwival operations. Clark attempted to get light and medium helicopters to

provide the al1 important airlift capability need to supply units of the brigade from
brigade headquartersX8

However, resources were restricted. The Canadian strategic reserve was comrnitted to
two roles and with limited new equipment planned, its capabilities would be increasingly

386Kardex,1 12.1.O03 (dl 8) CGS personal correspondence to commanders, CCOS, MND
etc. for the penod Jul57 to Dec 63, ref. equipment development (Bobcat) ,rocket range...
Kitching to Clark, 7 November 1958 and later, Kitching to Foulkes, 22 July 1959 regarding Canadian correspondence with the Americans.
'"Canada. Privy Council, Order-in-CounciI, PC 5298, 18 October 1% 1.
"'Kardex, 1 12.1.OO3(dl8) Clark to Kitching, 28 May 1959.

circumscribed. One of the problems was that equipment for the strategic reserve was
required for training in Canada; Norstad hoped to stockpile sufficient equipment for the
division in ~ u r o p e . ~Canadians
'~
were reluctant to do this and the issue remained
unresolved. The correspondence between Kitching and Clark regarding deficiencies in
the brigade revealed a key consideration. The various proposais for an increased role in
NATO were at odds with Canada's defence policy and the threat assessrnents which
emphaçized the possibility of attack on North America. The brigade was becoming
increasingly vulnerable and there was not much the Chief of the General Staff was able
to do.

The White Paper of 1959 mentioned the necessity for an agreement with the
Americans for the nuclear aming of Canadian weapons, including the provision of short
range nuclear weapons for the brigade in Europe. It did not address MC 70 goals which
were still the subject of disagreement. General Norstad regarded MC 70 goals as a
target. Both Pearkes and Foulkes pointed out that these had been set by NATO without
Canadian Parliarnentary approval; they actually hoped to reduce Canadian
commitrnents in Europe in favour of continental defence?" Kitching complained that
Pearkes and Foulkes were acting as obstacles in negotiations with the Americans for
the transport of the remainder of the reserve o v e r s e a ~Foulkes,
. ~ ~ ~ in particular,

3891bid
Clark to Kitching, 28 May 1959.
2gOKardex,112.1003 (dg) Memo fiom J.J. McCardle to Jules Léger, 15 February 1960.

3g11bid.
Kitching to Clark, 5 May 1959.
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provided evasive responses which Kitching found very frustrating, worrying as he did
that Canada would be "put in the same category as many of the nations of Europe who
have consistently fallen down on their c o m r n i t r n e n t ~ . ~ ~ ~ ~

Kitching hoped to ensure that the brigade was as well equipped and prepared as
possible. Communications between Canada and Europe were not smooth and, as it
turned out, Foulkes was not the only one being elusive about Canadian commitrnents.
In january 1959. Clark addressed the Conference of Defence Associations and
indicated that probably " we will not be able to move two brigade groups and equipment
to Europe... to take part in [the] initial battle. In [the] event of General War, al1 regular

forces in Canada and [the] Militia must be prepared to participate in [the] battle for
national survival. In view of [the] uncertainty of being able to move regular brigade

groups to Europe in event [of] war,[ there is] no use planning to train and send militia
overseas ... [we] will not be able to provide [the] militia with field equipment not needed

in survival ops

Kitching, located in Europe, only found out about this change

in government policy in bits and pieces over the next year. SACEUR also remained
under the impression that Canada was going to supply the rest of the Division if
requested to do ~

39%
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~
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393Kardex,112.1 .O03 @18) S.F. Clark to COGs, 29 January 1959.
3wlbid,Kitching to Clark, 5 May 1959.
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.

Throughout 1959, messages and letters continued to point out the deficiencies and the
embarrassrnent experienced by Canadian rnilitary staff in Europe as inadequacies were
revealed but not resolved. There was a lack of coordination among the NATO allies as
well as a shortage of resources. In one instance, Kitching said his staff had been
caught off guard when no one had thought to inforrn them that a Northern Army Group

(NORTHAG) exercise was u n d e ~ a yAs
. a result. several days passed before the
Canadians were able to respond to constant requests from NORTHAG regarding
Canadian reinforcements and logistical support during this e x e r c i ~ e . ~ ~ ~

These events culminated in Exercise Flashback carried out in 1960. It identified the

problems of reinforcements and of supply for the brigade. It is tempting to blame the
problems on the Diefenbaker government. It had recently imposed equipment
limitations on the n~ilitary.'~~
Yet the root of the difficulties may be traced back to 1951.
The Canadians had been unable to get a written agreement on logistical support as the
oficer responsible reported that the Americans were very reluctant to place any of their
supplies in the hands of the "slippery British". American officers apparently did not trust

the British and refused to approve any of the Canadian draft proposals put foward as a

395Karde~,
1 12.1O03 @9), Kitching to Clark, 5 May 1959. The Northern h y Group
was NATO command in the Centrai Region, subordinate to AUied Forces, Centrai
Europe (AFCENT)or Land Force, Central Europe (LANDCENT).Central A m y Group
(CENTAG)was the NATO Command with a northem boundary nuuiing dong the
southem boundary of NORTHAG.It was also subordinate to AFCENT or LANDCENT.
See Maloney, War Without Battles, pp. xiii-xxii and NATO,The North Atlantic Treaf~
Organiration Facts and Figures, p. 346.

'%SeanMaioney, War Without B i d e s , p. 154.

r e ~ u l tThe
. ~ ~lack
~ of CO-ordinationwas NATO-wide.

In 1960, Geoffrey Walsh, now a Major-General and Quartenaster-General of the
Canadian Amy. pointed out that the recent limitations on new equipments did not yet

have an effect upon the brigade. After several years, in his view, its capability would
deciine and it rnignt be necessary to re-assess the NATO commitment. Walsh was not
questioning the Canadian political commitment to NATO, but, like other high ranking
Army officers in Canada in the late 1950s. he was inclined to doubt whether the
continued presence of Canadian ground troops in Europe was an essential element of
Canadian participation in NATO. In other words, the military situation was still fluid. The
Canadian A m y was unsure whether Canadian ground troops needed to be in Europe
to provide deterrence in the long term. In Walsh's view, the informal verbal
arrangements between Foulkes and General Maxwell Taylor of the American Joint
Chiefs of Staff for assistance in the movement of 213 of the division to Europe as
reinforcements and with the British War Otfice regarding logistical support were
suffkient for the time b e i r ~ g . ~ ~ '

Yet the issues of reinforcement, logistical support and equiprnent would not go away.
Kitching and Clark continued to correspond as contradictory information became
available about the effect of British cut military cutbacks and as the British attempted to

397Kardex,112.1 (d95) Correspondence with General Gruenther from CGS, re: 27 Cm,
26 December 195 1.
398Kardex,1l2.003(dl8), Walsh to Clark, 4 Jute 1959.

get the Canadians to supply more of the brigade's and even the British corps'

requirements. Kitching wrote that, during a visit to the British War Office. he was told
that while the British "have always accepted responsibility for the logistic support of the
brigade, they have never accepted the responsibility for combat supportn.399 The
logistical support was far from adequate and worse was to come. Kitching was informed
that, by October of 1960, the British would withdraw medium artillery support. While the
British were planning for "intimate atomic supportt'with the use of the eight-inch
howitzer in addition to long range surface-to-surface missiles in corps artillery, they
were making no provision for the support of the cana di an^.^^^ Clark made frantic

inquiries from Canada and wrote back to Kitching to Say that he had been reassured
that the British would provide missile support and that merely the medium artillery would
be withdrawn.

40'

Major-General J.D.B. Smith replaced Clark temporarily as Chief of the General Staff in
Canada during July of 1959. He spoke with Pearkes, this time with respect to air
defence for the brigade. Smith worried that Pearkes might too easily accept British
reassurances at the political level about their ability to provide air defence for the

3991bid,
Kitching to Clark, 5 Iune 1959.

4001bid,
Note that the term intimate atomic support was used by the British. The real
hope was that the Soviet troops would concentrate to make targets for the use of these
weapons, but it was acknowledged by NATO plamers that these weapons posed
problems both for the NATO troops and for the Geman population. See Maioney, pp.
133-135,

M'Ibid,message nom Clark to Kitching, 12 June 1959.
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brigade. 40' Ailard had just visited the British and remained unimpressed with their antiaircraft protection. In view of this weakness, Smith hoped that Canada would provide air

defence for the brigade in the form of a surface-to-air missile. 'O3 Smith and Kitching
now continued a troubling correspondence on British and NATO plans with respect to
the brigade. Kitching attended a conference on air defence at SHAPE and he disclosed
that SHAPE had not considered air defence of the combat area at all. 4wThe present
British defence contribution was "pathetically weakn in his view and there was a swing
by HoIland and Belgian away from Britain towards Gennan and American power.

405

The British would likely further cut even the promised logisticai support.

40'PR0. Ministry of Defence. (hereafter DEFE ). DEFE 1YlO% Canadian brigade in
Germany. Defensive Bnef for the Minister, May 1960. This brief noted that Pearkes had
approached Mr. Sandys on several occasions with respect to Canadian womes on various
issues with respect to the brigade. It concluded that with the lack of resources. the British
were prepared to accept calculated risks which would be the same for their troops as for
the Canadians.
4
0
'

Ibid., Smith to Kitching, 10 July 1959.

Kardex, 1 12.1.OO3(d 18), Kitching to Foulkes, 2 1 January 1959.The Canadians had
considered the Hawk missile system for defence of the brigade. Kitching noted that the
air force favoured using the Hawk to protect the long range atomic capability (that iç the
deterrent air forces) while the Army favoured it to protect forward formations. As the UK
was not acquiring it, though MC 70 required it and as the Germans were acquinng only a
fraction of their requirements, the British formations in NORTHAG, including the
Canadian brigade, were vVtually unprotected. See also: Kitching to Major-General
Desrnond Smith, 17 July 1959.
'OS

Ibid. Kitching to Smith, 17 July 1959. See also: Major D.W.Coyle, "Close Air
Support in 1963" in The British A m y Review, number 7, September 1958. This article
points out, in guarded terms, that "thereis a gap in the weapons likeiy to be available for
providing supporting and reinforcing fire for the Army... A new weapon, capable of being
used fiom the air or fkom the ground, will be required by 1963...".

'OS

In the midst of these discussions with the British, Speidel proposed that Canadian
troops might be used as a reserve force for SACEUR. General Foulkes visited
Fontainebleau on 11 December 1959 and expressed Canadian discontent with their
role in NORTHAG.~'~
The lack of army and corps support for the brigade as well as its
location were raised as issues. Foulkes, Clark and Pearkes al1 favoured the idea of
using the brigade as a reserve force, but in a limited role in the central region rather

than for the whole of SACEUR. The mobility required for this role might be provided
with helicopterç and the Bobcat which the Canadians were still developing and hoping
to market to other NATO nations. Possibly, the brigade could remain in Soest during

~eacetirne.~'~

Foulkes met with General Norstad who suggested that the brigade might move south to
This
use the American logistical system and to be CO-locatedwith the Air Division.4oaa
idea was similar to one originally proposed by Foulkes in 1951. Air Marshal R. (Larry)
Dunlap, a Canadian who was serving as the Deputy Chief of Staff, Operations, at
SHAPE, was instructed to examine the idea which naturally had considerable merit

according to Foulkes. That Dunlap, an air force officer, was investigating this idea must
have rankled senior army officiais. The Royal Canadian Air Force, with a division in
Europe and the approval of the strike and reconnaissance role for it, had a higher
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D m ,Uncatdogued Raymont Papen, Role of 4 Canadian Infmtry Brigade Group.

407Zbid.,note to file, 1 1 December 1959.
408Kardex,1 12.1.OO3(dl3)Notes on Meeting Between General Norstad and Geneml

Foulkes, SHAPE, 1600 hours, I 1 December 1959 .

profile than the amy. 409 They therefore had greater influence and representation at

Norstad and Foulkes discussed the possibility of a NATO nuclear force designed to
keep the French and perhaps later the Germans from developing an independent

nuciear capability. In this concept, pmposed by Norstad, srnall American custodial
parties would remain, "but as far as possible... the weapons would belong to the NATO
Alliance without any other string^".^" From the Canadian perspective, there was little
hope for support of this idea. The divergence between the Departrnents of External

Affairs and National Defence on the issue of allowing Canadian forces access to
nuclear weapons was beginning to affect Canadian defence policy. The notes prepared
on the meeting in 1959 between Foulkes and Norstad indicated that:

Mr. Green [the Secretary of State for External Affairs] had been quoting General

Nontad as favouring some f o m of disamament in Western Europe. General
Foulkes felt tt-iat Mr. Green had rnisunderstood General Norstad and wanted
confirmation of this. General Norstad was most positive that his proposal was
one of inspection only and involved no reductions in forces nor withdrawals in
forces ...412

'"Kardex, 1 12.003(d18), Kitching to Fouikes, 17 April 1959.

a lKardex, 1 12.003(d13),Notes on Meeting Between General Nomad and General

Foulkesl SHAPE, 1 1 December 2959.
41'lbid.1959.Yet Foulkes and Pearkes threatened Norstad with withdrawal of Canadian
forces one year later. See DHH,73/1223, file 225 as noted earlier.

While tactical nuclear weapons seemed to be required on the European battlefield,
there was genuine fear about their use and it seerned well recognized, that in the event
of an actual Soviet invasion, there would be no time for political consultation.

Brigadier Michael Dare, who later became a commander of the brigade. testified before
the House of Commons Special Committee on Defence Expenditure in 1960 that "we
would have to use nüclear weapons against a larger number of Soviet conventional
forces in ~urope".~"He raised another pertinent point which would continue to concern
Canadians. In Germany. the brigade's nuclear weapons would be controlled at the
corps level, not the brigade level. The corps level was British so there was some
question and even confusion about Canadian control of the unit which was assigned to
use nuclear weapons. This confusion continued to trouble the brigadier in Germany
during the early 1960s.

The failure of the Diefenbaker government to resolve the differences between the
Departments of External Affairs and National Defence is well known, especially with
respect to this issue of providing access to nuclear weapons for Canadian forces.414To
some extent. the focus upon this political failure has masked a greater difficulty in
defence planning in al1 NATO nations. Nuclear deterrence created real problems for

Canada, House of Commons, Special Committee on Defence Ekpenditure. Minutes of
Proceedings and Evidence, Ottawa: Queen's P ~ t e r 1960,
,
pp. 730-73 1.
'"'Basil Robinson, Diefenbaker S Wodd A Populist in Foreign Affairs; J.L. Granatstein,
Canada 1957-196 7. The Yews of Uncertainty and Innovation. Toronto: McClelland and
Stewart, 1986.

ground forces at the tactical level. Canadians had at first been reassured by the
Americans that they would not be obligated to buy the Honest John missile when MC
70 was first adopted in 1957. The Canadian Chiefs of Staff at that time concluded that

"the contention that a 762 mm. racket.... is a suitable weapon to support a battalion in

either attack or defence, is tactical nonsense... , noting that the corps and army artillery

is for special use on special occasions." The Chiefs of Staff refused to support its
acquisition and recommended waiting until a suitable weapon for ground-to-ground

They were fully aware of the limitations of the Honest John;
support was deve~oped.~'~
it made no sense to acquire it for use at the brigade leveL416The Canadian Cabinet

approved purchase of the Lacrosse missile system still in development in October 1958
because it was believed to have better capabilities.

The British pushed hard for the Honest John missile. In 1959, Dudley Ward
suggested the purchase of one Honest John per division - a range and scale of

It5DHH,7311223, uncatalogued Raymont papes, Strategic Guidance file, 4 July 1957.
See also 7311223. file 224, Minimum force studies file.
'"%tephen J. Harris, "The Post-War Army in Canada and NATO". in John Marteinson's,
We stand on Guard An illustrated history of fhe Canudian Army, p. 3 88 and John Murray
Clearwater, Canadian lVuclear Weapons, The Untold Story of Canada S Cold War
Arsenal, Toronto: Dundurn, 1 998, p. 157. Cleanvater notes that the Honest JOhn had to be
warmed by electnc blankets for 24 to 48 hours before it could be Iaunched. It also had
other operational shortcorning and Harris argues that in actual battie it might have been as
much a threat to the allies as to the enemy. Yet, a former artillery officer who served with
the battery in the mid4960s, Brian A. Reid argues the battle plans for the use of the
Honest John caiied for a complete change in doctrine. In essence, by forcing Soviet troop
concentrations, NORTHAG plans attempted to create those special situations which
might favour the use of tacticai nuclear weapons. See his Biographicai me, DHH.

equipment which would be controlled by British divisional headquarters and requested
that the Canadians do their share."" Foulkes. acting under advice frorn the Chief of the
General Staff, S.F. Clark, continued to insist upon the Lacrosse missile still in
development.

This position was reversed when trials of the Lacrosse went badly and the Americans
decided not to develop the version planned. In Apnl 1960, Cabinet Defence Cornmittee
approved the procurement of the Honest John launchers in order to meet the MC 70
requirements. Pierre Sévigny, the Associate Minister of National Defence, infonned the
House of Commons that the Honest John could be armed with conventional or nuclear
w e a p ~ n s .That
~ ' ~ the Honest John was a corps level weapon not capable of providing
close support for the brigade remained a serious problem which was not communicated
to Parliament.419

Discussion of alternative roles for the Canadian brigade continued. Air Marshal Dunlap
suggested a possible course of action. First, Speidel and Norstad might fomally agree
that the Canadian Brigade could be used as mobile reserve and the Canadian

"'Kardex, 1 12.1.003(d18) CGS personal correspondence, November 1959 - December
1963. S.F. Clark to Foulkes, 17 November 1958 " Should you be taiking to General Ward
you may wish to ask him, if he peaists in recomrnending a scale and type of weapon with
which we do not agree and controlled by a British Divisional Headquarters, is the United
Kingdom prepared io provide with no costs to Canada the support we need."
418Canada.House of Commons. Debutes,3 1 March 1960, pp. 3644, Pierre Sévigny,
Associate Minister of National Defence answering a question posed by Paul Hellyer.

'I916idSee also: Clearwater, Canadiun NucZear Weapons,pp. 156-7.

government could approve this decision. Then, it might be detemined whether or not
moving the Brigade south to consolidate with the Air Force into one community served

by one line of logistical supply was a matter of real importance to Canada. If it was,

.~~~
then Norstad would raise the matter of the move with various a u t h ~ r i t i e sSHAPE
staff studied this suggestion. They concluded that the Canadians were suitable for the
mobile reserve role, but that NORTHAG would be seriously weakened by the loss of the

brigade in the front line. German forces might be willing to exchange some of their
quarters for those occupied by Canadians and, as the Germans were still building their
army, they might strengthen NORTHAG with additional forces.42' Kitching. who was

now filling the role of the Canadian National Military Representativeto NATO in Paris at

SHAPE, suggested that Canadians phase these changes in during 1961 and 1962.4U
Accordingly, Pearkes requested that a Memorandum to Cabinet be prepared on 1
March 1960.423

Foulkes attempted to avoid cabinet discussion. He replied to Pearkes the next day,
noting that the brigade group had been assigned to SACEUR without any strings
attached in t e n s of its role. He concluded that it would not be advisable to seek
-

-

''OKardex, 1 12.1.OO3(d 1 8), Dunlap to Foulkes, 12 December 1 959.
'21Kardex,1 12.1.O03 (d 13) Notes on Meeting between General Nontad and General
Foukes, SHAPE, 1 1 December 1959 and General Foulkes's visit to Fontainebleau .
4%id., Kitching to Foulkes, 12 February 1960.

"Kardex, 1 12.1.O03 (d 18) Foulkes to Minister, 1 March 1960, with Pearkes's
handwritten notes.

Government approval of the change in role. Rather. he recornmended that Pearkes
merely inform the Cabinet that SACEUR was considering withdrawing the Canadian
brigade into mobile reserve for the Central A m y Group as the Republic of Gemany
could now hold the forward role on the East German front and that the Chiefs of Staff
concurred with this change.J24No action was taken. By May, Pearkes again asked for a

proposal, and a formal Memorandum to the Cabinet Defence Cornmittee was finally
prepared just prior to General S.F. Clark's visit to Europe in June 1960. Clark was
authorized to discuss without cornmitment the implications of such a change.

In the meantime, the British became aware of Canadian plans. The British Ministry of

Defence prepared instructions to Harold Watkinson, the British Defence Minister,
suggesting that "it is, from our point of view, most important that the Canadian brigade
should remain in the First British Corps: its withdrawal would greatly weaken the Corps

and be very ernbarrassing to

On 13 June 1960, R.W.D. Fowler, the Acting

British High Comrnissioner in Ottawa, proceeding upon instructions from London. wrote
to Pearkes expressing distress over the possible withdrawal of the Canadians from the

British A m y of the Rhine and suggesting that General Clark might discuss the matter
with Earl Mountbatten, the British Chief of Defence Staff, and Sir Francis Festing, the

'''Kardex, 112.1.003 (d18) Fouikes to Minister, 1 March 1960.

'"PRO, DEFE WlO4, Canadian Brigade in Gennany, Defensive Bnef for the Minister,
Ministry of Defence, May 1960. This same bnef noted that Pearkes might well soon be
removed fiom his portfolio and noted that there was "no coherent fountain-head of
policy-making and command fiom which sensible decisions can emanate." Watkinson
was the British Defence Minister from 1959 to July 1962.

Chief of the Imperia1 General Staff, who would also be in Paris for the NATO
meetings.426

In a secret and personal message from Pearkes, Clark was authorized to discuss the
changes with the British some days before the meeting in Paris. Festing wrote an
account of this meeting, noting that Clark seemed ernbarrassed by the proposal to
withdraw the brigade:
A good deal of intrigue has taken place... there have been a number of different

protagonists, acting from different motives.... I have a strong feeling that the real
"niggers in the woodpile" have been Major-Generals Kitchin [sic] and Allard. ...
The Canadian military authorities are not too happy about the present raie of
their brigade in Germany. They are apprehensive that the wide front on which it
is deployed and the fact that its fiank is dependent on the Belgian forces could
result, in the event of war, in their taking heavy punishment...
..They would like a more glamourous role... The Canadian Army feels it is in a
position of inferiority vis a vis the Canadian Air Force [sic] contingent in Germany
in the matter of senior cornmands. They would dearly like to have one MajorGeneral's command in Germany?
Most of this analysis was accurate, but it was unfair ta suggest that Allard and Kitching
were the main source of the discontent. Festing must have been aware that British

"%id, R.W.D. Fowler to Pearkes, 13 June 1960. See aiso PRO, DEFE 1 MO4, Ministry
of Defence, London to U.K.High Commissioner,London, containing instructions for a
private and personal message to Pearkes fiom Watkinson.

427PR0,
DEFE,Note on Conversation with LieutenantGenerd Clark, Chief of General
Staff, Canadian Army, 14 June 1960.

officers and A m y associations were also expressing doubt about the plans. Still the
British intervention had been successful to a degree. It was noted in an anonyrnous
hand in the Canadian file containing this correspondence that SACEUR1sforrnal terms
of reference in peace gave him the authority to determine the location and deployment

of forces, after consultation and agreement with the national authorities c~ncerned.~~'
Foulkes's attempt to implement the change without discussion had not corne off. The
Canadian governinent and the British would be intimateiy involved in the changes
contemplated.

The British Army was in a bad way. Watkinson wrote to Pearkes, indicating that the

British Army was prepared to give the brigade a more important and flexible role and
might consider appointing a Canadian divisional commander in I British Corps from time
to t i ~ n e . ~
The
~ ' Commander of the British Army of the Rhine proposed using the brigade
group as a mobile reserve for NORTHAG. Watkinson finally gave Pearkes written
The British
reassurance that the British would handle the controversial logistical lir~e.~"
began a series of delaying tactics and a variety of proposals came forward, including the
possibility of transferring responsibiirty for the southern boundary of NORTHAG to

"*As noted in Chapter two, consultation with the Canadian govemment might be
problematic in the event of an acnial attack, but Foulkes himself had suggested the
requirement for consultation with the Canadian govemment in the early 1950s when the
Iegal status of the forces was being discussed.

429Kardex,1 12.1.O03(d 1 8), Harold Watkinson to George Pearkes, 7 July 1960.
"Ofiid. By September 1960, Exercise Flashback wodd reveal the weakness of these
plans.

CENTAG, and withdrawing the Belgians into r e s e r ~ e . ~Clark
'
wrote to Kitching in

November 1960 that the British requested a delay as the withdrawal of Belgian troops
sent to the Congo had created problems which precluded giving attention to the matter of

the Canadian role for time being.432

Speidel and British General Sir James Cassells of NORTHAG considered various

proposais and, by the summer of 1961, Kitching was cautiously reporting positive results
of meetings. Speidel reiterated his request for the brigade and hed worked out a formula
with General Sir Richard Gale, Deputy SACEUR. The brigade could remain under
NORTHAG in peacetime as a reserve and would not be committed to holding ground. In

wartime, the brigade would come under Speidel's command. NORTHAG would not
commit the brigade for emergencies without the authority of Speidel. the Commander of
Land Forces, Central Comrnand. Speidel believed that the brigade should stay where it

was, for the greatest threat to his area was from the North. He also anticipated that the
brigade would be equipped with helicopters, annoured personnel cahers and nuclear
weapons for the Honest John bat ter^.^^^

The Berlin crisis in 1961 followed by the Cuban missile crisis in 1962, created a higher
+

4311twas known that the Belgians wouid have to pass through Canadian lines to reach

their position and were not expected to reach the critical right flank of the Canadians in
time to be of use anyway with the result that Canadians expected that in battle they would
be required to defend the temtory assigned to the Belgians as well as their own.

432Kardex,112.1.O03 (d 13) CGS to Kitching, 30 November 1960.
433

Ibid Kitching to Clark, 10 July 1961.

expectation of possible border incursions and incidents. The Americans with British,
French and West German military plannen concentrated upon LlVE OAK, emergency
planning for the protection of Berlin? The heightened tension gave operational
requirements a higher priority as Canadians sought to introduce new weapons and
equipment within the manpower ceiling established in 1951. Consideration was given to
reducing or eliminating dependents and changing the system of rotation as well as
changing the military operational role of the brigade.

Allard made a trip to Europe in February of 1961 to visit the brigade, liaise with NATO
headquarters and SHAPE, and rnake visits to key French military personnel. He
immediately noted the conflict between military requirements and secondary goals and
reported that "our desire to maintain good relations with the G e n a n population, to
protect Canadians on foreign soi1 and to keep soldiers' families together, are [sic] the
cause of discrepancy between our present administrative effort and the one we should
be making to maintain Our operational readine~s.'"'~While his report had a positive and
optimistic tone and included the basic assumption that "we do not consider the brigade a
'Sacrifice Force'", he could not help O bserving during his reconnaissance of the
operational area for the brigade that "the units would be so thin on the ground that the

W. Pedow, "Alliedcrisis management for Berlin: The Live Oak organization.
l9B-l963", in William P. Epley (editor) lntentutional Cold War Military Records and
Hisrory. Pediow notes that Berlin contingency planning preceeded the formal adoption of
flexible response, bm in essence gave Western govenunent realistic alternatives to
massive retaliation before the strategy had forrnally changed in 1967.

'"" Gregory
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DHH, Fonds Ailard, 884/ 126, file 1 67, Report on VCGS visit to Europe.

enerny could not be halted for a period sufficient to use Honest John atomic ~ e a p o n s . " ' ~ ~

Allard met with General Sir Hugh Stockwell, StockwellSsstaff, and two Canadians
serving with NATO, Kitching and Air Marshal Dunlap to discuss air support. The
Canadians were advised that NATO had no common doctrine in this area due to
differences between the Royal Air Force and the United States Air Force. As the
Canadian air force units were located in the south with the Americans, they followed
American doctrine and naturally would be used according to the priorities where they

served. Allard made recomrnendations to take action on administrative and operational
balances within the brigade and to take an initiative (on the advice of Jules Léger,the
ambassador to NATO) on Canada's role within NATO. He also suggested improvement
to air support which he still felt was extrernely weak.

In more detailed annexes, Allard noted that helicopters could not be introduced without
weakening the ground element beyond acceptable limits. The removal of one artillery
battery did not provide suffcient manpower for the Honest John Battery. The removal of
the one battery moreover created a problem for close artillery support which was "largely
academicW-considering the weakness of the present support which Allard compared
unfavourably with support provided to troops in Second World War.437

436

Ibid,

437fiid.

Allard went on to observe that the Honest John could not be regarded as a close support
weapon. This was the same observation the Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee had made when

the Honest John was first proposed as part of MC 70. Even the most optirnistic analysis
could not conceal the dificulties. Allard noted that it was with loyalty that those
concerned expressed their fears and that he supported their v i e w ~ . The
~ ~ ' question of
nuclear amis for the Honest John required resolution, but it was far from the most
significant problem in ternis of the operational role of the brigade. The Honest John was
not to be used in support of the brigade anyway. As it turned out, the Canadian
governrnent responded to the Berlin Crisis and approved sending an additional 1106
soldiers to the brigade which it retained after the crisis was o ~ e r . ~ ~ ~

SACEUR, responding to G e n a n pressure, began implernenting fonward defence plans
at the operational level. As new plans providing for a covering force well beyond the
Weser River came from NORTHAG, Brigadier Cameron Ware, the commander of the
Canadian brigade, wrote to Walsh, expressing distress and seeking g~idance."~
The
plans called for the use of the Canadian Honest John Battery well in advance of the
brigade, possibly 60 kilornetres ahead, which would entail its separation from the brigade

439Canada.Privy Council, Order-in-Council, PC 196 1-1 276,22 August 196 1.

UOKardex, 112.1.002(d2), Personal correspondence (4folders) fiom CGS to
Comrnanders, Ware to CGS, 28 November 1961. Walsh had just been appointed Chief of
the General Staff.

and the possible loss of it for brigade support for which it was not suitable in any case."'

The Honest John battery was intended to engage targets identified at the corps level and
fire in depth while fonnrard troops were engaged in close combat. Control of atomic fire

support was not delegated down to the brigade command level.

Walsh was far less worried than Ware. M i l e the Gerrnans and the Canadians had
been wooing each other. his observation was that there was no particular reason for the
Gemans to be more forthcoming on logistical or other matters than the British. He noted

that they might well be even less helpful and understanding over time. The propoçed role
under NORTHAG seemed a step in the right direction. Walsh summarized the situation
for Ware as follows: under the brigade group concept, the Canadians were a national
entity, but a brigade group could not operate independently. They remained dependent
upon a division and corps for support. There could be no independent role for the
Canadian brigade in Europe. Under the British Division, it was understood that the
brigade could not be broken up to reinforce British formations. Othewise, they were to
fulfii the roles assigned to them.u2

With respect to the use of the Honest John. Walsh's analysiç was revealing. The Honest
John battery could not be cornmitted until political approval for its nuclear arrning took
place. Canadians could reserve the use of it but, with the brigadier's approval, it could be

*%id
U2fiid,Walsh to Ware, 29 November 1961.
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used elsewhere provided the British were willing to support Canadian demands if
priorities changed? In other words, Walsh was used to dealing with the British and he

was prepared to barter. Walsh has since confirmed that he regarded the Honest John as
useless at the brigade level, nuclear- a n e d or not. Moreover, he regarded NATO
strategy as matter well beyond hiç area of responsibility as the Canadian Chief of the
General Staff.444

Cameron Ware was replaced by Mike Dare in August 1962. Dare, a respected Amoured
Corps offcer with Second World War experience, was also deeply troubled by the plans

recently implemented for a fotward defence role for the brigade. Like many loyal military
officers, he was careful not to communicate his doubts about the plans for brigade to
those serving under him, probably for fear of creating poor morale. 80th Allard, who was
now in command of a British Division in NORTHAG, and Dare spoke with the Canadian

Ambassador in Bonn, John Starnes, in late 1962. Stames wrote a long Top Secret and
Personal letter to Norman Robertson, the Under-Secretary of State for External
Affa irs."'

U31bid.Walsh to Ware. 29 November 196 1. Part of the problem was maintaining
flexibility in planning as without experience in nuclear warfare, doctrine and tactics were
theoretical and no one was quite sure what kind of war they rnight be facing as the
Russians still had massive conventional superiority.
wInterview with Walsh, June 1997.
"'NA, RG 25, Volume 5406, File 10935-B-40, pt. 1.7, Stames to Robertson, 20
December 1962. I interviewed John Starnes, who remembered nothing of this particuiar
letter or the situation d e r almost forty years. Unfomuiately both Dare and Allard are

now deceased. Allard makes a passing reference to British strategy in Jean Victor Allard
and Serge Bernier, The Memoirs of General h a n Y. Allard, Vancouver, University of

.

Dare revealed to Starnes that "until recently...the Brigade Commander was forbidden by
the Corps commander (a British general) from giving the Canadian Ambassador in Bonn

or indeed even the Chief of the Canadian General Staff any clear idea of the Brigade's
role in War.'lU6 Starnes noted, "the British units are senously under strength and the
Belgians are a skeleton Force [sic]..... Units despatched from Belgium would pass
through the Canadians at the time the Canadian units were advancing to their defensive

positions! ... In some ways, although I realize the differences, one is rerninded of the

words Hong Kong, and particularly in considering the new Canadian role in the forward
strategy concept which only recently has been adopted?"

Stames was alluding to the

Canadian rnilitary disaster in December 1941 when the Japanese attacked two Canadian

battalions which had been placed in Hong Kong to deter them.u8 In this case, the
strategy of deterrence had proved to be a tragic error.

These worries were not unique to Canadian forces, but existed to some degree for ail

British of Columbia, 1988, p. 209, noting that it would not be appropnate to discuss it. At
the time he wrote his memoirs, much about NATO strategy and especially its weaknesses
was still classified. The Department of Extemal main released these documents at my
request in December 1997.

U71bidEmphasis in text.
U8SeeBrereton Greenhous, "C" Force to Hong Kong,A Canadian Catastrophe, 19111945 Toronto: Dundum Press, 1997. Greenhous argues that the strategy of deterring the
Japanese fiom attacking Hong Kong placed the Canadian battalions in a suicidai role.
The Canadian brigade in Gemany, lmlike those troops in Hong Kong, were well trained
and prepared, what is similar is the fact that in battle, both d e s were based upon
unredistic operational plans. Detenence was based upon bla In Gemany it worked; in
Hong Kong, it didn't.

NATO forces in Western Europe. The Royal United Service Institution, (R.U.S.I), a

British organization for promoting knowledge arnong the British services, held meetings
with lectures by various eminent British officers followed by discussion by members
during these years. In December 1960, General Sir Richard Gale gave a talk entitled "A
Critical Appraisal of N.A.T.O." Gale stated :
Advising the Council on military matters is the Military Cornmittee. It consists of
the Chiefs and Defence Staff of each of the 14 contributing countries. Thus no

miiitary decision is made without the knowledge and concurrence of each
country..... By common agreement among the nations there is an executive body
called the Standing Group which, in order to Save time and unnecessarily long
consultation, consists of representatives of only three countries, France, the
United States and Great Britain... It is inevitable that a certain feeling that their
interests might be overlooked should develop in unrepresented countries and in
the smaller nations... On al1 rnatters of policy, the Supreme Commanders receive
their instructions from the Military Committee... These policy papers cover overall
strategy, strength, and composition of forces, as well as certain problems of
defence, as, for example, air defence. The Supreme Commandes do not,
therefore, invent their own strategy or make the decisions on their own force
goals; they merely plan in accordance with the instructions they have
received.. .449
Ail countries surrendered an element of sovereignty by their rnernbership in NATO. With
the Supreme Commanders taking direction on strategy from the Military Cornmittee, it
can well be appreciated that operational plans involved political factors as well as rnilitary
factors. No country, including the United States, was able to act cornpletely
MgRichardN. Gaie, "A Critical Appraisal of N.A.T.O.",Journal of the Royal United
Service Inrritution, Volume 106,No. 622, May 196 1, pp. 154- 163.

independently in this matter.

In March 1961. R.H.S. Crossman, the well known and opinionated British Labour Party
defence critic, presented a paper on 'Western Defence in the 1960s" to R.U.S.I. . He
noted the huge disparity between Britain's defence cornmitments and capabilities and he
argued that fear of Germany was part of the British motivation for keeping troops in
Central Europe. Croçsman presented his ideas:
After all, the French decision to permit German reamament was only extracted
from them by Sir Anthony Eden's solemn pledge to keep four British divisions in
Europe for 99 yean...The West German A m y is already some eight divisions
strong and within the next year or two will achieve its full strength of 12 divisions.
Compared with this, our contribution, whittled away by successive reductions, is
now dangerously small. To reduce it still further would be to surrender to the
Germans any influence we may still possess over the strategy and defence policy

of the S.H.A.P.E.

The problems of Belgian and Briiish weaknesses clearly affected Canada's brigade, and

so did the continuing Briiish distrust of the G e r m a n ~ . ~Many
~ ' of the problems facing the

"OR.H. S. Crossman, "Western defence in the 1960sN,Journal of the Royal United
Service Institution, Volume 106, No. 623, pp. 324-341. Crossman noted that the British
Army of the Rhine was senously under-manned in many uni& in the early 1960s and that
without conscription, matten were unlikely to improve.
"'Edward Foster and Peter Schmidt, AngZo-Geman ReZations in Semrity and Defence.
T a h g Stock London: Royal United Service Institute for Defence Studies, 1997. This
work notes the continuing dismist and even that the close French-Gerrnan alliance " is
held together more by ahviety over possible negative consequences that could resuit from
its failure than by an acnial convergence of political interestsu.p. 3.

brigade were well beyond the contra1 of the Canadian government and were related
directly to NATO's reliance upon nuclear deterrence. Under these circumstances,
Diefenbaker's failure to resolve the issue of access to nuclear weapons was a problem
which no doubt troubled Norstad as SACEUR; his statement to the Canadian press in
~'~
January 1963 that Canada was not keeping its promises to NATO is well k n ~ w n . Yet
the reliance upon tactical nuclear weapons, especialiy the Honest John, and the

weakness of Canada's allies in NORTHAG, were even more serious problems from the
operational viewpoint. The Canadian brigade was still one of the better equipped and
trained forces available in NORTHAG in 1963. Nearly al1 the NATO nations, including the

FRG. had failed to meet their initial promises to

With the change in government in early 1963, as Diefenbaker was defeated by Pearson

who promised to negotiate an agreement to allow Canadian forces to be armed with
nuclear weapons, NORTHAG planners became more optimistic about additional
Canadian support. General Lyman Lemnitzer, who replaced Norstad as SACEUR,

directed that the forward defence concept becorne fully effective on the first of
September 1963.4YThis plan called for the main battle forces to be deployed east of the

'"Peyton V. Lyon, Canada in World Affuirs, 19614963. Toronto: Canadian Institute of
International Anairs, 1968, chapter 3.
4s3See:Donald Abenheirn, Re-foging the Iron Cross. The Semch for Tradition in the
West Germon Armed Forces, especidy chapter 9, " b e r stranguiation".
""Kardex, 1 12.100 112.1.OO9(d3 8) CGS personal and confidentid correspondence to
MOD for period Jan 63 to Apr 65, Walsh to the Minister, 23 April 1963.

Weser with peacetime restationing of six brigade gr~ups.~"
By 1966, WO-thirdsof
NORTHAG were to be deployed in the fotward zone east of the Weser. There was

recognized to be considerable risk in this plan, though not any greater than under the
previous emergency plan. The fotward units posed logistical problems and the British
War Office again pressed the Canadians for additional units and for more specific
information on the balance of the division which Canada was to provlde in the event of
~ a rLieutenant-General
. ~ ~ ~
Sir William Pike, the British Vice Chief of the Imperia1
General Staff, suggested that a multi-national working party be convened to work out
costs of this new plan.

NATO had adopted fotward defence as an official strategy in late 1954 when the FRG
had joined NATO and forward defence clearly related to German interests. The
operational plans for f o ~ l a r ddefence were only very gradually being implemented and it

was not until 1963 that the plans actually included the full territorial defence of West
Ger~nany.~"The European nations, Gemany included, were not providing the numbers
of conventional forces which SACEUR had counted upon in 1954. Wthout fonivard

defence, more than eighty percent of Gemany would have been subjected to possible

'"This first stage did not include redeployment of the Canadian brigade.
J561bid.In June of 1963, the Canadian govemment fomed the Canadian Base Units
Europe (CBUE)to serve under the Canadian Arrny National Force Commander with
NATO to provide Canadian administrative support of the brigade and control of the units
of CBUE. See: NA, RG 25, Volume 7626,File 1138 1-40, pt. 4.2. The Brigadier held the
post of the Canadian Army National Force Commander.

Faringdon, Confintation The Sîrategic Geography of NATO and the Warsav
Pact, London: Routledge and Keegan, 1986, p. 260.

Soviet invasion and nuclear warfare? From the German political perspective, the further
east the front line could be pushed, the better.

The line between the two Germanys was an artificial one; there was no natural boundary
like the Rhine. NATO's military advisors had reacted in outrage when forward defence

was first ad~pted.'~'From the German perspective derived from Clausewitz. "The
overall objective of defence must be a favourable peace. This is the aim for which one
strives, and for which no temporary sacrifice should be considered too ~ e v e r e " . ~From
~'
the Canadian perspective, the initial contribution of Canadian troops to NATO had been
perceived as a temporary measure until the Europeans had recovered. There was
sufficient reason to question SACEUR's and NORTHAG's continued requests for a
higher level of Canadian contributions. Canadians were hardly alone in questioning the
implementation of forward defence plans and the proposed use of tactical nuclear
weapons. The plans were far more attractive at a political level than at the operational
level.

'"Sean Maloney, War Without Battles, pp. 133-178. Mdoney's work covers rnany of the
specific changes in plans and includes useful maps as well as descriptions of exercises.
My reading of the documents confi~rmsthe thoroughness and accuracy of his accounts.
However, in Maioney's work which was commission by the brigade, it is not evident that
the Canadians would have been decimated in wdare. My interpretation based upon the
sources 1 read is that the plans were unredistic. In Chapter five, more details about
propaganda are addressed. Certainly, sorne exercise reports glossed over the problems
which were evident to hi& ranking officers and othes.

459R.J.
Waiker, "The German strategy of forward defence: Has anything changed?" in
Canadian Defence Quarteri), Volume 22, No. 6, Juiy 1993, p. 24.
J60GoetzSperling, Gennan Perspectives on the Defence of Europe. An Analysis of

Alternative Approuches to NATO Strategy, Kingston: QueenrsUniversity, ca 1986, p. 17.

In auturnn 1963, Walsh had two NATO officers present a briefing on the foward strategy

concept to the Minister of National Defence. Paul Hellyer, and the Chiefs of Staff. They
emphasized the f o ~ l a r dholding role planned for the Canadian brigade. In the wake of
this presentation, Hellyer sent Pierre Cardin, the associate minister of National Defence,
to SHAPE to evaluate the importance, at both the political and military levels, of the role
of the brigade in the front line with its present equipment. The final result of Liberal
consideration was the 1964 White Paper, which confirmed the forward holding role of the
brigade and a long tenn cornmitment of ground troops to NATO.

While the 1964 White Paper acknowledged the vulnerability of the brigade's location, this

very point reinforced, in the government's view, the need for Canadian soldiers. The

weak spot in NATO defences would be strengthened by the presence of highly qualified
and well trained professional soldiers; the primary role for the brigade was deterrence.
The need for NATO solidarity and consideration of the possible interpretations by
European allies and the Soviet bloc of any change in the Canadian role were cited as
important secondary considerations in keeping the brigade exactly where it was. 46' None
of these factors had really changed frorn 1951 to 1964.If the threat assessment had
generally declined, the recent tensions over Berlin and Cuba were no doubt
considerations in the background. Although the FRG was now armed and in better
economic condition, the Canadian govemment decided to keep Canadian troops and
their families in Gemany. The total number of troops authorized was raised to 7000, up
"Canada Department of National Defence, White Paper on Defence, Ottawa: Queen's
Printer, 1964.

from the figure of 5,500 which was authorized in the late 1 9 5 0 ~ . ' ~

The change in government and the decision to fully commit the Canadian brigade to the

front line role did not resolve many of the military problems facing the brigade. In 1964,
Brigadier Dare was able to show that covering forces from the British Corps would be
routed very quickly in Exercise Treble Chance?' This exercise essentiaiiy dernonstrated
a point that Dare had been attempting to make since he took cornmand in 1962. The
British plans for the Canadian brigade were simply not f e a ~ i b l eWhile
. ~ ~ ~ the Liberal

46'DHH, LindseylSutherlmd Collection, 87/2S3-11- 15.4. The Canadian Defencc Biîdger.
Historical Brickground. p. 3. The higher number assisted with the administrative and
logistical support required for forward defence.
While the Canadians formed the Redland or enemy force for the purposes of the
rxercise. their role in the plans was to be part of the covenng force. In a meeting of the
military history group in Ottawa in January of 1997, John Marteinson. a former helicopter
pilot and military historian. suggested that there was an unofficial second set of secret
military plans for the brigade in the early 1960s. Marteinson's service in Gemany was
afier 1964, but as a helicopter pilot, he apparently sometimes overheard conversations
between the brigadier and others. 1spoke with Ramsay Withea, the brigade major fiom
1962 to 1964 and was inforrned by him that this was certainiy not the case during his
service in Germany. The Canadian plans were based upon very tight Gennan railway
schedules so that any change in position would affect the Canadians' ability to get
equipment which was arriving at designated places according to a pre-planned schedule.
Sem Maloney's Wur Withour Battles is the best current source for accurate plans. Yet, it
seems probable that the Germans had plans to defend very far to the east. During late
1950s, the Germans were training airbome troops, but Canadian military liaison officers
reported that the Germans did not seem to know exactly what role these troops might be
required to perform in the existing official plans.
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4aMaloney, pp. 212-214. Note here that Maloney's account is accurate, but glosses over
the red meaning of the exercise result. The Canadians did very well in the exercise
playing the part of Redland, that is the part of the Russians. The Canadians beat the
exercise deadline of twelve hours by six and one-half hours, withdrew in advance of the
British counter-attack, and then counter-attacked again. In doing so, they demonstrated
that the British plans were too optimistic. Interviews with Major Bob Caldwell who took

government ended the Diefenbaker era of wavering and negotiated access to nuclear
weapons, significant greater difficulties remained ~ n r e s o l v e d . ~ ~ ~

The Bobcat, initially planned to provide mobility for the brigade. was scrapped at this

time and, in 1964, the Canadian government purchased American M l 135 an armoured

personnei carrier, which improved the tacticai capabilities of the brigade. Yet the

problems of close air support, artillery support and reinforcement dificulties remained
unresolved though Frank Miller, the Chief of the Defence Staff, brought them to the
attention of Hellyer. 466

General Allard was appointed to a British divisional command in NORTHAG in 1962. He

part in Exercise Treble Chance.

165CharIotteGirard, Canada in World Affuirs, 1963-1965. Volume XIII, Toronto:
Canadian Institute of international Affairs, 1979, p. 258. Girard notes that France's
opposition to NATO's plans to store nuclear weapons on French soi1 culminated in the
moving of Canada's squadrons out of France. Canadian focus upon Diefenbaker's
wavering masked deeper divisions in NATO.
"66Kardex,112.1.009(d37) Dare to CGS,20 November 1963, noting that "we needed an
armoured personnel carrier now and in friture wodd need a replacement for the 105 mm
howitzer and the centurion tank. 1 pointed out that this was not a peculiar Canadian
problem as the majority of NATO counaies were seeking a longer range artillery piece
with a heavier shdl and a newer tank [and also] ...under your direction trails were being
conducted in Canada for a seMces battalion and the employment of cargo helicopters..."
See dso Miller to the Minister, 7 August 1964, which points to the requirement for close
support artillery. Note that under Hellyer, the Department reorganized, eliminating the
Chairman, Chiefs of Staff and creating a Chief of the Defence Staff to provide for greater
coordination and reduce costs in what evennially became unification of the Canadian
Armed Forces in February 1968.

took command of the 4th lnfantry Division which often trained with the cana di an^.*^^

Canadians had pushed for this appointment, hoping to gain more influence in

NORTHAG. Allard had expressed distress that secondary goals such as Geman
friendship were taking resources away frorn military priorities in 1961. Now, he observed
that one of his highest priorities as a divisional commander was to improve relations with

ine Gemans. Sir Richard Hull, the British Chief of Staff, met with h m shortly after his
appointment to stress this pri~rity.~~'
Allard noted that the relationship was troubled by
the vestiges of the Second World War and he further argued: "ln rny opinion, we had to
stop playing the role of occupier - officially ended in 1955 - and instead create links with
the civilian population, to rnake it understand the solidarity aspect of Our presen~e.""~

Brigadier A.G. Chubb wrote to Walsh just after Allard left his post, indicating that in a
conversation with Major-General W.D.E. Brown, the War Office Director of Equipment
Policy, Allard's very successful recent tour as General Officer in Cornmand of the 4th
British Division had been discussed. Brown twice brought up the idea that a Canadian
should be appointed at least once in every three changes of command if Canada
guaranteed the brigade ~ornmitrnent.~'~

*'~llard and Bernier, The Mernoirs of GeneraZ Jean Y. Allard, p. 207.

"'Kardex 112.1.009(d39) CGS Personal and Confidentid correspondence for pied Oct
61 to May 65 to GOC Commands, 4 C E G , CDLS (L),CDLS(W) ..., Chubb ro Walsh,
1964.

The Canadian brigade was valued and German friendship was required. The British
would do what they could to keep the Canadian brigade. and NATO would adopt the

strategy and military plans required to ensure that the FRG remained committed to the
western alliance. As Allard changed posts from the Vice Chief of General Staff tu a
Divisional Command. he became more aware of political factors, especially the
requirement for German civilian support, which had seemed less relevant to him before.
In part, the move to Europe allowed for a better appreciation of European political factors
which played an important role in NATO planning.

Other Canadian officers, like Clark. Kitching and Walsh, changed their views over time
as priorities changed and as they were exposed to new considerations and ideas. There

was no monolithic view on NATO priorities. While there was often open debate and
frank discussion of issues among the officers. the analysis in this chapter and chapter

two has shown that there were some cases of subterfuge and lack of communication. not
only among Canadian officers. but also arnong the NATO allies. The lack of adequate
resources for realistic defence plans was evidently very troubling at the operational levels
of comrnand.

In conclusion, deterrence not battle was the paramount role of the Canadian brigade in
Gemany. The dficulty of reconciling the strategic imperative with the operational reality
remained glossed over in public statements on defence policy, with the result that it was

poorly articulated and understood by most Canadians? The requirement for the FRG in
NATO and the consequent shift to foward defence along with the adoption of nuclear

deterrence illustrates well the impact of secondary goals upon military planning for the
brigade. It is important to note that this situation affected al1 of NATO and not just the
Canadian brigade. The political imperative for G e n a n support overrode operational
concerns; further, the Geman NATO troop contribution was a significant rnilitary benefit
for NATO and by extension for Canada. It was a pnce Canadians seemed willing to pay.

Expanding Canadian trade was hardly paramount in Canadian military planning, yet
Canadian offcials had atternpted to use the NATO countries as a market for their
products. In the end. they were unable to made progress and scrapped the Bobcat which
had been planned for their own brigade. The complexity and cost of developing military

weapons affected the success of these endeavours. Ultimately, the budget had to be
considered; the investment required seemed beyond Canadian resources. Both foreign
policy goals and other factors were important in the decision-making process. Even if

trade was a secondary goal here, Canadian military officers, like Kitching, became
disillusioned in their dealings with the European allies. NATO has not provided the
market which the Canadian anticipated.

In Chapter four, the influence of foreign policy goals and other factors on military

very best source which outlines the dichotomy of strategy and operation at the
NATO level is John A. English's Marching Through Chaos. The Descent of A m i e s in
Theory and Practice.

decision-making upon personnel policies will be analysed. This chapter will address the
question of the character of the Canadian A m y , dealing with the presence of
dependents and the re-distribution of resources away from combat readiness. The
continued influence of British and American policies upon Canadian developments is
also traced as Canadian officers considered various options in personnel policies.

Chapter four: A Question of Chatacter: Combat Soldiers or Representatives of
Canada?
In 1949, the Canadian Army consisted of a small professional force of fewer than
19,000 men, with a militia of just over 36,000 men. Many soldiers and officers had

experience in warfare. For the most part, these servicemen saw the militia as fulfilling a

key role in times of emergency and war. By 1963, the army had expanded to 49,475
professional soldiers with a militia of 65.558 personnel.472This rnilitia was reduced to
30,000 in 1964."~ By the l96Os, the regular force waç responsible for the most

çignificant and demanding army functions, including the NATO brigade role, the
protection of Canadian territory through continental defence and peacekeeping duties.

The regulaw dominated army resources and militia prestige had de~lined.~?~

' % m a d a Department of National Defence, Annual Reports. 1949- 1959. Ottawa: DND.
1950-1961. and DHH, statistics files: 1949: Regular forces - 18,970; Reserve - 36.3 11 :
1958: Regular forces - 48.682; Reserve - 41,640. The reserves hit their low point in the
late 1950s as a national sunrival role was emphasized. By 1963, the reserves had grown
and were training for combat again. Fascinating though the reserve role is. my
concentration will be on the regular force. Those interested in the reserve are advised to
examine: T.C. Willett. Heritage at Risk The Canadiun Miliria as a Social Institution,
Boulder, Colorado: Wesniew Press, 1987 and DHH, Stephen J. Harris,Biographical
file. especially his "Militia Refom", an unpublished paper presented to the Land Force
Command Headquarten, 30 March 1995. The terms militia and reserve refer to part-time
soldiers. The terms regular or professional refer to full-time soldiers. Though women
served in the Canadian Women's Army Corps (CWAC) during this t h e , there was no
consideration of combat roles for them. There are some interesting snidies available on
them and some good archival rnatends. Their role is well beyond the scope of this thesis.

473T.C.
WiUett, A Heritage at Risk The Canadian Miiitia as a Social Inrtitution, pp. 7980.

474StephenJ. Harris,"The Poa War A m y in Canada and NATO" in Marteinson's, We
Stand On Guard. An fllustrated History of the Canadian Army, pp. 39 1-396. See also
DHH, 89334, A. C.Grantfont&? Department of Nctional Defence, -y,
Minister's
Estimate Book, 1964-5,Section A includes the acnial expenditrnes for the Regular Amy

The character of the small professional force gradually changed as it grew and took on
new responsibilities. Personnel stability improved, more men married, had families, and

became better qualified in their trades. Personnel costs rose. In following these
developments, this chapter will examine policies on recruitment, rotation, organization.

and the decision to send dependents to Europe. In identifying the factors which
infhenced decision-making in Amy Headquarters. several key questions will be
addressed. Were secondary goals, like improving relations with the Germans. important
considerations in these specific areas? Was the requirement for combat capability in
confiict with other goals? How did the other two services. the Royal Canadian Navy and
the Royal Canadian Air Force, influence a m y decision-making? And finally, to what

extent does the hypothesis apply to the decisions examined in this chapter of the
thesis?

One significant conclusion rnay be drawn from previous chapters. The decision to send

soldiers to Genany was derived from a broad view of Canada's security. including the
importance of peace in Central Europe. This decision created the immediate
requirement for a large number of soldien on active service and eventually, it was used
to justify a larger regular force. An overriding need to r e m i t and keep a larger number

of regular soldiers drove many of the changes in personnel policy examined here.
Therefore, maintaining security in Central Europe was an important underlying factor
affecting personnel policy.

in the fiscal year 1963-4which were $372,349,407cornpared with $19,290,760 for the
Militia and the COTC (Canadian OEcen' Training Corps).

When the brigade first went to Europe, it was the first time in peace that Canada's

professional force had a role outside Canada. The militia was traditionally viewed as
the source of "citizen-soldier~.~
Not only did the brigade role in Gemany create a
much higher profile with more resources for the professional army, it also meant that
these soldiers gradually were perceived to be representatives of Canada rather than
simply a fighting force or a force to train and led the militia. In the words of military
hiçtorian, Richard A. Preston, "Because of Canadian commitments to NATO, NORAD
and the United Nations, large numbers of Canadian troops are stationed in foreign
countries. They inevitably act as what political oraton are fond of calling 'emissaries of

Canada' in a serni-official ~apacity."'~

However, as Canadian troops were not initially expected to stay in Europe for a long
time, it was difficult for the army to develop long term strategies with respect to
organization, roles and numbers. The new role of representing Canada did not produce

a fundamental reconsideration of personnel policies for the regular force. Neither did
senior army otficers perceive a requirernent to redefine the relationship between the
force and Canadian society in view of the implied responsibility for it to represent
Canadians. With the simultaneous and mostly unforeseen demands of producing
soldiers for Korea and Gemany, a host of difficulties occupied the attention of army
administrators.
"75SeeT.C.Wiiiett, Heritage at Ri&

for a discussion of this tenn p. 51,75430.

'"Richard A. Preston, Canada in Wodd Affuirs. 1959-1961. Volume Aï, Toronto: Oxford
University Press, 1965, pp. 17-1 8.

While the 1950s are often viewed by various former Army offcers as a golden age for
the Canadian Amy, there were serious morale problems in the regular a n y in the

early part of this decade.'?? Morale improved as policies to improve the quality of life for
servicemen and their families were developed and irnplemented in an incrernental and
ad hoc rnanner. It is well beyond the scope of this chapter and indeed the thesis to

cover al1 personnel, organizational and training policies for the army in detail; rather,
particular issues will be used to demonstrate how the character of the army began to
adapt to new circumstances and to illustrate how the requirement for higher numbers
influenced the transition.

In the early 1950s, Generals Simonds, W.H.S. Macklin and others envisioned a srnall
These men might function
professional army made up of dedicated combat so~diers.'~~

477SeeJohn A. English, Lament for an Army. The Decline of Canadian Military

Profssionalism, Toronto: Irwin, 1998 and Douglas Bland, The Administration of
Defence Policy in Canada, 194 7 to 1985, Kingston, Ont.: R.P. Frye, 1 987 and his Chiefs
of Defence. Governmenf and the Unified Command of the Canadian Armed Forces,
Toronto: Canadian Institute of Strategic Studies, 1995 and R.J. Walker, Poles Apart:
Civil-Mi2it.y Relations in the Pursuit of a Canadiun National Amy, Master of Arts in
War Studies Thesis, Royal Military College of Canada, Kingston, Ontario, 1991 .
1 wiil use the tenn the Army hierarchy to include those serving on the Army Council
fiom 1951 to 1964. While those serving changed their views over time and sometimes

disagreed with each other (and may not always have expressed this disagreement in
archival records), the term "hierarchy"will be used on issues where there was an apparent
consensus among these members. Where the documents show dissent, it will be
mentioned.

as almost a priesthood with few obligations outside of the rniIitary.479Various
developments worked against this concept. Gradually, the idea that soldiers should
have a quality of life similar to that of Canadian civilians began to appear in some A m y
personnel policies. The air force, with a different culture, grew in importance. Wlth the
adoption of more uniform conditions of service for the army, navy and air force, the
characters of al1 three services were altered. With cornpetition from the private sector
for men, the need to provide careen for a larger number of officers and soldiers was
becoming evident. Few foresaw these developments at the outset.

Douglas LePan, a Canadian diplomat, showed remarkable farsightedness in his
observation of 1951 that the Canadian forces in a deterrence role would corne to
represent Canada, especialiy in roles abroad. His ideas about conscription were much

less realistic and were also included in the memorandum he prepared for the Secretary
of State for External Affairs, 1.B. Pearson:

We must accept the stationing of military forces abroad, and indeed, military

Simonds and Burns, for exarnple, shared fairly similar ideas about the combat soldier,
his motivation and requirements. They had however very different ideas about the
organization of the army. In his "Commentary and Observations" in Hector J. Massey,
nte Canadian Militagt A Profle, Toronto: Copp Clark, 1977, Simonds reiterated
fundamentai ideas about loyalty, discipline and morale, but he indicated that large
reserves made more sense than "forces-in-being" (reguiar forces). One finds that Burns
seems to share many of Simonds ideas about motivation and morale in his Munpower in
the CanadianAnny, 1939-1945, Toronto, Clarke, Ir& Company, 1956, pp. 166- 167.
However, he emphasizes that wastage and improper distribution of manpower were
problems rather than a need for a large reserve in his analysis of the Second World War
conscription crisis. For a more general theoreticid analysis of the exclusively masculine
nature of combat forces, see: Cynthia Enloe, Does Khaki Become You? The MiZitarisation
of Women'sLNes, London: Pluto Press, 1983.
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action abroad by Canadian forces as one of the continuing activities of Our
society... . We have had very srnall standing forces...Now when what we are
fighting is a world-wide conspiracy of Communist imperialism.... a radical
readjustment of the attitude of Canadians towards the armed forces is
necessary... They [the forces] must be regarded as performing one of the
continuing functions of Canadian society; and they themselves must be regarded
as an integral part of that society.
It follows, I think, that in these circumstances the only fair and socially
wholesome way of raising military forces is by some system of selective service.
I do not think that in the long run Canadian society can remain sound and

healthy if our military commitments are fulfilled by mercenaries....
We in Canada also have our full share of riff-raff, men who are brutal and vicious

or, what is worse, weak and vicious.... Recniits of this kind may in some
instances make good fighting men; but they will be very poor representatives of
Canadian life..,
They should give the people of Asia and Western Europe with whom they may
corne in contact a good impression on the whole of Canada. This will only be
possible if they are broadly representative of al1 types of Canadian life.. . 480
LePan's ideas about the a m y forming an integral part of society and the
need for soldiers to represent al1 Canadians, especially in relations with other countries,
pointed to a new development. Unfortunately. by associating these ideas with

"NA, MG 26, NI,

Pemsonfont&, Volume 7, D.V LePan to Pearson, May 1951.
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conscription, LePan lost all chance of affecting govemment p o l i ~ y . ~ ~ '

Similar ideas were being expressed through the Bureau of Current Affairs and were
communicated to all soldiers on active service.4g These were innovative ideas. but with
the pressure of combat in Kcrea and the brigade's role in Europe, resources were
directed to immediate requirements. The quality of recruits in the early 1950s was a
concern, but it was only gradually and partially that the A m y hierarchy came to
appreciate a broader long terni role for the professional force.

Few senior a m y officen had the time or inclination to record their thoughts on the

relationship behnreen changes made in personnel polices and the underlying
philosophical concepts which might have infiuenced them?

Once action in Korea was

over as expected, the NATO role of deterrence was gradually adopted and accepted.
thoug h not without question. It began to be acknowledged that a larger regular force
was required to maintain the NATO role. The duration of this commitment was not

'"'fiid1corresponded and spoken with LePan just before his death in November 1998.
He aated that this memorandum was based upon his experience as McNaughton's
civilian educational advisor and later as a gunner in the italian campaign. His first hand
experience as an other rank led him to strong conclusions about the brutality of
volunteers. Telephone conversation, LePan - Campbell, 30 October 1998.

*" For details see Chapter five.
4 n M ~attention
a
has focused upon the militia and it. role in t e m of representing
Canadians. See T.C. Wiliett, A Heritage ut Risk The Canadian Militia os a Social
Institution, and DHH,Harris, Stephen J., Biogmphicalfile, especially his "Militia
Refonn". There was also consideration of these issues in the formation of courses at the
service colleges, in the establishing of service colleges and ideas of about officer training.
These are outside the scope of the thesis.

evident even by the mid-1950s and so senior army officen were unsure of what the
requirements of Canada's professional army might be. With Iittle prospect of combat as
time went on, soldiers, their families and the civilians serving with thern, became de
facto diplomats for Canada in Europe. This function eventually applied to alrnost the
whole of the regular army as one unit after another were rotated to Europe.

As the requirement for a larger regular force endured, conditions of service improved.
Combat readineçç took first place in priofities, even as the attention of senior anny
officers began to shift towards retaining long terni professional soldien. There were

many demands to meet - NATO, continental defence, national survival and
~ e a c e k e e p i n g .With
~ ~ ~rapid technological changes and development of the nuclear
battlefield, the requirements for better education and high technical skills for both
officers and servicemen were recognized. This realization came from the demands of
warfare rather than from a re-evaluation of the relationship between the forces and
so~iety.~'~

JMTheintroduction of nuclear weapons had changed the banlefield and also created a new
army role of national survival. National survival was essentially civil defence and it was
not welcomed by the Amy. See: Isabel Campbell, "Canada:Sovereignty, Supenority,
and the Cold War " in William P. Epley (ed.), International Cold W m Military Recordr
and History, pp. 268-270.

"5DKH, 731303, Report of the Ad Hoc Cornmittee on the Reg*
Oficers' Training
Plan,Decernber 1957, p. 3. Both officers and servicemen were becoming better educated
and more skiiled technicaily. These developrnents were linked to military and technical
requirements. The technical demands were even more evident for the air force and navy,
but aiso af3ected the amy.

Simonds, and his long standing adversary. General Harry Crerar, actively promoted
conscription. The Canadian Legion, the Conference of Defence Associations and a few
individual Canadians and some less vocal a n y officers shared these v i e w ~ . Simonds
~'~
and Crerar fully expected Soviet invasion in Europe in the early 1950s.487Crerar wrote,
"To me certainly, this Third World War is not a prospective event. It is a tragic f a ~ t . " ~ ' ~
This high sense of urgency caused him, Simonds and others to suggest national
registration as a first step for what seemed an inevitable battle with the Soviets. They,
moreover, believed that military service would improve the character of Canada's young
and assist the country as a whole by irnparting values of self discipline and loyalty as
weii as preparing for ~ a r . ' ' ~

? J . L . Granatstein and LM. Hitsman. Broken Promises. A History of Comcr@rion in
Canada. Toronto: Oxford University Press, 1977, pp. 245-258; Dominck Graham. The
Price of Command A Biography of General Guy Simondr .Toronto: Stoddart. 1993. As
will be seen in Chapter five Lionel Shapiro, a joumalist proposed it in Maclean 'S. Legion
Magrnine aiso carried articles proposing conscription at this time.

"'DHH, 72/68, Crerar speeches, 1931 to 1953, "The issue of compulsory rnilitary training
and service" to the Canadian Club, Ottawa, 8 March 1951 ;and Kardex, 112.1 (d97),
Simonds to Walsh, 3 January 1952; and 410B27.0 16 (dl) Extnicts of CGS Army
Council meetings re fmns & emplt of Cdn Bde Gp in Europe d 1950/55, CGS conference
no 133, 17 December 1951, Paragraph 3.

DHH, 72/68, 'The issue of compulsory military training and service" address to the
Canadian Club, 8 March 1951. Emphasis in original text.
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'"Many years after his retirement, Simonds eiaborated on these ideas in his
"Commentary and observations" in H.J. Massey's The Canadian Mgitary. A Profile,
Toronto: Copp Clark, 1972. Essentidiy, Simonds promoted the idea that the military
transmit its values to Canadian society through univend service rather than that the army
absorb the values of civilian society.

The government's approach was naturally more c a u t i o u ~ .Most
~ ~ ~Canadians did not
share the views of these officers, but according to a 1951 survey, rnany were willing to

support universal military training for young men, provided that service overseas was
limited to vol~nteers.~~'
Yet, in view of past history, even national registration evoked
unpleasant controversy. It is well known that the conscription issue created a national
crisis for the Canadian government during the First World War and to a lesser extent
.~~~
during the Second World War. It alienated many French Canadians and o t h e r ~One
public opinion poll showed that 83 percent of French Canadians were opposed to
conscription for semice in the war in Korea in 1951. An immediate national registration,
the first step before conscription, or conscription itself was too controversial to

implement under the circurnstances.

The Department of National Defence quietly considered plans for national registration in

4WJamesIain Gow, "The Opinions of French Canadians", pp. 460-465, noting St.
Laurent's cautious reply that conscription wouid be considered on its merits, but that for
now it was unnecessary and noting that rnost Liberai and Catholic French newspapers
praised St. Laurent's stand which emphasized Canada's induseid production and
contribution through amis rather than men.
49%id,
pp 463-4. Poils conducted in 1951 indicated that 58 percent of Canadian favoured

volunteers with 3 1 percent favouring conscription for the forces. Gow notes that polls
which addressed the requirement for training, but not service overseas, gave rather
different results during this time with 62 percent of Canadians supporting a year of
training without overseas service and 28 percent opposing it in 1950.
See: Granatstein and Hitsman, Broken Promises, and R. Douglas Francis, Richard
Jones and Donald B. Smith, Desrinies, Canadian History Shce Confiderution, 3d
edition, Toronto: Harcourt Bruce, 1996, pp. 2 18-9,297-8 for discussion and summaries
of these events.

the early 1950s, but no active steps were takedg3 Claxton, Foulkes, Pearson and
many at the Department of Extemal Affairs did not really expect that the Soviets would
invade central Europe in the short term; there was, in their view, no point in creating a
political storrn in

In fact, they hoped that by sending volunteers to Europe on

a ternporary basis, war would be entirely avoided.

Characteristically, Simonds continued to push the issue; he argued that most other
NATO countries had some fomi of conscription. National service was a supplernent to
the professional force of volunteers. In his view, while the militia fonned a "grass roots"

link between the a n e d forces and civilian society, the professional force was the main
source of senior and non-cammissioned officers and professional knowledge. 495 This
view of the professional anny envisioned an elite of dedicated military experts who

would lead a larger group of part-tirne citizen soldiers in the event of war; al1 male
citizens had an obligation to serve.

In retrospect, Simonds and the other A m y officers who spoke of the imminent Soviet
threat and the need for conscription in the 1950s might appear self-sewing. By
emphasizing the threat and recruitment difficulties, they avoided admitting that the A m y
might have a morale problem. There was an extraordinarily high rate of men choosing

493Granatstein
and Hitsman, Broken Promises, p. 254.
494

Eayn, Growing up Allied, pp. 222-233.

"gsSimonds,"Commentaryand Observations" p. 286.
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to leave the a m y rather than sign up for an additional t e n of semice during Simonds'
tenure as Chief of the General Staff. Yet Simonds undoubtly believed what he said. He
finally resigned in 1955 because he persisted in making public addresses on
conscription against ministerial orders. 496 On balance, the lessons of the 1930s and
the need to prepare a large reserve of trained men for warfare seerned evident to many

Second World War veterans and, certainly, to Crerar and Simonds. The politicians and
diplomats had not adequately prepared for war in the 1930s and no one could Say with
certainSr that the Soviets were not going to attack soon or at some point in the future.4g7

The early recniitment plans reflected the view that a large number of soldiers would be

required only for a short time. In 1951, Claxton approved Operation PANDA (Pacific
and Atlantic), a massive recruitment effort using militia units across Canada. It was
designed to bring in many volunteers for immediate training and service in Korea and
Gerrnan~.~'~
These militia units were placed on Active Service.

196Graham,The Price of Cornmand, p. 258.
""It is useful to compare at this point American and British assesments. In their global
strategy papers, the British saw Europe as the focal point, but felt it unlikely the Soviets
wodd invade soon. The American Army with occupational duties stressed the importance
to the Ruhr/Rhine area for the western allies and took a long term economic approach to
recovery, but neither country had a monolithic approach and there were hi& ranking
amiy officers in both nations who disagreed.
A number of individuals have suggested that Claxton acted like Sir Sam Hughes who
operated outside the rnilitary chah of command in organizing recnlltment for the First
World War. Ron Haycock, Sam Hughes. The Public Career of a Controversia[ Canadian,
188j-NI 6, Ottawa: The National Museurns of Canada, 1986. pp. 179-183 and Desmond
Morton, A Penrlim Kind of Politics. Canada 's Overseas Ministry in the First World War,
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1982. pp. 15-23. Claxton, unlike Hughes, operated

Recruits signed up for a fint engagement of three years; officers and men were
permitted to leave after overseas service of one year for mamed men and two years for
single men. At this time, recruits had to be Canadian or British c i t i ~ e n s .Recruitment
~~~
standards were dropped so that a large number of volunteers could be enrolled. Few
had rnuch time to train with their home units. Thus while the traditions and reputations

of the militia units were an incentive to recruitment, some of those who joined at this
time did net develop a strong identification with a particular regirner~t.~"
These recruits
were çupposed to serve for a temporary purpose and. while even short-term retention

through his military chah of command. However, his recniitment scheme somewhat
dismpted the unit identification which was preserved for example in the mobilization for
the Second World War. Drawing upon Anthony Kellea's work this thesis will argue.
such unit identification \vas a fundamental aspect of combat motivation and the
maintenance of discipline. While Operation Panda resulted in some senous difficulties for
the brigade, the problems created were not comparable to either the Hughes method nor
even to that created in fvst recruitment for Korea only some months prior. See Herbert
Fairlie Wood. Strange Battiegromù. The Operations in Korea and Their Effecrs on The
Defence Policy ofcanada, Ottawa: National Defence. 1966,pp. 27-32.

Kardex, 112. I(Wa), CGS copy of the plan for PANDA, Organization of 27 CIB,27
A p d 1951.
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'"Anthony Kellett, Motivation and Behuviour. The Influence of the RegirnenfalS'stem.
Part I. Esprit de corps Report No. R109, Ottawa: Operational Research and Analysis
Establishment, June 1991, pp. 127- 129. Other docurnentary evidence of lack of unit
affiliation exists, though it varied fiom unit to unit.. see Unit designutions headache for
Canadian CO 's in Gemany Ottawa Journal, 13 A p d 1953. For Highland Battalions.
kilts and bonnets posed complicated changes. Lt Col H.A.A. Parker pointed out that he
had soldiers who were North Nova Scotia Highlanders by day and 48th Highlanders by
night. The next week, they might serve as Seaforth Highianders. Under these
circumstances, the expense and nuisance of changing serge dress and mess kits was
ridiculous. Apparently things were better for the Queen's Own Rifles which had mainly
men from one locality and maintained close relations with its parent unit. Language
problems for Les Fusiliers Mont-Royal limited cross postings and promotion and training
opportunities for them.

was a problem, it was never the intent that most PANDA volunteers would become long
serving soldiers in the regular force.

However, even before the fint recruitment for Korea and later Operation PANDA got
underway, the Canadian Amy suffered from morale and wastage (the rate at which
soldiers left the forces) problems. A study conducted by the Department of National

Defence in the summer of 1950 concluded that the private soldier was alienated from
Comparisons with the Royal Canadian Air Force in 1950 had revealed that

hiç
the AQI

waç experiencing a much higher loss of men.'02 The small regular force was

required to provide training to the large number of new recruits. Figures in 1951 showed
that more than half the recruitment for the Army was lost each month with an average
enrollment of 1087 and losses of 599. 'O3 Even if recruitrnent standards had dropped,
the loss of such high numbers of men who had volunteered to serve in the Army
demonstrates grave dificulties; it is not credible to accept that more than one half the
volunteers were unsuitable for service.

Given the already sagging morale in 1950 and the subsequent hasty recruitment, it is

"'

O. Hall, H.W.F.McKay and D.N. Solomon, Cbilian tu Soldier. A Sociological Study
of Canadian Infuntry. Operational Research Memorandum No. 7, Ottawa: Department of
National Defence, 1950. Note that while recruitment for Korea was underway in Augun
of 1950, it was not included in the study results.

502Thefigures represented both pre and post Korea numbers.
503Kardex,1 12.1.O03 (d34), from Macklin to CGS, 20 May 1952.

hardly surprising that a high turnover of soldiers and discipline problems were a feature

of service in Gemany in 1952 and 1 9 5 3 . ~Geoffrey Walsh recalled "losing one really
excellent NCO [ non-commissioned officer ] when his long, nasty criminal record caught
up with him".505Walsh also sent home a number of officers, non-commissioned

officen,and men who proved overly susceptible to the availability of cheap liquor in
Europe. A tough disciplinarian and a Second World War veteran, he was not so
worried about the relationship with the German population. Rather, he wanted to
produce a highly effective fighting force as quickly as possible.506As long as key army
officers thought that battle seemed likely, the priority of producing fighting men rapidly
would take precedence over every other consideration.

As the sense of urgency declined, the hastily assembled PANDA recruits gradually
either settled into the army life and became regular soldiers or left the service. Over the

next decade or so,the voluntary and professional nature of the Canadian brigade in
Gemany became a source of pride rather than embarrassrnent as they were

jWKardex,L 12.1.003(d34), To CGS from W.H.S. Macklin, Adjutant Generai. 13
November 1953.
'O5

Interview with Geoffiey Walsh, June 1997.

5Mfiid.In his interview, Walsh made no bones about his tough policies. He had fought in
the Second World War and was ready to fight again. Weakness cost lives. His job was to
produce a fighting brigade quickly and efficiently. Analysis of the Kardex 41 0.b27 series
confïms that 27 CIBG had started out with some problems and improved quickly to win
sincere accolades fiom various British cornmanders. See Kardex 4 1O.bW.061 (d2), F.F.
Worthington to CGS,26 November 1953, with excerpts h m various British letters
attached as an example.

contrasted with other NATO forces largely made up of conscripts in the

Yet

the high turnover of soldiers continued to be a concem into the late 1950s.

The debate over how to improve amy morale reveals much about the character of the
Canadian A m y and how professional soldiers were viewed. Both Simonds and Macklin
envisioned a dedicated group of men without families, almost a priesthood. Those with
families were expected to spend large amounts of time away from thern and dedicate
themselves fully to d~ty.~O'

These views were not shared by Claxton. or the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff, Charles

Foulkes, both of whom believed that families were a positive influence on soldiers,
providing them with stability and a home environment when they were not w ~ r k i n g . ~ ~ '
Claxton, Foulkes and others believed that the presence of families prevented some of
the drunkenness, venereal disease and violent interaction which gave servicemen an
unpleasant reputation and with improvement in behaviour, they might even assist in the

507ColinMcInnes, Hot Wur, Cold War. 77ze British Amy's Wizy in Warfare, 1945-95, p.
12, noting that "many in the British A m y welcomed the end of National Service and the
accompanying chores of training unenthusiastic conscripts."
50aCaptainHarry Thornton (now deceased) lamented not having seen his children growing
up in the 1950s and l96Os,having always been on training or occupied with his men.
(Chats with Harry when he was providing full-time day care to his granddaughter in the
1980s).

"Kardex, 112.1 (d99) 27 CIB, October 1952 to Jdy 1953, Memorandum from Brooke
Claxton to Simonds, 30 April 1953.

retention of a better quality of r e c ~ u i t . ~Soldiers
'~
with farnilieç receîved an allowance
and were therefore more expensive to retain. Yet. both the minister and the chairman

favoured their presen~e.~'
'

In 1952, A m y headquarters began to reassess recruitment, training and organization.

With special service forces for Korea and Europe and a regular force and a militia, each
with its own conditions and terms of service, administration had become cumbersome.
MackJinreported on the personnel situation in 1951 and 1952.Married men in the
brigade in Germany were believed to be the source of several ditficulties. Married men

were only required to serve for one year. Many of thern were non-comrnissioned officers
and were expected to provide leadership and experience, to know their men well and,
through this knowledge. to guide carefully the younger recniits through adjustrnent
problems. It was estimated that it took about a year for these leaders to become
effective in a unit and, just as they became effective, most of them left.

Other problems were also identified in Macklin's report. Poor screening on enrollment,

510Kardex
493.009(d147) Correspondence, instructions, reports, etc re: Organization of
Canadian Infantry Brigade Germany, October 1 953 - March 1957. Notes for Brigadier
Anderson, encouraging stable fmily lives for soldies and contact with decent girls to
improve m o d e and behaviour, n.d..
5110ne
can even see aspects of this debate in Parliament. See for example: Humard, 15
April 1953. Conservative Member of Parliament, Walter Dinsdale, stated that recruit
advertising should stress the duties and obligation of service instead of the attractive
lifestyle; and Hmard ,15 April 1953. Liberai Member of Parliament, David CroU
argued that it was unfair to regard wading pools, refrigerators, nigs and similacommodities as fiilIs when most civilians had them.

.

including the recmitment of rnentally defective and delinquent men as well as hardened
crirninals, with a concentration upon numbers rather than quality, had resulted in poor
quality recruits. In addition, Macklin cited the existence of good civilian opportunities for

employment (created in part by the expansion of defence industry) and some lack of
management skills as factors affecting the re-enlistment of soldier~.~'*
Finally, he noted
that sorne regiments had better retention than others, confirming his view that good

officers who knew their men well could make a difference in their decisions to stay in
the

Macklin and Simonds proposed that married men not be recruited for sewice. They
were especially opposed to recruits with large families which might result in

cornpassionate postings. Macklin suggested that unmarried soldiers be denied
permission to many. Married soldien were not simply more expensive, he argued; they

Kardex file, 112.1.003(d34), Manpower and Manpower Ceiling. Notes on the result of
the visit of the AG to Petawawa Camp, November 1951. Please note that the discourse in
these files was exclusively masculine confirming Cynthia Enloe's conclusion that combat
forces were drawn from an ideological construction excluding women. See her Does
Khaki Become You ? and notions explored by Ruth Roach Pierson in They Te Still Women
AFer all. The Second W d d War and Canadian Womanhood,Toronto: McClelland and
Stewart, 1986, pp. 1421,262. The language used in the files and the content of the files
here confirms Pierson's finding that "Above dl, women's exclusion/exemption from
combat duty and oficial arms bearing e n s w d that the male sex retained exclusive access
to positions of high command within the miiitary." Thus it is important to note that while
1have used such non-sexist phrases as "personnel" and "management", the original text
used the terni "manmanagement" and other phrases which referred oniy to the male sex.

were divided in loyalties and resp~nsibilities.~'~
During the crucial time of training, ail
servicemen had to be completely dedicated to the task at hand, he went on. They could
not be distracted by domestic life. The army and their men required an absolute
concentration of attention.

In JOhn Baynes's classic study, Morale. A Study of Men and Courage. The Second
Scottish RHes at the Baffle of Neuve Chapelle, he notes that army units actually

mimicked family structure and provided soldien with a sense of camaraderie and
closeness which was essential to their fighting

The emotional ties of families

might, therefore, impede the development of unit c ~ h e s i o n . ~
Macklin
'~
and Simonds
derived their vision from a tradition in which combat motivation was derived from the
closeness experienced by men who were somewhat isolated from others and who

shared meals. troubles and activities as well as work. Family attachrnents were not
encouraged.

Married soldien were more expensive because they were entitled to support for their
families. At the outbreak of the Second Worid War, men without dependents were
preferred; married men with four or more dependents were not to be eniisted. At one
point, men with more than 3 dependents were asked either to accept payment for a
maximum of three dependents or take a discharge. This policy was relaxed in November
1941 to allow for payments for the third and fourth children of some classes of soldien
and, by Ianuary 1943, to allow for payments to up to six dependent children and a
dependent father or mother. C.P.Stacey, Sir Years of War. The Army in Canada,Britain
and the Pacific, Ottawa:Queen's Printer, 1960, pp. 52-3.
'I5John Baynes, Morde. A Study of Men and Courage. The Second Scottish Rijes ut the
Banle of Neuve Chapelle, 1915, London: Cassell, 1967, pp. 150- 15 1,2 10-2 12.

"'fiid, pp. 150-151.

Given this tradition, the decision to send dependents over to Europe seemed puzzling.

In the formulation of my original hypothesis, some evidence that the first brigade in
Europe, officially without dependents, had poor relations with the German community
had led me to propose that the decision to inciude dependents was intended to irnprove
relations with the Germans. My investigation of Canadian A m y Headquarters files has
not supported this contention. Although many documents produced in 1952 and 1953,
eçpeciajly from those emanating from officiais in Gemany and from the Department of
Externa1Affairs, indicate the importance of establishing good relations with the German
comrnunity, there is simply no evidence that this factor played any part in the decision
to send dependents to Europe. In fact, the evidence that exists suggests that

dependents were not welcomed at this time.

In 1953, many German dwellings were still requisitioned for use by foreign troops and,
with many displaced people in camps, there was a severe shortage of good
accommodation. The West Geman government, having no Say at al1 in the matter from
a legal perspective, asked to be infonned well in advance of any decision to allow
dependents to corne to Gerrnany. 60th the Canadian and German governments worried
about the complex problems which might anse if dependents violated German laws.
Dependents were not covered by the clause in the Occupation Forces Law, which had
been extended to include Canadian t r o o p ~ . ~ ' ~

Kardex, 493 -009 (dl 47) Correspondence, Instructions,Reports, etc Re: Organization
of Canadian Infantry Brigade in Gemaay, October 1953 - March 1957. See Chapter five
for M e r details.

Claxton considered sending families to Europe in 1951: he decided against this
measure in view of the difficulty of evacuating them in the event of ~ a r . ~%y
' ' 1953, with
the death of Stalin and Soviet policies to irnprove economic conditions in Eastern
Europe. the threat assessrnent in Central Europe had diminished. In the mid-1950s,
Canadian attention shifted to the Soviet bomber threat to North Arnerica and plans for
continental defence, national survival and nuclear warfare. The traditional lines between
combat zones and safe areas were blurred as North American cities became targets for
Soviet nuclear w e a p ~ n s . ~ ' ~

While Simonds had opposed the inclusion of familles, his successors as Chiefs of the
General Staff, Graham, Clark and Walsh, favoured policies for the inclusion and welfare
of de pendent^.^^' Walsh had unofficially brought his wife to Europe when he served as

the first brigadier. although he knew Simonds disappro~ed.~~'
Simonds was forced to

518DHH.
73/1223, Rayrnont Papers, Minutes of Cabinet Defence Committee. 15 January
1951.

519John
A. English, Mmching through Chaos. The Descent of Armies in Theory and
Practice. In Chapter five, English points out that nuclear strategy was derived From
Douhet's strategic bombing theories. The targets were the economic, industrial, wellpopulated heartland.
!%ee DHH, 7311223, files 734-737

Severai hundred other wives went to Germany on an unofficial basis. An additionai
severd hundred soldiers mamed oveneas. During my i n t e ~ e wwith Walsh, he indicated
he had been away fkom his family for much of his career and enough was enough. His
wife stayed in a hotel close by in Hannover. He ate dinner and spent a few hours with her
once a week. It was difficult for officers and men to get ovemight passes so even for
those families in Germany, there was littie opportunity to be together for extended
periods of t h e . Brigadier Bill Anderson also brought his wife agahst Simond's wishes.
See Dominck Graham, The Price of Cornmand, p. 271.

allow dependents to accompany the troops when the Royal Canadian Air Force decided
to send its servicemen's families to Europe in 1953. As a new service, the air force had
a different culture than the army and was not as bound by tradition. There was probably

less sense of risk to families Iocated at these bases as the air force thought more in

terms of strategic targets located away from the bases? For the brigade in Europe at
least, combat was expected to take place very close to where families would be
located.523

In 1953,the Chief of the Air Staff, Air Marshal W. A. Curtis, based his decision to send

dependents overseas on the fact that one third of the airinen already had their farnilies
with them and were facing al1 the problems of supporting thern without a structure to
assist. In a tirne of war, he argued, families were willing to accept separation, but in the
absence of battle, in a country with voluntary service, service families as a small group
of the population could not be expected to make such unusual sacrifices.524The policy
to allow dependents to accompany the aimien was justified by an expected beneficial
effect upon recruitment, re-engagement, morale, and a lessening of welfare problems.

As strategic bombing and nuclear missiles resulted in cities becoming potentiai targets,
although air bases were also targets, the families of airmen located close to air bases were
not redly more exposed than many other civilians. The air force was used to thinking in
terms of combat at a distance fiom the air bases where their families wouid be located.
5"

'"Sean Maloney, War Without Battles. Canada 's NATO Brigade in Germany, 195I 1993, pp. 130-167. Even with the adoption of fonvard defence, the combat zone was still
very close to Soest

E4DHH,73/1223, file 888, Curtis to the Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee, 16 Septernber 1952.
He appended a .extract fkom the wife of an aimian.

While technical skills were required in al1 services, they were particularly emphasized in
the air force. Curtis indicated that his most experienced men were usually married and,

in his view, fathers were needed to bring up children properly and to assist with family
probiems. He wanted key personnel to stay in place for some time and, by allowing
dependents to remain with airmen and by supporting families, he hoped to retain
married personnel. Given these priorities, the Royal Canadian Air Force had a more
positive view of rnarried officers and men seeing them as valuable long term as set^.^^^

During the discussion of this issue, cornparisons with the Americans and British
reinforced the idea that the presence of dependents would improve morale. Curtis
briefly referred to Eisenhower's desire to create a "we are here to stay" impression on
the French population. Though it was later recognized that dependents increased the
sense of stability, a crucial part of the NATO role in Gennany, this line of reasoning was
not used extensively in the debate.526Arguments addressed issues of morale,

efficiency and character rather than long term foreign policy goals.

Admiral Edmond R. Mainguy, the Chief of the Naval Staff, generally agreed with the
views presented by the air force. His staff prepared a memorandum which
demonstrated that the expense of maintaining separated farnilies in Canada was not

Tbid.
526

DHH, 73/1223, file 888, Dependents - Service Personnel, 1953-1970.
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much less than sending dependents o ~ e r s e a s .This
~ ~ ~argument underrnined Sirnonds,
who had used the navy as an example of a service where separations of families had

been well accepted by al1 rnember~.~*~

Simonds made little comment upon Curtis' reference to Eisenhower's dictum, except to
point out that he knew that "neither the British nor the US Commanders on the spot are
satisfied with the situation" and that anomalies between different categories of
personnel allowed to bring dependents had created morale problems in Arnerican
forces.529 In fact, Eisenhower had not meant the phrase "we are here to stay" to imply
service beyond the1950s. He declared that "if in ten years, al1 American troops
stationed in Europe for national defence purposes have not been returned to the United
States. then this whoie project will have failed."530

Simonds finally decided to send the soldien' dependents to Germany because Arrny
morale, already very low, would further decline if the Air Force men were allowed to

'"DHH, 7311223, file 888, Memorandum to Secretary, Chiefs of Staff Cornmittee. fiom
Mainguy, 18 October 1 952.
Richard Gimblett, "CrescentReflections: The Post War Royal Canadian Navy,
Canadian Extemal Policy, and the cruise of H.M.C.S.Crescent to China, 1949", draft
Doctoral thesis, Laval University, 1999. While the Navy experienced problems in the
immediate post war period, Gimblett argues that, by late 1948, morale was improving and
wastage was at an acceptable rate, though percentages are not available.

'?'

52gDHH,7311223, file 888, Simonds to the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff, 5 November 1952.

"OS tephen E. Ambrose, Eisenhower. Soldier, GeneraI of the Army, President-elect, 18901952, New York: Simon and Schuster, 1983, p. 506.

bring their dependents overseas. and the soldien were not. The sending of dependents
to Europe and the building of facilities to support them was not indicative of a long term
commitment of troops to Europe on the part of the Arnerkans or for the Canadians.
d improve the morale and
Rather, dependents were included as they were p e ~ i v e to
retention of servicemen.

Simondç' objections to the presence of dependents were derived from his vision of the
professional soldier. Simonds regretted that the A m y had built married quarters rather
than good offken' and sergeants' messes at the end of the Second World War.

Offken' and sergeants' messes increased camaraderie and cohesiveness in the
units3'Though some married quarters were required, policies which favoured the needs

of married officen and men, in his view, resulted in early marriages among

Sirnonds was emphatic and bitter on this subject. His own unhappy
~ervicemen.'~~
marriage may well have coloured his ~ i e w s . ' Even
~ ~ in conceding the decision, he
added several paragraphs to his memorandurn, describing the dangers of early

marriages, noting that young soldiers acted upon romantic notions, but soon found the
burdens of maintaining wives and families far greater than they had first supposed. Cost
S3"Ihesemesses sometimes allowed guests, but only at particular restricted times. Women
were Wtually excluded most of the time dong with nearly anyone who was not a
member.

53'DHH, 7311223, file 888, Simonds to the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff, 5 Novernber 1952.
'33DominickGraham, The Price ufCommand A Biography of General Guy Simonak.
Simonds fell in love with a married woman he met in England during the war and just
before his retirement began another long term liaison. His unhappy marriage was no
secret,

was not the real issue, he continued; professional servicemen should not be distracted
from their duties, and early marnages, in particular. were damaging to the individual
and to the service.534

Sirnonds and Mainguy had noted that there might be considerably more expense
involved if the government became responsible for the education of children, medical
tare

of dependents, provision of welfare and amenities and the diplornatic status of

dependentS. 535 They were right. The government had begun to take responsibility for
the education of servicemen's children at the end of Second World War?

Resources

required for the maintenance of entire communities in Europe took away from the
fig hting capabilities of the brigade.'='

The policy on the evacuation of dependents from Europe remained unresolved. In
1953, Macklin pointed out that the brigade and the Air Force Division located in Europe

53sDHH,73/1223, file 888, Sirnonds to the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff. 5 November 1952.
IJ6RenéMorin, DND Dependents 's Schools, 192 1-1983, Ottawa: Directorate of Historv,
National Defence Headquarten, 1986. Morin records that before the Second World War,
little was done to assist servicemen with respect to education of their children. In 1947,
with small regular forces, the govemment recognized its obligation to provide fiee
education to the children of servicemen stationed in places where access to schools was
difficult or costly. As the forces grew, this obligation would become far more cody,
especially as schools were established oveseas.
"'Pay and allowances went fkom % 139,I 10,000 in the fiscal year 1955-6 to $206,365,883
in the fiscal year 1963-4. During this same time, the r e n d of accommodation went from
$1,100,000 to $1,742,000 and the amount spent upon repair and upkeep of equipment, for
example, declined fiom % 9,645,000 to $8,500,000. D m ,84/334, A. C. Grant Fonds.

would have about 13,000 dependents, with additional teachers and other support

personnel, but that it would be impossible to evacuate them in an emergency
situation.538 No firm or realistic plan was developed even in 1963. though a number of
possible escape routes were d i s c ~ s s e dThese
. ~ ~ ~ included travel by land to Spain as the
initial proposals to move dependents to Britain were abandoned when it became clear
that it was vulnerable to nuclear attack.

The Berlin and Cuban missile crises caused the evacuation problern to be re-

addressed, though not resolved, as the possibility of warfare increased again in the
early 1960s. Diplomats briefly considered the possibility of withdrawing Canadian

dependents from Gemany. Possible panic amongst West Germans was one of the
main reasons given by the Department of Extemal Affairs for keeping Canadians in
Gemiany during the Berlin Crisis of 1961.Canadians sought to reinforce an impression
of stability and security in face of various Soviet postures. Amencan policy was also a
key issue, diplomats flatly stating that Canada would not act independently of the United

States in this regard?'

538Kardex,112.3M2.003 (d29)Macklin to Simonds, 28 January 1953.

539Canada.Houe of Commons, Speciai Cornmittee on Defence, Minutes of Proceedings
and evidence no. 17 October 1963, Witness: GeofEey Walsh. Noting a plan to have
dependents go to a safe-keeping area, but nothing for actual withdrawal.
'.'%A, RG 25, Volume 3489, file 6-A-GER-1949/1- The file also illustrates the

significance of American plans to Canadian consideration. The Amencans were
deiiberately leaking information about their readiness to defend Berlin in order
discourage possible Soviet, or more likely, East Geiman action. NATO solidarity was
cruciai.

Many Canadian servicemen and their families in Europe took the crises and the

possibility of Soviet attack very seriously, though a few did not."' Some ofticers put gold
aside for their dependents to use in negotiation in case they suddenly had to escape
from Gemany; others had dependents who intended to wait for them in the basements
of their homes. Ali indicated that their families were willing to share the risks and that
they preferred to be t ~ g e t h e r ?Geoffrey
~
Walsh. as the Chief of the General Staff in

1963, argued that most soldiers would fight even harder to protect territory with the
knowledge that their families were vulnerable, though he acknowledged that a few might
find their anxiety affected their c~ncentration."~

The high turnover of soldiers diminished as policies addressed the quality of life and, by

1957, better and more accommodation for families was recognized to be an important

While dependents were not withdrawn, in September 1961, the govemment decided not
send new dependents over with soldien. nonetheless, families continued to accompany
soldiers unofficidly. By 14 December 196 1, ten farnilies had come at their own expense
and more were expected. The British, it was noted, continued to build permanent married
quarters and to bring dependents. Brigadier Cameron Ware recommended that dependents
be allowed to come under these circumstances. See DHH, Kardex, 1 12.1.O09 (d37) Ware
to Walsh, 14 December 1961.

"'Interviews with Geoffrey Walsh, John Stames, Ramsay Withers, Bob Raymont, Bob
Caldwell, John Martienson, and in some cases, bnef consultations with their wives, 19951998. This particular issue and the issue of combat motivation - with families in the areas,
warrants M e r investigation - though not in this thesis. Nonetheless, reaction from the
audience at an Ottawa mititary history colloquia on 28 January 1998 indicated that while
the documents, especially those at the diplornatic level, rnight show a fairly low
expectation of actual invasion during these two crises, many people, diough certainly not
al1 in Germany, expenenced a very real sense of threat at this tirne.
Special Committee on Defence. Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence No. 17
October 1963, Witnesses: Paul Heiiyer and Geofiey Waish.

factor keeping good soldiers in service under the Chiefs of the General Staff, Howard
Graham and, later, S.F. Clark?

Walsh, drawing upon his own experiences, noted in

1962 that morale was linked to disruption in family life. He requested that postings be

announced well in advance so that families could plan their moves with a minimum of
difficulties for al1 farnily rnernber~.~''~
As most officers and non-commissioned officers

were married, Walsh believed that stability in manpower was better achieved by
including families."'

But the issue of whether families really belonged in Europe was raised again. In 1961,
as mentioned in Chapter Three, Jean Allard, the Vice Chief of the General Staff.

obsewed that a substantial portion of the manpower assigned to the brigade was
required for the support of dependents at the expense of the rnilitary r~le.'"~The Royal
Canadian Air Force was required to re-examine its policies with respect to the Air
Division dependents at this time. The Acting Chief of the Air Staff, Air Vice Marshal D.M.
Smith, went back to al1 the original arguments about efficiency, recruitrnent, morale and

5J4Forexample: see Canada. Department of National Defence. Annual Report, 1957
Ottawa: Department of National Defence, 1957, p. 18.

"5DHH, Wl223,file 736,Rank Structure Cornmittee. Walsh to the Chaiman of the
Rank Structure Comminee. 24 April 1962.
"Canada, Special Comminee on Defence, Minutes of Proceedings and Evidence No. 17
October 1963, Witnesses: Paul Heuyer and Geoffiey Walsh.

547DHH,
841126,Fonds Allard, nle 167, Report on VCGS visit to Europe.

loss of men?' So it was on military grounds, and almost purely military grounds, that
the air force justified the presence of dependents.

Walsh agreed with these arguments. Moreover, the amy could not hope to keep their
soldiers content if the airrnen had families with them and they did not. There was
pressure to develop uniform conditions of service not simply for administrative
convenience but in order to ensure that army morale remained better than it had been
under Simonds.

The inclusion of families was only one of several issues considered in the debate to

improve morale. During the Korean Confiict, soldien might serve in Korea, be sent
back to a Canadian post located far away from their families, and then be rsquired to

serve in Germany, never having the opportunity to spend much tirne with their families.
Simonds suggested the creation of home stations for units in Canada to provide for
more unit and family stability. The idea behind home stations was that families could
stay there while the soldien were rotated to and from the stations. There were still
cases where families separated from soldiers in Germany might be required to leave
rnarried quarters at home stations in order to make room for the families of soldiers

DHH, 73/1223, file 888. D.M. Smith, Air Vice Marshal, Acting Chief of the Air Staff
to Chairman, Chiefs of Staff, (now F.S. Miller), 23 August 1961. The Army continued to
be less enthusiastic and Generd Ailard, as VCGS,panicularly pointed to the resources
used for dependents as a problem in his 1961 analysis of the brigade's weaknesses.

currently serving at the units thernsel~es."~So this solution was far from perfect.

A variety of systems for rotating troops was used by allied forces: Canadians studied
the American and British examples when they made their decisions. Expense,
administrative expediency, and operational requirements for specialized skills were
significant considerations. The reiationship with the German communities was hardly
mentioned in these policies developed by the A m y hierarchy in Ottawa. This lack of
evidence suggests that these amiy officers were somewhat isolated from diplomatic
considerations. There was little close communication between the Departments of
External Affairs and National Defence with respect to how the army's character might

affect the achievement of foreign policy goals.

The decision to provide the brigade for service in Gerrnany was undoubtly derived from
the recognition that Canada had long t e n interests preserving peace and security in
this region. Yet neither the diplomats nor the military realized at the outset that the
brigade was going to remain in Germany for a long time. The temporary nature of the
original commitment undoubtly made it more difficult to develop personnel policies to
support it.

Canadians had relied upon a citizen army in both world wars. The militia regimental
system was designed so that soldien from one geographical area serued together,

549Kardex,112.1 .O03 (d34),Memorandum to CGS fiom W.H.S. Macklin, 13 November
1952.

enhancing regimental loyalty and combat motivation.550There was a sense of
association with the local community which was a part of the militia experience. In war,
this system worked imperfectly. Even during the Second World War when there was an
concerted attempt to maintain regiments. soldiers were sometimes transferred to units
as replacement for casualties without consideration of their regirnental identity, creating
problems if they were required to fight before being socially integrated into the new

In peacetime. the militia regiments allowed a broad spectrum of Canadian men to train
part-time while living in one community, maintaining civilian careers and having families
if they w i s t ~ e dThe
. ~ ~militia
~
f o n e d in times of peace and citizen amies forrned in times

of war were more representative of al1 Canadians than the small professional army had
ever been.553
The relationship between the militia and regular force was re-evaluated by

550~nthony
Kelletî, Regimental Organizatiorz, DSEA Staff note no. 3/85. Ottawa:
Department of National Defence. February 1985 and Combat Motivation. The Behaviour
of Soldiers in Battle.
551Kellett,
Combat hiotivation, pp. 123- 129.
S52T.C.Willett, A Heritage ut risk pp. 122-3. Willett notes that militia demands interfered
with family life. He descnbes the high number of students and single subalterns,
commenthg upon the persistence of the traditional idea that subaltems be single. Most of
cornmanding officers and majors in his study which focuses on 1976 to 1980 were
married.
553Althoughthe Canadian Women's Army Corps (CWAC) was brought back into service
during the 1950s and 1960s, women were exciuded from combat. CWACs were brought
back to fiee able-bodied men for combat roles and there were very few in the regular
forces. As is well known, Francophones were also less represented, but there were no
regulations which prohibited their participation as was the case for women. See Jean
Pariseau and Serge Bernier, Biiingualism in the Canadian Armed Forces, volumes 1 and
2 Ottawa: Department of National Defence, 1988, 1994.

the Kennedy Report. It was prepared, at the request of Simonds, by a cornmittee
chaired by Lieutenant-General Howard Kennedy in 1953. While the linkages between
militia and regular units were strengthened by its implementation, for the first time "the
militia would become subordinate in every sense to the regular a r m ~ " . ~It' ~was still not
realized, however, that the regular army had taken on a permanent overseas
commitment.

The professional a m y was the choice of a select group of men with the inclination and
abilities to plan and prepare for combat as a full time career. Few could develop the
kind of community roots on which the militia depended as transfers were frequent.

Conditions of modern warfare resulted in the growth of support functions, logistics,
administration, and technical skills, but the a n y hierarchy emphasized fighting
capabilities and limited the number of support personnel enlisted until the late 1950s.555
In Genany, civilians were preferred for these duties because they were much cheaper
and some combat soldiers, especially the younger ones, complained about being

DHH, Stephen J. Harris, "MilitiaReform" in his biographical file. See also T.C.
Willett, A Heritage ut risk The Canadiun Miiitia as a social institution, Boulder,
Westview Press, 1987, pp. 189-1 91. While this policy preceded MC 48 which was
adopted by NATO in 1954, it was in Iine with NATO's policy of emphasis upon "forcesin-being" which was mentioned in MC 48. See Pedlow, NATO Stra~egyDocuments, xviii.
'"E.L.M. Burns,Mmipower in the Cmadian Anny, 1939-1945. Burns compares
Amencan and Canadian statistics on combat soldiers during the Second World War,
arguing that the ratio of support troops for Canada was fat too high and that Canadians
might not have had to send National Registration Mobilization Act (NRMA) men
overseas in 1944 had they been able to draw upon volunteers for combat.
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assigned non-combat duties?

At the end of the Second World War, many capable men left the Amy. A good number

of those that remained were seasoned in battle and many who joined in the 1950s had
either served in the Second World War or Korea.'" Canadians generally maintained

high recruitment standards, including physicat fitness, psychological profile testing,
education and other criteria which, even when they were temporarily lowered, compared
favourably with many other nations.5s8

French Canadians were still not represented in the army in proportion to their numbers
in Canada. The idea that bilingualism might benefk the forces began to appear in some
staternents, though there was resistence to such policies, particularly from S i r n o n ~ i s . ~ ~ ~
Ralph Campney, the Minister of National Defence. addressed the Canadian Services
Colleges Advisory Board on 21 January 1955.
A bilingual officer is much better prepared for his responsibilities... And with Our

jS6Kardex,1 12.1 (d99) Brooke Claxton, Minister of National Defence to General
Simonds, Chief of the General Staff, 30 April 1953.
jS7 A s w e y of 1 Canadian Infantry Brigade Group in May of 1954, revealed that 89 or 28
percent of the officers and 1386 or 27 percent of the other ranks had sewed in Korea; 263
or 84 percent of the officers and 1684 or 32 percent of the other ranks had served in the
Second WorId War. It also mentioned that 252 Oficers and 1786 other ranks were
married . See Kardex, 112.1 (d 148) Statistic Ist Canadicm Infantry Brigade Group.
558 Douglas J . Murray and Paul R Viotti, The Defence Policies of Nations. A compmahe
studj. 2nd edition, Baltimore, The John Hopkins University Press, 1989. see pp. 59, 1722 74,280,285,305-6, 3 1 1,373,535-6.
'"Jean Pariseau and Serge Bemier, French Canadians and bilinguahrn in the Canadian
Armed Forces, Volume 1, 1763-1969. Thefear of a paraIIel amy, pp. 150-169, noting
that French Canadians were recniited, but left the forces.

NATO allies in Europe. the second language is a great help in increasing
understanding and speeding up communication... In these days an officer must
have some of the qualities of a diplomat, both for military purposes and as a
representative of Canada abroad..?O

This recognition of bilingual requirements was crucial, but a bare beginning in ternis of
policy development. Campney not oniy beiieved that biiinguai oificers were required. he

articulated the notion that officers required some diplomatic skills. The idea that
bilingual qualifications improved Canada's representation abroad was apparent in his
speech and he also suggested that more French Canadians were required in the officer

In principle, at least one French Canadian unit was always assigned ta duty in
Germany, and, as new units were forrned, the recruitment of French Canadians and the
use of the French language in at least some units stationed in Germany was a

continuing consideration, but this requirement for representation did not result in
providing much in the way of French services for francophone f a r n i l i e ~ . ~ ~

560DHH,
72/918 - Brooke Claxton's speeches, includes Rafph Campney and George
Pearkes.
561'lbid.
Unsurprisingly, Campney aiso suggested that bilingual officers were an advantage
in Canada.
S62DHH,Graham Papers. declassified and accessioned but not catalogued, Graham to the
Minister, 14 December 1956, discussing organization of the Canadian A m y and Jean
Pariseau and Serge Bernier, French Canadians and Bilingualsm in the Canadian Armed
Forces. Volume I. 1763-1969: The Fear of a Purallel Army, ûttawa: Department of
Supply and Senrices, 1986, pp. 144-206and René Morin, DND Dependants ' SchooZs,
Z9H-Ig83, Ottawa: Directorate of fistory, National Defence Headquarten, 1986, pp.
35-75.

Gradually between 1951 and 1964, the professional army increased in size and
importance and, with the decline of the militia in the late 1950s, the notion that the
professional army represented Canada and Canadians may be discerned in a few
defence documents. In 1963. R.J. Sutherland, the chair of a cornmittee on defence
policy and a Canadian strategist, noted that in Europe land forces had a symbolic and
psychological value based upon their historical roles as representatives of national
~ i l Air
l . forces
~ ~ ~
and navies did not have this historic association in European societies.

Although most Canadians did not share this concept of the army, the brigade group in
Europe might benefit frorn European perceptions about this broader function. For this

reason, Sutherland argued that the presence of the Canadian brigade in Europe was
more crucial than the RCAF's air division because Europeans perceived the army as a
stronger symbol of Canadian intent."4

Wth the White Paperof 1964, the symbolic and psychological value of the brigade in a
long-terni cornmitment was finally acknowledged. By this time, it was evident that the

5b3Theconcept of the nation in arms was Napoleonic. By the Fust World War, this
concept was replaced by nations at war. Both the 19" and 20" century wars had invo lved
massive stmggles of European land forces in a way which shaped thinking about armies
and their relations to theK societies. R. Emest Dupuy and Trevor N. Dupuy, The
Encyclopedia of Miiitary Historyfrorn 3500 B.C. to Present, Second Revised Edition,
New York: Harper & Row, 1986,p. 916.
DDH,72f153, Report of the Ad Hoc Cornmittee on Defence policy, 30 September
1963.Chairman: R J. Sutherland, p. 115. While this was Sutherland's argument, please
note that the Royal Canadian Air Force's strike and reconnaissance capability was
impressive compared with most European Air Forces at this tirne.

behaviour of Canadian soldiers would reflect on Canada. This development was still a
long way from the notion that the professional Army, rather than the militia, should
represent Canadian c i t i z e n ~ . ~ ~ ~

As noted, the regimental system was enhanced by regional loyahies, allowing recruits
from similar backgrounds and localities to remain together, increasing their sense of
belonging which led to unit cohesiveness, combat motivation and good morale.566A
syçtem of battle honours and regimental histories reinforced pride. While allowing for
the formation of French-speaking regiments and units, it also resulted in some isolation
for these units. This difficulty was exacerbated in Europe where specialist training was
not provided in French. The army was still ahead of the air force and the navy in
allowing Francophones to operate in French units using the French language, and so it
might be regarded as more representative of Canadians than these forces for that
r e a ~ o n ?Yet
~ the clannishness and cornpetition associated with regimental organization
sometimes created obstacles for rotation, reinforcement and administration and
impeded cooperation between units.

5 b 5 G o"The
~ , Opinions of French Canadians",pp. 465-468, noting that severai French

Canadian observers cnticized the lack of French in the forces and that very few senior
officers were French in1951,but that the establishment of the military college in St. Jean
improved mattea.
566 Kellett, Motivation and Behaviour. The Influence of the Regimental System. Part I.
Esprit de corps. Report No. R1O9.
s67JeanPariseau and Serge Bernier, French Canadians and Bilingualism in the Canadion
A rmed Forces. Volume 1. 1763-1969. The Fear of a Parailel Army, Ottawa: Department
of National Defence, 1988, pp. 143-175.

The A m y re-organized in 1953 and again in 1957 and rotation changed to allow for

greater continuity of service. In 1953. the regular army was expanded with new
regiments created? The entire brigade in Europe rotated together as an entity every

two years which allowed men serving together to remain t ~ g e t h e r ?The
~ rate of loss of
men began to improve and reached twelve percent in 1958.''~ ln this year. the Army
adopted a three year rotation for mOSt U

~ I ~inSEurope to

allow for better unit cohesion

and to improve continuity of sewice. However, the brigade as whole did not rotate and
units often experienced some changes in personnel in between rotations because
individuals were required for postings at various times.-' Yet overall, conditions were
better and unit cohesion improved under the new system.

Enlistment criteria changed with the new organization in 1953. Any legally landed
person with two years of residence in Canada was a potential remit. A soldier did not

Additional battalions were added to the Royal Canadian Regimenk Princess Patricia's
Canadian Light Infantry and the Royal 22e Regiment. New infantry units were fonned
inciuding: The Canadian Guards, the Queen's Own Rifles of Canada and The Black
Watch (Royal Highland Regiment) of Canada. The last two were created from militia
regiments. The 8th Canadian Hussars (Princess Louise's ) and The Fort Garry Hone from
the militia were also added to the regular armoured regiments.
569AnthonyKellett, Combat Motivation, pp. 128- 13 1.
570Canads,Department of National Defence, Annual Report, 1959, Ottawa:Department of
National Defence, 1960, p. 43. By 1958, the army wasüige rate was 12 percent which
was lower than it had been in many years, though not as low as in the RCAF at 10.7
percent. Interestingly enough, in the 1981, the Sub-Committee on National Defence of
the Standing Senate Comminee on Foreign Affairs noted that the attrition rate for the
forces as a whole remained "unacceptably high" at around 13 percent per year. See
Anthony. Kellett, The Impact of Personnel Stability on Unit Cohesion, p. 16.
niAnthony Kellett, The impact ofpersonnel stability on unit cohesion, DSEA StaffNote
no. 4/85 Ottawa: Department of National Defence, 1985, p. 26.
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have to be a Canadian citizen to join the regular force and to serve in Gemany.
lndividuals with criminal records were considered and accepted if they were otherwise
outstanding, a criterion which reinforces the notion that a successful soldier rnight not
have impeccable behaviour by some civilian standards. As the Army provided structure,
discipline and guidance, it was seen by some as an appropriate environment to irnprove

the performance of less well behaved young men.''

A m y headquarters was

responsible for approving the acceptance of individuals with crirninal records.

lndividuals with family or financial problems, those with personality or mental defects,
and married applicants under the age of 21 were al1 deemed ineligible. The age range

for recruits was between 18 and 40, and 17 year olds were accepted with their parents'

The initial ternis of service were for three or six years, which allowed
soldiers to rnake a short commitment similar to the Special Service force. To avoid the
loss of men, personnel were encouraged to transfer to the corps of their choice
provided they re-engaged. As a wife was a greater liability than a criminal record for a
young recruit, the ernphasis upon fighting capability seems evident, though cost was
also a factor. Married soldiers received an allowance.

The Army wanted young soldiers fit for combat. With the growth of the regular army,

5zAt least one retired soldier whose childhood was partially vent in foster homes
indicated that the A m y probably prevented hun fiom becoming a full time criminal as it
was the fust tirne in his life that he had regular meals, consistent discipline and a sense of
belonging. His name is not included among those interviewed for reasons of privacy.
5nKardex, 1 13.3M3.O09 (d2) - AG policy book 1956.Directorate of Manning.

better retention of men and changes in the nature of warfare, the long terni career
soldier and the highly trained soldier were becoming more common. In 1955, the
Canadian Army enrollment of soldiers in Britain continued to favour single soldiers and
those with fewer than three dependents. but soldiers with special skills, some of thern
former British soldiers, could be enrolled even if they had more than three

de pendent^.^^ Canadian citizenship was not a requirement and, though exact figures
are unavailable, many noncanadians were recr~ited.~"

Flexibility was crucial. In 1957, M.L. Brennan, the Adjutant General, reported that large
families experienced probiems in Europe. Howard Graham. the Chief of the General
Staff. placed no restrictions on the rnovement to Europe of soldiers with large families.

However, these soldiers were informed of the difficulties they rnight experience in
Europe with the hopes that those soldiers concerned might consent to remain in

The Canadian Army continued to enroll British citizens and former British soldiers in
the 1950s. One of these, a non-Commissioned Officer, had five children when he was
enrolled. Interview with Norman Patrick, July 1997.
''' The Canadian Citizenship Act was proclaimed 1 July 1946 by Parliament. It came into
force on 1 January 1947. Kardex, 3 64.009(dS) Canadian Citizenship Stutus, C.A.
Ballard, AAG, Headquarters, Prairie Command, 1 October 1956. This memorandurn
noted that many service personnel and their dependents did not possess Canadian
Citizenship statu, including individuals who thought they did have it. The mernorandum
requested that ail personnel be advised of the advantages of Canadian citizenship,
especially in view of the difficulties and delays expenenced by those non-Canadians
rotating to the brigade in Europe. However, note that there were very few documents
found which addressed the issue of citizenship. See for example : 84/66?Personnel
Selection Services in the Canadiun Forces, 1938-1964, by Major R.J. Fantham and
Captain M.D. McComack, 1968 which does not mention the need for Canadian
citizenship.
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Canada.576The Army Council also sought rninisterial approval for the payment of
married allowances to soldiers under the age of twenty-one who were sent outside of
Canada. 577 In 1958, S. F. Clark, the Chief of the General Staff, directed that çoldiers
who objected to going to Europe be discharged at once unless investigation revealed
good compassionate grounds for their objection^.^^

Recruitment of non-Canadians into the regular Canadian Army continued into the

1960s,but, in 1963. Chief of the General Staff Walsh raised the issue of Canadian
citizenship for soldiers posted abroad. Walsh indicated that it was wrong "in principle" to
send nonCanadian citizens abroad as soldiers and directed W. A. B. Anderson, the
Adjutant General. to ensure that al1 those posted outside of Canada were citizens of

Canada.579Because more expensive technical training was provided to regular
soldiers, there were attempts to ensure that they would continue to serve. especially if
they were due to renew their con tract^.^^^

Gradually the character of the army was changing. The changes were far from
systematic and decisions tended to address the current pragmatic requirements of the

army. One of the problems identified by the Army Council was insufficient career
opportunities for officers. In 1961, a study comparing the American, British and

576DHH,73/1223, file 1707, A m y Council Minutes, 1 8 June 1957.
19 March 1957.
578DHH,73/1223, file 1712, A r m y Couocil Minutes, 25 August 1959.
5mDHH,73/1223, file 1722, Amy Council Minutes, 6 Febniary 1963. Service abroad
included peacekeeping tours as well as service in Germany.
s80DHH, 73/1223 file 1717, Army Council Minutes, 7 May 1962,Item 2.

-

Canadian amies concluded that Canadian A m y officers suffered from a lack of
promotion opportunities.

''

At the highest levels in NATO, posts were reserved for

ofîicers from the larger powers. Even with the appointment of General Allard to a British
NATO division in 1962, Canadian officers could not hope for peace time careers which
matched their American and British counterparts even if they were highly talented
individuals.jd2The use of an American and British comparative frarnework, considering
the far larger population bases and rather different defence requirements involved,
çuggests some lack of realism on the part of the Army Council. Yet the close working
relationships developed in NATO may have caused some bitterness as Canadian Army
officers watched their American and British friends and colleagues receive cherished

postings that rernained unavailable to them.

This bittemess would hardly be sweetened as the RCAF grew in size and influence and.
in 1960, Treasury Board sought to lirnit defence expenditures and suggested that some
. ~ ~A~m y
positions in Army headquarters might be more cheaply filled by c i v i l i a n ~The

DHH, 73/1223 file 735, Rank Structure - Canadian A m y 1960-61, Report from S.F.
Clark, CGS to Minister, Oficer Rank Stmcture, 28 September 1961. Clark concluded
that the Canadian government would have to expend more than 2 million dollars to
provide attractive careers if they intended to compare with the British. Though the report
recognized that the British and Americans had larger forces, neither Canadian defence
requirements nor the fact that the British and Amencans had larger population bases were
mentioned in this paper.
'" See: I.L. Granaistein, The Generals. The CanadianA m y S Senior Commanders in the
Second World War Toronto: Stoddart, 1993. The fact that the lack of oppomuiity for
Canadians to command higher formations during peacetime affected their initial
performance in war seems apparent. Yet the arguments of the Army Council in the 1950s
were based upon o f f e ~ attractive
g
careers to officers rather than preparation for war.
"3DHH, 73/1223, file 17 13b, Special Army Council Minutes, 22 March 1960.

Council opposed this development and, in a reversal of its earlier policy, recommended
the use of soldiers to fiIl housekeeping duties and other civilian tasks. Soldiers, it was
argued, could serve anywhere and civilians could be brought in to replace them in an
emergen~y.'~

In 1960, George Pearkes, the Minister of National Defence, testified to a House of

Gommons Çpecial Committee on Defence Expenditure, depicting how over time the
iarger regular force affected the military budget. Men re-enlisted and their qualifications
increased. They sometimes got married and had children. The government provided a

variety of allowances for soldiers with families, for special qualifications attained and in
other circumstances, such as isolated postings.

The personnel portion of

expenditures grew and less money was available for equipment and other items.s86This
was hardly news and was exactly what Simonds and Mainguy had warned would

5p-'lbid
585DHH,841334, A. C. Grantfinds, The estimates for 1956-7 for exarnple list some of
the expenses, including: marriage allowances, clothing allowances, subsistence and ration
allowances, separated family allowances, responsibility and risk allowances. dental and
medical fees, training and tuition payments and many other costs associated with a highly
trained and larger permanent force.
sB6Canada,House of Comrnons Speciai Committee on Defence Expenditure, Minutes und
Proceedings, Testimony of George Pearkes, Minister of Nationai Defence, p. 26. 1was
unable to get consistent percentages for the whole time fiame, but for example, in 1956-7,
military personnel were 26 percent of the budget, in 1957-8,28.9 percent, in 1958-9,30
percent and in 1959-1960,33.1 percent. For these same years, equipment went fiom 28.8
percent in 1956-7, to 27.8 percent in 1957-8, up to 28.2 percent in 1957-8 and down
much M e r to 21.3 percent in 1959-60. Canada, Department of National Defence,
Reports, 1957-1959, Ottawa: Department of National Defence, 1958- 1960. Note that
defence estimates do exist for these years, but they do not include total percentages and
the categones of reporting expendihires Vary fiom 1951 to 1964.

happen, but the experience of the early 1950s had demonstrated that Canadian
professional soldiers were not going to remain in service for long if it demanded the
sacrifice of al1 the cornforts avaiiable to Canadian civilians, especially during a tirne of
relative prosperity.

In May of 1963, Paul Hellyer, the Liberal Minister of National Defence, established the
Ad Hoc Cornmittee on Defence Policy. One of the documents prepared under the

guidance of R.J. Sutherland, Chairman of comrnittee, addressed the trends in defence
e~penditures.'~~
Since 1952-3, he noted that defence spending had declined by 13
percent in dollars, by 38 percent in purchasing power, by 45 percent in terms of the
federal budget, by 49 percent of gross national product at curent prices and by 57

percent of gross national product in constant dollars. Not only had the total defence
budget declined. but running costs (personnel. operations and maintenance) had gone
from 45 percent to 77.6 percent, resulting in a dramatic decline in expenditure upon
eq~iprnent?~

The conclusion of this paper was that more expenditure would be required if the present

Canadian commitments were maintained. Othemvise, Sutherland hypothesized that the
numbers of servicemen, already below the required levels, would have to be further cut
in order to purchase essential equipment. Replacements for Centurion tanks for the

587DHH,
LindseylSutherland Collection, 87/25 3-II- 15.4,The Canadian Defence Budget,
August 1963,pp. 1-2.
S881bid,
p. 2.

brigade were among the items considered necessary. The rise in personnel costs came
mostly from higher pay. with pay and allowances raised by 90 percent and numbers
rising by 25 percent in the Regular Forces between 1953 and 1963?'

The high

wastage rates experienced in 1953, the many semicemen on short tenn contracts at
that time and the fact that Canada was also involved in the Korean Conflict were not

mentioned, but al1 these factors would affect the figures and analysis. The requirement
for personnel stability was a part of the rise in costs.

The reserve army gained attention in early 1964, as Brigadier E. R. Suttie was

appointed to the Commission on the Reorganization of the Canadian A m y Militia. The
emphasis of the militia upon civil defence had already been altered in practice as

combat training resumed in the early 1960s under Walsh. In 1964, the Suttie
Commission exarnined the organization of the Militia as its primary role changed from
survival to support of the Regular Amy. The Militia was also assigned a secondary role
of training and a third role of interna1security with national survival coming fourth.

Though these roles were more significant, the reserve force was to be cut in size to
30,000 and the number of units were reduced."' The Militia's function of representing

5891bidThe time perspective chosen emphasized this factor. A broader time frame, for
example, 1947 to 1963, certainly would have ernphasized numbers and shown more
clearly how the NATO role affected expenditures.
5gOKardex,1 12.1.O09 (d37), CGS Personal and Confidentid correspondence for the penod
November 1962 to Apnl 1965 to and fkom his commanders in foreign countries. Walsh
to the Associate Minister, 16 January 1964, including the terms of reference for the E. R.
Suttie Commission.
"'TC.Willett, A Heritage at Risk The Cunadian Militia as a Socid Institution. pp. 7980.

Canadian citizens was not formally addressed. Nor was there a recognition that
gradually the regular force was taking on a part of this role.

The character of the army as a whole changed as the regular force came into
ascendancy. Well before unification of the Canadian Amed Forces in 1968, the army
had already begun to be affected by requirements for more unifom conditions of

service among the three forces.592The growth of a professional volunteer army changed
the character of the army in more subtle ways. Over tirne, the soldiers who renewed
their contracts became older, better qualified and more had families. Not only did a m y
life have to be more attractive for men, it would have to be attractive for their wives and

families too.

The ad hoc nature of changes in personnel policies with respect to the regular force as

a whole and the myth of a Canadian A m y golden age in the 1950s has masked the
changes in character during those y e a r ~ . ~As
' ~the regular a n y became responsible
for representing Canada as a country and not sirnply for defending its territory, changes
were made. Yet there was no significant philosophical debate or conceptual
developrnent behind the changes being made. A practical approach predorninated.

592 By the 1980s. the Canadian military would reach a crisis point in this developrnent.
See Peter C. Kasurak "Civilianizationand the military ethos. Civil-military relations in
Canada" in Canadian Public Adminis~ation/adminis~ation
publique du Canada,
Volume 25, No. 1, 108-129.
593StephanB. Flemming, "The Hearts and Minds of Soldiers and Citizens in Canada" in
Ethics and Canadian Defence Policy, edited by David R. Jones, Fred W. Crickard and
Todd R Yates, Halifax: Centre for Foreign Policy Studies, 1992, pp. 39-47.

Nearly al1 the rationale for change seems to have been simply to attract and keep
qualified soldiers in service and to meet immediate requirements of the army rather than
to fundamentally alter the army's character.

Secondary goals were hardly considered in the military decision-making covered here.
The Army Council debated policies in a dynamic rnanner, cornpared Canadian practices
with British and American examples and they took part in inter-semice discussions on
many issues. While some Parliamentanans and members of the public were interested
in the lives of soldiers and their families, little of this filtered through to the A m y Council

discussions. Members of the Council drew conclusions from their own personal
experiences and from cornparisons with other services and other forces. They rarely
discussed personnel issues with members of the Department of Extemal Affairs or
other non-military bodies. The result was that the foreign policy goals, including
improved relations with the Germans, were almost never mentioned in personnel policy
documents.

The connection between the military policies and foreign policy goals is indirect, but it

exists and is relevant. The first conclusion drawn in this chapter was that the
requirement for a large regular force came largely from the additional role of the brigade
in Genany and the need to train troops in Canada for rotation to the brigade. The
Canadian A m y had fewer than 20,000 professional soldiers in 1949; at that time, there
was no perceived need to attract and keep a larger group of men dedicated to the task

of full-time soldiering. The other factors, including budgetary restrictions, national unity,
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military culture and traditions, and inter-service rlvalry, were very apparent in the
discussions held and clearly influenced the decision-making on personnel policies.
However, the need to retain a large nurnber of volunteers was probably the single most
important consideration throughout.

The Canadian A m y grew in response to the government's decision to commit a brigade
group to the defence of broad Geman plans. The rationale for the creation of the
iarger professional army was based almost completely upon this specific foreign policy
decision, even though the broader foreign policy goals were not articulated in military
decision-making. The idea that the regular army now had to represent Canadians as
well as to prepare for combat begins to be seen in the statements ernanating from
defence officiais.

The notion that the brigade in Gemiany represented Canada and was furthering foreign
policy goals becornes far more evident in Chapter five. The requirements to improve
relations with the Genans and to present a positive view of Canadian life were very
evident to those serving in Europe and to those diplomats who negotiated agreements
on their behalf. Chapter five will examine the work of the Bureau of Cuvent Affairs and
many policies with respect to the brigade itself, and demonstrate the requirement for
Geman support and its effect upon military decision-making in these areas.

Chapter five. ldeals and realities: Canadians in Gemany.

As described in earlier chapters, the integration of Germany into the western alliance

was a paramount prionty for NATO. The Canadian govemment shared this goal with its
NATO allies and hoped to improve Gemian-Canadian relations in order to promote
Canadian interests and to offset American influence. The promotion of democratic
values and the concept of the dignity of the individual associated with western
Christianity formed an important underlying Canadian motivation with respect to NATO.
In sending troops to Gemany, the Canadian govemment was supporting the policies of

the Christian Democratic Party and strengthening those elements of German society
whose values seemed similar to those of canadians?

The embassy in Bonn was directly involved in al1 relations between the Canadian and
German governments and the brigade commander was instructed to infomi the
ambassador of any developments which might affect political or public relations.595
There were two channels of communication with Ottawa. The German press was
carefully monitored by the brigade public relations staff, who reported directly to the
brigadier. The brigadier communicated most often with the Chief of the General Staff
and less frequently with the Chairman, Chiefs of Staff, on issues of press coverage.
The embassy staff in Bonn examined the Gemian national and foreign press on al1

59JMichaelBalfour, Wesr Germany. A Aontemporq History, p. 177.

595NA,
RG 25, Volume 6632, File 1 1381-40, pt. 1.1, Supplementary Instructions to
Brigadier Walsh, 6 November 195 1.

matters of interest, including reports about the brigade. The ambassador, in turn,
passed significant information to the Under Secretary of State for Extemal Affain and
sometimes directly to the Secretary of State for Extemal Affairs in Ottawa.596

A comparable situation had arisen with respect to Canadian troops stationed in England

during the Second World War and, as noted in Chapter two. the Canadian High
Commissioner was involved in matters of p o l i ~ y .Public
~ ~ ~ relations with respect to the
British civilian population was at times a delicate issue, as it was in Gemany later on.
For example, a member of the British press sent a copy of a letter critical of Canadian

troop behaviour to L.B. Pearson at Canada House in London and Prime Minister
Mackenzie King received private letters containing cornplaints about unsatisfactory
discipline among the Canadian soldiers in England. Tougher policies were applied as a
result and reduced petty crime,but according to C.P. Stacey and Barbara Wilson. "the
gradua1 improvement in the situation probably owed quite as much to the Canadian
soldiers' adjustment to a new way of life and a new s o ~ i e t y . " ~ ~ ~

While there are cornparisons to be made, the Canadian NATO troop experience took

%ee the introduction to this thesis, p. 21. The press was also monitored in Canada and
in Whially every other embassy. The argument here is that the brigade's behaviour was
perceived to affect Canada's image and thus, to a degree, the achievement of foreign
poIicy goals. The Embassy in Bonn had a special interest in brigade public relations given
the long term aim of integrating Gemans into NATO..
r" See

footnote 51 in Chapter two.

598C.
P. Stacey and Barbara M. Wilson, The Harf-MiIIion The Canadiam in Britain,
1939-1946, Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1987, pp. 36,40,46,58.

place during a time when the Germans were not yet fully integrated into the western
alliance. lnstability in Geman domestic politics meant that troop behaviour was a more
sensitive political issue in Germany than it had been in wartime Britain. While many in

western Germany no doubt feared the Soviets, the German population could not be
regarded as whole-heartedly dedicated to NATO and its cause in 1951.599 Yet, as noted
by C.P. Stacey and Barbara Wilson, troop behaviour in the Second World War may well

have affected Canada's image abroad and the collective experience of individuals, even
if not decisive, remains a factor of interest in the study of foreign p o l i ~ y . ~ ~ ~

The Canadian Department of National Defence, under the Bureau of Current Affairs,
began ideological indoctrination of al1 servicemen in autumn 1951.60' Though personnel
policies, examined in Chapter four, had not reflected the notion that the professional
soldier was a representative of Canada to any significant degree, this idea received full
expression in the publications and lectures of the Bureau. The first section of Chapter
five will cover those aspects of the programme related to the preparation of soldiers for

599HansSpeier, From The Ashes of Disgrace. A JouuruifiomGermany, 1945-1955 and
Rudolph Walter Leonhardt, This Gennany. me Story since the Third Reich. and
discussion of these works in the introduction of this thesis.
m. C. P.

Stacey and Barbara M. Wilson, The Half-MZion. The Canadians in Britain,

1939-1946, p. 180.

decision to create a Canadian bureau in 195 1 contrasted with the practice during
the Second World War of supplying troops with pamphlets produced by the British
Army's Bureau of Current Affairs. see Chnstopher Cran, "TheBureau of Current Affairs,
the Royal Canadian Navy and the 'Stniggle for Men's Minds,' 1950-57," Master of Arts
Thesis, Carleton University, 1996, pp. 1 5-1 6.

service in German~.~'*

The relations between the Canadian military communities and the surrounding German

communities will be analyzed with some attention to the idea that Canadian soldiers
and their farnilies in Germany became de facto representatives of Canada. The second

section of Chapter five will be an examination of the quality of Iife for servicemen and
th& families. The North Atlantic Treaty was primady for collective defence; its anticommunist orientation was based upon the preservation of western values. To what
extent did Canadian military communities promote the values of western Christianity
and democracy? Records from the Chaplains serving in Germany will be analyzed to

illustrate sorne of the problems experienced and solutions suggested. Thirdly, actual
interactions between the Canadians and Germans will be examined. f his section will
draw upon the German newspaper collection. described in the introduction of this
thesis, as well as many primary records, including the records of investigations into

crimes and policies with respect to discipline.

A paradox is evident here. In virtually al1 NATO forces, including Canada's. a military

culture dominated. Wth a formal chain of command, a structure and discipline intended
to produce obedience, and to create group confomity, and a willingness to follow
orden and to sacrifice one's life, the military had its own value system and was hardly

W2Kardex,410.b27.066 (dl) O f t o Europe, Bureau of Current Affairs, November 195 1
quoting Brooke CIaxton as saying "In very truth they [Canadian servicemen] were
ambassadon of Canada." p. 1.

the ideal vehicle for the transmission of democratic values.603Officen were more
encouraged to question orden than other ranks, but the basic training and the military
structure were designed to suppress the very individualism and independence of mind
which the Canadian govemment hoped to prornote among the Germans with whorn
they had contact.

The Bureau o f Current Affairs:

The Bureau of Current Affain. set up in the autumn of 1951 by Harry Low,
encountered various problems as a result of the incongruity between military culture
and the promotion of democratic values. This Bureau was to educate servicemen on
the dangers of Communisrn and also to encourage democratic ideology throughout the

forces serving in Canada, Korea, and G e ~ m a n y .If~some
~ ~ of its work was propaganda
and mere window dressing, the Bureau still filled a crucial role in preparing the troops
for what lay ahead. It introduced courses in Canadian citizenship as a part of basic
training, and in its lecture series offered across Canada, Germany figured as a subject
of considerable interest, though the Bureau covered many other topics, including the
govemment's policies with respect to NATO and anti-communism in general.605

'3There are many midies on military institutions and their cultures. See Kurt Lang,
1MiIitar-y I'titutions and the sociology of war. A review of the lirerature with annotated
bibliography London: Sage Publications, 1972, pp. 64-75.
"Christopher J. Cran, "TheBureau of Current Affairs, the Royal Canadizn Naw and the
'struggle for men's minds', 1950-57 ".
"'AS mentioned in Chapter four, Canadian soidiers did not have to be Canadian citizens.
A number were British citizens, recniited in Bntain or Canada, and later on, others were

landed immigrants. A Iist of Bureau publications may be found in Christopher Cran's
thesis and in Department of National Defence, Annual Reports, for the each year it

The information on Germany was particularly useful as nearly al1 the training films used
in Canada in the 1950s were of Second World War vintage and still portrayed the

Germans as the e n e r n ~Not
. ~ ~only had many of the Canadian soldiers served during
the Second World War, the events of the war and of the holocaust had been indelibly
etched on the public mind. Amy training films reinforced the notion that the Germans
were aggressive, still a danger to democracy and hardly to be trusted friends or allies.
607 These

fimiiy held beliefs could not be changed ovemight. The Bureau's pamphlets

were distributed to al1 servicemen and they included the idea that attitudes towards the
Germans had to be changed as they were now potential cornrades-in-amis.

Harry Low set up regional cornmittees of officers from each command and of
academics from fourteen major universities across Canada to address questions of
democracy and international affairs, and to set up courses to ensure that those officers
who would have responsibility for running a discussion hour for each unit would be

existed.
W6NA,RG 24, Volume 18256, War Diary, 27th Brigade, August 195 1, appendix with list
of films and description of each film used in training the brigade. It was likely too
expensive to redo dl the films with Russian enemies and that the enemies were portrayed
as Gemans may not have even been realized as a problem. Villains with German accents
appeared in many films for several decades after the Second World War.
'07For example see: Bruce H u t c h i s ~'The fateful gamble on the Rhine", Maclean S
Magazine, 15 August 1953,pp. 4649.As noted in Chapter one, these attitudes persisted
in the Canadian media in the 1960s.

properly prepared and inf~rmed.~~'
The brigade going to Gemany received intensive
attention even though the Bureau of Current Affairs was just becoming established as
the brigade was getting ready to sail to Europe. Teams of academics and citizenship
groups were involved in the efforts to reach ail parts of the brigade training across the

country. These individualç lectured the troops on such topics as the role of NATO
forces in Gemany and the importance of troop cornportment in Europe to Canada's
foreign policy goals.

The brigade advance party received a cuvent affairs pamphlet, an article on Europe by

G.V. Ferguson, the editor of Montreal Daily Star, copies of an article by A.R.M. Lower of

Queen's University entitled Gemany Re-visifed, copies of a NATO organisation chart.

statements of NATO functions, a pamphlet entitled What is communism? Two
professors from Laval, Professors Maurice Lebel and Brassard, lectured on the history
of and conditions in European c o ~ n t r i e sProfessor
.~~~
Wolfgang Friedman of the

University of Toronto spoke to the officers and men of the Brigade at Valcartier prior ta
their departure on the political situation in Germany. Brigadier Walsh requested four or
five hours of instruction in conversational German be given daily to al1 the soldiers as

60wA,RG 24, Accession 83-841167, Volume 51 15, file 35156, Low to DMT [Director
of Military Training], 12 September 195 1.

*fiid,Low to DMT,5 October 195 1. Professor Brassard was listed without a fust name.
A check at University of Lavai Archives reveais two professor Brassards, a FrançoisJoseph of the Music Faculty and a I.-Armand of the Science Faculty. It is not evident
which professor did the lecturing on this occasion..

they prepared for d e p a r t ~ r e . ~ ' ~

A journalist and author on the Second World War. Lionel Shapiro, was hired to produce
a pamphlet for the soldiers of the brigade. explaining why they were going to Germany

and instructing them on correct behaviour in Europe. This pamphlet, entitled Off To
Europe, declared that "If you behave decently, the people of Western Europe will
breathe a great sigh of relief, they will take new hope... If you behave badly, you tip the
çcales the other way; you may ensure an eventual Communist triumph in Europe."

6t1

While Shapiro was vastly overstating Canadian influence on European domestic
politics, the policies of the Canadian government and the behaviour of Canadian
soldiers did becorne an issue in German domestic politics and to some extent, a part of
ongoing propaganda war. The Soviets translated and read Canadian publications,
including this one. Canadians' concern about the impression they might make on
Europeans and possible cornmunist victory was interpreted as weakness. The author
of an article in the Red Star, a communist publication, examined Off to Europe in detail
and concluded that : 'The big shots of the aggressive Atlantic bloc are beginning to fear

6'01bid,
Note that Low had some trouble over the language training as he agreed to it
before it had been approved by the Director of A m y Training who objected and imisted
that access to Ianguage courses be carefully controlled through his office. Relations
between civiiians and military officers in the Department were sometimes strained in
part, because of the communication diffculties.
6'1

Kardex, 410.b27.066 (dl) OfftoEurope, p. 9.

the growing hatred of the

The British Manchester Guardian also ran an

article, including an extract from the pamphlet, noting the requirement for each
individual soldier to ensure the good will of Europeans, under the headline "Canadian
Brigade Pays Its Way in Germany. Emphasis on Defence, Not Oc~upation.'"'~
The
pamphlet was therefore examined carefully as a statement of Canadian intentions with

respect to the brigade in Germany.

The advice in the pamphlet emphasized that the serviceman in Europe represented the

Canadian people, especially when in uniform, and it proclaimed:

The people of Western Europe like Canadians; they like us because we have a
reputation for bigness without bragging, for manliness without roughness... They
expect Canadians to be strong, fairly silent gentlemen, to be kindly, modest and

generous...
We inherited the great foundation of Our country from

.... Western Europe. They

... In a national sense,
they are your mother and father. Given them that kind of respect..214
gave us the best of their blood and culture and wealth.

More practical advice recommended neatness, the leaming of local customs, respect

RG 25, Volume 6632, File 1 138140.pt. 2.2, From the Canadian Chargé
d'Affaires, Moscow, to Pearson, 23 Apnl 1953. Canadians for their part were reading and
translating Soviet publications.
'~I-NA,

''INA, RG 25, Volume 6632, File 1 1381 -40,pt. 1.2, including a photocopied clipping
from the Manchester Gumdian, 17 January 1952.

614Kardex,410.b27.066(dl), Off To Europe, pp. 12-13.

for women and avoidance of Iiquor. In terms of the Germans, the soldiers were
earnestly instructed that 'You, as representatives of Canada, have the duty of showing
the Gemians, by your conduct. that the individual self-restraint required by a democratic
way of life can result in good conduct that is not divorced from manliness." ' j 5 This

instruction complemented the notion of the ideal professional soldier presented in
Chapter four. The underlying argument throughout the pamphlet was that Canadian
soldiers should exemplify a masculine ideal and, by example, contribute to the
conversion of Germans into dern~crats.~''

The Bureau of Cuvent Affairs continued to hire Canadian journalists and academics

over the next six years to prepare special pamphlets on current international matters
Shapiro not only spoke to the brigade
and to give advice on cornportment to tr~ops.~''
several times before it left Canada for Germany, but he actually accompanied it on the
voyage across the Atlantic so that European customs, the requirernent to represent
Canada in an honourable manner, Canadian citizenship and other issues could be

616LikeSimonds and Macklin, Shapiro believed that the professional soldier was part o f

an elite group of men, almost a priesthood.
NA, RG 24 accession number 83-841167 Volume 5077 file 3400-1 pt 1, Minutes of the
28th meeting o f the Inter-SeMce Committee on Joint Training, 11 July 1951. Note that in
this instance, the Army set the Pace and the RCAF indicated that it was interested in
foilowing on the h y ' s lead. The Navy seemed less motivated.
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addressed at length in a series of talks during the

Personnel from the

Canadian Embassy in Bonn addressed ofiicers further after their arriva1 in Europe and
made it clear that they were responsible to defend Canadian values and to represent
the nation as well as to protect Genan territ~ry.~"These efforts to irnpart dernocratic
values and government policies marked the beginnings of a soldier-diplomat concept in
the professional army.

The Canadian A m y set the pace for the other two services, the Royal Canadian Air
Force and the Royal Canadian Navy, in ternis of implementing ideoiogical training.

Courses in citizenship had existed for recniits during the Second World War. but the
Bureau's programme was a departure for the Canadian forces.620Generals Foulkes,
Simonds and Kitching, and Brigadier Walsh were in favour of this development, though
they disagreed on some aspects of irnplementation and ernpha~is.~"
As Chief of the
General Staff, Simonds issued orders to ensure that the Bureau had the support of al1

6'8Kardex,1 12.1 (d97) 27 CIB, 18 October 1% 1, LtCol. Stewart, Director of Public
Relations (Amy) to CGS and NA, RG 24, Volume 18256, War diary - 27 CIB Hq, Shapiro addresses troops before embarkation, 1 Oct 1951,7, 8,9 Nov 1951 (Shapiro,
aboard the TSS Canberra, addressing the troops ).
61PNA,RG 25, Volume 6632, file 1138 1-40?pt. 2.2 . Memorandurn from T.C.Davis to
L.B.Pearson, 4 January 1952.
620Cran,The Bureau of Current Affairs, p. 16. Canadian servicemen during the Second
World War relied upon pamphlets issues by the British Army's Bureau of Current
Affairs.
George Kitching, for example, said "Ourthree services were our best ambassadon in
NATO" see George Kitching, Mud and green fields. n e memoirs of George Kitching. p.
307.

6x

Area commanders and that the weekly discussions were held and taken seriously in al1

army units. 622

Once in Germany, efforts to improve the brigade's knowledge of current affairs and
ideology continued and, a current affairs advisor, Dr. H.S.C. Archbold, was appointed
to the brigade in late 1954 to assist in further training. 623 Archbold organized
conferences for senior officers at Oxford University and junior officers at the University
of Nottingham. The ofkers of other NATO countries, including Germany, were invited
to attend. Unfortunately. these conferences clashed with the rigorous training schedule

in September of each year and Walsh, now the Director of Military Training, requested

that the courses be rescheduled. The September exercises were a culmination of
training for the year and Archbold had, in his enthusiasm, neglected to coordinate his
plans with the brigade. It had not been Walsh's intention to cancel the conferences, but
their value and cost began to be questioned and eventually they were elirninated. 624

this respect. the Canadian A m y seemed far more supportive than the Royal
Canadian Navy. See Christopher Cran, The Bureau of Current Affairs.

62%

6 ? 3 N RG
~ , 24, Volume 5077, memotanduai fiom LtCol. Keane, Directorate of Military
Training, 22 December 1954.
6'4N~,
RG 24, accession number 83-8411 67, Volume 5077' file 3400- 1. pt 1. Dana
Wilgress, a diplomat serving with the Canadian delegation to NATO, wrote a letter of
support for Archbold, praising his audacity and initiative in creating a mobile NATO
exhibit touring amongst British units in Germany and the Head of the Troop Information
Branch of NATO also lauded his efforts. Clearly few bureaucrats were praised by
diplomats for audacity and Archbold's days were numbered.

The clash between combat and ideological roles came down in part to the practical
questions of time and resources. Simonds, Walsh and others in the A m y hierarchy
actively supported German language training, discussion groups and the educational
improvement of their soldiers, but they regarded al1 these elements as far less important
than field exercises and basic preparation for battle.625Their men would be soldiers first

and diplomats as tirne allowed.

Political problems from outside the military proved more serious and were perhaps
almost inevitable given the task of the Bureau. It was controversial to create democratic

discussion, to present various sides of issues, to criticise and to question government
policy. There was no consensus on what constituted the Canadian values being
promoted by the Bureau and, as the Bureau came under attack from the Social Credit
Party and the Conservative Party, it was evident that some Canadians held very
different views from others.

An article appeared in the Canadian edition of Time Magazine on 21 February 1955

about Charles James Woodsworth, who had been dismissed as editor of the Ottawa
Citizen and had prepared material for the Bureau. Woodsworth apparently held siightiy

'"NA, RG 24,Volume 12178,27th Field Detention Barracks, Part One Orders. 2 January
1 953, Classes in conversational German were made avaiIabIe for dl other ranks. Locai
High School teachers and classrooms were used in the afternoons. Classes on Opera were
also offered. Pt. One Orders, 9 January 1953.

leftist views and had stood against the rearmament of G e r r n a n ~The
. ~ ~leader
~
of the
Social Credit party, Solon E. Low, complained that Woodsworth and others who wrote
for the Bureau, including Blair Fraser, were going to convert young Canadian men into
communists. John Horne Blackmore, a Social Credit Member of Parliament, argued
that his three sons had served Canada and they had left home believing in "God, .. the
bible, the flag and the Queen. the importance of the British Commonwealth and the
Anglo-saxon race". These were the ideals which he believed ought to be promoted by
the Bureau. 627 Moreover, Blackmore stated that he did not want his sons returning

home as communists or sympathizers.

Others complained that the Bureau was now a Liberal mouthpiece. promoting a oneparty state and not providing enough positive information about the accomplishments of

other parties. All the criticism meant that the Bureau was scaled back and, when
departmental cuts and cost savings were introduced under the Conservative
Government of John Diefenbaker in 1957, the Bureau seemed an appropriate
economy. even if the controversy was not directly linked to its d e m i ~ e . ~ ~ ~

The attacks and the controversy demonstrated that ideological training of soldiers in a

democracy was inherently contradictory. A diversity of Canadian views existed: in
ernphasising democratic values and discussion of controversial issues, the Bureau was
bound to offend some people. While not responsible for the contents of the program,
the Canadian Army had generally supported it and, even in providing feedback about

booklets or proposed discussions, those in command seemed to have little difficulty

with the ides that çoldierç might discuss foreign and defence policy in a critical manner.
provided the soldiers' comments were not passed to the public or the press and were
expressed in a respectfut n ~ a n n e r . ~ ~ ~

In the early 1950s, when Canadian public opinion about Gemans hardly seemed

favourable, the Bureau had addressed a real need. Still, the wife of one serviceman
suggests in retrospect that the Bureau rnight have inadvertently contributed to problems
with Genans by providing advice on conversational Geman which was not actually
very polite.

Gemans, especially those in Hannover and, to a lesser extent, in Soest,

6'9SeeNA, RG 24, Volumes 1 1,12,5007,5 1 15. The essay chosen for a prize in a contest
run by the Bureau in 1955, stressed democratic rights, but also Canadian rnilitary rights to
grieve, to seek redress, to cornplain and to advocate change in addition to mentioning that
Canadians minimized distinctions between classes. This last item, as discussed Chapter
two, would create problems in relations with the British Army of the Rhine as Canadians
attempted to create communities which reflected Canadian lifestyle, radier than adopting
British standards.
Dorothy Jane Mills, "Der Kanadiertt,Aifiorce, Fall 1996. Mrs. Mills wrote about a
booklet entitied Conversational Gennanfor the Canadian Anned Forces put out in 1953
by the Bureau of Canadian Affairs, suggesting that the directions for eating, drinking and
buying things might have contributed to this bit of grafsti: "Yankeego home. And take
those d a m n Canadians with you!" seen in Germany in the early 1950s.

6M

had notions about correct cornportment which were more rigid than those elsewhere in

Germany, and certainly different from those of many cana di an^.^^'

The establishment o f Canadian cornmunities:

Claxton hoped that the military communities in Germany might have "a Canadian
atrnosphere". He pushed hard for Canadian leave centres and welfare services which
might enhance a sense of comrnunity among the soldiers. Simonds argued against this
use of resources, indicating that Canadian soldiers could use British and American

centres and there was no need to create cornmunities that represented Canada or to
provide what he deemed to be luxuries. NATO, he felt, should set an example of
austerityF2

The Canadian Council of Churches pressured the government to irnprove welfare

resources for the soldiers in Germany. The Council had been evaluating and
recommending improvements to military facilities across Canada, noting the need for

NA. RG 25, File 1 138 1-40, pt. 3 2, Miss Wilson to Dr. Stanbury, 26 Febnüiry 1953.
Miss Wilson was writing a welfare report on behalf of the Canadian Red Cross. Her
observations about Hannover were reflected in several newspaper reports published in
Canada at about this tirne. Yet, some citizens of Hannover did not agree with this
Canadian assessrnent of their character. See Kardex, 4 10.b27.009 (dl 2). " We are not like
this!" Excerpt from the Hannover Allgemeine, 25 February 1953, cornmenthg upon
articles in Toronto newspapers. Nonetheless, severai Germans 1 interviewed about this
topic expressed the opinion that Hannover did have a reputation for "correctness" in
Germany.

631

Kardex, 112.1 (d99)27 CIB - October 1952 to July 1953. Various memoranda nom
Claxton to Simonds and fiom Simonds to Claxton.
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chapels on isolated military bases and religious services for dependents. In 1952, they
sent a delegation to Korea and to Germany to investigate conditions. The rnembers of
the delegation were extremely displeased with arrangements in Germany and came
back to Canada, lobbying Claxton, and embarrassing Walsh who was apparently

persona non grata with the ~ l e r g y . ~ ~ ~

The Secretary of the Council, Reverend W. Harold Young, spoke at a public Council
meeting in London, Ontario upon his return from Gemany. According to Young. " it was
obvious that conditions in the 27th Brigade are not satisfactory": Moreover, he regarded

this assertion as "a masterpiece of ~nderstatement".~" When Young's comrnents
were quoted in the press, Claxton. apparently angry at the public attack, retaliated with
his own announcement, questioning Young's loyalty to Canada and suggesting that

Young was sabotaging the Canadian war effort. Young was stung by these accusations
and the Claxton papers contain several letters written by Young and other clergy
outlining the moderate and legitimate nature of his remarks?

If Claxton himself actually agreed with some of the suggestions put forward by the
clergy, he and others in the Department of National Defence sought to suppress public

'jS3Kardex,1 12.1 (d99),Simonds to the Minister, 15 January 1952.
'j31\IA, MG 32, B5, Brooke Claxton fonds, Volume 98, Young to Claxton, 17 November

1952.

c r i t i ~ i s m ?Some
~ ~ problerns were not resolved.

A critical article, by Lionel Shapiro, the man who had accornpanied the very first troops

across the Atlantic and who had written several Bureau of Current Affairs pamphlets,
was published in Maclean's Magazine. This article revealed discipline problems,
difficulties in interactions with Gerrnans, a high venereal disease rate, and much
drunkenness. Shapiro argued that the brigade was a poor representative of Canada
and Canadian values.637

While Simands claimed that Shapiro exaggerated problerns, he acknowledged that
almost 40 percent of the soldiers had less than grade eight education with grade five or
six being about average. Qualified teachers taught mandatory courses for these
soldiers in the brigade: thus the arrny was already addressing this issue. The venereal
disease rate was very high and the crime rate was higher than for the home units.
Because soldiers could be charged for being absent without leave and other offences
that did not apply to civilians, however, comparative crime rates with civilians were

'jj6DHH, 73/1223, various files. Translations of Gennan newspaper reports cnticai about
the brigade were sent back to Canada classified "top secret" though those capable of
reading German could order and read the original newspapen.
b37LionelShapiro. "The Failure of the 27th" in iMucZeanY.' Magazine, 15 August 1953.
12.1-003(d36)Correspondence fiom CGS to MND between October 1953 and
October 1962 conceming rotation, morde etc. of forces in Germany. Simonds argued that
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The battle went on as problerns were confirmed by a variety of reports from various

social and weifare organisations. including the Red Cross and a Catholic welfare
association and other independent visits from Canadian religious leaders. The
Canadian Red Cross made a report on the brigade early in 1953 while it was still in
Hannover. The lack of Canadian facilities created difficulties for some soldiers and it
was evident from the report that Army Headquarters in Ottawa was resisting al1
overtureç by various organisations for involvement, largely on financial grounds. 639 It
was noted that American soldiers had access to many American facilities. By contrast,

the Canadians shared British facilities with British soldiers.

Canadian motives for providing improved facilities were mixed, but so were those of
other NATO nations. Recreational and sports programmes enhanced good fitness for
soldiers, team spirit and morale; nearly al1 the NATO nations with forces stationed in
Germany made expenditures in this area for these r e a s o n ~ .Sports
~ ~ events were
used to improve competitiveness, to relieve boredom and to enhance regimental or unit
the Army could not be blamed for the poor quality of soldiers, Canadian society had
produced these recruits and the Army did its bea with what it got.
639NA.RG 25, Vo1.6632, file 1138140 pt. 2.3 Miss Wilson to Dr. Stanbury, 26 February
1953 and Kardex, 4 1OB27.009 (d 1), Walsh to Miss Pauline MacGuire. National Relief
SeMce, National Catholic Welfare Conference, 2 August 1952.

See issues of The Beaver. This weekly newspaper was produced by brigade. A
complete set of The Beaver is held at the National Library of Canada. Every issue was
examined in the course of research for this thesis. See also: Photocopied German
newspapers and Franklin M. Davis, Jr. Corne as a Conqueror. The United States Army 's
Occupation of Germany, 119454949, "Mixedbowling leagues, golf tournament and
swimming meets became a feature of every community" pp. 194- 195.

Mo

cohesi~eness.~~'
For Canadians in Germany. the provision of sports and recreational
programs assisted in the development of a community spirit and made the Canadian
soldiers and their farnilies less dependent upon resources in the German communities
or within the British A m y of the Rhine.'42 Sports also assisted Canadians in overcorning

language and cultural barrien in their dealing with the German~."~

Conditions were expected to improve with the amval of families, but the reality of life in
Germany was still a disappointment to many. The Senior Protestant Chaplain, J.

Willcox Duncan, in August of 1954, wrote that "wwhile the average public of Canada had
been deceived by the political propaganda of the Press and the policy to play to the
gallery and put on a wonderful show", he did not expect Colonel Forth, the Director of
the Protestant Chaplain Services, to be so misguided.

There are about 160 families in the United Kingdom, and about 900 families in
the Brigade area. These latter are living in pensions, hotels, leave centres,
fams, villages. rooms and houses over an area about 70 miles by 30 miles.

"'G.T. Service and J.K. Marteinson. The Gate. A History of the Fort Garry Horse.
Calgary: Commercial P ~ t e r s 197
, 1, p. 1 14; and G.R. Stevens, Princess Patricia's
Cunadian Light Infanw, 1919-1957, Griesbach, Alberta: Historicai Cornmittee of the
Regiinent, 1957, pp. 3 82-3 89,39 1-3 94 provide descriptions of how particular sporting
triumphs raised unit morale.

@%ardex, 112.1.O09 (d37) CGS Personai and Confidentid correspondence for penod
Nov 61 to Apr 65 to and fiom his Commanders in foreign couutries. Brigadier Cameron
Ware to Walsh, 1 March 1962, noting the excellent showing the Canadian teams had in
competition with British units.

bifSee:TheBerner, 6 October 1961, for example.

There is simply NO community life among Our families in the accepted sense.
The schools will not be ready until January 1955, some later. The shopping
centres are not yet begun. It is commonly said by officers and men that this
brigade should have corne without dependants for one year, and then the next
brigade corne with their families when houses are ready. .....The administrative
problems created by bringing and maintaining dependants in Europe are far
beyond what the former Minister of National Defence [Claxton] ever visualized
when he grandly prornised that families would accornpany the troops to
Europe...The VD [venereal disease] rate in the Brigade is not as high now as it
waç ... It is still a problem. The fact that families are over here has made a big

difference.. . 644
Duncan finally noted that his confidential and personal report might cause
embarrassrnent if discussed outside Colonel Forth's Office and requested that
cornments be withheld until he had visited Europe in person.

lmpressed with the morale of the brigade, Forth noted the many challenges it faced,
and he made no embarrassing rernarks. Yet there is no doubt, in the many chaplains'
reports and Ietters to Canada in 1955 and early 1956, that they were deeply troubled by
the lack of facilities available for soldiew and families and also by behaviour they

observed in the rnilitary cornrnunitie~.~
The Christian moral standards, which the

* DHH,76/114, Personai and Confidentid letter h m J. Willox Duncan to Colonel
J.W. Forth, 3 August 1954.

DHH,76/113, Submissions and monthly chaplain's conference minutes fiom Senior
Chaplain (P) at 2 Brigade, Germany and 761114, Chaplain's (P) reports, 1 CIBG.Please
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note the (P) stands for Protestant.

chaplains had an obligation to promote and protect in the brigade, were endangered. 646

Available evidence gives no indication of actual numbers, but according to the
chaplains' reports, there were many cases of extremely heavy drinking in the
Permanent Married Quarters and the barracks. The availability of strong cheap alcohol
had been an escape for single men and men away from families and the problem did
not disappear when the famiiies came?'?

Duncan wrote that he and others in the

military had become enured to heavy drinking, but that the civilian teachers were
shocked by what they observed in the families around them. In some cases, the wives
were more of a problem than their husbands and, in others, both wives and husbands
drank a great deal. Some wives had apparently complained to medical officers and
many men were admitted to hospital, mostly after brawls, but some with cases of acute
alcoholism. A number of families were sent back to Canada when their behaviour
caused problems. but the chaplains protested that A m y Headquarters refused to send
some difficult families b a ~ k . ~ ~

*(jNote that St. Laurent and Pearson had indicated the important of Christian values to
foreign policy. The Chaplains directed their attention to the spiritual well-being of the
military communities. The very fact that chaplains were sent to serve with soldiers was in
part an expression of Canadian values and the rnilitary support for Christian values, even
if the communities did not always exempli& these ideals.
The evidence available is anecdotal, but the problems of mind-numbing boredom,
immoral behaviour by soldien, loneliness, and very heavy drinking have been confimed
by other sources. See "What's in the box, Mommy?", The Ottawa Citizen, 8 Novembet
1998. An article by Rose Simpson describing her father's letters to Canada in the mid1950s.

H8DHH,76/114, Correspondence between J.W. Forth, Director of Chaplain Services (P)
and Major LW. Duncan, 18 April 1955.

-

On the whole, the A m y seemed far more tolerant of alcoholism than adultery; adultery
on the part of soldiers' wives was regarded as a serious matter?' Originally it was

proposed to send promiscuous wives back to Canada immediately; women protested
that promiscuous husbands deserved the same treatn~ent.~''The possibility that libel

suits might be brought against the govemment if an individual was sent back to Canada
with a damaged reputation resulted in a re-consideration of this policy?'

Finally, Army

headquarters authorized sending whole families back to Canada in the event of
immoral behavio~r.''~

Given the high cost of returning families ta Canada, the operational requirements for

men in the brigade, and the likelihood that returned farniiies would continue to

experience problems in Canada, A m y headquarters had to carefully consider each
case before it made a decision. The fact that a number of families were returned to

Canada certainly suggests the need to create and maintain a good image of Canadian
life in Germany. With little organizational support apart from Army facilities, some

families created an "administrative burden" as unit commanders, chaplains, medical

DHH, 76/113, Chapiains Monthly meeting, 13 January 1956, Major H.A. Merlinger,
Senior Chaplain (P) to Director of Chaplain Services (P).
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6s0DHH,7611 14, Chaplains' Reports, 1955-1 956.

''

Ibid. Forth to Duncan, 18 April 1955.

officers and others attempted to resolve pr~blerns.~"
The chaplains also requested
social assistance and welfare workers for cases of child neglect as Canadian families
had no access to civilian facilities provided in larger Canadian centres.6YWith no legal

system in place for dependents, the families had to rely upon one another, community
social pressure and the threat of return to Canada in lieu of other m e a s ~ r e s . ~ ' ~

The lettes and reports from Chaplains from 1955 and early 1956 farm a valuable

e53Myinterviews with serving officers indicates that the term "administrative burden" was
generaily used as a catch-al1 for cases returned to Canada for a varie. of reasons. t have
been unable to locate any compilation of nurnbea or even files related to actual returns. If
there is information in personnel files. it would be confidentid and protected by Privacy
legislation. Some families were also returned for compassionate reasons such as illness in
the family. in total, as there was no general discussion of this issue in Army Council
Minutes or various financiai documents on travel and moving expenses. apart from
mention of one single convicted private and four artillery officers who were returned to
Canada at the Brigadier's request in the early 1960s. the actual percentage of returns was
probably fairly small. The artillery officers had not been charged and the CGS noted that
in fiiture such individuals were to be disciplined before being sent back. However. he also
mentioned a working agreement with the Adjutant-General that authorized "immediate
removal of an officer could be sought where discredit to the A m y and the country would
occur if we pressed home the charges". Kardex, 1 12.1009 (d37), Walsh to Ware. 19
March and 9 Apnl 1962.

-

6"

Ibid.

is well beyond the scope of my thesis to describe and andyze fully the lives of the
dependents under these legai circurnstances, but it should be noted that they were without
much protection in some instances. Kardex 1 12.1 (d 148 ), a multi-volume file, contains
monthly reports nom the mid 1950s. One may note a small nurnber of suspicious deaths
among the dependents. For example in the report of May of 1956, two small children
died. One of multiple injuries and another of asphyxia. Other months contain reports of
deaths of infaats with hctured skulls. While these deaths rnay have been accidental, in
Canada, such deaths would have resuited in full Coroner's investigations as matter of
routine. 1 found no indication among the Courts Martial files or other files 1 exadned
that domestic violence was investigated or resuited in charges being laid in these years.
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record of life in Germany as the Chaplains carefully recorded their observations about
the soldiers' and family life. Unfortunately, in February 1956, the chaplains were
requested to stop filling in the morale portion of their monthly report because the
commander, Brigadier Roger Rowley, felt they were not competent to judge the fighting

morale of units and that their comments might be misinterpreted if reported to higher
authorities in writing. They were told they could make verbal comments directly to him if
specific concerns came up? Even before that time, comments in the reports and
letters suggest that Duncan was cautious about making critical remarks and worried
that he might be quoted?

The suppression of written criticism means that substantive evidence relating to
difficulties in the Canadian comrnunities almost disappears after this point and the
official records must be examined with some caution. Many reports back to Canada
after this time seem artificially p~sitive.~'There are several conclusions which may be

DHH, 76/113, Chaplains' Report, A.F.B Knight, Vice Adjutant-General to Directors
Chaplain (RC and P), 24 February 1956.

"6

657DHH,
76/114, Persona1 and Cod~dentialletter fiom J. Willox Duncan to Colonel I. W.
Forth, 3 August 1954. See also: Chaplains Monthly Meeting, 13 January 1956. The
Chaplains themselves were cautioned by the Senior Chaplain that it was "unfairand
uncharitable to put something in a report which had not been previously discussed with
the responsible person or penons" and were wondering about eliminating the report on
morale.

658Kardex112.1.009 (d37) CGS Persona1 and Codidential Correspondence for the penod
November 1961 to Aprill965 to and from his Cornmanden in foreign c o d e s . A
typicd 1960s liaison letter fiom Brigadier Cameron to Walsh dated 2 June 1962 uses the
word "good" 13 times and, while it mentions the effect of foreign currency problems on

drawn from this event. From the brigadier3 perspective. it is undentandable that he

would want the opportunity to address issues of concem directly and to act on matters
before they came to the attention of A m y headquarters in Ottawa. Yet some critical

feedback to Ottawa had been cut off and the chaplains' influence and function
diminished. At the least, the events show a lack of good communication and
cooperation within the brigade and the arrny.

While the suppression of the Chaplains' criticism related ta interna1 communication, the

reaction of a m y officiais to criticism passed to the public was usually more severe and
also at times highly ambiguous. For example, when negative comments were reported

to Shapiro in 1953. there were informal investigations initiated by A m y Headquarters
with attempts to identify who had been responsible for making these c ~ m m e n t s . ~ ~ ~
Brigadier J.E.C. Pangman addressed his unit commanders and, according to the war
diary, stated:

"

[The] practice of criticising policy to press or visitors will NOT be

tolerated. [The] practice is disloyal and irre~ponsible.''~~~
Only a few months later, Bill
Boss, a joumalist who visited the brigade, telegraphed Simonds indicating that the unit

commanders seemed frightened to talk to him and that his visit to the brigade would be

morde and an accident, stresses the positive side of everything possible.

659Forexample: NA, RG 24, Volume 18259, War diary, 27 Canadian Infantry Brigade
Group, Commander's meeting, 23 A p d 1953 See Kaniex 4 1OB27.06 1 (d2) Message
from 27 Public Relations Unit to Colonel Stewart, DPR (Army) concerning a telephone
cal1 fiom Bill Boss to CGS Generd Simonds. 2 October 1953.

-

6Wlbid.AS noted in Chapter four, Simonds himself broke this d e when he addressed
groups in public on conscription while still in office and conh;iry to MinisterÏal wishes.

wasted unless he could produce a balanced report.

An o f k e r of the Brigade Public

Relations Unit replied that the Brigade Commander "has issued no repeat no
instructions either written or verbal to his unit comds [cornrnanders] in this connection
nor has he discouraged them to talk with press reps [representatives]..."662 Simonds
responded with a denial that brigade personnel had been warned about talking to the
press in a message to be passed by Pangman to Boss.663

In a sirnilar vein, Lieutenant-General Howard Graham, as the Chief of the General Staff.
wrote to Brigadier Roger Rowley in late 1956, describing the visit of Mr. Stanley Dworkin
of the Ottawa Citizen:

He [Dworkin] was importuned by a number of officers - some of them apparently
medical officers - to produce an article and have it published drawing attention to
the alleged fact that hospital facilities for the Brigade and dependents are not
satisfactory.... If, by discreet inquiry, you c m learn who was responsible for this
"bleat" .... I would like to know the name or names of the officers involved in
order to relieve them from the distressing conditions which they appear to be
labouring under... 6"

66'Kardex41 O.bî7.06 1 (d2) Bill Boss to Sirnonds, 2 October 1952.
6621bid,
For DPR (Army) Colonel Stewart from 27 PRU, Burleson, 2 October 1953.
Please note it is possible that this public relations officer was unaware of the unit
commander's meeting earlier that year. The information in the file certainly points to an
active public relations campaign aimed at improving the brigade's reputation and
stresshg positive accomplishments.
663Zùid,
Sirnonds to Boss, 2 October 1953.

66JKardex,112.1 (d148) CGS to Rowiey, 19 October 1956.

The press was evidently not an acceptable vehicle for officers or soldien to use in order

to pressure the govemment to improve conditions. The idea that the public had a right
to know, to debate and to participate in decisions was against the principles of military
loyalty. This aspect of democratic rights at least was abrogated by the military
bureaucracy. The military culture was antipathetic to many democratic practices. even
for matters where security was i r r e l e ~ a n t . ~ ~ ~

Military spending, especially after 1952.included such items as chapels, schools,
swimming pools, skating rinks, and other recreational facitities to irnprove retention of
personnel and to portray an attractive vision of Canadian life to the surrounding
communities and to international visitors, but these expenditures were also made in
Canada?

Policies to make Canadian television and radio, newspapers and books

available and to create films about the brigade in Europe were designed partially to
create and reinforce Canadian identity abroad. The Maple Leaf SenAces, which
aimed
replaced the British NAAFl service for the brigade in Europe in the rnid-1950~,~~'
John Gimbel first noted this point in A German Cornmunity under American
Occuparion Marburg 19-15-1952 and concluded that it was the reason why the Germans
were cynical about de-nazification by military forces.
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DHH, 72/9 18, Speech by Douglas Harkness on "Improvements in Conditions of
Senrice, 1957-1962," 1962.
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T h e NAAFI services typically provided a wet (with alcohol) and dry canteen. The food
was apparently heavy on sausages and pastries, but much depended upon the interests of
the individual unit commander and his interest in making suggestions. Variations in
accommodations were noted in the Canadian Red Cross reports. The British Women's
Voluntary Service (WVS)made quite a difference in reading, writing, games roorns and
other srnaIl comforts. Canadian newspapers were very old by the time they got to
Gemany .NA, RG 25, Volume 6632, File 11391-40, pt. 2.3, Miss M.E. Wilson to Dr.

primarily at providing Canadians and their farnilies with the range of consumer goods
similar to those found in Canada fur their comfort and morale.668Ali these measures

atternpted to foster a Canadian community spirit in Germany which might flourish

independently of the British and ~ t h e r s . ~By
~ ' 1960, the brigade staff were considering
making Canadian television available to the communities, noting that the British and
Americans were investigating the provision of television pr~gramrning.~"While this
effort proved too expensive, even for the Americans, Radio Canadian Army Europe was

e~tablished.~"
It included about 25 percent French programming, featuring a large
percentage of CBC tapes as well as some local programming. It had eight full time staff
members with various volunteers from units and their farnilie~.~'~

W. S. Stanbury 76 February, 1953.

668ibîapZeLeaf Services serving the Canadian Army, Ottawa: Queen's Printer. 1958.
pp. 18.
66wA,RG 24. Volume 22460, CBUE 1690/1, Public Relations General. Volume 2,
Carnpsite histories of the Brigade Group in Germany, noting that al1 the forts had been

named d e r prominent fortresses in Canada's history with bnef histories of the original
forts, and describing efforts to "make the general public... conscious of the important and
vital role played by the Canadian Armed Forces in Europe."

"WA, RG 24, Volume 22460, CBUE /1695-1 Radio TV, Volume 1, DAAG to OIC
ADm, 17 March 1960. In this letter, the British motivation for considering television
were to ensure that their soldiers continued "thinking dong British lines... and were not
completely captivated by German TV programmes [sic]."

671DHH,
76/114, Chaplain's Monthly Conferences, 15 February 1956, makes note that the
Brigade Radio Station was about to open. The Protestant and Catholic Chaplains shared a
five minute devotion on this station each day.
6 % ~ ,

RG 24, Accession 83-84/165, Volume 12, CBUE, 1252-2, Volume 2, File 1-5,

Monthly reports, 1966-1967. (Unfortunately, monthly reports were not available for the
earlier time frame, but a review of the programs in 1967 sul~llllarizedthe past practices).

While al1 these measure improved the quality of life for Canadians in these
comrnunities, Germans would form their opinions about Canadians from the observable
actions of soldiers and their families and from direct interaction with them. Whether the
Canadians knew German and displayed acceptable behaviour according to G e n a n
standards was important in gaining acceptance from the Geman communities where
they were located.
German-Canadian relations:
Each brigadier received supplementary instructions which not only underlined the
importance of treating the Germans as equals as noted in Chapter two, but which also

stressed the importance of maintaining the best possible relations between the officers
and men and the German people.673These instructions were prepared by the

Department of Extemal Affairs. They clearly articulated the foreign policy goal of
ensuring West Gerrnan support for the NATO alliance and requested that al1 ranks be
familiar with this

These supplementary instructions illustrate well that the

brigade had an important secondary role beyond the military role of defending German
territory. Various efforts were made to improve relations while training hard to produce
a capeble fighting force.

6nKardex, 1 12.045 (d2) Supplementary Instnictions to Command Instructions tot he
Commander, 4 Canadian inf'antry Brigade Group, 1 8 July 1962.
674NA.RG 25, Volume 6632, File 1 1 38 1-40, pt. 1-2, "Letterof guidance",27 October
195 1. 'Wevertheless, the attitude and behaviour of the forces under your comrnand is of
extreme importance from a political point of view, in fostering a spirit of whole-hearted
CO-operationon the part of the German people with Allied aims and objectives. Further,
the Gemüui govenunent has made clear that is participation in the Western defence effort
would be on the pruiciple of complete equality and this has now become a domestic
political issue of prime importance."

During the occupation of Germany, various military forces in Germany gave annual
Christmas parties for German children and supported local ~rphanages.~"
These were
well received by the Gemans. Early in 1952, the Roman Catholic Chaplain responsible
for 79th Field Regirnent, RCA, at Hohne, just north of Hannover, arranged to have his
unit sponsor a local orphanage with about eighty children in it. The soldiers visited the
children on weekends, took up collections on payday and held birthday parties for each
child on his or her birthday as well as the usual Christmas parties. 676 The conditions in
the orphanage were p ~ o r . One
~ ' ~ soldier who volunteered there on Saturdays indicated

that "soldiers avoided the orp hanage at mealtimes as the food smelled su bad.''678

Yet relations with the Germans were hardly ideal. Once when this volunteer was driving
back to his unit after a Saturday with the children, he accidentally hit a dog with his

vehicle. He was quickly surrounded by a mob of angry Germans and narrowly avoided
being attacked before military police amved on the scene to rescue hirn?'' In spite of

'"Kardex 4 10.b27.009 (dl 2), Professor E. Lehnart to 58 Independent Field Squadron,
Royal Canadian Engineea. 18 December 1952.
676NA.RG 25, Volume 6632, File 1 1381-40, pt. 3, "Canadianin Germany leads a narrow
and restricted life" by Bill Boss, Ottawa Journal. 10 Apnl 1953. See also interviews with
Hector Lemay and his personal scrapbook with pictures of these events and of the
children.

6nKardex, 410.b27.009 (dl 2), Sr. M. Alexandrina, Mother Superior of the Order,
Catholic Children's Home to HQ, 27 Cdn in€Bde Gp, 2 1 January 1953, (file contains
only the translated copy of her letter originally written in German).
6781nterviewswith Hector Lemay, 1996.

this event, his memories of Germany are mostly of the children and how much they

appreciated his visits.

However the memory of the holocaust remained a factor in German Canadian relations.
In Novernber 1953, Major-General F. F. Worthington visited the Brigade in Europe. He
wrote to Simonds when he returned to Canada, noting that within two miles of the Royal
Canadian Dragoons' camp near Hohne was the sight of Bergen-Belsen:
where more than 100,000 victims died the slow death of starvation and incredibfe
crueltieç at the hands of the prison officiais... There is a tall stone column up to
100 feet high which marks the spot.... Around there are huge mounds stating the

number buried there. In some graves were as many as 5,000 people... In one
portion of the area, a few buildings remain occupied by D.P.s [Displaced People]

who live in squalor and misery raddled with disease, so, I'm told...
As we will see Canadians soldiers attempted to put al1 that behind them in their efforts

to develop good Geman-Canadian relations, but forgiveness was not ~ornplete.~~'

One of the first and somewhat successful efforts to improve relations was the creation

%ardex, 4 10.b27.061 (d2), F.F. Worthington to Simonds, 18 November 1953.

681ClaudeBeauregard and Edwidge Munn, "Les troupes d'occupation canadiennes en
Allemagne, juillet 1945-juin 1946"in Canadian Defence Quurterly, Volume 22, No. 5,
May 1 9 9 3 , 3 6 4 . Though wrïting about Canadian troops just d e r German surrender,
Beauregard and Munn make two centrai points well worth noting at this t h e . Soviet
atrocities meant that Germans in the Canadian zone were comparatively well treated and
they knew it. Canadian soldies were at firn indinerent to the Germans, but gradually
warmed to them. As contacts with individual Gemans increased, Canadian troops heard
protestations of innocence and ignorance of Nazi crimes and softened their judgements.

of a Gerrnan-Canadian Association in Hannover. A German-Canadian Committee
forrned with offcials representing Lower Saxony. Hannover, and the brigade, an official
from the recently opened Canadian immigration office in Hannover and the British

resident in Hannover. Its purpose was to bring as "members of the brigade group into
contact with as many sides of Geman life as possible and, as opportunity offers,
acquainting Gemans with aspects of the Canadian ~ c e n e . " ~ ~ ~

But Canadian naiveté came to the fore, in part because the Brigade Commander had
been instructed to treat Germans as equals. He was hardly prepared to discriminate

between good and bad Gerrnan~.~~'
Walsh was surprised by the warrn reception
accorded Canadian troops who first arrived in the Hannover area just before Christmas
in 1951. Even the Occupation govemment was apparently astonished by the weicome.
6w

Canadian troops accepted an ovenrvhelming number of invitations to spend their

RG 24, Volume 18239, Brigadier Pangrnan, Memorandum entitled GermanCanadian Committee, 30 January 1953.
"3Conditions in Hannover were bad. The few swiving Jews from Bergen-Belsen still
faced considerable il1 treatrnent, even from each other. Hannover's insularity was such
that German-Jews there refused to accept Eastern European Jews into their comrnunity
the early 1950s in spite of Rabbi Zvi Helfgott-Asaria's pleas: "The appeal from BergenBelsen [located close by], that we al1 suffered in common ...apparently fell on barren
ground in Hannover". This sarne Rabbi reported an attack by some forty German police
officers attached to the customs office, wielding rubber tnincheons and flogging people
assurned to be Jews. Fifteen Jews were injured in this attack based on suspicion of a
customs violation in Hannover in 1950. Michael Brenner, Afier the H o l o c a ~ .
Rebuilding Jewish [ives in Post W m Gemany ,Princeton, N.J.: Princeton University
Press, 1997. pp. 47,49.
6wNA,RG 25, Volume 6632, H e 1 1381-40, p t 2.1. Ep., Davis to Pearson, 9 January
1952 and Kardex, 112.1 (d97) Walsh to CGS, 2 January 1952.

holidays with German families and Brigadier Walsh wrote an appreciative letter of
thanks to Carl Doehring, the man behind this kindly gesture.

Canadians regretted their initial enthusiasm when it was revealed some rnonths later
that Doehring had considerable Nazi organisational experience and many social
connections among some still very strong Nazi sympathizers in the cornmunity.
Canadian Ambassador T. C. Davis pondered Doehring's motivations as Doehring took
it upon himself to become the driving force behind the German-Canadian Association.
Doehring remained as the Secretary General of this group until 1958 as the Canadian
Embassy sought at first to gently discourage him and seven years later finally insisted
on his resignation. He was also proclaimed persona non grata at the Canadian

Embassy in 1959. 686 His influence and his persistence were factors to consider, but
the incident dernonstrated that the policy of treating al! Gemans as equals might
involve difficulties. In the case of prominent ex-Nazis, were they to be accorded equal
treatment or should Canadians discriminate against them? Apparently convenience and
circumstances would dictate the answer. In the beginning, Doehring ensured that the
Canadian soldiers and German farnilies got to know each other, and then he became

685Whilemany Canadian soldiers enjoyed traditional Christmas visits with German
families, the very hi& Canadian venereal disease rate was partially attributed to
Christmas visits. Kardex 410b27.009 (d26), Minutes and Agenda of 27 CIB Staff
Conferences, January 1952 to April 1953, Minutes of a Staff Conference held at HQ 1100
hours; 19 January 1952,27 CIBISS-14-2, HQ 27 Cdn Inf Bde Gp.
6MNA,MG 26, NI, Lester B. Pearson fonds, Volume 2, file 045 Geman - Pesonal and
confidentid correspondence from the Acting Secretary of State for Extemal AffaUs to
Pearson, Leader of the Opposition, 1 October 1959.

-

By contrast, Canadians were more hesitant to accept the overtures of the German
government and delayed an official visit by Brigadier Walsh to the German Chancellor.
Konrad Adenauer, for many months as they sought the approval of their allies.
Eventually, in May, Walsh was authorised to visit but instructed not to discuss any
financial or political arrangements with the Geman leader.688As noted in Chapter two,
the financial and political arrangements were no doubt the source of some chagrin and
Adenauer had proved very skillful in his manipulation of the press and the allies to
achieve the maximum in public relations and bargaining?' Yet Canadian reluctance to

rnake simple decisions wRhout time-consuming consultations may well have reinforced

""NA. RG 25, vol 4293, 109364340 pt. 1, John Stames to the Under Secretary of State.
10 December 1954.

688Kardex,1 12.1 (d97)27 CIB Nov 51-Feb 52, Simonds to Walsh, [May l952?'1. There
was in this correspondence no mention of Adenauer's anti-Nazi past. The concems
expressed in the file were that the Canadian visit might embarrass the British or the
Americans. In other words, Canadian decision-making did not seem initially to be
concemed with the individual past records of Germas. This policy was in contrast to the
Amerkan and British de-Nazification programmes, though there were also
inconsistencies in these programmes. See Gimbel, John, A German Community icnder
dmerican Occupation Marburg 1945-1952, Chapter eleven and Noel h a n , Changing
Enemies. The Defeat and Regeneration of Germany, pp. 178-180.

6890nthe issue of troop misbehavior, during Walsh's visit, Adenauer seemed
unconcerned but communication with Walsh through the embassy and the British A m y
of the Rhine suggested that even minor incidents were used as bargainhg chips by
Adenauer's govcmment The actual visit did not take place until July 1952. NA, RG 25,
Volume 6632, File 1138 1-40, pt. 2.2, Davis to Pearson, 3 July 1952.

German notions about the Canadian government's lack of independen~e.~~"

An element of hypocrisy developed in the effort to improve public relations. Canadian
officers had associated socially with Kurt Meyer, a convicted German war criminal.
Meyer as a German general had been convicted of ordering the murder of Canadian
Prisoners of War and had served his sentence in Canada. ''' When he was released.
he viçited the brigade and succeeded in negotiating a contract to supply the Canadian
camps with beer. Meyer had been a guest in the 0fFicers8Mess on a few occasions and

Canadian officers certainly knew his background.692Once the association with Meyer
became known through the American troop publication, Stars and Stnpes, the negative
publicity required that the relationship be severed and so it was, though his contract to
seIl beer remained intact.693Meyer was respected by his fellow Genans and several
Canadians wrote letters criticking the legal proceedings against Meyer and defending

6WRG25, Volume 6632. File 1 1381-40, pt. 2.2 . Heeney to the Minister, 27 February
1952; Davis to Pearson, 3 May 1952. Eisenhower indicated that it was a entirely decision
for the Canadian govenunent to make. It was noted that Walsh's British and Amencan
military cornterparts were not yet visiting Adenauer. The Canadians must have appeared
indecisive to Say the least.
See: Howard Margolian, Conduct Unbecoming. The Story of the hlurder of Canadian
Prisoners of War in Normandy, Toronto: University of Toronto, 1998.
(j9'Maurice A. Pope, Soldiers and Politicians. The rnemoirs of LtAen. Maurice A. Pope.
Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1962, pp. 291-292. In just one example of
Canadian military views, Major-General Christopher Vokes confkned Pope's view that
Meyer's conviction had not done Canada much credit.

b93RG24, Volume 10,970, f?om Kardex 260~4.009(d 24) traders to National Archives.
When Kurt Meyer's widow sent his death notice to the brigade in 1961, it was filed with
a note to Say that no acknowledgment or officia1 notice was to be taken.

him. They were aware that Canadians had committed similar, but unprosecuted,
crimes. Moreover, Meyer had served his sentence. 6w

Public relations in Genany were cornplex and problems mounted. The presence of

large numbers of single young men and men without wives and children combined with
the large number of displaced and economically disadvantaged women in Geman
society, resulting in increased prostitution and a high rate of venereal disease. These
problems existed before 1951 for occupation forces. Though prostitution was legal and
regulated in Germany, Canadian soldiers were forbidden access to legal prostitutes and

known brothels were out of bounds; this attempt to regulate the soldiers' behaviour and
to improve their reputations backfired as a good many ended up with venereal disease
through contact with the many unregulated women availab~e.~"

Hannover had a large population of prostitutes before the Canadians arrived and was
oblivious ta prostitution in its midst. Few respectable people in Hannover would
socialize with the Canadian soldiers and the limited number of marriageç was partially

694Kardex113.3~4(d3) Lists of POWs still in Canada and those who died while in
Canada, Apnl 1951. The causes of death are included.

695N~,
RG 25, Volume 6632, File 11381-40, pt. 3, "Canadian in Gennany leads narrow
and restricted Life"by Bill Boss, Ottmva Journal, 10 Apnl 1953. In this article, the
British venered disease rate is estimated to be 1.3 per thousand. The Amencan rate is
about 45 to 50 per thouwid and the Canadian rate is about 288 per thousand. While the
Canadian Army suggested that these cornparison were incorrect, other evidence
(including Arnerican Anny records) tend to support these estimates, though there was
great variation from one camp to another for the American figures and the British soldiers
were so much closer to home that cornparisons with them were felt to be unfair.

because Canadian soldiers did not often meet women who could meet the criteria
required by military r e g u l a t i o n ~ . ~ ~ ~

In the rural communities around Soest where Canadian soldien were moved in 1953.
behaviour had been expected to improve with less temptation available. However. the
influx of 'Veronikas", as the unofficial prostitutes associated with Canadian troops were
dubbed. resulted in vituperative editorials in local newspapen. The local newspapers
carried reports of hungry, itl-clothed women found living in muddy holes just outside the
Police in Gem~anyhad
Canadian camps; many were found to carry venereal di~ease.~"
the right to inspect women and those carrying venereal diseases were charged with

causing "bodily injury". In Soest alone. about one hundred and thirty women registered
as legal prostitutes as Canadian troops arrived?*

'%NA,RG 25, File 1 1381-40, pt. 3.2, Miss Wilson to Dr. Stanbury, 26 February 1953.
Photocopied German newspapers, courtesy of Sean Maloney. Originals with Ench
Reichel, Soest. Hereafter referred to as Photocopied German newspapers. Even well after
the amival of many families, prostitutes openly served many of the men in barracks. In an
interview with me, a Non-Commissioned Oflicer, Norman Patrick, talked of the "Pine
Tree Hotel" which was a tent city Iocated in a stand of timber at the back of the camp
with convenient access for the 22e Regiment and engineea nom their barracks. He
reported that these were unofficial, unreguiated prostitutes, many of whom were refugees
from East Gemany. ïheir presence among the soldiers was not perceived to be a security
problem at this tirne and he mentioned that when he performed roll cd1 in the parade
ground close by, there wodd nearly always be men still in the tents rather than barracks.
He would simply repeat the roll cal1 several times until al1 the men were present.
According to his memory, "everyone" knew about the Pine Tree Hotel.
697

698PhotocopiedGennan newspapers.

Suffering from severe housing shortages and with little cash in the communities, some
formerly respectable German families rented part of their dwellings to incoming
prostitutes. One German newspaper recounted how for the first tirne in many years a
Germany family was able to repair the roof of their house. drink coffee and smoke
cigarettes, al1 courtesy of the rent paid by the Veronikas for the use of rooms in the

house.

On the whole, German newspapen from the early 1950s indicate the mixed

feelings in the communities around Soest as the influx of Canadians provided more
local jobs and improved the economy, but caused in disruption to community life and
values.700

Canadians were seeking German public support, but even affer families arrived in
Gemany, Canadian soldiers had access to cheap strong alcohol and many were
single, Young, lonely and bored. While the vast majority were well behaved, the actions
of what was called the "5 percenters" of poorly behaved soldiers affected the

reputations of them all. In at least a few cases found in files of investigations, the failure
of the Canadian A m y to prosecute cases acted against the standards which Canadians
had hoped to promote and uphold and may have reinforced negative feelings about
Canadian soldier~.~~'
If the Canadian govemrnent had hoped that its soldiers would be

699Fhoto~opied
German newspapen.
'00There had been Be1gia.noccupation forces in the area, but no huge influx of
"Veronikas",possibly because they were close to home.
m iSee Kardex 410b29.009 (dl) for letters fiom Germans where no investigation were

made because the Gemians did not know the names of Cmdian soldiers involved.

perceived in Germany as advocates of an ideal Christian and democratic life, the
German newspapers and other sources suggest that this was hardly the case.

Merely to be seen with a Canadian soldier might eam a young Geman woman of
As one Canadian provost major
previously good reputation the label "street~alker".~~~

noted, in frustration, after charges of rape were not laid against a Canadian soldier in
spite of good physical evidence, the failure of the Assistant Judge Advocate General to
act reinforced the attitude of ltthat is what you can expect if you associate with

Canadian soldiers" found in small German cornrn~nities.~~~
Several other investigations
without charges being laid suggest that in the context of the early 1950s, the Germans
themselves were accustomed to acts of violence by foreign troops and did not always
pursue cases with vigour?"

The brigade staff took other steps to encourage more respectable interaction between
their single soldiers and the local German women in the early 1950s. In 1953, they
announced, in the local German newspapers, a dance to be organised by the A m y and
supewised by a Canadian A m y Chaplain. Women who attended this dance were
70zInden Keneipen rollte der Dollar. Invasion von Zeichten Macden im Gefolge der
Kanadier- Veronikas trieben Mieten in ide Hohne. Photocopied Gerrnan newspapen,
1953-1954.
703TheMajor responsible for the Provost detachment issued a strong written protest,
requesting that Assistant for the Judge Advocate Generai "notbe employed to assist
soldiers in avoiding the consequences of such brutai outrages." There were a few other
similar cases. See Kardexm 41Ob27.009 (d15).

threatened by others in the community. A large crowd gathered by the buses which
were picking women up in the town squares, shouting abuse at the women, throwing

firecrackers under the buses and threatening to shave the women's heads. A number
of Soest women attended anyway, reaching the dance by public tran~port."~

G e n a n newspaper coverage varied between reports that the Canadian Army was
seeking to corrupt the virtue of the Soest girls who were foolish enough to go to the
dance to one more generous assessment by a reporter who actually attended the
dance. He observed that the Canadian Army was well intentioned, the dance was well

regulated and he recognized many local respectable women among the guests, but his
opinion was that the judgement of the Canadians organizing the dance had been very

p ~ o r . ' ' ~According to his report, the brigade had not been well informed on the correct
German social etiquette. Yet the large number of local Soest women who attended the
dance suggests that the newspaper reports did not reflect their views.

A non-commissioned officer intewiewed for this thesis believed that Canadians were
viewed as rude, uncouth, badly educated and over-paid. In his opinion, many
respectable Gemans avoided contact with them, though a few long-lasting friendships
were made. When he with other soldiers conducted town patrols of various pubs. there

7osPhotocopiedGennan newspapers.
706

Photocopied Geman newspapers.
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were some pubs where Canadians were sirnply not wel~orne.~~'
A dead silence would
fall over the entire pub when a Canadian soldier would enter and a complete stillness
and silence would continue until he leff.708

While Canadians publicized their non-occupation status, newspapers in the local
communities around Soest did not often differentiate between the Canadian NATO
forces and occupation forces, mistakenly referring to the Canadians as occupation
forces even after the FRG joined

M i l e this rnistake occurred most often in

articles critical of the Canadian brigade. the confusion in terrninology in newspapew
was probably quite genuine. as at the local level. the legal arrangements for the
Canadian troops must have seemed similar to those of occupation forces.

The Canadian embassy had recommended that facilities in the Soest area be
requisitioned with reimbursement through the Occupation Forces Agreement to the

German federal govemment. Noting that this arrangement would cause bad relations in
the local comrnunity, the Canadian Amy attempted to arrange direct rental agreements
'07This pub patrol was not universal in Canadian communities when troops were located
close by during this period, but it was put in place in Quebec city when the brigade
trained at Valcartier in the early 1950s and fiom time to tirne in other Canadian
communities when pro blems were experienced.
7081nterviewwith Norman Patrick,July 1997. Douglas Townend, who served in Germany
as a Lieutenant in the 1960s confmed this phenornenon. However, Sean Maioney
recounts in his book that after some years, cenain pubs "belonged" to certain regiments,
p. 221.
709PhotocopiedGeman newspapers, SO Book 129, Press Clippings fiom 22 May 1952 to
8 Novernber 1952.

with the Gemans in various areas of Soest. For sorne facilities, arrangements were
made, but suffïcient progress was not possible on others with the result that

requisitions were ~ s e d . ~ "

The requisition of the Werl forest for the construction of military facilities for the brigade
caused patticular local concern and, throughout 1952 and 1953, even before the
brigade arrived, local newspapers followed the protest at the loss of this forest area.
Werlwold, as it was called, had been preserved as an area of peace and tranquillity for

many centuries and was regarded as one of the best preserved and maintained forests
in West Gemany. As buildings. roads and other facilities were buiit in it, there was
nothing the members of the local community could do on legal basis and they were
Some thirty
banned from entering the forest area as the construction ~ornrnenced.~"
years later, the strategic analyst, Hugh Faringdon, in evaluating the possible defensive
uses of German's forested areas, noted : "Nobody who proposes to employ woods for

military purposes c m afford to ignore the place which this greenery occupies in the
German imagination as a syrnbol of peace. freedom and unspoilt

The

requisition of Werlwold provided the faciiities that the Canadians required for training,

Kardex, 112.1 (d99)Various correspondence between Pangman and Simonds,
Simonds and Minister, Bonn and Pangrnan, NORTHAG and Pangman, June 1953.

''O

'"Photocopied documents received courtesy of Sean Maloney fiom Erich Reichel, former
public relations manager with 4 Brigade, SO Book 129, Press Clippings, 1952.
Excavations of the forest area reveded ancient buriai grounds and many artifacts.

'"Hu& Faringdon, Confrontation. The Smtegic Geography of NATO and the W
Pact, p. 278.
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but it had been at the cost of much good will in the German communities.

Since the end of the war, many German dwellings had been requisitioned by the
occupation forces. Resentment came to head in Unna, a small community where some
Canadian families were to be placed in apartments vacated by Belgian occupation
troops in 1955. The apartments had been built with German occupation funds and were
vacant for several months while many Germans were homeless or in very poor quality
dwellings. In August of 1956, the local police broke into these apartments, hoping to
place German families in them as a test case. When they were forbidden to do so, the
local Social Dernocratic Party (SPD) picked up the incident as an example of the
complete lack of sovereignty of the German people under Adenauer. They complained
that the rights of German people were being violated, arguing that the local people in
Unna required self defence against the State and occupation

The episode in Unna made the national newspapers, which were carefully being
analysed by the staff at the Canadian embassy. One German newspaper editor argued
that the "occupation forcest' had true power whatever agreements Adenauer had

The strong emotions evident in the local communities were reflected at a
higher level in Geman national politics. The actual conditions and relationships at the
local level might allow Germans to judge to what extent the ternis "sovereignty" and
'')NA,

RG 24, Volume 17605,file 004-1 00-851265, volume 1, various reports fiom

Bonn, and various newspapers reports and translations aiso in file.

'I4lbid
283

"equality for Germans" were propaganda, to evaluate the meaning of equality with
Canadians and even for that matter to f o m an interpretation of what Canadians actually
meant when they talked about Article Two of the NATO Treaty and the provision of
"well-being and stability" mentioned in it.

There was clearly some distance between events at the local level and international
politics, but the news coverage of troop crime and misbehaviour, especially during
German elections or when the Germans were negotiating with the Three Powers and
NATO, gave local events more significance. The Canadian government was aware of

this. In June of 1955,Pearson wrote to the embassy in Bonn. mentioning that there had
been a number of clashes between German civilians and Canadian soldiers on training
and requeçting an analysis of the political significance of these events? John Starnes,
an officer in the Embassy in Bonn in the 1950s. noted that "While the incidents
probably have adversely affected ouf reputation in East Westphalia we doubt that they
have assumed much importance in the federal area as a whole"

. However, the

damage had been done and the clashes had been well reported in the provincial press
and the daily 10 pfennigs "dreadfuls".

'16

According to Stames, the most lurid accounts

of Canadian behaviour had likely corne from a paper supporting the socialist party. He

'"NA, RG 25, Volume 6632, File 1138 1-40?pt. 3, Pearson to the Canadian Embassy in
Bonn, 21 June 1955.

7'61bidStames noted that the tenn 10 pfennigs "dreadfbls" referred to cheap, sensational
papea which &en exaggerated events and were not taken as senously as more
respectable newspapers.

-

concluded that the incidents might have significance in local politics. 717

In early July, an SPD deputy from Herford asked in writing if the Geman government
was aware of the attacks by Canadian soldiers upon G e n a n civilians and asked what
the government intended to do to protect the civilian population. Thus the incidents
were raisecl at the federal level.

There were a few more incidents, less serious in

nature, in Soest, but by the Autumn of 1955, the Minister President, Land NordrheinWesffalen, referred to the continuing recent violence and requested that a curfew be
imposed upon Canadian troops in response to a formal request by the North Rhine-

Westphalian League of C i t i e ~ . ~The
" brigade was in the process of rotating troops back
to Canada and bringing new troops into Gemany. So the commander refused to

impose a curfew on the new arrivals, but instead agreed to implement a variety of other
measures, including military police patrols and the provision of transportation back to
barracks for soldiers at the Red Patch Other Ranks Club in Soe~t.'*~

Canadians emphasized their non-occupation status and a myth has since been created
to suggest that Canadian soldiers were more popular than other foreign troops. This

myth is evident in George Kitching's Mud and Green Fields and Dominck Graham's The

7'71bid,
Starnes to Pearson, 22 June 1955.
'181bid,Ritchie to Pearson, 9 July 1955.
'19fiid,pt. 3.2, Herr Ministerpraesident Arnold to Mr. J.L. Paice, Land Liaison office, 17

October t 955.
" O l b i d . , Paice to Arnold, 26 October 1956.

Price of Command and also appears to a degree in some regimental historie^.^^'

Archiva1 evidence and Geman newspapers do not support this contention.722
Objections to the presence of Canadian troops in Gemany ranged from outrage at
specific instances of drunkenness, rape, murder and other misbehaviour on the part of
a few soldiers to the more profound anti-NATO, anti-nuclear stance of left wing political
groups.

A 1957 public opinion poll in Germany reported that Canadians were actually the least

popular force among the NATO nations located in Germany and their lack of popularity
was the strongest in the areas where they were l~cated.~"Even if the reports based

' 3 e e for example: G.W.L. Nicholson. The Gunners of Canada. The History ofthe Royd
Regiment of Canadian Artille~,Volume 2. 1919-1967.Toronto: McClelland and Stewart.
1972. In chapter 14. Nicholson asserts that the behaviour of this regiment was exemplary.
It was not. Earlier in this chapter, it is noted that four artillery oficen were actually
renüned to Canada as a result of their behaviour. In Brereton Greenhous' s Drngoon.
The centennial history of The Royal Canadian Dragoons,1883-1983,Belleville. ON:
Guild of the Royal Canadian Dragoons. 1983, on the other hand, Chapter 18 includrs
information on difficult social relations in the early period and notes the improvement
over time for the Dragoons.
"In Charles Ritchie's report of 10 June 1955, he noted "The Canadian troops have had
the unfortunate honour this week of being possibly the fmt Allied forces since the return
of Geman sovereignty to be involved with German civilians to an extent sufficient to
warrant considerable publicity in the Geman newspapen. The more sensational Papen,
in descnbing attacks on Geman civilians by Canadian troops on manoeuvres in the
Hannover area, referred to a return to the worst of the occupation days..."NA. RG 25,
Volume 4293, File 10934-F-40, F.P. In terrns of methodology, even if some German
newspapers exaggerated Canadian misbehaviour, Ritchie's report and othen suggest that
this publicity was a concem for the Canadian Embassy and was perceived to affect
German-Canadian relations to a degree.
"NA, RG 25, Volume 6632, file 11381-40, pt. 3-2, Numbered letter no. 158, Canadian
Embassy, Bonn to the Under-Secretary of State for Extemal Anairs, 19 February 1957. It

upon this poll were exaggerated, there is ample evidence to suggest that many
Gerrnans accepted the Canadian presence in their country only because of the Soviets.
The poll in its entirety had asked Germans if they wished foreign troops removed on the
basis that Soviet troops also withdrew from Central Europe. but it was only partially
leaked to the international press so that the full context was not clear.

In 1957, a majority of Germans still hoped for reunification of their country. Though
Germany was a NATO member. its integration into the western alliance could not be
taken for granted. Canadian diplomats were well aware of the domestic German
political difficulties. Adenauer was elderly and the SPD quite strong. Charles Ritchie.
the Canadian ambassador in Bonn, reported on the proposed visit of Erich Ollenhauer,
the SPD leader to Washington in 1957. noting that the evolution of the socialist party in
Germany had considerable importance to Canada and to the United States, especially
if progress could be made on the North Atlantic alliance. 724

The SPD , known for its strong anti-nuclear stance, was developing a cohesive party
stand promoting re-unification of Germany in a European zone with controlled limits on

was noted that the numbes surveyed in the cornmunities close to Canadian military
cornmunities were too srnall to be statistically valid. As parts of the report had made its
way into the international press, the public relations damage was significant. Sadly, it was
hardly an isolated report and up until the late 1%Os, there were many reports of Canadian

misbehaviour and unpopularity in German newspapen.
n4NA, MG 26 NI, Volume 12, Pearson, L. B. Nominal files, pre-1958, Ritchie, C.S.A.,
Canada- Extemal Affairs, 1947-1957, Memo fiom Ritchie to Pearson, 18 February 1957.

a n s and free of foreign troops.

'*'Ollenhauer spoke with Ritchie on the SPD's policy

for consultation with NATO partners prior to German withdrawal from NATO,

distinguishing consultation from any NATO veto on Germany's departure. lrnplicit in his
discussions was the expectation that the reunification of Germany and the withdrawal of
Soviet and American forces from Central Europe would occur in the next few years.

Ollenhauer was viewed as pro-western, reflecting a wide portion of German opinion; he
supported German membership in NATO until foreign forces withdrew.?" When Ritchie
attempted to interest Ollenhauer in the non-military aspects of NATO, he met with a
tepid response, Ollenhauer indicating that the NATO label symbolized a military alliance
to the Germans. He did not see any particular economic, spiritual or other benefit to
Germans.

The continued presence of Soviet forces and the actions of the communist regime in
East Gerrnany in the early 1950s,as well as the Hungarian uprising and its repression
in 1956, were no doubt influential factors in the formulation of German public opinion
and finally the gradua1 acceptance of NATO membership by the SPD leadership.727The

American, British, French and other NATO forces, with far larger numbers, surely

"Demis L. Bark and David R Greiss, A Histoty of West Gennany. From Shadow to
Substance, 1943-1963.Volume 1, Pd Edition, Oxford, England: Blackwell. 1993, p. 447.

z W ~RG
, 25, Volume 7330, File 10935-B-40, pt. 3.1, Ritchie to the Secretary of State
for Extemal Affâirs, Annual Review for Germany, 1956,30 January 1957.

affected German public opinion about the presence of foreign troops on German soi1
more than the srnall numbers of Canadians.'*'

Even so the Canadian government was

well aware that the behaviour of Canadian soldiers would have an impact upon German
public opinion about NATO and about Canada. A variety of rneasures were taken in
the late 1950s and early 1960s to improve the morale of the Canadian miiitary
communities and to better their relations with the Gemans.

The Beaver, a newspaper, began in 1957 and was written for the brigade with army

funding. It ran articles on Geman local history and social custorns to assist the families
and soldiers in matters of cornportment, and gave advice on practical matters and also
provided a cornrnunity forum.72gThis newspaper was deliberately produced to enhance
morale; it included descriptions of units' accomplishments, local sporting events, and
human interest stories. The Beaver provided for an official channel for requests frorn
the Brigadier or other officiais to parents asking them to ensure that their children did

not damage property and respected the local communities r ~ i l e s . ~ ~ ~

The Brigade began to develop various support services for families. The summer

z8Bark and Greiss, The Hisrory of Germany, pp. 490- 520. Note that Canada rates few
mentions in discussions of foreign troops on German soil.
z9Some regiments also had regimentai newsiettea which served a sunila.purpose for the
members of that regiment.
"O

See footnote 641 re:The Berner on page 269.

recreational program for brigade children, the provision of facilities for the Salvation
Army and other voluntary organizations improved the quality of life.73tThese
institutions also cultivated better Genan-Canadian relations?' The persistent shortage

of permanent married quarters made it difficult for some families. located far away from
the military communities, to take part in brigade activities, but these families naturally
developed closer relations with German ci~ilians.'~~

The Canadian Army financed a film through the National Film Board in 1960 to provide

incoming familieç and soldiers with detailed instructions on preparations for life in
Germany. including the necessity lo present themselves in a rnanner which might
enhance Canada's reputation.'"

The Canadians rotated to Germany in 1962 could

The Beaver, various issues. See for exarnple, 5 May 1961, "The ladies in green". An
article which covers the Women's Voluntary Service about unpaid British women who
ran canteens for the Canadian soldiers, noting that they provided rnany uçeful services.
but that as few of the women spoke any French, French Canadian soldiers benefited Iess
fiom this service.

RG 24, Accession 1983-84/165,Volume 12, CBUE 1252-2. Volume 2. Minutes of
a Conference on the Beaver and Radio Canadian A m y Europe (CAE), held at HQ 4
CIBG 1600 hours 21 June 1967. At this t h e the possibility of a joint television project
with the Americans was also discussed. The Arnencans had recently shelved a television
project because of the prohibitive cost.

";On 5 May 1970 as the brigade prepared to leave Soest, apparentiy neariy 1O00 families
still lived "on the economy", a term used for Canadians renting fiom Gemans. Some
lived in renovated barns. There were cornplaints in the 1950s that some of the rents
charged were outrageous. It was not until 1967 that the Beaver was c o n s i d e ~ grunning a
regular weekly unit column for 2 R22eR in French.
""NA, RG 24, Accession 1983-84/048, Volume 3 546, file 8033-7.

thus watch this film, Begegnung mit D e u t ~ c h l a n d .German
~ ~ ~ language lessons were
also available to soldiers and their families.

In 1960, Brigadier D.C. Cameron indicated to his incoming cornmanden that their
service in Germany would be challenging:

Not only will you comrnand your unit, you will have entire responsibility for the
unit as though you ran a small town without the full services nomally provided.
You will find you are a social service worker, police rnagistrate, marriage

counsellor, speech maker, father confessor and professional greeter of guests...
The Brigade staff and service here to help you and to give advice - use them.

...[we are] very much in the public eye here, and I require you to take seriously
the fact that we are national representatives in Gemany and any poor publicity is

a slight on O u r country as well as on your
Cameron went on to discuss the necessity for smart dress whether in uniform or not,
and the requirement for preventative discipline, especially town patrols, and he

mentioned the high accident rate which plagued the Canadian communities in Europe
during these years. Noting that Geman beer was stronger than Canadian, he allowed
his unit commanders to impose curfews on units if necessary and asked them to

n5NA,RG 24, Accession l983-84/215, Box 409, Volume 6, Various letten, and notes on
a briefing for soldiers and dependents, September 1962.
n6NA, RG 24 Volume 10,970, fiom Kardex 260~4.009transfers to National Archives.
originally 260~4.009(dl9 ), Instmctious fiom Brigadier Cameron to al1 incoming
cornmanders, 1960.

organize transport for social events to cut back on drinking and driving. Complaints from
Germans now focussed for the most part upon the high number of automobile
accidents which involved Canadians.

Though there were still some other incidents of violence or simple misunderstandings
between Genans and Canadians, these were no longer used by the SPD or other
political parties to attack NATO and the policies of the Christian Democratic Party as
Gerrnany became more fully integrated into the western alliance. By 1960, an analysis
of the Gerrnan press for the month of November revealed that of 7654 lines of press
relating to the Canadian brigade in the Soest-Weri-lserlohn area, about 74 percent
could be regarded as favourable. 9 percent was unfavourable and 17 percent was
neutral. Positive reports covered the visit of the Minister of National Defence, the Royal
Canadian Dragoons Band concert, hockey and skating while negative reports referred
to the high accident rate, rowdiness and drunkenness by Canadian soldiers and their

de pendant^.'^'

Although analysis of the local press reveals steady improvement in the Canadian
reputation over time, there were applications from local proprietors asking permission to

place their facilities out of bounds to Canadian troops, as well as cornplaints from local
residents about drunkenness and public displays of immoral behaviour by Canadian

*?NA. RG 24, Volume 22460, CBUE, 1690/1,Public relations - General, Volume 2 Appendk A to 4 CIBG/1750-l(PR).

soldien and later about their teenage dependants who sornetimes were observed
destroying local property in the early 1 9 6 0 ~ . ~ ~ ~

In 1959, Brigadier Cameron had observed that "offenses committed against the person
or property of inhabitants of a friendly or allied country where our troops happen to be
located should be considered more severely and require a more serious punishment
than would have been the case had the offense been comrnitted in Canada." Cameron
. ~this
~ ~time, German
ordered that al1 members be infomed of this brigade p o l i ~ yBy
witnesses were apparently more forthcoming in their testimony against Canadians
involved in various off en ce^.^^' Major L.L. England. with the Judge Advocate General's
Office, pointed out that, as Canadian soldiers could have their ranks affected by civil
cases in Germany, civil offenses resulted in more serious consequences than for similar
cases in Canada.74t

The legal status of dependants rernained uncertain. Commanding Oficers had limited

power over thern and, while the military police by their presence had influence, the

n%I~, RG 24, Volume 22460, CBUE, 1690-1,Volume 2 - WesflaclischRundshau,
Iserlohn, 13 May L 963. There was a massive brawl, however, it was noted in file that the
incident was not played up in the local press.

n%lA,RG 24, Volume 2346 1, CBUU26SO 1, Volume 1, Bngadier Carneron to CGS, 30
September 1959.
7401bid,Brigadier D.C.Cameron, Mernorandun on Discipline, 30 September 1959.

"'fiid L.L. England, DJAG to Comd, 4 November 1959.

machinery for prosecuting dependants for offences did not exist. This problem,
especially as many of the families now had teenagers. also affected the Air Division.
For families that presented continuing problems. the only practical solution was to
return them to Canada. They were entitled to the same rights as other Canadians, but

there were no civil Canadian courts in Germany to deal with them. The problem of
drinking and driving was recognized to be serious and was associated with the high
accident rate. The German press was very critical of this behaviour and journalists
sometimes assumed Canadian drunkenness when it was not the case.742

Evidence, admittedly incomptete. suggests that by the early 1960s there was an
improvement in the relations between the Canadian military communities and their
German neighbours. On 24 May 1964. the Bürgermeister of Soest addressed the first
Battalion of the Royal Canadian Regiment which was on a second tour in Gerrnany and
conferred upon it the Freedom of the City.743Such events were covered in the local
German press in a positive manner. As similar events and coverage did not happen in
the early 1950s. it seems as though the Canadians had more acceptance at least at the
official level in these communities than had been the case earlier?

7 4 f N ~RG
, 24, Volume 23461, CBUE 2650-1, Volume 1, Cameron to the Judge Adjutant
Generd, 20 December 1959 and Photocopied Geman Newclippings, nd.,

Ca.

1960s.

G. R. Stevens, The Royal Cmadian Regiment, Volume Two, 1933-1966, London, Ont:
London Printing and Lithographing ,1967, Chapter 19.

743

'* It is beyond the scope of this thesis to establish exactly why the Geman-Canadian
relationship seemed to improve. It is also important to note that with the active public

Efforts to create Canadian communities in Europe cost money. An analysis of

expenditures from 1951 to 1959 revealed a redistribution of funds towards personnel
costs, civilian support and less for actual fighting ~apability.'~~
The cost of creating
Canadian communities in Genany was high, but the govemment was also building
permanent married quarters, schools and better recreational facilities for servicemen in
Canada. In fact, it was cheaper for the Canadian govemment to maintain servicemen
and their families in Germany than in Canada due to a higher cost of living in

Canada.746While the administration required to maintain forces abroad was complex
and expensive, in 1962, the still much lower cost of living in Genany actually resulted
in sorne savings for the Canadian g~vernment.?~?

relations campaign and the suppression of negative comments by the arrny. it is possible
that the improvement was mostly a matter of appearance. The biggest difference rnay
have been that incidents of misbehaviour were no longer being used to support or attack
one German political party against another.
Wanada. Department of National Defence, Annual Reports, 1951- 1959. The
expenditures are reported in different ways over the years, but for example. civilian
wages increased from 8.4 to 10.6 percent benveen 1956 and 1960 and military personnel
costs increased from 26.0 to 33.1 percent in the same time. Contributions to NATO
infiastructure and budgets went up fiom 1.O to 1.3 percent. Procurement of equipment
went fiom 28.8 percent down to 2 1.3 percent.
7 4 6 ~Canada
s
experienced exchange difficulties in 1962, consideration was given to

keeping the brigade group, but maintainhg it in Canada. It was noted at that time. apart
from shon term expenses, that labour costs for civilians were Iess expensive in Germany.
rations about 35 percent lower in cost in Germany and that the brigade probably was
cheaper to maintain given the lower cost of living in Europe at this time. DHH, 73/1223,
file 1718, Raymont Papen, Army Council Minutes, 13 July 1962.
747Seealso 85/334, A.C. Grant fonds, Canadian A m y estimates, 1951 to 1964-5.Please
note that each year contains the previous year's actual expenditures. While expenditures,

In 1963, as a Parliamentary Committee met to consider defence questions. the retired
General Foulkes pointed out that between 1951 and 1956, personnel and operating
expenses had been less than half the defence budget. These elernents of budget were
now impeding the purchase of equipment. Foulkes particularly questioned the presence
of the brigade in Europe as Canadian soldiers were better paid than most European

soldiers. Foulkes concluded that NATO could provide two divisions of European forces
for the same investment the Canadian government was making in its brigade.748From a
purely military viewpoint, Foulkes was of course correct.

Canadian professional soldiers were expensive. The Canadian government had
decided to provide them with a standard of living which might compare with other
Canadians. If numbers of soldiers and costs were al1 that counted, than it made more
sense to use European soldiers in place of Canadian soldiers in Gemany. Yet the
Canadian govemment continued to pay to send a smaller number of its soldiers to
Gemany and to place much effort into creating well run and cornfortable military
communities in Germany.

especially for rotation of troops to Europe was high, the actual coa of maintainhg them
there was lower than for Canada and similar facilities were built in Canada during the
same period and generally c m more to build in Canada.

'%mada.House of Commons. Special Committee on Defence, Minutes of Proceedings
22 October 1963, Ottawa: Queen's Printer, 1963. Witness: Foulkes. This statement was
also made by othen. In 1960, J.J. McCardle, an Extemal Affairs officer serving with
NATO, noted that Canada would have the highest per capita costs for its brigade. One
couid keep two Eumpean divisions for the cost of the brigade. DHH , 73/1223, file 225,
McCardle to Léger, 15 Febniary, 1960.

There was a line of continuity from the Second World War into the first decade of
NATO's existence. Canadian soldiers had not escaped the stigma of being occupation
forces and the transformation of their relations with the Germans took time, energy and
resources. Canadian efforts to influence German behaviour largely focused upon
positive public relations and improving the quality of life in the Canadian cornmunities
which were visible ta Germans. The motivation was not simply to improve relations with
Germans, but also to enhance Canada's reputation and to retain good soldiers in the
Canadian Army.

The concept of creating Canadian cornmunities in Germany was proposed by Claxton
from the first. Policies developed on a ad hoc basis as problems were identified and
addressed, as chaplains, reporters and Germans complained and as the military sought
to improve and develop the communities over time. There was an articulated atternpt to

influence Geman public opinion in favour of the western alliance and democratic

values evident in policy with respect to the brigade from the beginning.

Conclusion. Defacto Diplomats

The hypothesis of this thesis is that foreign policy goals influenced military decisionmaking with respect to the Canadian brigade located in Gerrnany. My conclusion is that,
at times, these goals were very influential in decisions made. St. Laurenf s statement

that "we have realized that a threat to the liberty of western Europe. where our political
ideas were nurtured, was a threat to our own way of life" summarizes the link between
national security and the protection of European t e r r i t ~ r yMoreover,
.~~~
this statement
highlights the importance of ideology, values and culture in foreign policy, reinforcing
the broad definition of national security suggested by Melvyn Leffler.

Long terni goals such as, the promotion of G A T , the entry of Canadian products into
the EEC and other European markets, increased Genan-Canadian trade and more
NATO defence spending in Canada, were intended to cultivate a healthy and

independent national economy and to reduce Amencan influence. They were not on the
surface incompatible with NATO aims. Article Two of the NATO treaty encouraged
economic cooperation among its memben, but NATO concentrated upon its military
functions. Moreover, the integration of Germany into the broader European community
was hardly smooth. Distrust of the Gemans, European domestic politics, resistance to

tariff reductions, and competition among the European and NATO couniries
complicated negotiations. The failure to irnplernent Article Two and to increase trade

"

See footnote 64, page 39.

750MelvynP. Lemer, "New approaches, old interpretations and prospectives re:
configurative"in Diplornatic Histmy, Volume 19, No.2, Spring 1995.

with Europe sufkiently to offset Arnerican dominance is acknowledged. My conclusions
do not therefore challenge the research of either John Milloy on Article Two or of B.W.
Muirhead on Canadian trade with Europe with respect to the results of these
endeavo~rs.~~'

Canada was a minor player with limited influence; even it and the United States
together were unable to produce the desired reductions in European tariffs. Yet the
NATO contribution allowed Canadian diplomats to feel that they had some right to

comment upon European and particularly German foreign policies, including such
matters as aid to the Third World. Though success in the European market was
limited, trade with Germany increased and closer otficial relations were established
between the FRG and Canada. The brigade was not directly affected by these broader
developments and military rnatters tended to be deak with separately. What did trade,
ideology and values have to do with the brigade?

The initial decision to send the brigade to Europe was based upon the broad inter-

connected view of national security. Brooke Claxton proposed that Canada contribute a
brigade group to NATO in recognition that "we and out allies believe that ... the
[presence of the] Canadian army will show ... that we stand together with our

B . W . Muirhead The Developmenf of Postwar Canadian Trade Policy. The Failtire of
the Anglo-European Option and John Milloy, Article 2 and the Non-Military
Datelopment of NATO, 1948-1957, with Special Reference tu Canada.
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"Canada Houe of Commons, Debates, 5 February 1951, p. 94-95.

He proclaimed that "in dealing with foreign or defence policy it must never be forgotten

that the ultimate object of al1 Our efforts is human welfare " and he stressed the
importance of western Europe as the "vital centre of our global defen~e."'~~
Germany
was therefore a source of interest and the decision to send the brigade to Gerrnany
reflected the influence of Canada's broader goals in Europe.

Canadian diplomats hoped that the FRG would integrate with western Europe and
becorne a part of NATO. German participation in NATO was intended to control its
militarism and to enlarge NATO forces engaged in deterrence of the Soviet Union.
Concern for the FRG's progress in these areas directly influenced the Canadian refusal
to adopt occupation status and duties for the brigade in Germany in 1951. Cabinet
ministers and dipiomats hoped that this policy would encourage Geman acceptance of
foreign NATO troops on their territory and pave the way for the participation of the FRG
in western defence.

Pearson, Davis. Claxton, Foulkes and others recognized the need to establish an
independent Canadian presence in Germany and to ensure that Canadians retained
certain rights with respect to the use of the brigade. These interests were evident in
discussions of the status of the brigade, instructions to each brigadier, and the
Canadian government's insistence on the right to judge for itself the casus foedens and

how best to meet an attack in reference to West Berlin.7Y

While the Canadian govemment formulated these autonornous goals, its ability to
pursue an independent policy with respect to Germany was hampered from the start.
The Three Powers continued their occupation of Germany for several years beyond
Canadian expectations and bilateral relations between Canada and Germany were
affected by Three Power and NATO negotiations with the FRG.

Other factors, especially a limited defence budget. restricted the size of the Canadian
contribution. With just a brigade, Canadians were dependent upon the British A m y of
the Rhine for logistical and other support. The decision to locate the brigade in the
British zone, though it was finally based upon Eisenhower's recommendation, refiected
a Canadian consideration of balance within NATO and a fear of American dominance.

There were legitimate military arguments to be made for both Foulkeswsand Simonds's
preferences for placement, but the analysis in Chapter three, when alternative roles

were considered for the brigade, confimis that Eisenhower's recommendation was
accurate. There was an operational need for the brigade in the Kassel gap, reinforcing
the arguments put fomvard by John A. Engli~h.'~~
"'NA, RG 25, Volume 6632, File 1 138 1-40, pt. 2.3, Redeployrnent of Canadian Forces
assigned to SACEUR, position of the Canadian govemment, 16 June 1952;

Supplementary Instructions to Brigadier W.A.B. Anderson, 21 May 1954; and Volume
3498 ,File 6-A-GER-1949, Memorandum to Cabinet, Germany and Berlin, 1 July 1961.
John A. Engiish, iMarching ihrough Chaos. The Descent of Armies in Theory and
Practice, pp. 1 6 1- 164.
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The implementation of the strategy for forward defence of German territory exacerbated

the already difficult role planned for the brigade. Continued efforts by senior officers to
influence NATO plans dernonstrate some of the frustrations experienced by rnembers
~ ' ~ Canadian military also attempted to develop and
of the smaller NATO p o ~ e r s . The
market the Bobcat and the Heller to other NATO nations. The high cost of developing
these military items as well as marketing problems resulted in cancellation of these
programmes. The argument put forth by David J. Bercuson that the brigade contribution
did not result in much influence seems v a ~ i d . ' ~

Some problems were related to the failure to communicate and coordinate among the
allies and within the Canadian government. Canadians and others experienced
embarrassrnent during disagreements over the status of the brigade, its placement, its
role, and the resources required for its support. Long term foreign policy goals,
budgetary limitations and rnilitary requirernents were sornetimes in conflict. Yet, the first
three chapters of the thesis demonstrate how these van'ous factors were closely
connected, even when they were at variance, in Canadian decision-making with respect
to the brigade.

In what other ways did the foreign policy goals influence rnilitary decision-making with
respect to the brigade? The requirement for a larger professional a m y came from the

This new research confirms the conclusions of John McLin in Canada's Chnnging
Defense Poky, 1957-1963. The Problems of a Middle Power in Allicmce.
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See footnote 40 on page 19.

decision to maintain a brigade in Europe. Ultimately, a more numerous professional
force based upon volunteers had a different character from the small elite force
envisioned by Generals Simonds and Macklin. In their view, a core professional force,
dedicated to the task of soldiering, would be supplemented by larger resewe forces or
ternporary special forces designed to meet short terni requirements. The initial
commitment of troops to Germany, while made in support of long term goals, waç
intended to be a temporary measure. The emphasis was upon combat capability and
quick recruitment. The ad hoc nature of A m y Council personnel policies related partly
to the ambivalence surrounding the brigade's role throughout the 1950s and early

1960s. Such uncertainty made long terni personnel planning more difficult.

The principle of national unity rnentioned in 1947 in St. Laurent's speech was apparent
in the issue of conscription. Canada was one of a few NATO nations which did not
implement this measure. As the brigade remained in Europe and units rotated to it, the
need for a larger professional army began to be realized and personnel stability
became a more significant issue. Both requirements led to better conditions of service.
The decision to send dependents to Europe came from these factors and from a
graduai development of uniform conditions of service, and not a broader consideration
of producing soldierdiplomats to further foreign policy goals. The bare beginnings of
the idea that the professional army might reflect Canadian society and its citizens more
broadly can just be discemed in a few statements over time. Bilingualism was
mentioned, thought about, but hardly pursued as its importance to national unity began
to manifest itself.
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Although those involved in personnel policies did not articulate the relationship between
foreign policy goals and troop comportment. it was manifest in the statements made by

the Bureau of Current Affairs. The ideal, in ternis of combat soldien, was derived from
an exclusive, masculine, regirnental tradition similar to that expressed by Simonds. In a
well publicized pamphlet produced by the Bureau of Current Affairs in the early 1950s.
the model soldier was portrayed as a strong, sober, silent individual whose restraint and
example might appeal to the Geman people and, it was suggested, even affect their
acceptance of dern~cracy.~~'

While this view was extreme, Geman political parties, especially the SPD, used
incidents of troop misbehaviour and the requisitioning of Geman property to attack
Adenauer's policies for western alignment. As other countrieç had far greater forces in
Germany, there is no doubt that Canadians alone had Iimited impact. Still, the brigade's
interactions with surrounding Geman communities refiected on both Canada and the
alliance. Both the Canadian Embassy and the brigade paid careful attention to German
press coverage of brigade activities and the frequent diplornatic reports between
Ottawa and Bonn reveal concem with the effect of troop cornportment on German
public opinion. Chapter five shows that at the brigade level, the long term goals were
known and they influenced public relations activities at the brigade and at the Embassy

in Bonn.

"'Sec footnotes 615 and 616 on pages 259 and 260.
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Unfortunately, the Department of National Defence was not coherent in its efforts to
improve cornportment and address issues of morale. Lack of cooperation and poor coordination were evident when the brigade commander asked the chaplains to stop
. ~ ~ clergy
~
and other
reporting upon morale in their monthly reports in the m i d - 1 9 5 0 ~The
vocal critics were suppressed. Like most, but not al1 NATO forces, the presence of
chaplainç in the military reflected the dominant Christian character of the society from
which it came. The spiritual welfare of the Canadian soldiers and their families was an
official concern of the government. The Canadian Army had both Roman Catholic and
Protestant chaplains and chapels which while they reflected what the British described
as the "strong religious feeling in Canada", perhaps really demonstrated the

importance of both religious groups in Canadian society. These efforts and the
voluntary activities of soldiers at German orphanages no doubt improved the quality of
life for soldiers and their neighbours. Yet the gntty reality of life in the Canadian military
communities fell short of the Christian ideals Canadians had hoped to portray.

In summary, at the level of Cabinet, Canada's broader foreign policy goals stressed the
importance of security in western Europe and of culture, values and ideology. Germany
was a key concern. These ideas were transmitted to every officer and soldier through
the Bureau of Curent Affairs. The change in General Allard's priorities when he left his
post as Vice Chief of the General Staff in Canada to take command of a British Division

Chaplains now report directly to unit commanders and are responsible for providing
advice on morale. However, they do so through the chah o f command rather than outside
it,
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in 1962 was telling. The requirement for German participation and good will seemed
more evident in Europe and at the higher military ranks in NATO. In Allard's words, it
was time " to stop playing the role of occupier... and create links with the civilian
population and to make it understand the solidarity aspect of our pre~ence".~~'
These
words hint that, in the early 1960s, the German population was not completely
convinced that the presence of NATO troops was to their advantage.

The inconsistencies revealed here in different areas and at different Ievels of decision-

making are perhaps not too surprising. In 1951, the need to recruit quickly and to
produce combat ready soldiers illustrates how short term exigencies overrode a long
term vision. The military trained for combat. The use of the military to achieve more
subtle goals. such as to assist in the conversion of Geman public opinion. created a
soldier-diplomat role which was not fully articulated. The provision of Geman language
training for soldiers and their families, the articles in The Beaver, and the films about
German culture, traditions and etiquette were practical means of ensuring that life was
smoother for the Canadians and their German neighbours. The soldiers and their
families became defacto instruments of Canadian foreign policy and cantributed to the
image of Canada in German public mind.

'%ee footnote 470 on page 199.
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Appendix A

Chart 1
Canadian - West German Trade (Dominion Bureau of Statistics in thousands of
dollars)
note: Statistics prior to 1952 also include Eastern Germany

'

Calendar Year

Canadian exports
1 to Germany

Canadian Imports
fiom Germany

Balance for
Canada

l NA, RG 25, Vol. 6618, File 11271-40p t 2.1 Memorandum from B.G.Barrow, Asst
Dir, International Trade Relations Branch, Canada Department of Trade and Commerce to N.F.
Berlin, Department of Extenial Main, concemhg statements for inclusion with Letter of
Instruction for ML Charles Ritchie, 3 1 May 1954

Chart 2 -Canadian Exports to the United States, the United Kingdorn and
Western Germany, 1949-1964. A Comparative Table2

Calendar year

United States

United Kingdom

Federal Republic
of Germany

These tables have been compiied fiom the Dominion Bureau of Statistics,
Review of Foreign Trade' Volumes, 194%1963- 1966. (Ottawa: Queen's Pnnter,
1950-1967)

Chart 3 Canadian Imports from the United States, the United Kingdom and
the Federal Republic of Germany, 1949-1964. A Comparative Table3

Calendar Year

United States

United Kingdom

Federal Republic
of Germany
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existence of o t h e r factors w i l l h e l p onLy s l l r i . i t l y to
Justlfy our brlgade group's p r e s e n t tactlcql posLtion.
A t the moment L t vlolates noarly 311 our tqctlcal
5 a t :le

belief S .

.
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CANAOtAN

EMBASSY

1 h a c a c o n v s r s e t i o n i n S o e s t with B r i g a d i e r D â r o
on ? & r ~ ~ e r9y. He told me that a United S t a t r s army o f f i c e r
w d s i x o r s e v e n o t h e r r ~ k assigned
s
to supervise the control
of nucl-zr warheads are cow stationed in one of t h e camps of
t h e Lth Banac',ian I n f a z t r y 3 r i g a d e Group. 3are t o l d n e t h a t
-&.il? thsy Wear United S t a t e s ôrmy uniform so f a r t h e y havo
rof'rsined from f l p i n g t h e United S t z t e s flag over the head.uartors building c m s t r r i c t e d for t h e i r use. He s a i d th&
whil- hz Kas z o t c e r z a i n . a s he avoided seeking any p r e c i s e
i n f o r n a t i o n on the point, he b e l i e v e d t h a t t h e undergound
i n s t â l l a t i o n s f o r s t o r i n g n u c l s r r wsrheads w h i c h are being
S u i l t ~ e e r b ya r o n e a r l y completed ên9 p r o b a b l y also will 01
nsnned s h o r t ly

.

Yhen 1 w r o t e my l e t t e r t o you of Deceaber 20 1 nad
n o t r e a l i z e d . t h a t th- h-aiquarters unit l o c a t e d i n the Canadian
3rigôde Sroup ares is incêndad also to sarve the B r i t i s h
f o r c e s . Thus, vrheth-r or r.ot =r. agreement is concluded between the Cznadian u i d ü n i t e d S t a t e s a u t h o r i t i o s f o r the us+
of wartieeds, t h e United States arny personnel s t a t i o n e d within
the Canzdian 3riaade a r e 2 w i l l b e g i n to serve c e r t z i n 3 r i t i s h
n i t s in t h e area a s soon a s the stora.ge i n s t a l l a t i o n s a r e
completed.

-

Dare t o l d me t h a t a p a r t from the Time Ma~razine c o r responrlent t h e r e ore t w o or three o t h e r j o u r n a l i s t s who have
shor;m an i n t e r e s t recefitly in v i s i t i n g the arigade, including
?Te A. Robertson, Esq.,
Under-Secretary of S t z t e
for ~ x t e r n i iA?.ffai.rs,
Ottawa, Canais.
,

/*

- 1 ,

I

f'J:

-1

Reference: RG 25, ~i&me 7626, f i l e 11381-40, p t . 4.2
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12,
I:ots:lt h s t a c d i ~ p ,th? Céni-li;ns ara in a s d z s ~ ~ b l e
*,û c o t thamseIves hi^^ th- r.u:loar
xszrsns
oosi~ior..

-r

t t i n k t h e r e m i ~ h tSe a dis-ositioc in looking a t
t h e ariuer'e and its ç a n e r â l capabilities to c o n s i a e r it 2 C

13

?ore f l o x i S l e f o r c e t h a z the Air Division. Cn t h e %CI
OL
it t k i s is so. C e r t a t ~ l yt h e arniy x i t h its noderr. mezns o f
reconnaissance (2.g. h e l i c o p t e r s ) , i t s am?hiSious c a p a b i l i t y ,
and its c o n v e c t i o n a l o r nuclear f i r e power c a p a b i l i t y c,ar. b e
n a i e a more v e r s a t i l e f o r c e thon the FLCar" units in Zrrope
vnich ara r e s t r i c t e d Sy t h e i r a i r c r a f t t o only one or t w o
roles requirinc a nuclear capâbility
Kowever, t h e imuortazt
oint is t h a t t h e 4 K B G in its p r o s e n t r o l e has vary
f l e x i k ~ i l i t g , a& i n some c i r c ~ z s t a n c e sw i l l have C O use
n u c l e a r woapons z O survive evec a convent i o n â l accack.

.

IL
These ? o i n t s r o l û t i n g t o t h e equipmsnt 2x16 r o l e o f
t h e Canzeian 3 r i ~ ô c i e2nd its neierhbours in the NATO b a t t l e
order are as f a r u a s 1 c m ju&ge Ey?icâl or' t h e s i t u a t i o n
t h r o u p h o u t t h e NATO f o r c e s ir. ?;'estern Surope. The geileral
nictur? seens to b e t n a t the forces availéi5le a r e i n s u f f i cient f o r the t a & , ecd i n niacy c a s e s a r e Selow strerigth in

numbers, êquipment and effectivacess. P z r t l y becausa of this
s i t u a t i o n m i l i t a r y authorities conccrned in t h e various
nzt.tional and i n t e r n a t i o n a l headquarters i c v o l v e d ê r e pressing
aheed a s r a p i d l y a s p o s s i b l e w i t h t h e implementstion o f agreed
Ni-TO olor?s for the deployment of nuclear weapons t o t h e
combat f o r c e s to b e held i n United S t a t e s c u s t o d p but a v a i l âSle for iemedizte u s e . Xe hsve touîhed on this i n r e c e n t
telegrans coricernins t h e r o l e of t h e German A i r Force; the
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As you nêy know, t h e 3rioûce Go:msnàer ir. s u r o = e
bas beon ~ i v e r .the powers o f nn o f f i c o r c o r x = n d i r . ~a c o a m - ~ d .
h
nrmy
~e a l s o er.joys C i r e c t c o ~ f i u r . i c ~ c i o n~s i t Canadicn
..
Fieadauaners; co l i m i t â t i o n being p l s c e d Sy tne Cër.âalan
a u t h o r i t ies u ~ o r .h i s direct channel o f commur.ic~tior. on azy
m a t t e r t3:itti the 2 h i e f of the General Staff. Y h i k h i s " S C is under c o m a n d of t h e Co,?in!ônaer, Kortherr. k r l y Grou?, :?e
also h3s been i n s t r u c t e d ; "to irzorn t h e = k i e f O? t h e G e ~ e r s l
Stacf by t h e m s t e x p e d i t i o u s aeans p o s s i j l e o f the occurecce
of any iccidect or event i n v o l v i n c y o u r f o r c e . w i t h those of
t h e S o v i e t b l o c . Your r e p o r t w i l l also i r r l u d e i n f o r n z t i o n
on any counter ê c t i o r . t a k e n or c o n t e a p l a t a c oy y o u r i m m e d i a t e superior

15

."

16.
T h e CuSan c r i s i s put some o f these îrrsneemects to
a t e s t axa p o i n t e d up t h e unusuêlly d i f f i c ~ l tend d e l i c a t é
tosks o f t h e 3rioade Cornander i n e period of !ftension.z
3ecause
- h i s Corn~~& i s r o l a t i v g l y junior ne 5oes n o t r e c e i v e
q u i c k l y zough through any r t g u l & c h m n e i t h e i n f o r n a t i o n

f ' r ~ m hizhsr forrnatiors whict? irmy Eeedquarters expects him
to provide. He showed nie c o p i e s of the s i t u z t i o n r e p o r t s he
Wês S b l e to p r o v i d e to E-rny Headcuarters.
These were POO&
r e p o r t s but t h e a e t e f i a l ig them #as o b t a i n e d 'Dy sendiiig -bis
i n t e l l i g e n c e o f f icer to Northem irmy ûroup Headquarters
where he wzs a b l e t h r o u g h personal c o n n e c t i o n s to find out
informally what was g o i n = on. A t the same time t h e Sri.gâde
Commander has not a v a i l a b l e +,O h b (in the same way as bas
t h e Air Divisf on Commander] the peri0dj.c a l l - s o w c e i n t e l l i "ence r e p o r t s which emanate from Ottawz.

17.
The Sripade C ~ ~ m a n d es r o f f i c i a l sources of i n f ormation both f r o m senior Îormations in 8orthern Amy Group and
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This xakes ic' e x x m e l y
front Ottaws a r e âLaost n o n - e x i s t e c t
d i f t i c u l t f o r t h e Comacirder to deciie when t o t a k e ;he myrizd
ar,d important o r e ? a r e t o r y ste?s w h i c h can an2 s k o u l d Se
c a r r i e d o u t s h o r t O-? â d e c l i r e d e l e r t . His a b i l i t y to t&e
t h e s e d e c i s i o n s on r h e b a i s O? adequote ir.20rrnzcior. i e c s a e s
a l 1 t h Dore i m p o r t a n t in a s i c u ê t i o c wners t h a n l f f e r s a t
s t e n r s O * r l o r t a r e very l i k c l y a u i c k l y =CI h e c m e t e l e s c s 3 ~ d
2 3 d~ i s o r d e r l y .

-

An aspect of t h ê s e p r o b l e m ~ i , i c . i L rr.itht mention
14.
2s the p o s i t i o n o f dependents. About l2,OCO in 211, the::
reprecor.t a h e w y r o s ? o n s i b i l i t y anc â liahility i.<kLch, ir.
t h e o r y a t l e a s t , should not worry t h e Bri~srleCoimzr.der 2s
such whose p r i n c i p a l concern is o p e r a t i o n a l con;liênc o f h i s
t r o o p s . In ? r a c t i c e , of c o u r s e , i n a s i t u t i o n such a s t h a t
c r e a t e d 5 y the Cuban c r i s i s he is i r t i n a t e l y co~:er-ed i i f t h
the c r o j l e m . A t t h e aomect kike 3a-e t e l l s ae there a r e no
plans f o r t h e rernoval of dependents to Cam5t. Thac is to
Say no proceàures have bzen worked o u t w i s h zhe 5UnF or t k e
c o m e r c t ô l ê i r l i n e s ?O r t h e i r energoncy e v = c u ~ t i o n . Civer.
the ~ i t u i t i o f iwkero a n C l - o u t c u c l e t r exchanoe were t o zake
place p e r h a p s it t o e s not m a t t e r rcuch xnero skev a r a . InCaed
piven t h e d i T i c u l t i e s o f r e a c h i n r t h e p o l i t i c a i d e r i s i o n C O
evi-cuatê c e p e ~ d e n t sp o s s i j l y i h ê i d e 3 o w h t C O Oe ;bzr.doceJ
ir? any s i c u a t i o r , which aevelops r a p i d l y , e .S. , SuSa. Eowever ,
c l e s r l r it would h e h d p f u l if saine â ~ r e e dp o l i q ; existed
concerzing evecuvt i o n o f d e ~ e n d e nst -rom Europe,
Berlin Zontinoencv Plznninn
19
As f a r as 1 could tnderstacd it, Jean Allardrs task
in t h e e v m t of m i l i t a r y â c t i o n to V e f e n d n B e r l i n rrould be
to s u p - o r t , v i r t u a l l g in c o r p s s t r e n g t h , o t h e r e l m e n t s of the
Eortherr: Amy Group, which would ~ d v a ~ cup
e t h e ë x i s of the
autobahn. His preserit cornand, t h e Lth B r i t i s h I n f ~ n t r y
? r i a d e , would be expanded for t n e s e purposes. The Canadian
forces iilvolved vould not 5 e enganed at t h e o u t s e t 5ut would

.

21
1 a? e w ~ r e ,o f c o u r s e , :het 211 c r p a r t o f t h e
n e t t e r s s o t o u t in this l e t t e r a l r e a d y ir,ay j e kriown t o y u .
x w e v e r ! , ss some of this in'oraztior. was cew to .nie I t h o u . ~ h t
it ~ o s s i o l et h a t it mizht a l s o be net; to you. L o r e o v e r , I
thouoht you n i A t f i d i t u s s f ü l , as 1 d i d , t o view t h e
v ~ r i o u sp i e c e s a c a i z s t t h e backcround provided bp the :oc;nents
i = + e hy D a r e 2nd A l l a r 5 . Keeclass to say i k v e k e p t oxly
m e copy of t h i s l e x e r 2nd 1 n s ~ soot referred it elsewhere
or, icoeed, Ciscusse!5ii-.s cont e x s w i t h acyone h e r e o t h e r
than fXrkwooci.
t

